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Chapter 1 - Welcome to BenMAP-CE 

The environmental Benefits Mapping and Analysis Program-Community Edition 
(BenMAP-CE) is a powerful, yet easy-to-use program that estimates the number and 
economic value of health impacts resulting from changes in air pollution 
concentrations. The open-source BenMAP-CE tool replaces the proprietary version of 
the program (BenMAP) that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) first 
developed in 2003 to analyze national-scale air quality policies. These analyses include 
health benefits assessments for the National AmbientAir Quality Standards (NAAQs) 
for Particulate Matter (2006, 2012) and Ozone (2008, 2010) as well as the Locomotive 
Marine Engine Rule (2008). 

U.S. EPA and its partners designed BenMAP-CE to serve the analytical needs of a range 
of users, including scientists, policy analysts, and decision makers. Most users apply the 
BenMAP-CE tool to answer one of two types of questions: 

1. What are the human health and economic benefits associated with a policy 
improving air quality? 

2. What is the human health burden attributable to total air pollution levels? 

While the BenMAP-CE development team designed the program to be accessible to 
novice users, the tool includes a number of features that will appeal to advanced 
analysts as well. For example, analysts can add their own health impact and valuation 
functions, map results, and perform a suite of sensitivity analyses. Beginning users can 
take advantage of U.S. EPA's pre-programmed settings and reports in the core program. 

1.1 Overview of BenMAP-CE & Benefits Assessment 

The BenMAP-CE program estimates the human health impacts and economic value of 
air quality changes. That is - BenMAP-CE relates air quality changes to human health 
benefits. Such analyses are a critical component of air quality policy assessments. As 
such, a variety of Federal, State and Local air pollution officials have used BenMAP-CE 
to inform air quality management decisions.1 

BenMAP-CE estimates benefits from improvements in human health, such as reductions 
in the risk of premature death, heart attacks, and other adverse health effects. Other 
benefits ofreducing air pollution (i.e., visibility and ecosystem effects) are not 
quantified in the current version of BenMAP-CE. After estimating the reductions in the 
incidence of adverse health effects, BenMAP-CE calculates the monetary benefits 
associated with those reductions. 

How does BenMAP-CE estimate human health effects? 

First, BenMAP-CE determines the change in ambient air pollution using user-specified 
air quality data. Because BenMAP-CE does not model air quality changes, these data 

1 For a list of peer-reviewed articles that used the BenMAP and BenMAP-CE tools, see: www.epa.gov/benmap 
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must be input into BenMAP-CE as modeling data or generated from air pollution 
monitoring data (although some monitoring data is pre-loaded in BenMAP-CE, see 
Chapter 5 for details). Next, BenMAP-CE relates the change in pollution concentration 
with certain health effects (also known as health endpoints, see Chapter 6 for details). 
This relationship is often referred to as the health impact function (HIF) or the 
concentration-response (C-R) function. As shown in Figure 1-1, these HIFs are derived 
from epidemiology studies that relate pollutant concentrations with health outcomes. 
BenMAP-CE applies that relationship to the population experiencing the change in 
pollution exposure to calculate health impacts. 

Epidemiology study 

lndci'~n.(e 

'{kig- SZJ.b) 

Ln{B) 
PM rnncentratio11 

Health impact function 

Ln(y) = ln(B) + O(PM) 

APM - Air quality 'hang~ 

Figure 1-1. Deriving a Health Impact Function from the Epidemiology Literature 
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A simplified example is shown below. 

Health Effect= Air Quality Change* Health Effect Estimate* Exposed Population* 
Health Baseline Incidence 

11 Air Quality Change. The air quality change is the difference between the 
starting air pollution level (i.e., the baseline) and the air pollution level after 
some change, such as a new regulation (i.e., the control). 

11 Health Effect Estimate. The health effect estimate is an estimate of the 
percentage change in the risk of an adverse health effect due to a one unit 
change in ambient air pollution. Epidemiological studies are a good source for 
effect estimates. 

11 Exposed Population. The exposed population is the number of people affected 
by the air pollution reduction. The government Census office is a good source for 
this information. In addition, private companies may collect this information and 
offer it for sale. 

11 Health Baseline Incidence. The health incidence rate is an estimate of the 
average number of people who die (or suffer from some adverse health effect) in a 
given population over a given period of time. For example, the health incidence rate 
might be the probability that a person will die in a given year. Health incidence 
rates and other health data are typically collected by the government. In addition 
the World Health Organization is a good source for this. 2 

How does BenMAP-CE estimate the economic value of human health effects? 

BenMAP-CE also calculates the economic value of avoided health effects (see Chapter 7 
for details). After calculating the health changes, you can estimate the economic value 
by multiplying the reduction of the health effect by an estimate of the economic value 
per case (see Figure 1-2): 

Economic Value = Health Effect* Value of Health Effect 

2 The World Health Organization is a good source for international health data, see: http://wvvw.who.int. 
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I 00 • $5,000 = 
$500,000 

The economic value is 
the number of cases 

multiplied by the value 
of each admission 

Figure 1-2. Estimating the Economic Value of Human Health Effects 

There are several different ways of calculating the value of the health effect. For 
example, the value of an avoided premature mortality is generally calculated using the 
Value of Statistical Life (VSL). The value of a statistical life is the monetary value that a 
group of people are willing to pay to slightly reduce the risk of premature death in the 
population. For other health effects, the medical costs of the illness may be the only 
valuation data available. The BenMAP-CE database includes several different functions 
for VSL and valuation functions for other health effects for you to choose, or you can use 
the U.S. EPA's approach for quantifying and valuing air pollution effects 3. 

Figure 1-3 summarizes the BenMAP-CE inputs and outputs. This figure shows the types 
of choices that you make regarding the modeling of population exposure, the types of 
health effects to model, and how to place an economic value on these health effects. 
Please note that BenMAP-CE does not have air quality modeling capabilities, and 
therefore the user must provide externally created data in order to work with modeled 
data. BenMAP-CE is preloaded with limited air quality monitoring data, but externally 
created monitoring data may also be needed. 

What else can BenMAP-CE do? 

BenMAP-CE incorporates a geographic information system (GIS), allowing users to 
create, utilize, visualize, and export maps of air pollution, population, incidence rates, 
incidence rate changes, economic valuations, and other types of data (Figure 1-4). 

3 Seehttps://www.epa.gov/benmap/benmap-community-edition. 
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BenMAP Analysis: Inputs & Outputs 
Air Quality Surface 

Change in air quality 
{difference between baseline and 
control air pollution c:onditioris) 

Health Impact Configurati~~ r 
Di'lfa -------------------------------------------'----------------------------------------------

Change in population-level 
exposure to air pollution _M ______ _ _ ...,,...-----..... --...-. : 

---------ch~-~9~~i,~:~~~~r--------- . 
(deaths and diseasecases) • -------

-------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- . ____ ............. __ _ 
Aggregation, Pooling & Valuation 

Audit Trail Report 

BenMAP-CE User's Manual 

Monetary value (benefits) of 
health effects incidence change 

Results in tabular formats, 
maps, audit trails 

Figure 1-3. BenMAP-CE Flow Diagram 

Figure 1-4. BenMAP-CE GIS Example 
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Analysts can use BenMAP-CE to: 

• Create maps illustrating the population/community level ambient pollution 
levels; 

• Compare benefits associated with various regulatory programs; 

• Characterize the distribution of health impacts among population sub-groups; 

• Estimate health impacts and economic values of existing air pollution 
concentrations; 

• Estimate the health benefits of alternative ambient air quality standards; and 

• Perform sensitivity analyses of health or valuation functions, or of other inputs. 

1.2 How to Use this Manual 

Chapters 2 through 9 of this manual provide step-by-step instructions on how to use 
BenMAP-CE. New users should start with Chapters 2 and 3, which are both relatively 
short. These chapters provide a basic overview of the tool and how it works, and 
explain some potentially confusing terminology.4 Use the rest of the manual to answer 
any specific questions you may have, or to walk you step-by-step through the various 
components. Chapter 4 discusses how to enter data into BenMAP-CE, Chapters 5 
through 7 cover each of the main steps in the Core Program, and Chapters 8 and 9 cover 
mapping, report options, and additional tools. 

Each chapter is introduced by a short section that describes what you can find within 
the chapter and provides an outline of the chapter's contents. This is a good place to go 
if the Table of Contents does not provide enough detail for you to find the section you 
need. The end of most chapters has a series of "Frequently Asked Questions," which 
may also be helpful for answering specific questions. In chapters that provide 
instructions on navigating the tool, the following conventions are observed: tree menu 
items, buttons, tabs and selection box labels are in bold type; prompts and messages are 
enclosed in quotation marks; and drop-down menu items, options to click or check, and 
items that need to be filled in or selected by the user are italicized. Throughout the 
chapters you will also see boxes presenting common mistakes and important things to 
remember when working with BenMAP-CE. 

There is also a set of Technical Appendices to provide more detailed information on 
model functions, data, and underlying assumptions. 

Appendix A: Monitor Rollback Algorithms 

Appendix B: Air Pollution Exposure Estimation Algorithms 

4 Another good reference is the BenMAP-CE Quick Start Guide, see: http://www.epa.gov/benmap. 
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Appendix C: Deriving Health Impact Functions 

Appendix D: Health Incidence & Prevalence Data in U.S. Setup 

Appendix E: Core Particulate Matter Health Impact Functions in U.S. Setup 

Appendix F: Core Ozone Health Impact Functions in U.S. Setup 

Appendix G: Additional Health Impact Functions in U.S. Setup 

Appendix H: Core Health Valuation Functions in U.S. Setup 

Appendix I: Additional Health Valuation Functions in U.S. Setup 

Appendix J: Population & Other Data in U.S. Setup 

Appendix K: Uncertainty & Pooling 

Appendix L: Command Line BenMAP-CE 

Appendix M: Function Editor 

References 

1.3 Computer Requirements 

The computer hardware requirements for BenMAP-CE are typically modest, though this 
will vary depending on the complexity of the analysis. BenMAP-CE requires a Windows 
platform and can be used on machines running Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows 10. 
In particular, BenMAP-CE requires a computer with: 

• Either a 64- or 32-bit operating system, although a 64-bit operating system is 
recommended 

• Adobe Acrobat Reader 

• Microsoft Excel or other spreadsheet program (in order to read exported .xlsx 
files) 5 

• Microsoft .NET Framework 4 (or 4.5) 6 

• At least 4 gigabytes of RAM 7 

• Intel or compatible processor, Core iS (or better) 

s OpenOffice and LibreOffice are two open-source options for spreadsheet tools. 
6 If .NET is not pre-installed, BenMAP-CE will provide a message advising you to install .NET. A standalone 
installer is available on the Microsoft website (URL: htt11_;j_/_www,_m_i_~_r_QS.Q_f1;,_~Qm/_~n: 

us/download/details.aspx?id=l 7718). Install the runtime version and associated files (e.g., 
dotnetfx40_full_x86_x64.exe ). 
7 BenMAP-CE works best in a 64-bit Windows environment. With a 32-bit installation there are limits on the 
memory available to the software application; it can utilize no more than 2 GB of RAM. This will impact 
performance when processing large spatial datasets or numerous health impact/valuation functions. To 
determine whether your computer is running a 32-bit or 64-bit version of Windows, refer to this article from 
Microsoft: https:/ /support.microsoft.com/ en-us/help /15056 /windows-7-32-64-bit-faq 
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11 At least 10 GB free disk space is necessary for installation of the BenMAP-CE 
database and ancillary files 8 . 

1.4 Installing BenMAP-CE 

The installation of BenMAP-CE is very simple. Double click Setup.exe in your 
installation directory to bring up the setup wizard. Then follow the setup wizard by 
clicking 'Next' or 'OK' to complete the installation. 

The installer will guide you through the steps required to install BenMAP-CE on your computer. 

'WARNING: This computer program is protected by copyright law and international treaties. 
Unauthorized duplication or distribution of this program. or any portion of it. may result in severe civil 
or criminal penalties, and will be prosecuted to the maximum extent poosible under the law. 

Installation Complete 

BenMAP-CE has been successfully installed. 

Click "Close" to exit. 

Please use 'Windows Update to check for any critical updates to the .NET Framework. 

8 A solid state drive (SSD) has also shown improved performance over hard disk drives (HDD). 
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Upgrading to a new version of BenlVIAP-CE 

Periodically, new versions of Ben MAP-CE will be made available and posted to the 
BenMAP-CE website:http://www.epa.gov/benmap/. If you are upgrading, first 
uninstall the previous version of the software on your computer (details provided in 
Section 1.5). Then extract the files from the installer package (.zip file) and run the 
executable ("setup.exe"). A new installer package can be relatively large ( ~ 1.2 
gigabytes) because the database is embedded in the installer. However, once 
downloaded, the installation process is generally very fast. 

Installation instructions are typically provided with each software release. Refer to 
these supplemental instructions for important additional information. Please note that 
your existing Setups will not be automatically transferred to newly installed versions of 
BenMAP. See instructions for exporting and importing databases in Chapter 9. 

1.5 Uninstalling BenMAP-CE 

To uninstall BenMAP-CE, go to Control Panel, Programs and Features and remove 
BenMAP-CE. Nate that uninstalling BenMAP-CE does not also remove any results files 
that you have created with BenMAP-CE. 

1.6 Contacts for Comments, Questions & Bug Reporting 

For comments and questions, please contact Ali Kamal at the U.S. EPA 

Address: C539-07, U.S. EPA Mailroom, Research Triangle Park, NC 27711 

Email: kamal.ali@epa.gov 

Telephone: 919-541-4959 

Alternatively, you can send a message at the BenMAP-CE 
website: h_ttp_s_;_;'fw:w_w_,_~_p_~_,g_QYfh_~JI!I!f!Pifonn,s_fc,-:_m1t~_c,-:_t::JJS_::_~_b__Q_JJ_t_~_h_~_nJn~mJ or by simply 
emailing benmap@epa.gov. 

To report programming bugs or suggest additions to the software in BenMAP-CE: 

• Select the Help menu in the main window; 

• Open the Provide Feedback form; 

• Complete the form and submit the report. 
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1. 7 Sources for More Information 
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For supplemental information on BenMAP-CE, such as articles and presentations, 
manuals, and training materials go to: 

• U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air Quality Planning and 
Standards ( 0 AQP S), BenMAP-C E website: bJtp_s_;_jj_w_:ww,_~pg,_gQy_/_b_~Im-1f!P/ 

To interact with other BenMAP users, go to: 

• BenMAP-CE Discussion Forum: https://forum.benmap.org/ 

To access the BenMAP-CE source code, go to: 

• BenMAP-CE on Github: https://github.com/BenMAPCE/BenMAP-CE 

For more information on conducting benefit analysis, see the following documents: 

• U.S. EPA (various years). Costs and Benefits of the Clean Air Act. Available 
at:https://www.epa.gov/clean-air-act-overview /benefits-and-costs-clean-air
act 
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1.8 Frequently Asked Questions (General) 

Is BenlVIAP-CE free? Is there a Terms of Use agreement? Are there any restrictions on 
using BenlVIAP-CE? 

BenMAP-CE is free. There is no Terms of Use agreement and there are no restrictions on 
using BenMAP-CE. Feel free to share it with others. 

How do I know which version of BenMAP-CE I am using? How do I know if I have the 
most current version of BenMAP-CE? How do I get the most current version? 

You can identify the version of BenMAP-CE you are using by going to the Help menu and 
choosing About. Here you will see the version number and contact information. To 
determine whether you have the most recent version of BenMAP-CE, you can check the 
BenMAP-CE website (http://www.epa.gov/benmap/), which will have the latest 
version that is publicly available. Alternatively, you can use the contact information to 
inquire about any upcoming versions of the model. 

Environmental Benefits Mapping and Analysis Program - Community Edition (BenMAP-CE) 

Version: 1AKO (June 12, 2018) 

U.S. EPA, 2018. Envimnmental Benefits: Mapping and .Analysis Program - Community Edition 
(\lersion L4), 2018. Research Triangle Park, NL Available on the internet at 

BenMAP-CE is free and open source software. Requests for the source code, as: \Vell as: 

comments: and questions:,. should be sent to ff!.0.!.[~.QLCfc:.t}!X!.0.P.@.'.;P:0. .. E9.\\ 

Why don't my files created with an older version of BenMAP work with BenMAP-CE? 

Files created with an older version of BenMAP will not, in most cases, work with 
BenMAP-CE because of changes to the program. For example, later versions of 
BenMAP-CE have the capability to handle population data differentiated by ethnicity. 
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For this reason, after completing an analysis with BenMAP-CE, it is always good to 
archive the BenMAP-CE installer along with the files used in your analysis, so that you 
will always be able to reproduce your work in the future. 

Why are my pop-up windows too small? Why are buttons missing? 

If the Ben MAP-CE pop-up windows do not show the entire content (display seems cut 
off or buttons are missing), please check the display properties for your computer. 
Locate your Control Panel, then your Display settings, and choose the screen 
resolution associated with 96 DPI (display pixels per inch). Here is what the screen 
looks like for Windows 7 Professional operating system. 

:1,,~;::ikf: it easfr::r to ·:-~:ad t:-.ABfs: nr. \/D:~: ::01.~reen 

Yo:J -=:an d'lan·~ethe suE- cf text ;o.rid other rterr".:s ortyof_.F sne:ef1 b;- chcC1;;m·~ o~e ot-:-he:;e op-:-1cn:;. k· 
ternpcrnnly er.l'lrgejurt part cf the ~creom, .Jse the '.·:·'.~~!if::'.:_: tccl. 

For;:: a.f.!W.-: DP! s:::ffing, 'Select;:; pi:r.:.e:-i-"'r.ag:: *om the !:st, or 
;::rBg the n:Jk.:- ~-·;:tt; ';'Our l'l}QVSe. 

Why do I get different results than someone else? 

There are many possible reasons why your results might differ from someone else's 
results. One good place to start is the Audit Trail Reporting option. With the Audit Trail 
you can examine the assumptions and selections that you have made to generate your 
results and compare your selections with those made in another analysis. 

What do I need to be aware of if I use BenMAP-CE for a local scale analysis? 

Perhaps the most important issue is to make sure that you have identified the 
resolution of your analysis and have the appropriate grid definitions loaded into 
BenMAP-CE. See Chapter 4 (Section 4.1.1) to read about grid definitions. The next key 
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step, which is closely connected to the grid definitions, is to determine the data that you 
want to use. Data such as air quality modeling, incidence data, and population data need 
to match the grid definitions that you are using. You also need to be careful about the 
formatting of your data when loading it into BenMAP-CE. Chapter 4 also provides 
information on loading data into BenMAP-CE. 

Does BenMAP-CE estimate effects of air pollution that are not related to human health 
(i.e., ecological effects)? 

No. BenMAP-CE does not currently have impact functions to estimate other than human 
health effects. In principle, it would be possible to estimate ecological effects, as 
BenMAP-CE is designed to combine different types of geographically variable data. To 
do so, you would need to develop and load data and impact functions appropriate to 
estimating ecological effects of interest. 

How can I get training for BenMAP-CE? 

A variety of training resources are available, including self-paced exercises, online 
interactive modules and instructor-led training are available 
at: https://www.epa.gov/benmap/benmap-ce-training-materials 

Where can I find the source code for BenMAP-CE? 

BenMAP-CE is an open source program and the development team welcomes 
contributions and scrutiny from the user community. If you are interested in receiving a 
current copy of the source code, see https://github.com/BenMAPCE/BenMAP-CE. 
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Active Layer. In the GIS window, the active layer is the top-most data layer. All queries 
or statistical analysis of the map will act upon this top-most layer. 

Aggregation. The summing of grid cell level results to a larger spatial scale, such as 
county, state, or national levels. 

Aggregation, Pooling, and Valuation (APV) Configuration. APV configurations store 
your preferences regarding how to aggregate your results, whether and how to pool 
your results, and any economic valuation functions you have applied. For example, an 
APV file might aggregate your estimated change in incidence to the U.S. county level, it 
might pool across multiple hospital admission health impact functions and it could 
include an economic valuation function. APV configurations are stored in files with an 
.apvx file extension. The results derived from an APV configuration have an .apvrx file 
extension. APV files are by default stored in the APV folder, and APV results files are by 
default stored in the CFGR folder. 

Air Quality Surface. An air quality surface contains modeled or monitored air pollution 
data in a series of cells; these cells may be a regular shape (like a 12km by 12km grid) 
or an irregular shape (like a county or census tract). These surfaces are also referred to 
as air quality grids. BenMAP-CE uses one air quality grid to represent the baseline 
scenario and a second grid to represent the control scenario. These baseline and control 
grids must share the same geographic structure. The program calculates the difference 
between baseline and control grids as an input to the health impact function. Air Quality 
Grids are stored in files with an .aqgx file extension. 

Air Quality Metric. The metric expresses the time period over which air quality values 
are modeled or observed and whether that modeled or observed air quality value is an 
average, maximum or minimum. For example, the metric DailyMean represents the 
average concentration for the sampling day. This could be taken directly from a single 
24-hour observation or from an average of hourly (or more frequent) observations. In 
addition to the time period, some metrics also specify the method used for averaging or 
aggregation. For example, a typical ozone metric DBHourMax represents the highest of 
the 8-hour moving averages during the day. 

Air Quality Model. Air quality models are valuable air quality management tools. 
Models are mathematical descriptions of pollution transport, dispersion, and related 
physical and chemical processes in the atmosphere. Air quality models (like CMAQ1 and 
CAMx 2) are used to estimate the air pollutant concentration at specific locations, which 
are referred to as receptors, or over a spatial area that has been divided into uniform 
grid squares. The number of receptors or grid-cells in a model far exceeds the number 
of monitors one could typically afford to deploy in a monitoring study. Therefore, 
models provide a cost-effective way to analyze pollutant impacts over a wide spatial 

1 Community Multi-scale Air Quality (CMAQ) Model is available at: 
htt_p_;_fj_www,_\'!_f,1_g,gmz:f_gm_9JilR\'!_s_~_gr_~blRIA/r;;mg_q,_b_tml or ht_t12_sjj_www,_~m_gs_~~_nJgr,Q_rgj_~m_gqj_. 
2 Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions (CAMx) is available at: http://vvww.camx.com/. 
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area where factors such as meteorology, topography, and emissions from both local and 
remote sources could be important. BenMAP-CE does not contain an air quality model. 

Attainment. The state of meeting the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) 
for a pollutant. A geographical area that meets the NAAQS is called an "attainment 
area." 

Audit Trail. This is a report that contains a record of all the choices involved in creating 
a particular file. Audit trails can be created for any file that BenMAP-CE creates. 

Background Concentration. The concentration of a pollutant, generally in the absence 
of human sources. 

Background Incidence. The incidence of a given adverse effect due to all causes 
including air pollution. Also called baseline incidence rates. 

Baseline Scenario. The air quality levels prior to whatever policy change you are 
evaluating. The baseline is sometimes referred to as "Business as Usual." The baseline 
scenario is usually considered to be the reference scenario against which to compare a 
potential "control scenario", in which air quality levels are changed from the baseline levels. 

Beta. The coefficient for the health impact function. The value of beta (g) typically 
represents the percent change in a given adverse health impact per unit of pollution. 

Closest Monitor. The procedure by which data from the closest monitor is used to 
represent air pollutant levels in a population grid cell. BenMAP-CE can also scale the 
data from the closest monitor with air pollution modeling data. BenMAP-CE includes two 
types of scaling - "temporal" and "spatial". See "Scaling" for additional information. 

Community Multi-scale Air Quality (CMAQ) Model. An open-source photochemical 
grid air quality model that the U.S. EPA and others rely upon to predict levels and changes 
in pollutant concentrations. 

Concentration-Response (C-R) Function. A C-R function estimates the relationship 
between adverse health effects and ambient air pollution, and is used to derive health 
impact functions (defined below). You will often see that the term C-R function and 
health impact function are used interchangeably. 

Configuration. A Configuration stores the health impact functions and model options used 
to estimate adverse health effects. Configurations are stored in files with a .cfgx file 
extension. CFGX files are by default stored in the CFC folder. The results derived from a 
Configuration have a .cfgrx file extension. CFGR files are by default stored in the CFGR 
folder. 

Contingent Valuation. A survey-based economic technique for the valuation of non
market resources, such as environmental preservation or avoidance of air pollution 
health risk. 
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Control Scenario. In a modeling study, this is a sensitivity scenario in which emissions 
from one or more source sectors are changed (increased or decreased) from a given 
"baseline scenario". The control scenario generally represents air quality levels after a 
new policy has been implemented. 

Core BenMAP-CE. The fully-featured benefits analysis program that accepts user
defined air quality data, quantifies health impacts, aggregates, values and pools results 
(details available in Section 3.1). Non-Core BenMAP-CE features include Command Line 
and PopSim, described in the following Chapters and Appendices. 

Cost of Illness (COi). The cost of illness includes the direct medical costs and lost 
earnings associated with illness. These estimates generally understate the true 
economic value of reductions in risk of a health effect, as they include just the direct 
expenditures related to treatment and lost earnings but not the value of avoided pain and 
suffering. 

Currency Year. The value of the currency based on the year specified. Valuation 
estimates should use a consistent currency year to account for inflation. For example, 
you might want to report the valuation estimate in 2000 dollars to make it easier to 
compare with your cost analysis, which uses that same currency year. 

Deltas. The difference between two data points. As used in Ben MAP-CE, mapping the air 
quality deltas shows the change in air pollution between the baseline air quality grid 
and the control air quality grid. 

Discount Rate. In a cost-benefit analysis, the discount rate is a quantitative method to 
account for the fact that people generally value future benefits and costs less than current 
costs and benefits. Typically, if a benefit occurs over multiple years, the economic benefit 
would be discounted. 

Endpoint. An endpoint is a subset of an endpoint group, and represents a more specific 
class of adverse health effects. For example, within the endpoint group Mortality, there 
might be the endpoints Mortality, Long Term, All Cause and Mortality, Long Term, 
Cardiopulmonary. 

Endpoint Group. An endpoint group represents a broad class of adverse health effects, 
such as premature mortality or hospital admissions. BenMAP-CE only allows pooling of 
adverse health effects to occur within a given endpoint group, as it generally does not make 
sense to sum the number of cases of disparate health effects, such as premature mortality 
and hospital admissions. 

Epidemiology. The study of factors affecting the health and illness of populations. 
Epidemiological studies cannot prove that a specific risk factor actually causes the 
disease being studied but can only show that a risk factor is associated (correlated) 
with a higher incidence of disease in the population exposed to that risk factor. 
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FIPS Code. Federal Information Processing Standard codes. Each state in the United 
States is assigned a 2-digit code. For example, "01" refers to Alaska, "37" refers to North 
Carolina, and "56" refers to Wyoming. 

Fixed Effect Pooling. Fixed effect pooling is one method to combine two or more 
distributions of health impact or economic value estimates into a single new 
distribution. Fixed effect pooling assumes that there is a single true underlying 
relationship between these component distributions, and that differences among 
estimated parameters are the result of sampling error. Weights for the pooling are 
generated via inverse variance weighting, thus giving more weight to the studies that 
exhibit lower variance and less weight to the input distributions with higher variance. 
See Random Effects Pooling below for additional information regarding pooling 
techniques. 

Fixed Radius. An option to interpolate air quality data points that uses all monitors 
within a fixed radius (or distance) of a given point of interest. All monitors are used and 
weighted by their relative distance. 

Geographic Area. Designation of a grid definition for linkage to a specific health impact 
function. 

GIS. Geographic Information System. A GIS is a system of hardware and software used 
for storage, retrieval, mapping, and analysis of geographic data. 

Global Burden of Disease. The World Health Organization global burden of disease 
(GBD) study measures burden of disease using the disability-adjusted-life-year (DALY). 
This time-based measure combines years of life lost due to premature mortality and 
years of life lost due to time lived in states of less than full health. The DALY metric was 
developed in the original GBD 1990 study to assess the burden of disease consistently 
across diseases, risk factors and regions. 3 

Grid Cell. One of the many geographic, or spatial, components within a Grid Definition. 
These can be regularly or irregularly shaped. 

Grid Definition. A BenMAP-CE Grid Definition provides a method of breaking a 
geographic region into areas of interest (Grid Cells) in conducting an analysis. This can 
be done in two ways - by loading a Shapefile (a particular type of GIS file) or by 
specifying a regularly shaped grid pattern. These are referred to as Shapefile Grid 
Definitions and Regular Grid Definitions, respectively. Typically a Shapefile Grid 
Definition is used when the areas of interest are political boundaries with irregularly 
shaped borders, while a Regular Grid Definition is used when the areas of interest are 
uniformly shaped grids (e.g., rectangles). All grid definitions must have a unique (i.e., 
non-repeating) column and row index. 

3 For more information on the GBD, see: http:/ /www.who.int/topics/global_burden_of_disease. 
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Health Impact Function. A health impact function calculates the change in adverse 
health effects associated with a change in exposure to air pollution. Based on a C-R 
function, a typical health impact function has inputs specifying the air quality metric 
and pollutant; the age, race and ethnicity of the population affected; and the incidence 
rate of the adverse health effect. 

Incidence. The total number of adverse health effects in a geographic region in a given 
unit time. In BenMAP-CE, this is the total number of adverse health effects avoided due 
to a change in air pollution levels. 

Incidence Rate. The background rate of a health effect per person in a given 
geographic region. The average number of adverse health effects per person per unit of 
time, typically a day or a year. The incidence rate must be expressed at the same time 
scale as the remainder of the health impact function. For example, a health impact 
function quantifying day-to-day changes in premature death must specify a daily death 
rate. 

Income Growth Adjustment. Adjusting certain valuation functions to reflect increases 
in real income over time. Generally, an increase in real income implies an increase in 
the willingness to pay (WTP). 

Interpolation. The process of estimating the air quality level in an unmonitored area 
by using one or more nearby air quality monitors. BenMAP-CE uses two types of 
interpolation procedures: one is to simply choose the closest monitor, the other is to 
use a technique called Voronoi Neighbor Averaging. These interpolation methods are 
discussed in more detail in Appendix B. 

Lat/Long. Latitude and longitude information to specify the geographic coordinates of 
a spatial location. The CMAQ model data are usually provided for each grid cell 
identified by the latitude and longitude of the grid cell's center point. Latitude identifies 
the north-to-south location of a point on the Earth. Longitude identifies the east to west 
location of a point on the Earth. 

Layer. In GIS, a layer represents a logical separation of mapped data usually 
representing a theme, such as political boundaries, roads, ozone data, number of 
mortalities avoided, etc. 

Layer Statistics. The summary statistics that correspond to the active layer in 
BenMAP-CE. For example, "mean", "standard deviation" or "max" of PM2.s air quality 
grid. 

Metadata. Data that serves to provide context or additional information about other 
data. BenMAP-CE stores a minimum set of standardized metadata fields for imported 
data files (e.g., file name, file date, reference, import date, and description). For certain 
data types, additional metadata are recorded. For example, GIS metadata will include 
information about datum, geographic coordinate system, resolution, and units. 
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Micrograms per Cubic Meter (µg/m3). The unit of measure for particulate matter in 
the NAAQS. This unit represents the mass of PM and other particle pollutants found in a 
cubic meter of air. 

Model Data. Pollutant concentration data that are generated by running an air quality 
model such as CMAQ. This is different from "monitor data," which are based upon 
observed concentrations. 

Monetize. In the context of human health benefits assessment, this is the practice of 
expressing society's preferences for avoiding certain health effects as an economic 
value (e.g., in U.S. dollars). In BenMAP-CE we estimate monetized benefits by using either 
Willingness to Pay or Cost of Illness valuation functions (see above and below). 

Monitor Data. Pollutant concentration data that are based upon measurements from 
an air quality monitor. "Raw" monitor data usually refers to data that are taken directly 
from measurement networks, with no additional processing of the data. Monitor data 
are different from "model data," which are based upon numerical predictions from an 
air quality model. 

Monitoring. Actual measurements of air pollution concentrations. The U.S. EPA has 
monitoring data, as well as other information related to monitoring, available through 
its Air Quality System (AQS):https://www.epa.gov/aqs. 

Monte Carlo Simulation. A technique used in Ben MAP-CE to quantify the confidence 
intervals around mean incidence and economic value estimate by randomly sampling 
an uncertainty distribution around the effect coefficients or willingness to pay 
estimates. 

Morbidity. A measure of being diseased or afflicted by an illness (generally non-fatal). 

Mortality. A measure of the number of deaths in a given population. 

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). The U.S. EPA establishes levels for 
pollutants that are considered harmful to public health and the environment. The Clean 
Air Act established two types of national air quality standards. Primary standards set 
limits to protect public health, including the health of "sensitive" populations such as 
asthmatics, children, and the elderly. Secondary standards set limits to protect public 
welfare, including protection against decreased visibility and against damage to 
animals, crops, vegetation, and buildings. The U.S. EPA has set NAAQS for six principal 
pollutants, which are called "criteria" pollutants: carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen 
dioxide, ozone, particulate matter (PM2.s, PM10), and sulfur dioxide. 

Odds Ratio. A quantitative measure reported in epidemiology studies of the 
relationship between exposure to air pollution and a health outcome. Odds Ratios must 
be converted to beta coefficients to be used in BenMAP-CE 
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Ordinality. In relation to air quality monitors, ordinality refers to the number of 
monitor values in the season that can exceed your standard. For example, if we had set 
the ordinality to four, then a monitor can have as many as three daily averages 
(assuming that we are using the daily average metric to define our standard) greater 
than your standard without violating the standard. In terms of rollback, if it has more 
than three daily averages in exceedance of the standard, then the rollback technique 
will be applied to that monitor. 

Ozone (03). BenMAP-CE focuses on ground level or "bad" ozone, which is not emitted 
directly into the air, but is created by chemical reactions between oxides of nitrogen 
(NOx) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the presence of sunlight. Emissions 
from industrial facilities and electric utilities, motor vehicle exhaust, gasoline vapors, 
and chemical solvents are some of the major sources of NOx and VOC. Breathing ozone 
can trigger a variety of health problems, particularly for children, the elderly, and 
people of all ages who have lung diseases such as asthma. Ground level ozone can also 
have harmful effects on sensitive vegetation and ecosystems. 

Particulate Matter. Particulate matter, also known as particle pollution or PM, is a 
complex mixture of extremely small particles and liquid droplets. Particle pollution is 
made up of a number of components, including acids (such as nitrates and sulfates), 
organic chemicals, metals, and soil or dust particles. Once inhaled, these particles can 
affect the heart and lungs and cause serious health effects. Includes PM2.s (particles less 
than 2.5 microns in aerodynamic diameter), PM10 (particles less than 10 microns in 
aerodynamic diameter), and PM10-2.s (particles between 2.5 and 10 microns in 
aerodynamic diameter). 

Parts per Million (ppm). This unit represents the concentration of the pollutant in a 
million parts of air. Carbon monoxide is often measured in units of ppm. 

Parts per Billion (ppb). This unit represents the concentration of the pollutant in a 
billion parts of air. Ozone concentrations in BenMAP-CE are reported in units of ppb. 

POC (Parameter Occurrence Code). An identifier used by U.S. EPA to distinguish 
between multiple monitors at the same site that are measuring the same parameter. For 
criteria pollutants, multiple monitors may be collocated to check precision. For 
combining data at the site level, the POC identifies the primary monitor (most frequent 
sampling). (POC appears in BenMAP-CE's advanced filtering options for monitor data.) 

Pooling. The combining of different sets of data. BenMAP-CE has several pooling 
methods, including fixed effects, fixed/random effects, and subjective weighting. 
Appendix K discusses the pooling approaches available in BenMAP-CE. 

Point Mode. When defining the configuration, you may choose to either estimate 
adverse health effects in point mode or using percentiles. The point mode simply means 
that Ben MAP-CE will use the mean value of the coefficient in the health impact function. 
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Population Exposure versus Personal Exposure. Population (or ambient) exposure 
refers to the average air pollution level measured in a grid cell. In contrast, personal 
exposure keeps track over the course of a day the exposure individuals encounter in 
different micro-environments, such as the freeway, outdoors and indoors. BenMAP-CE 
only represents population exposure. 

Population-weighted Air Quality. Modeled or monitored ambient concentrations that 
have been weighted according to the number of people exposed. 

Prevalence Rate. The percentage of individuals in a given population who already have 
a given adverse health condition. Used to calculate changes in health conditions among 
those who already have a health condition, such as asthmatics. 

Random Effect Pooling. Random effect pooling is one method to combine two or more 
distributions of health impact or economic value estimates into a single new 
distribution. This approach allows the possibility that the estimated parameter from 
different studies may in fact be estimates of different parameters, rather than just 
different estimates of a single underlying parameter. 

Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA). A policy tool used to assess the likely effects of a 
proposed regulation or regulatory change. It usually involves detailed analyses to 
quantify the costs and benefits of the regulation. 

Relative Risk. Relative risk typically is used as a measure of the change in risk of an 
adverse health effect associated with an increase in air pollution levels in an 
epidemiology study. More specifically, it is the ratio of the risk of illness with a higher 
pollution level to the risk of illness with a lower pollution level, where the "risk" is 
defined as the probability that an individual will become ill. 

Rollback. The process by which monitor data are reduced to a different level. BenMAP
CE rolls back monitor data in three ways. Percentage rollback reduces all monitor 
observations by the same percentage. Incremental rollback reduces all observations by 
the same increment. Rollback to a standard reduces monitor observations so that they 
just meet a specified standard. 

Setup. A BenMAP-CE setup encapsulates all of the data needed to run analyses for a 
particular geographic area-a city, an entire country, etc. These data consist of grid 
definitions, pollutants, monitor data, incidence and prevalence rates, population data, 
health impact functions, variables, inflation rates, and valuation functions. 

Shapefile. A shapefile is a particular type of GIS file, and has a .shp extension. These files 
are accompanied by companion files with .shx and .dbf extensions, and can be used to 
create Shapefile Grid Definitions. 
See http: //www.esri.com/library/whitepapers/pdfs/shapefile.pdf for more 
information. 
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Sum Dependent Pooling. Summing two or more incidence or valuation results, 
assuming the underlying functions are correlated. For example, summing the incidence 
of respiratory hospital admissions for two different age groups quantified using C-R 
functions from the same study. 

Sum Independent Pooling. Summing two or more incidence or valuation results, 
assuming the underlying functions are independent (uncorrelated). For example, 
summing the incidence of respiratory hospital admissions quantified using C-R 
functions from different studies using different methods. 

Threshold. BenMAP-CE's advanced settings for health impact functions allows you to 
specify an air quality threshold; this is an air quality level below which benefits are not 
calculated. For example, if the threshold is 5 µg/m 3, then only areas with PM 2.5 

concentrations equal to or greater than 5 µg/m3 will be included in estimating health 
incidence results. Specifying a threshold does not affect the shape of the C-R function 
used to quantify impacts. 

Unit Value. A unit value is the estimated mean economic value of avoiding a single case 
of a particular health effect. 

User-defined Weights Pooling. User-defined weights let you specify the weights that 
you want to use when combining two or more distributions of results. The weights 
should sum to one. If not, BenMAP-CE normalizes the weights so that they do. 

Valuation Function. Valuation functions are used by BenMAP-CE to estimate the 
economic values of changes in the incidence of health effects. These are selected within 
an Aggregation, Pooling, and Valuation Configuration (APV Configuration). 

Variable Datasets. Health Impact functions and valuation functions may sometimes 
refer to variables other than those for which BenMAP-CE automatically calculates 
values. For example, some valuation functions reference the median income within 
each area of analysis. To facilitate this, BenMAP-CE allows you to load datasets of 
variables for use in functions, which may be used globally or may vary geographically 
(meaning they are associated with a particular Grid Definition). 

VNA (Voronoi Neighbor Averaging). An algorithm used by BenMAP-CE to interpolate 
air quality monitoring data to an unmonitored location. BenMAP-CE first identifies the 
set of monitors that best "surround" the center of the population grid cell, and then 
takes an inverse-distance weighted average of the monitoring values. This is discussed 
in detail in Appendix B. 

WTP (Willingness to Pay). The willingness of individuals to pay for a good or service, 
such as a reduction in the risk of illness. In general, economists tend to view an 
individual's WTP for an improvement in environmental quality as the appropriate 
measure of the value of a risk reduction. An individual's willingness to accept (WTA) 
compensation for not receiving an improvement is also a valid measure. However, WTP 
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is generally considered to be a more readily available and conservative measure of 
benefits. 
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Upon starting BenMAP-CE for the first time, you will see the following Welcome screen. 

Ben MAP-CE uses a series of "stoplights'' that change colors as vou 
complete each stage of the prngrarn: 

Operation not yet started, 

Operation completed and requires no further attention. 

9 Operation completed, but you may need to re-nm this step. 

You can find a quick-start guide to get vou up and running here ... 

The Welcome screen gives a brief description of the user interface and highlights the 
"stoplight" metaphor used in BenMAP-CE to indicate the status of analytical steps 
performed using the tree menu on the left side of the main window. Clicking the links 
on the left side of the Welcome screen (e.g., Create Air Quality Grids) will provide 
information about each feature. You will also find a link to the BenMAP-CE website for 
downloading the most current BenMAP-CE software and other reference information. 
If you do not wish to see the Welcome screen at program start-up, check the option 
'Don't show this window screen again' in the lower left-hand corner of the screen. To re
enable the Welcome screen, go to Tools menu on the main BenMAP-CE window, select 
Options, and check the option for Show Start Window. Press OK on the Welcome 
screen to close this window and display the BenMAP-CE main window. 
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D 

Audit Trail Re~ori 

Pcl::u::ant 

The tree menu on the left-hand window pane lists the analytical steps used in the Core 
Program. The tree menu items allow you to perform a highly customized health impact 
analysis. The Tools menu at the top of the screen is for less frequently used functions, 
such as importing and exporting data and special modules described in later sections. 

The first section in this Chapter describes the Core Program features. The second 
section describes the additional functions found in the Tools and Help menus. The next 
section covers BenMAP-CE output options. Lastly, we answer some frequently asked 
questions. Nate that this chapter provides an overview of functionality, not keystroke 
by keystroke instructions. Those may be found in Chapters 4 through 9. 

3.1 Core Program 

Beginning at the main BenMAP-CE window, you can choose the Setup you want to use 
for an analysis by selecting it from the Setup drop-down list. You are then ready to 
begin using the features available through the tree menu. 
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The tree menu takes you through the steps of an analysis. The first step, Air Quality 
Surfaces, allows you to select the pollutant of interest, and then specify the baseline 
and control air quality surfaces. The second step, Estimate Health Impacts, lets you 
choose the population dataset for a particular analysis, and then specify the health 
impact functions to estimate the incidence of adverse health effects. The last step, 
Aggregate, Pool & Value, gives you options for combining the health effects estimates 
and choosing economic valuation functions. 

3.1.1 Create Air Quality Surfaces 

BenMAP-CE is not an air quality model. Instead, it relies on externally-created air 
quality modeling data inputs. To estimate population exposure to air pollution, 
BenMAP-CE combines population data with air quality surfaces, which it generates 
using some combination of air quality modeling and/or monitoring data. In BenMAP
CE, air quality surfaces can be described as air quality grids (the structure) that have 
been populated with air pollution values (the data). The following is a brief description 
of each step. For detailed instructions, see Chapter 4: Loading Data and Chapter 5: 
Creating Air Quality Surfaces. 

Pollutant 

The Pollutants section of a setup specifies the pollutants that BenMAP-CE will analyze 
and defines the air quality metrics to be used by BenMAP-CE. You are not importing air 
pollution data, but rather naming your pollutants and defining the measures or metrics 
BenMAP-CE will use when assessing the health impacts associated with each pollutant. 

Grid Definition 

Air quality surfaces contain air pollution exposure estimates for a particular Grid 
Definition, as defined in the Modify Datasets window. Grid Definitions are typically 
comprised of either regularly shaped rectangles covering the region of analysis, or 
irregularly shaped polygons corresponding to political boundaries. 

Modeling and Monitoring Data 

To generate air quality grids, you can use air quality modeling data and air quality 
monitoring data in three different ways, as discussed below. However, once generated, 
all air quality grids have the same structure, and have the same *.aqgx extension that 
BenMAP-CE uses to designate these file types. 
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11 Model Data. Model Data grid creation simply takes raw model data and converts 
it into a file that BenMAP-CE recognizes as an air quality grid. This type of grid 
definition allows you to directly specify the air pollution values for each grid cell 
in a Grid Definition. 

11 Monitor Data. Monitor Data grid creation uses air pollution monitoring data to 
estimate air pollution levels for each grid cell in the selected Grid Definition. This 
may be done using one of three interpolation procedures - Closest Monitor, 
Voronoi Neighborhood Averaging (VNA), or Fixed Radius. With closest monitor, 
BenMAP-CE simply uses the data of the monitor closest to each grid cell's 
centroid. With VNA, BenMAP-CE first identifies the set of monitors that most 
closely "surround" each grid cell, and then calculates an inverse-distance 
weighted average of the data from these neighboring monitors. With fixed 
radius, BenMAP-CE constrains the VNA interpolation to a user-specified distance 
around each monitor. 

11 Monitor Rollback. Monitor Rollback grid creation allows you to reduce, or roll 
back, monitor data using three methods: Percentage Rollback, Incremental 
Rollback, or Rollback to a Standard. Percentage rollback reduces all monitor 
observations by the same percentage. Incremental rollback reduces all 
observations by the same increment. Rollback to a standard reduces monitor 
observations so that they just meet a specified standard. After the monitor data 
is rolled back, it may be directly interpolated (as in Monitor Data grid creation) 
or combined with modeling data. This approach is described in more detail in 
Chapter 5: Creating Air Quality Grids, as well as in the Appendix A: Monitor 
Rollback Algorithms. 

Once an air quality grid is created, it can be saved as a .aqgx file and reopened 
without any additional inputs needed. 

Choose a Grid Creation Method 

%:' f><lodel Dara 

(''.' Monitor Rollback 
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3.1.2 Estimate Health Impacts 

The Estimate Health Impacts section allows you to calculate the change in the 
incidence of adverse health effects associated with changes in air quality. There are 
three steps in the process. The following is a brief description of each step. For detailed 
instructions, see Chapter 6: Estimating Incidence. 

11 Step 1. Specify the Population Dataset and Population Year. 

PnpuJ.ation :Jatas.et: 

Population Year 

11 Step 2. Choose the Health Impact Functions that will be used to estimate the 
incidence of adverse health effects. 

Er:cipo·ir:!Group Endpoint 

_A.::ute Brc11ch~ti:::: Acute fa1:rn::h~t!s F'M2.5 

~xute Myccar1jia~ lntar ... A,rnte ~k'(Gcan:l~a:: ... PM1.5. 

_A·::ute ~;lv::;;.'(ard~c:~ ~n~::ir. Acute M~·o::ard~a:: ... F'M2.5 

Er.::lpo::rr::Grcup Endpc~nt 

E 'te "t-~~ f: ere 
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Step 3. BenMAP-CE performs a full Monte-Carlo analysis to quantify the confidence 
intervals around mean incidence and economic value estimates by randomly 
sampling an uncertainty distribution around the effect coefficients or willingness to 
pay estimates. This step typically occurs automatically using default parameters for 
the Monte-Carlo analysis. However, you may change these defaults in Advanced 
Settings, as shown in the screenshot below. In general, the computation time 
increases as you specify additional percentiles to report from the Monte-Carlo 
generated distribution. If you want to replicate the Monte-Carlo distribution from 
another analysis, then you may also specify the Random Seed.) Specify the Air 
Quality Threshold, or a lowest value for air quality data. Any observations which fall 
below this threshold will be replaced with the threshold value in all calculations. 

-~) J./ iJ:.:e ~r.-:::.kl~flu: ~;::;:_e:; ;.:;:yE": .;::.ged aGGSs: §:~fl>)et/•c:ce/1::t.hr:~d~.y {def;,:;:u~~-). Us.~ ~J·~s •.::ip~if.lri i.'.,<:::.h p~e~oadeci ~r.-::::~d~f'~:e ~;:;:.e:; .:n 3i:;-r1MAP-:CE, 
as. :".:he1 an: r.o::. s;trat::':ect bvgEnd.e~, r'3i:.e .. .a.~ i::thr:~L!!y 

BenMAP-CE can store configuration choices in a user-named file with a .cfgx extension, 
and can store incidence change estimates in a user-named file with a .cfgrx extension. 

3.1.3 Aggregate, Pool, and Value 

The Aggregate, Pool, & Value (APV) feature on the BenMAP-CE tree menu allows you 
to aggregate and pool previously calculated incidence estimates and place an economic 
value on these pooled and aggregated incidence estimates. You can also aggregate the 
economic values, and finally pool the aggregated economic values. There are several 
steps in this process. The following is a brief description of each step. For detailed 
instructions, see Chapter 7: Aggregating, Pooling, and Valuing. 

• Step 1. Choose the desired aggregation levels. 
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• Step 2. Choose the desired pooling and aggregation options for the incidence 
results. 
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11 Step 3. Choose the economic valuation functions to apply to the pooled and 
aggregated incidence results. 
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BenMAP-CE can store APV configuration choices in a user-named file with an .apvx 
extension, and can store APV configuration results in a user-named file with an .apvrx 
extension. As needed, you can access both files for later use. 

3.2 Menus 

There are five menu options found at the top of the main window: File, Setup, Modify 
Datasets, Tools and Help. 

• File. This menu provides options for selecting saved project files (.projx) to open, 
starting a new project file, saving your work in a project file, and exiting the 
program. 

• Setup. BenMAP-CE comes pre-loaded with datasets for the United States, China, 
and Detroit setups. The selected setup will be displayed in the menu bar, next to 
the File menu. You may click on the selected setup to see a menu of available 
setups. Each setup includes the information needed to run analyses for a 
particular geographic area. To learn more about modifying setups, see Chapter 4: 
Loading Data. 

• Modify Datasets. BenMAP-CE stores the information needed to run analyses for 
a particular geographic area, such as a city, region, or nation in a single dataset 
called a setup. Many users will never need to modify the preloaded setups. 
However, the Modify Datasets menu provides tools to add, modify (load 
additional datasets), or delete these setups if needed. This is discussed in detail 
in Chapter 4: Loading Data. 

• Tools. This menu provides access to data import and export functionality in 
addition to a number of other features. An overview is provided below in 
Section 3.2.1. 

• Help. This menu provides access to a Quick Start Guide (available on EPA's 
website), information About BenMAP-CE, and a form to Provide Feedback about 
software errors or requested features. An overview is provided below. 

3.2.1 Tools Menu 

The Tools menu has several options: Aggregate Air Quality Surface, Database Export, 
Database Import, Online Database Export, Online Database Import, Export Air Quality 
Surface, GBD Rollback, Monitor Data Conversion, Neighbor File Creator, PopSim Options, 
and Compute Grid Crosswalks. A brief description is given below, but further 
information can be found in Chapter 9: Tools Menu. 

• Aggregate Air Quality Surface. Create a new air quality surface for a specified grid 
definition (e.g., County) from an existing air quality surface created with a 
different (and generally finer) grid definition (e.g., 12km CMAQ). 
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11 Database Export. Export all or part of BenMAP-CE's internal database to a database 
(.bdbx) file or multiple csv or shapefiles which can later be used on another 
computer or by another user. Manually loading data into BenMAP-CE can be time 
and labor intensive, so this tool can be quite useful in sharing data with other users 
or computers. This tool can be used to share all or part of an existing setup, or to 
backup Setups prior to upgrading BenMAP. 

11 Database Import. Import data created using the Database Export tool into a 
specified setup. 

11 Online Database Export (Feature currently disabled). Allows users to post/share 
data for BenMAP-CE via a cloud-based system. 

11 Online Database Import (Feature currently disabled). Allows users to download 
data shared by others for BenMAP-CE via a cloud-based system. 

11 Export Air Quality Surface. Generate a text file (.csv) with all of the data in air quality 
surface, including summary statistics such as mean, median, minimum, and maximum. 

11 GBD Rollback Tool. The GBD Rollback tool allows you to select a country, region, 
or group of countries and see the impact oflowering PM2.s emissions based on 
the data from the 2010 GBD study1. The outputs include the baseline and policy 
case PM2.s concentrations as well as the population-weighted air quality change. 

11 Monitor Data Conversion. Create a monitor file in BenMAP-CE format using an 
external data file in a different format. 

11 Neighbor File Creator. Create a text file (.txt) identifying "neighbor" monitors and 
associated interpolation weights for each grid cell in an air quality grid. 

11 PopSim. A dynamic population simulation that incorporates the cumulative 
effects of air pollution on different age groups over time. 

11 Options. Select options for start-up and exit screens, validation logs and default set
ups. 

11 Compute Grid Crosswalks. Remove all crosswalks for selected setups and re-create 
them. This tool is for creating or repairing crosswalks which were broken due to 
database error or force quitting of the application. 

1 Exposure Assessment for Estimation of the Global Burden of Disease Attributable to Outdoor Air Pollution. 
Michael Brauer, Markus Amann, Rick T. Burnett, Aaron Cohen, Frank Dentener, Majid Ezzati, Sarah B. 
Henderson, Michal Krzyzanowski, Randall V. Martin, Rita Van Dingenen, Aaron van Donkelaar, and George 
D. Thurston. Environmental Science & Technology 2012 46 (2), 652-660 
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3.2.2 Help Menu 

The Help menu has a few options to choose from: Quick Start Guide link, User 
Documentation, About, and a form to Provide Feedback. 

11 Quick Start Guide. A link will open a webpage to the U.S. EPA site for BenMAP-CE 
training materials. On the web page, users can download a series of self-paced 
exercises for seven different regions of the world, including two exercises in 
Spanish and one in French. Each self-paced exercise will take you through the 
basic operations of BenMAP-CE data imports and decision-making. 

11 User Documentation. Opens a link to the U.S. EPA site with the BenMAP-CE user 
manual and appendices. 

11 About. Opens a window that displays information about the program (e.g., 
software version, contact information, and a suggested citation). You can click on 
Release Notes to read about software modifications and any known issues. 

11 Provide Feedback. This feature allows you to submit any problems that you may 
encounter while running BenMAP-CE or requested features to the Ben MAP-CE 
development team. There are fields to provide your contact information 
(optional) and information about the error or requested feature. Your feedback 
will be logged into an issue tracking system for U.S. EPA to evaluate. 

:S.enl\'l4P-·CE :s Of>t:n-so.!..vce sofl::wnre_ :~··r:m en.;::o'.J•"1!f'f an err·::;·: o: 1.ltc:u::d :ike torE·:.Juest o ~eo:.u::e, µiease-:::ons:·.cl.ef sub1mttin~ a ft"f.::O~:. IJ.i:;+i:::lm;g out tl'H5 

~Dfr:i. We api::::cg~1e 'fer.any ·:ssL.J.E:S y.o!J m.a'~ ha .... e enrn!1n~12f2-:..i ::md ;r.a!cH: ycur :eectharl:: .as<~ \i,.{·::~ heip us <:.mrrm.J.e tc !:Yi~fO·.ie 82·nf~·1AP-C.E. 
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3.3 Outputs 

3.3.1 Results 

If you are interested in viewing or exporting the results of an analysis, these reports can 
be accessed by clicking on the appropriate Results tabs from the upper portion of the 
main BenMAP-CE window. The number next to the tab description indicates the 
associated "step" of the BenMAP-CE analysis (from the tree menu). 

f'oHutant Author Start Age End Age Dataset Na.... Race 

Awte Bronchitis PM1.5 Docker ... .& EPA Standar... 

A.ggre·gation fur ra·~v data: 

, '': Create data [talile) for multiple studies Sel ett Result Fields 

Select the appropriate tab for the type of results you wish to create: 

• Health Impact Results uses a Configuration Results file (with the .cfgrx 
extension) to create a map, data table and bar chart for incidence results based 
on the selected health impact studies. "Raw" incidence estimates are those that 
have not been aggregated, pooled or valued. See Chapter 6: Estimating Incidence, 
for detailed instructions for creating health impact results. 

• Pooled Incidence Results uses an Aggregation, Pooling, and Valuation Results 
file (with the .apvrx extension) to create maps, data tables and bar charts for 
incidence, aggregated incidence and pooled incidence results. See Chapter 7: 
Aggregation, Pooling, and Valuation, for detailed instructions for creating pooled 
incidence results. 

• Pooled Valuation Results also uses an Aggregation, Pooling, and Valuation 
Results file (with the .apvrx extension) to create maps, data tables and bar charts 
for valuation, aggregated valuation and pooled valuation. See Chapter 7: 
Aggregate, Pool, and Value, for detailed instructions for creating pooled 
incidence results. 

The results data are viewable on the Data tab in the lower right frame of the 
BenMAP-CE main window (see below). You can also view the results in a GIS Map 
(described in the following section), or simple Chart format. All results can be exported 
as comma-separated value files (.csv), which can be read into spreadsheet and database 
programs. 
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3.3.2 Maps 

GIS Maps can be viewed in the lower right frame of the BenMAP-CE main window. Once 
an air quality surface is displayed, you can choose which layers to view by selecting or 
deselecting items in the GIS table of contents. Spatial layers (except regional 
administrative layers) are semi-transparent so that overlapping layers are viewable. 
You can export a formatted graphics file (e.g., .png format) with the map legend and 
title. For detailed instructions on GIS maps, see Chapter 8: GIS/Mapping. 

3.3.3 Audit Trail Report 

The Audit Trail Report provides a summary of the options selected in the various 
parts of the analysis. You may generate an audit trail with any of the file types used in 
BenMAP-CE: Air Quality Grids (with the .aqgx extension), Configurations (with the .cfgx 
extension), Configuration Results (with the .cfgrx extension), Aggregation, Pooling, and 
Valuation Configurations (with the .apvx extension), and Aggregation, Pooling, and 
Valuation Configuration Results (with the .apvrx extension). The report itself has a tree 
structure,. Below is an example of an Audit Trail Report. 
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Aud it Tra ii R.e port 

Name 

··· BenMAP-CE 1.4.8 

;'.';;" E sti rn ate He a I th Impacts 

D ateti me :2018-06-14 08 :27 :34 

i---Narne:PM2.5 

f··· Observation Type:Daily 

~--· SeasonO:Janua~;Ol-March TI 

L .. Seasonl:Apri I 01-June 3J 

~--·Se as o n2:J u I yOl -September 3J 

i ... Se as o n3: October 01-D e ce mb er TI 

: ... Metri cO D24HourMean 

L .. Seasonal Metri cO:QuartenyMean 

rnter: 

Nate that each successive step in an analysis contains a summary of its inputs and 
attributes, and those of each previous step in the analysis. For example, in the above 
report the attributes of the Health Impact Function file used to generate the APV Results 
are present in the Estimate Health Impacts node. Similarly, the metadata for both the 
baseline and control air quality grids are present under the Estimate Health Impacts 
node. For more information on audit trails, see Chapter 8: GIS/Mapping. 

3.3.4 Dataset Validation Reports 

You may load data to BenMAP-CE to tailor the analysis to your specific needs (click 
Modify Datasets from the main menu). Loading data requires specific formatting. 
BenMAP-CE offers a validation option to confirm that the proper headings and data 
types are present in the selected file. The validation routines also check that values are 
within reasonable ranges for certain types of data. If the file does not meet the 
validation requirements, error and/or warning messages will be reported. For more 
information about loading and validating data, see Chapter 4: Loading Data. 

3.3.5 File Types 

BenMAP-CE has a number of file types that you can use to store the settings used in a 
BenMAP-CE analysis, the results of an analysis, as well as maps and reports. Table 3-1 
presents the names of the different file types, their functions, and their default folder 
locations. 
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Table 3-1. File Types Generated by BenMAP-CE 

File Default Folder 
Extension Description Location1 

*.aqgx Air quality grid. Result\AQG 

*.apvx Aggregation, Pooling, and Valuation configuration Result\APV 
specifying the aggregation levels, pooling options, and 
valuation methods used to generate aggregated incidence 
estimates, pooled incidence estimates, valuation estimates, 
aggregated valuation estimates, and pooled valuation 
estimates. 

*.apvrx Aggregation, Pooling, and Valuation configuration results, Result\APVRX 
containing incidence results at the grid cell level, 
aggregated incidence results, valuation results, aggregated 
valuation results, and pooled valuation results. 

*.bdbx BenMAP-CE Database Export tool creates files which can User-specified 
contain individual datasets or entire setups. These are 
saved in a specific format for importing to BenMAP-CE. 

*.cfgx Configuration specifying the health impact functions and Result\CFG 
other options used to generate incidence estimates. 

*.cfgrx Configuration results, containing incidence results at the Result\CFGR 
grid cell level. 

*.csv Reports (Results Tables) and PopSim tool results are Result\ CFGRX or 
exported as *.csv files, which may be viewed in a text editor, Result\APVRX, 
or in programs such as Excel. Users may also export portions Pop Sim 
of BenMAP setups (e.g., baseline incidence rates) as .csv files. 

*.rtf Validation results from data imports ValidationResults 

*.shp Shape files generated by BenMAP-CE's geographic AppData\ ... 
information maps system. These files can be viewed within \Shapefilesz 
BenMAP-CE or within shape file viewers, such as ArcView. 

*.xlsx GBD Rollback Tool results are exported as .xlsx files, which GBD 
may be viewed in a spreadsheet tool such as Excel (there is 
also a .csv option). 

1 Most files generated by BenMAP-CE are stored within the User's directory under C:\ Users\ <user 
name>\Documents\My BenMAP-CE Files\ 
2 Shape files (*.shp) are stored at 

C:\ Users\ <user name>\AppData\Local\BenMAP-CE\Data\Shapefiles\ <setup name>\ 

3.4 Frequently Asked Questions 

When creating reports from *.cfgrx and *.apvrx files, why do some of the variables 
that I have checked appear as blanks? 

When results are pooled, some of the identifying information for individual health 
impact functions gets lost. For example, when pooling endpoints within the same 
endpoint group, such as "HA, Pneumonia" and "HA, Chronic Lung Disease" (both within 
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"Hospital Admissions, Respiratory"), there is no longer a unique endpoint name for the 
pooled result. So, BenMAP-CE would leave the endpoint name blank. 

How do I export my results? 

Identify the type of report that you want to create, then refer to the Section 3.3.1 in this 
chapter on exporting reports. 

How do I determine what the Column and Row refer to? 

The Column and Row are variables designed to uniquely identify each grid cell in the 
grid definition. In the case of the County grid definition, the Column refers to the state 
FIPS code and the row refers to the county FIPS code. One way to get a good sense of 
the Column and Row variables is to create a map and then view where particular 
Column and Row variables occur in the map. 
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Chapter 4 - Loading Data 

BenMAP-CE can store the information needed to run analyses for a particular 
geographic area, such as a city, region, or nation, in a single dataset. This dataset is 
called a "Setup" and consists of 10 categories of data: 

• Grid definitions 

• Pollutants 

• Monitor data 

• Incidence and prevalence rates 

• Population data 

• Health impact functions 

• Variable data (socioeconomic variables) 

• Inflation rates 

• Valuation functions 

• Income growth data . 

Grouping the data in this way has a number of advantages. It makes it easy to organize 
and view the data, export the data (either a whole setup or a portion of a setup), and 
import setups generated by others. 

In this chapter we discuss how to add, modify, and delete a setup. It is important to 
keep in mind that if you delete one part of a setup, you may be affecting other parts of 
the setup. We discuss this further below. 

Many users will never need to modify the setup. If you are performing an analysis 
with the pre-loaded United States, China, or Detroit setups, you may find that 
BenMAP-CE contains all of the data you need to perform your analysis, and no 
additional modifications are necessary. 

We will also discuss how to load (import) data into an existing setup. There are a 
number of steps involved in formatting and loading these data, so it is important to 
carefully review the steps in this chapter. For most dataset types, BenMAP-CE provides 
a validation tool to help you check your data file format (column names, required 
columns, and data types) before import. Validation reports are provided which 
describe any errors or warnings with the associated row number and column name. 1 

4.1 Add, Modify, and Delete a Setup 

To add a new setup, modify an existing setup, or delete a setup, choose Modify 
Datasets from the menu bar. This will bring up the Modify Datasets window. The 
United States setup, which comes preinstalled with BenMAP-CE, includes a variety of 
datasets and looks like this: 

1 Validation reports are saved to C:\Users\<user name>\Documents\My BenMAP-CE Files\ ValidationResults. 
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Add a Setup. To add a setup (e.g., to add a new country that was not pre-loaded with 
BenMAP-CE), click the Add button. The New Setup window will appear where you can 
type a name for the new setup. 

New Setup Name: 

Cam:el OK 
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After naming the new setup, you can define the elements that comprise a setup. 
Table 4-1 lists the 10 dataset types within BenMAP-CE and indicates which types of 
data are needed to perform certain analyses. 

Table 4-1. BenMAP-CE Data Elements 

Required to 
Estimate Health Required to Quantify 

Dataset Type Impacts Economic Values 
Grid Definitions ./ ./ 

Pollutants ./ ./ 

Monitor Datasets (or ./ ./ 

Modeled Data) 
Incidence/Prevalence Rates ./ ./ 

Population Datasets ./ ./ 

Health Impact Functions ./ ./ 

Variable Datasets 
Inflation Datasets ./ 

Valuation Functions ./ 

Income Growth ./ 

Adjustments 

Some of the elements of a setup are fundamental and should be entered before the 
others, namely, Grid Definitions and Pollutants. The Incidence/Prevalence Rates, 
Population, and Variable Datasets depend on the Grid Definitions, and the Monitor 
and Health Impact Functions datasets depend on the Pollutants that you have 
defined. Therefore, it is best to start by defining your Grid Definitions and Pollutants, 
and then define the other elements of the setup. 

Modify a Setup. To modify a setup, click Modify Datasets on the menu bar. Choose the 
setup for modification from the drop-down list of Available Setups (the default value is 
United States). Then, click on the Manage button under one of the ten components 
comprising a setup. The sections below provide more information for each of these 
components. 

Delete a Setup. To delete a setup, click Modify Datasets on the menu bar. Choose the 
setup for deletion from the drop-down list of Available Setups. Click the Delete button. 
You will then be asked to confirm your decision. 
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4.1.1 Grid Definitions 

A BenMAP-CE Grid Definition specifies geographic units (i.e., grid cells) that serve two 
purposes: (1) the program assigns air quality data, population data, baseline incidence 
rates, and health impact functions to these grids in order to calculate impacts; and (2) 
you can use these grids to report results in the GIS tool. You can define a grid in one of 
two ways: by loading a Shapefile (a particular type of GIS file) or by specifying a 
regularly shaped grid pattern. These are referred to as Shapefile Grid Definitions and 
Regular Grid Definitions, respectively. A Regular Grid Definition is used when you 
want to specify a grid that is regularly shaped (e.g., 12 x 12 km squares). A Shapefile 
Grid Definition can be used to create either grids that are regularly shaped or grids 
that match an irregular shape, like a political boundary. All Shapefile Grid Definitions 
must contain an attribute table with a unique (i.e., non-repeating) column and row 
index. 

At least one Grid Definition should be created to outline the area of interest for the 
BenMAP-CE analysis (a city boundary, for example). Additional grid definitions can also 
be created for subdivisions of that area for which (a) data are available (see the Air 
Monitoring, Population, Incidence and Prevalence, and Variables sections below), or (b) 
reports or maps are desired. 

For example, an analysis for the United States might use one or more of the following 
grid definitions: 

• Nation - this Shapefile Grid Definition contains an outline of the United States 
(just the lower forty-eight states), defining an overall area of interest. 

• State - this Shapefile Grid Definition contains state borders, for use in 
generating reports and maps with results aggregated to the state level. 

• County- this Shapefile Grid Definition contains county borders, for use with 
county-based population and incidence rate data. 

• CMAQ 12km Nation - this Shapefile Grid Definition contains grid cells that are 
roughly 12 kilometers on each side, for use with air quality modeling data. 

To start adding or modifying grid definitions, click Modify Datasets on the menu bar. 
Click on the Manage button below the Grid Definitions box. The Manage Grid 
Definitions window will appear. 
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Available Grid Deftnithms 

CMA'Q 3-5km 
Countv 
~jatc-n 

State 

Gtid Tjpe: 

St1apetile 

Default GCld !ype: 

This pwjeninn vdH b·e used when p·erfarn1:,ng area· Gr cristam::e-based sak:ulations Gn a::i sf1apeftle gr,:d 
definitions )n tt1 is setup. 

Vl/e r<"rnm~1end us,:ng one Gf tf·•e Albers pn:ijeai.ons in the l)st be'law For US setups_, we sugges! 
USAContiguousAH:;.ersEqualAreaConii::USGS. To see a list nf all avadable prajertions, ct1e . .::k the· 
"Shmv All" bnx. 

Edit 

Click on the Add button to display the Grid Definition window. Provide a name for the 
Grid Definition in the Grid ID field and specify the Grid Type: Shape/fie Grid or Regular 
Grid. 

When you add a new Setup, you will be asked to select a GIS projection. The projection 
you specify will be used when performing area- or distance-based calculations on all 
shapefile grid definitions in this setup. We recommend selecting a regional setting that 
best represents the geographic area you are evaluating from one of the Albers 
projections provided in the list box. (For U.S. setups, we suggest 
USAContiguousAlbersEqualAreaConicUSGS.) 
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Manage Grid Definitions 

Ava Hable Grid Definitions 
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Default Grid Type: 
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If you have reason to choose another type of projection (e.g., in consultation with a 
geospatial analyst), you may check the "Show All" box and select from an expanded list 
of choices. 
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Starting with BenMAP-CE version 1.4, you can apply different health impact functions to 
different air quality grids within the same BenMAP run. This feature is designed to 
facilitate the application of region-specific air pollution effect coefficients (e.g., you can 
apply a Los Angeles-specific health impact function to that city and a national function 
to the remainder of the United States). If you plan to link specific health impact 
functions to a new grid definition, you must check the "Allow health impact functions to 
be assigned to this area" box in the lower left of the screen. Checking this box does not 
require you to assign a health impact function to this area, but enables this feature as an 
option. 

Also new to version 1.4, you can now specify whether you want to use a grid definition 
as a default administrative ( admin) layer; these layers are useful for showing political 
boundaries in GIS maps of BenMAP results. By checking the box "Use this layer as a 
default admin layer" you are telling Ben MAP to draw this layer on the GIS results map 
by default. You may select multiple admin layers, such as a country boundary and state 
or province boundaries, and you can turn individual administrative layers on or off 
manually at any point using the GIS tool. 
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4.1.1.1 Regular Grid 

Regular Grid Definitions are defined by a lower left corner (specified as decimal 
degree latitude and longitude, with West and South having negative values and East and 
North having positive values), a total number of columns and rows, a number of 
columns per degree longitude, and a number of rows per degree latitude. Individual 
cells within the resultant grid are numbered in sequential order (columns from left to 
right, rows from bottom to top) starting at (1, 1). These field values will be used to link 
the Regular Grid Definition with other sources of data, as discussed in more detail 
below. 

To define a Regular Grid, start by selecting Regular Grid from the Grid Type drop
down menu. Type the name of the grid definition in the Grid ID box, and then define 
the number of Columns and Rows in the grid. To locate this grid geographically, 
provide the decimal degree coordinates for the lower left-hand corner of the grid in the 
Minimum Longitude and Minimum Latitude boxes. 

To give the overall geographic size of the grid, provide the number of Columns Per 
Longitude and Rows Per Latitude. For example, if you specify 16 columns and 2 
columns per degree longitude, then the grid will span 8 degrees oflongitude. And if you 
specify 25 rows and 4 rows per degree latitude, then the grid will span 6.25 degrees of 
latitude. 

Combining the numbers in this example, if the minimum longitude and latitude are -81 
and 38 and the grid spans 8 degrees longitude and 6 degrees latitude, then the grid will 
run between -81 and -73 degrees longitude and between 38 and 44.25 degrees latitude. 

After defining the grid, click the Preview button to see what the grid looks like. You 
may change the parameters and click the Preview again to see how the grid changes. 
When you are satisfied with the grid definition, click the OK button. 
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D x 

To calculate health impacts and economic benefits, Ben MAP-CE uses air quality, 
population, and demographic data at different spatial scales. To do this, the program 
calculates a crosswalk (percentage file) that relates data at one spatial scale to another 
(e.g., 12km CMAQ grid to county). This step is performed only once per crosswalk and 
the results are saved to the database for subsequent calculations. 

If you wish to pre-calculate the crosswalk (percentage overlap) between this grid 
definition and all other grid definitions in this setup, check the option box. This will 
take longer to load the data now, but can save you time later when you are ready to 
calculate health impacts. If you do not create the crosswalks at the grid definition stage, 
BenMAP-CE will create crosswalks as needed during the configuration or aggregation, 
pooling, and valuing stages. 

The name of your newly defined grid will then appear in the Manage Grid Definitions 
window. You may click Edit to change the grid definition, Delete to permanently 
remove the grid that you just defined, or Add to define a new grid definition. View 
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Metadata is not applicable for Regular Grid Definitions. Click OK to return to the 
Modify Datasets window. 

4.1.1.2 Shapefile Grid 

Shapefiles used to create Shapefile Grid Definitions should be of the ESRI Shapefile 
format. Details on this format can be found at 
https:/ /www.esri.com/library /whitepapers/pdfs/shapefile.pdf. When a shapefile is 
being used to create a new grid, BenMAP-CE will: (1) check to see if the file is projected 
to GCS NAD 83; and (2) if necessary, re-project the file (with notification) from the 
native projection to GCS NAD 83. Any shapefiles used must contain integer fields 
named Column (or Col) and Row, and each shape within the shapefile must contain a 
unique combination of values for these two fields. These column and row values are 
used, just as the Column and Row field values in Regular Grid Definitions, to link the 
Shapefile Grid Definition with other sources of data, as discussed in more detail below. 

To add a Shapefile Grid, click on the Add button in the Manage Grid Definitions 
window, choose Shapefile Grid from the Grid Type dropdown menu, name the grid in 
the Grid ID, and browse for the correct shapefile by clicking on the small open-file icon 
just to the right of the Load Shapefile input box. After locating the file, click Open. This 
will choose the file, and bring you back to the Grid Definition window. To view the 
shapefile, click Preview. You can add metadata using the View Metadata button. 
Adding metadata allows you to supply a file Reference (e.g., person, organization, 
publication, or model that produced or supplied the values in the electronic file) and 
Description (or any relevant notes about the use or limitations of the data). Other 
minimal file attributes are pre-populated automatically during import. 
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When you are satisfied that the shapefile looks correct and have checked the 
appropriate boxes on the lower left, click OK This will save the shape file and bring you 
back to Manage Grid Definitions window. 2 Note that the Grid Type box displays the 
type of grid for each of your grid definitions. The View Metadata button will allow you 
to see and edit any comments that were previously entered. 

Click OK when you are finished loading grid definitions. The Modify Datasets screen 
will now list the Grid Definitions that you have just created. At any time, you may click 
the Manage button to add, modify, or delete grid definitions. 

WARNING! If you delete a Grid Definition, you will permanently delete any gridded 
data that is dependent on it, such as any Incidence/Prevalence, Population, and 

2 Shapefiles are saved to C:\Users\ <user name>\AppData\Local\BenMAP-CE\Data\Shapefiles\ <setup 
name>\. 
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Variable Datasets that use this particular Grid Definition. As we discuss each of these 
other setup elements below, we will describe how this might happen. 

4.1.2 Pollutants 

The Pollutants section of a setup specifies the pollutants that BenMAP-CE will analyze 
and defines the air quality metrics to be used by BenMAP-CE. You are not importing air 
pollution data, but rather naming your pollutants and defining the measures or metrics 
BenMAP-CE will use when performing an analysis for each pollutant. You may include 
any pollutant, though typically air pollutants such as particulate matter, ozone, sulfur 
dioxide, and carbon monoxide are used in a BenMAP-CE analysis. 

A key concept for pollutants is the Metric. Air quality metric describes the period of the 
day over which the pollutant observations are averaged. For example, a metric of 
D24HourMean is a daily average of hourly measurements. A metric of DBHourMax is the 
average of the 8-hour period during the day when pollutant levels are the highest (see 
Table 4-2 below). The air quality change must be expressed in a metric that matches the 
metric used by the health impact function; this concept is discussed further below. 

In general, air pollution data in BenMAP-CE is hierarchical - a pollutant can have 
multiple Metrics, each of which has multiple Statistics (these are automatically 
calculated by BenMAP-CE) and which can have multiple Seasonal Metrics. Similarly, 
Seasonal Metrics have multiple Statistics. Furthermore, air pollution data can be 
provided to BenMAP-CE at any of these levels, in addition to the daily and hourly 
observation level, as described in more detail in Section 4.3. 
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Table 4-2. Example Calculation of D8HourMax 

Hourly average 03 Moving 8-hour 
Hourly Period1 concentrationz (ppm) average3 D8HourMax4 

07:00 0.000 ---

08:00 0.005 ---

09:00 0.010 ---

10:00 0.015 ---

11:00 0.020 ---

12:00 0.025 ---

13:00 0.030 ---

14:00 0.035 ---

15:00 0.040 0.020 

16:00 0.045 0.025 

17:00 0.050 0.030 

18:00 0.055 0.035 

19:00 0.060 0.040 

20:00 0.055 0.044 

21:00 0.050 0.047 

22:00 0.045 0.048 

23:00 0.040 0.049 ~ 0.049 

00:00 0.035 0.048 

01:00 0.030 0.047 

02:00 0.025 0.044 

03:00 0.020 0.040 

04:00 0.015 0.035 

05:00 0.010 0.030 

06:00 0.000 0.024 
1 Days for measuring ozone start and end at 7:00 AM local standard time. 
2 Hourly average is the average of individual measurements taken during the 
hour. 
3 Moving 8-hour average is the average of the hour and the proceeding 7 
hours. 
4 DBHourMax is the maximum of the moving 8-hour averages. 
Reference: Federal Register 79 FR 75233, Dec. 17, 2004. 
https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2014/12/17 /2014-
286 7 4/national-ambient-air-quality-standards-for-ozone#h-193 
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Add a Pollutant 

Air pollution data in BenMAP-CE is of two types: (1) point source monitoring data and 
(2) Grid Definition-based modeling data. For both types, the data must be associated 
with a particular pollutant. Table 4-3 describes these variables used to define a 
pollutant in BenMAP-CE. 

Table 4-3. BenMAP-CE Pollutant Definitions 

Pollutant Field Name Notes 

Pollutant ID Unique name for the pollutant which will be referenced in 
health impact functions, associated with monitoring and 
modeling data, etc. 

Observation Type Pollutants may have hourly observations or daily 
observations. In the United States, Ozone has hourly 
observations, while PM10 and PM

2
_
5 

have daily observations. 

Metrics Daily values calculated directly from daily observations, or 
through various mathematical manipulations of hourly 
observations. Typical ozone metrics include the highest 
hourly observations during the course of each day, the 
mean of all twenty four hourly observations, etc. 

Seasonal Metrics Seasonal values calculated from metric values. In the United 
States, for example, quarterly means are calculated for PM

2
_
5 

from daily means. 

To add pollutant definitions to BenMAP-CE, click Modify Datasets on the menu bar. 
Then click on the Manage button below the Pollutants group. The Manage Pollutants 
window will appear. Here you may click Add to add a new Pollutant, Delete to remove 
a previously defined pollutant, or Edit to modify an existing pollutant. 

Pollutant Metr8rs 
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To start defining a pollutant, click the Add button and the Pollutant Definition 
window will appear. In the Pollutant ID box, you give a unique name for the pollutant 
(e.g., PM2.s), and then define the characteristics of this pollutant- the Observation 
Type and Metrics. 

Metrics 

Denne Seas.ons fo,r ali 
P.om.itant Metric: 

H·ourly Metc<r Generat·on: 

F~xed V~~ndow 

Edit 

CK 

The Observation Type identifies whether a pollutant is measured Hourly or Daily. In 
the United States, ozone, sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, and others have hourly 
observations, while particulate matter has daily observations. 

Next you need to define a pollutant's Metrics. A pollutant has to have one or more 
metrics, which are daily values calculated directly from daily observations, or through 
various mathematical manipulations of hourly observations. 

To add a Metric, click on the Add button below the Metrics box in the Pollutant 
Definition window. A default name 'Metric O' will appear in the box. Since the default 
name is not very descriptive of a metric, it is best to change the name. Typical names 
used for metrics given in Table 4-4. These are provided just as an example, you may use 
any names that you like. However, keep in mind that the names that you use for your 
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metrics need to be consistent with the metric names that you include in your air 
pollution monitoring and modeling data, as well as your health impact functions. (We 
will discuss this further below.) Additionally, metric names are used to display 
pollutant concentrations in BenMAP-CE's mapping window. As such, they must be 
consistent with GIS naming conventions, meaning they must begin with a letter, and 
may only contain letters, numbers, and underscores. 

Table 4-4. Examples of Metric Names 

Name Description 

D1HourMax Highest hourly value from 12:00 AM. through 11:59 P.M. 

DBHourMax Highest eight-hour average calculated between 12:00 AM. and 11:59 P.M. 

D24HourMean Average of hours from 12:00 AM. through 11:59 P.M. 

4.1.2.1 Hourly Metrics 

Pollutants that are measured hourly (Observation Type =Hourly), such as ozone, 
sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, and others, must be characterized by a daily metric, 
which mathematically summarizes the hourly observations. 

Table 4-4 lists some of the ways that metrics can be generated from hourly values. Note 
that these metrics are not arbitrarily chosen, and instead match the metrics used in 
epidemiological studies. 

The Detail section of the Pollutant Definition window lets you define the metrics that 
you want to use. There are three options that you may choose using the Hourly Metric 
Generation drop-down list: Fixed Window, Moving Window, and Custom. 

The Fixed Window option lets you define simple metrics which are calculated as 
statistics over a fixed window of hours (Start Hour and End Hour) within each day. 
The Start Hour should be less than or equal to the End Hour, and both can range from 
0 to 23, where 0 stands for the period 12:00 am to 12:59 am, and 23 stands for 11:00 
pm to 11:59 pm. The Statistic includes the Mean, Median, Max, Min, and Sum. Some 
examples follow: 

• D24HourMean: The mean of the observations from 12:00 am through 11:59 
pm. Start Hour = 0. End Hour= 23. Statistic= Mean. 

• D1HourMax: The highest hourly value of the observations from 12:00 am 
through 11:59 pm. Start Hour= 0. End Hour= 23. Statistic= Max. 

• D12HourMean: The mean of the daylight observations, defined as the period 
from 8:00 am through 7:59 pm. Start Hour= 8. End Hour= 19. Statistic= Mean. 
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Metfi[Name: D~4-HaurMean 

nx:ed \:\~~ndo·w r'th:r.Jin:g \¥ind-:J:V~ 
............................................. Custom 

Start Hcur: 

OK 

The Moving Window option lets you consider metrics that are not based on the same 
set of hours each day. The Window Size defines the number of hours that will be 
considered together. The Window Statistic defines how the hours in the Window Size 
will be characterized. And the Daily Statistic defines how BenMAP-CE will use the 
statistics generated for each window. 

For example, consider the highest eight-hour mean (DBHourMax) over the course of a 
day.You would have the following settings: Window Size = 8. Window Statistic = 
Mean. Daily Statistic =Max. BenMAP-CE would calculate every possible eight-hour 
mean, starting with the eight-hour mean from 12:00 am through 7:59 am, and ending 
with the eight-hour mean from 4:00 pm through 11:59 pm. This would generate 17 
possible eight-hour means. BenMAP-CE would then choose the eight-hour mean that 
has the highest value (see Table 4-2 above for an example). 
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The Custom tab lets you define Metrics using a mathematical function that you specify. 
These functions can include measures such as the sum of the number of hours of ozone 
exposure above 60 ppb. The possibilities are quite diverse, as evidenced by the range of 
functions and variables available for use as shown in Table 4-5. However, the syntax for 
using these functions is somewhat involved, so we have reserved discussion of this for 
the Appendix M: Function Editor. 

Ma Sn 

Po!l1.Jtant ID: 

PM2 . .5 

Metrics 

i@t.l.llfu.\1¥t.\\'illltllltffi1 

BenMAP-CE User's Manual 
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D24HcucMean 

Hour\' Metr~i: Generation: Custom 

Custom ~ 
•........................................................................................................................................................................• 

•·····················································································• 

A5S\x) 
EXP(x) 
IPOWER(*,V) 
LN(x) 
POWER(l(;~) 

S.QR(x) 
S.QRT(x) 

Funcrion: 

Qua11erlyMean 

4-19 
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'.>credChservatian[] 
Day 
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M:in 
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Table 4-5. Available Functions and Variables for Custom Metrics 

Name Description 

Functions 

ABS(x) Returns the absolute value of x. 

EXP(x) Returns e the power x, where e is the base of the natural 
logarithm. 

IPOWER(x,y) Returns x to the power y (y an integer value). 

LN(x) Returns the natural logarithm ofx. 

POWER(x,y) Returns x to the power y (ya floating point value). 

SQR(x) Returns the square of x. 

SQRT(x) Returns the positive square rootofx. 

Variables 

Observations[i] All hourly observations for the year (index begins at zero, 
typically ranging to 8,760). 

DailyO bservations [i] All hourly observations for the day (indexed zero to twenty-
three). 

SortedObservations[i] All hourly observations for the day, sorted from low to high 
(indexed zero to twenty-three). 

Day Index of the day whose metric value is being generated (index 
begins at zero). 

Mean Mean of the daily observations. 

Median Median of the daily observations 

Min Minimum of the daily observations. 

Max Maximum of the daily observations. 

Sum Sum of the daily observations. 

NoObservation Flag value indicating a missing observation (-345) 

4.1.2.2 Manage Seasons for Individual Pollutant Metrics 

Manage Seasons for Individual Pollutant Metrics allow you to aggregate daily Metric 
values over a portion of the year that you define. This has a number of uses. For example, if 
pollutant values vary greatly by season of the year, you can calculate separate pollutant 
measures for each season of interest. You might be interested in Dry Season versus Wet 
Season, or differences between Winter, Spring, Summer, and Fall. 

To add seasonal metrics for individual pollutant metrics, first select the metric of 
interest (e.g., D24HourMean), then click on the Edit button below the Manage Seasons 
for Individual Pollutant Metrics box. The Manage Seasons for Individual Pollutant 
Metrics window will appear. 

To add a Seasonal Metric, click on the Add button below the Seasonal Metrics box. A 
default name Seasonal Metric 0 will appear in the box. Since the default name is not very 
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descriptive, it is best to change the name to something more informative such as the 
Quarterly Mean. As with the Metric names, keep in mind that the Seasonal Metric names 
need to be consistent with the metric names that you include in your air pollution monitoring 
and modeling data, as well as your health impact functions. 

The next step is to define the seasons that you want associated with your Seasonal 
Metric name. For example, in the case of a Quarterly Mean, you would want to define 
four seasons. To start this process, click on the Add button below the Seasonal Metric 
Seasons box. Then, in the far right side of the window under Selected Season Details, 
give the Start Date and End Date for each season. To change the date, click on the month or day, 
and use the arrows to change the month or day accordingly. 

·s.e aso na l r~~·et!'~!'5 

ih1t1timi?&Tu.~j 

Seasonal MEtrk Name: Quartefl>;Me1rn 

Season 1 
Sea:;-on 2 
Season .3. 

C•elete .ll>dd 

Scatistk 

.Statisti.::·· 

Next, you need to choose the Statistic tab or the Custom Function tab to determine 
how the daily Metrics will be combined in each season. For example, you might choose 
the Mean from the drop-down list on the Statistics tab. This would calculate the mean 
of the daily metrics in each season. The Custom tab allows seasonal metric values to be 
calculated using customized functions, similar to those used to calculate daily metric 
values from hourly observations. See Appendix M: Function Editor for more detail on 
this topic. 

Once you have finished defining the Seasonal Metrics, click OK to return to the 
Pollutant Definition window. 

Click OK after defining each Pollutant. This will return you to the Manage Pollutants 
window. 
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OK 

The Define Seasons for all Pollutant Metrics button on the Pollutant Definition 
window allows you to associate Seasons with a Pollutant and all of its associated 
metrics. These seasons differ somewhat from the Seasonal Metrics defined for 
individual pollutant metrics (discussed above). They are used to define: 

• The portion of the year for which benefits are calculated for a Pollutant. You can 
think of Seasons as defining this period of the year "globally" for the pollutant, 
as it affects the portion of the year over which both Metrics and Seasonal 
Metrics are calculated. For example, in the United States ozone benefits are 
often only calculated for the ozone season, from May 1 through September 30. 

• The portion( s) of the year for which missing pollutant concentrations are filled 
in by Ben MAP-CE. That is, in order to calculate benefits, BenMAP-CE in certain 
cases needs to generate complete sets of metric values by estimating 
concentrations for those days that have missing observations. This can be 
important if certain seasons tend to have more missing values than others. 

To define Seasons for a Pollutant, click the Define Seasons for all Pollutant Metrics 
button. This will bring up the Define Seasons window. For each season desired, click 
the Add button, select the appropriate Start Date and End Date, which define the days 
included in the season; and the appropriate Start Hour and End Hour, which define the 
hours included in monitoring period. The advanced options for PM2.s look like the 
following: 
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Start Date: 

E:r1d Date: 

Start How: 

End Hc-ur: 

Once you have finished defining the Seasons, click OK to return to the Pollutant 
Definition window. 

If you later wish to View or Edit a particular Pollutant definition, simply select the 
appropriate Pollutant within the Available Pollutants box and click the Edit button. 
When you are done, click OK to return to the Modify Datasets window. 

After defining all of the pollutants that you want, click OK. This will return you to the 
Modify Datasets window. 

4.1.3 Monitor Datasets 

The Monitor Datasets section of the Modify Datasets window allows you to add air 
pollution monitoring data to your setup. Air pollution monitoring data may be used to 
estimate ambient pollution levels in each grid cell defined by a Grid Definition. 
BenMAP-CE uses a variety of procedures (such as Voronoi Neighbor Averaging, 
discussed later) to interpolate the monitor data points across the area of interest. 

NOTE: Air pollution data in BenMAP-CE is of two types: (1) point source monitoring 
data and (2) Grid Definition-based modeling data. Both types of data must be 
associated with a particular pollutant that you have already defined. Only the point 
source monitoring data is stored in the setup database. The modeling data are loaded 
into BenMAP-CE as you need them for a particular analysis. 

4.1.3.1 Add Monitor Datasets 

To start, click on the Manage button below the Monitor Datasets box. The Manage 
Monitor Datasets window will appear. From this window you may Add monitoring 
data, view and Edit existing datasets, as well as Delete them. The section on the left 
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under Available Datasets lists the monitor datasets that are currently in the setup. The 
section on the right under the Dataset Contents identifies the number of monitors in 
each dataset by Pollutant and by Year. To view the metadata of a particular monitor 
dataset, select an Available Dataset and click on a row from the Dataset Contents, 
then click the View Metadata button. This allows you to view further information 
about references or descriptions of the file. 

Dataset Contents (NumbEr of Mcnitrno b·>/ Pollutant b·Y Year) 

P.cHutant f-;i1·on::tor Count 

•••• Ths ~!st !s empty, 

De!etE Edit 

OK 

To start adding data, click the Add button. This will bring up the Monitor Dataset 
Definition window. Give the dataset a name in the Dataset Name box, choose the 
appropriate pollutant from the Pollutant3 drop-down menu, and then type the 4-digit 
Year of the data in the Year box. 

NOTE: The Dataset that you define can have one or more pollutants and multiple years 
of data (e.g., representing a particular monitoring network). However the data must be 
imported one pollutant and one year at a time. 

3 The pollutants in the Pollutant drop-down menu have been defined under the Pollutants box on the 
Modify Datasets window. 
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Monitor Dato;et 

P-o§::ut~nt Year 

Monitor data must be formatted in a database file, with monitor definition information 
and monitor values in a single line. 

After specifying the Pollutant and Year, click on the Load Data From File button to 
bring up a window from which you can Browse the BenMAP-CE Data directory to find 
the desired data file. Click Open, to choose the file. 

Users are advised to click the Validate button before loading the monitor dataset. 
BenMAP-CE's validation tool will review the file format (column names, required 
columns, and data types) and provide a report with any errors or warnings.4 The user 
also has the option of adding metadata to the file to save references and comments 
about that specific file. To add meta data, click the View Metadata button. After 
passing validation (and adding metadata if desired) click the OK button to bring you 
back to the Monitor Dataset Definition window. 

4 Validation reports are saved to C:\Users\<user name>\Documents\My BenMAP-CE Files\ ValidationResults. 
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Repeat this procedure to load all of your monitoring data. If you try to load the data for 
the same pollutant/year combination, BenMAP-CE will warn you of the duplication. 

Manage Monitor Dataset> D x 

Avafaible Dacasets Dataset Contents \Number of Monitors by F'oHutant by Year) 
r~EPA~~st;;;~;;~d~~~1~;~;~~t;~;~~o;~;~;~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~! 

1nwmt+WUt4111\Wil&rni P.odutam Vear Mcm~:tcr 'Count 

PM2.5 2GGG 12·95 

F'M2 . .5 2001 1336 

PM2.5 200:2 1331. 

PM2.5 Wi:l3 1311 

PM2.5 2:Q:D4 1121 

PM2.5 2.005 1264 

PM2.5 200:5 1202 

PM2.5 2007 1156 

PM2.S 200:8 118£; 

Pf.US 200'3 :12fi5. 

PM2.5 201!] 12.g:g 

PM2.5 2G1.1 12$3 

PM2.5 201.2 1178 

PM2.5 201.3 BOfi 

To see the years of data and the number of monitors each year, use the scrollbars on the 
bottom and on the right of the Dataset Contents box. To view the metadata for a 
particular entry in the dataset, choose an Available Dataset and row in the Dataset 
Contents and click the View Metadata button. 

To delete existing datasets, select the dataset in the Available Datasets list and click 
the Delete button. To edit an existing dataset, select the dataset in the Available 
Datasets list and click the Edit button. (Note: Certain pre-loaded datasets cannot be 
edited. Instead if you select one of these, you will have the option to Copy the locked 
dataset and then you can edit the copied dataset.) 

When you have finished loading your monitor data, click OK in the Manage Monitor 
Datasets window. This will take you back to the Modify Datasets window, which will 
show the name of the Dataset( s) that you just entered. 
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4.1.3.2 Format for Monitor Data 

Monitor data is required to be formatted in a single database file, with monitor 
definition information and monitor values in a single line. Tables 4-6a and 4-6b list the 
variables in the monitor dataset and provide a sample of what a data file might look 
like. 

NOTE: The monitor data files do not specify the pollutant with which the data is 
associated-this is specified by the user when loading the monitor data into 
Ben MAP-CE. 

Table 4-6a. Required Format, Air Monitoring Data File Variables 

Variable Type Required Notes 

Monitor Name Text Yes Unique name for each monitor in a particular location. 

Description Text No Description of the Monitor. 

Longitude Numeric Yes Values should be in decimal degree format. Values in 
(double) the eastern hemisphere are positive, and those in the 

western hemisphere are negative. 

Latitude Numeric Yes Values should be in decimal degree format. Values in 
(double) the northern hemisphere are positive, and those in the 

southern hemisphere are negative. 

Metric Text No This variable is either blank (signifying that the Values 
are Observations, rather than Metric values), or must 
reference an already defined Metric (e.g., 1-hour daily 
maximum) for the appropriate Pollutant. 

Seasonal Text No This variable is either blank (signifying that the Values 
Metric are not Seasonal Metric values) or must reference an 

already defined Seasonal Metric for the Metric (e.g., 
mean of the 1-hour maximum values for the months of 
June through August). 

Statistic Text No This is an annual metric, which is either blank 
(signifying that the values are not annual statistics) or 
must be one of: None, Mean, Median, Max, Min, Sum. 
(e.g., mean of the 1-hour maximum for the year) 

Values Text Yes If Metric is blank, values are supplied as a comma-
delimited string of values for the year [e.g., 365 or 366 
(leap year) values for daily data, 8760 or 8784 (leap 
year) values for hourly data]. If Metric is defined, but 
Seasonal Metric and Statistic are blank, 365 or 366 
metric values. If Seasonal Metric is defined, but 
Statistic is blank, n seasonal metric values. If Statistic is 
defined, one annual statistic value for either the Metric 
(if Seasonal Metric is blank) or the Seasonal Metric. 
Missing values are signified with a period ('.'). 
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Table 4-6b. Required Format, Sample Air Monitoring Data File 
I\ic'Ilitor N;rme lvforntor De~riµtioo Latitude Lcngltude ~vfetric Seasonal Metric Stati::,tk Vah1es. 

26G<:>SGOO:l88J[>ll RESIDE1''TlAL. SL13L'RBAN' 42.7678 -86.H86 D24HourMemi QuarterlyMe3n \-kan ll 67 

26()[ l{)DJ4S8 Wl I RESIDENTlt\l, URBAN A.ND CENTER CITY' 4:; Sf 14 -83.8\IG/ D24HourMe;m Quai1ert,Me;m Mean I L62 

16Gtlnrll488Wl J UJ"'IA·IBRCIAL. RERAL' 42 1978 -S6_3H97 D24Hnurr-v1ean QE13rter~yMean \,le;m l LSS 

26G490021&8Wl l RESIDENTL<\.L, URBA.:."'i -"'-"'<'D CENTER CITY' 

260650012881011 RESIDENTIAL URBAN A.ND CENTL"t CITY' 

26G>WC>0888 lG1 l COMR-IBRCIAL, UREAN AJ'<"'D CENTER CITI' 

26G8 W0{)788Wl l INDUSTRIAL lJRBAN Al'i"'D CENTER CI-P{ 

26()8 WOW88101 I IN"'DUSTRL"1,, L'RBAN AND CENTER crn-
26fr9%C>fr9S8 Wl l COMwlERCIAL, Sl:13VRBAN' 

43.Ml2 -83.6702 D24How-Me"1l Quarterlyiv!e>ti Mean l l.56 
41. 7386 -84.5346 D24Hour~v'fean Quatier~y~,{ean 2.Jean 11 4Sf 

42 27&1 -85.5419 D24HmirMean QuarterfyMean \1e;m 11.44 

4-2.9561 -85.6791 D24Hourivfeat1 Quartedyivfeat1 ~-fean l L4 

42.9842 -85.67 !3 D24Hmrrlvfe--.m Quaiie.rfvMean Mean l1 J6 

42 7314 -02- 7"935 D24Hour~1eaa Quar~edy\>feart ~v1e;m 11.43 

2610W~2288Wl l RESIDENTL<\.L, URB."'-'."'i AND CENTER CITY' 

261 lW00188Wl I FOREST, RFR.A.L' 

+uom -86.2426 D24HonrMe"11 Quarter!yiv!eai1 l 143) UY?)0.98.10.90 

44 . .l!Oo -8-1.8919 D24Hoirrl\fe--.m Quarte.rb:Mean l1 44J4.2.lJ 1.20,9.JO 

261 l Sllll05S8 Wl I AGRICULTURAL. RUR/\.L' 41 1'639 -83.~il'i D24HourMean QuarterfyMean 1 U9,13. /l,llJ.()4,11.24 

26l110CMD88 lD1 l COMMERCL"1,, L'RBAN Arm CENTER CITI" 43 2331 -86 2386 D24HonrMean Quarte.-fyMean 

26125W01881nll RESIDE1''TlAL, SUBL'RBAN' 41.4631 -83 .1832 D24HourMean Quarter~,:I\!e2n 

26!39C>G05S8Wll RESIDENTlt\l. SUBURBAN' 42.S9i5 -85.8527 D24HourMea!! QuarterfyMea!! 

26!470Jf)588 lD1 l RESIDENTl'll, SUBURBAX' 42-9533 -82.4562 D24HourMean Quarte.-fyMean 

26161000888101 l COI'>ihIERCLA.L_, L"'RBAN AND CENTER CITY 42.2406 -83 .5996 D24HourMean QuarterlyMean 

26l63{)G01S8Wll CO]VlliIERCL<\L SL'BURBA.:V 422286 -S3.20S2 D24HourMeO!! QuarterfyMeO!! 

26l63W1588!01 l COM!dERCL"1,, URBAN AJ'<"'D CENTER CITI" 42-3028 -83.!065 D24HourMean Quarte-rfyMean 

26163GG1688J[>ll RESIDE1''TlAL URBAN -"'-"'"D CENTER CIT~-, 42.3578 -83.MW D24How-Memi QuarterlyMe3n 

26lt<3VDJ9S8Wll RESIDENTlt\l, SUBURBAN' 4243()8 -83.0{)()1 D24HourMe;m 
16163fKJ2588101 J 'CO~UvIBRCIA_l_, __ SIIBl,l_{BA.N' 42 4131 -83_42·63 D24Hnurr-v1ean 

261630033&8Wll INDUSTRIAL SL13U1l.BA.:.V 42.3067 -83.!4&8 D24How-Me"1i 

261630036881011 COI'>lliIERCL"'-.L_, SL'Bl;'RBAN' 42. l 87J -83-1539 D24Ho1rrMe211 

26l63C>C>3888 Wl l RESIDENTIAL, L"RBAN Al'iill CENTER CITY' 42 3350 83.!H% D24HmirMean 

26163003988Wl l RESIDENTL<\.L, URB."'-'."'i -"'-"''D CENTER CITY' 42.3133 -83.0685 D24How-Me,,;1 

4.1.4 Incidence and Prevalence Rates Data 

ll.2&,92l15f!ill.10 

l l 17) l 12_!3.15)2.m 

1 LJl,10.05,10.9,12.13 

l l.26_11.13_! 5.00JJ.Ol 

l l 24)4<)\l103)0.10 

1 L23,9.23,13.04,W.G9 

l l.23_11.24,!0.45,10.04 

l l 2,10 H.1 l 23._W45 

.,., l3.1Jl,.,.J 7.19,.,.,3.89, ._13.86,,.,5.9 
... Ll 48, __ s n_. _ _cm9 ___ 14514 ____ l 

-~-~ 1S_6 75,., -~ 12. 72~-~-,0At\.,., 16.2 4, -~-~6-
.,., 16.52 _..,15.01,.,.,5.41,., _,15.39_,.,.,5-D 

._..)052,.,,21.85, _..,588_,.,.)9.28, -· ,5.l 

.,.)D.14,.,., ?.59,.,.,817,., ,13.11,.,., 7.59 

Most health impact functions, such as those developed from log-linear or logistic health 
impact functions, estimate the percent change in a health effect associated with a 
pollutant change. In order to estimate the absolute change in incidence using these 
functions, the baseline incidence rates (and in some cases the prevalence rate) of the 
adverse health effect are needed. 

The incidence rate is the number of health effects per person in the population per unit 
of time, and the prevalence rate is the percentage of people that suffer from a particular 
chronic illness. For example, the incidence rate for asthma attacks may be 25 cases per 
asthmatic individual per year, and the prevalence rate (measuring the percentage of the 
population that is asthmatic) might be six percent of the total population. 

NOTE: For both incidence and prevalence rates, BenMAP-CE allows the user to have 
rates that vary by race, ethnicity, gender, and age group. BenMAP-CE can support 
multiple sets of incidence and prevalence rates, if the rates differ by year or by grid 
definition. 

4.1.4.1 Add Incidence/Prevalence Rates 

To start adding incidence and prevalence data files, click on the Manage button below 
the Incidence/Prevalence Rates box. The Manage Incidence Datasets window will 
appear. 
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Manage lncidern:e Datasets 

Ava~~ab~e Dataset:.:. 

E.nc!pc-:int Grcup Endp.o~nt Type 

«w<•h' ••• !£ 

FHter Filter 

In this window you may Add, Edit, and Delete datasets. The section on the left under 
Available Datasets lists the incidence/prevalence datasets that are currently in the 
setup. The section on the right under the Dataset Incidence Rates identifies the rates 
in the selected dataset. 

To add a dataset, click the Add button. This will bring up the Incidence Dataset 
Definition window. Give a name to the dataset that you are creating by typing a name 
in Dataset Name box. 
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Incidence Dal:a>et Definiticm D x 

Co:lumn Row 

Grid Delimtion: 

D.;:r:ta.s:et ~ndderlre Ra~es 

f,ilter 

[J Group 

Ethrd1:Hy Gender S~:art: .i;,ge End A.ge 

Lo-ad frorn me D·el-ete 

NOTE: If you have multiple incidence or prevalence datasets that vary, for example, by 
year and grid definition, then use the name to provide a reference to the year and grid 
definition (e.g., "Mortality Incidence (2000)"). 

In the Grid Definition drop-down list choose the item that matches the grid definition 
used to develop the incidence/prevalence dataset. Note: The incidence and prevalence 
rate data must use the same column/row information as the matching grid definition. 
Click the Load From File button. Then click on the Browse button, to browse for the 
dataset file. (The format for the dataset is detailed in the next sub-section.) 
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Grfa:J DEftn:itj.;J.ff 

Database· 

After locating the file, click Open. Click the Validate button before loading the data. 
BenMAP-CE's validation tool will review the file format (column names, required 
columns, and data types) and provide a report with any errors or warnings. You also 
have the option of adding metadata to the dataset. This is done by clicking the View 
Metadata button and adding any references or descriptions that you see fit. Click OK 
on the Load Incidence/Prevalence Database window to load the selected file. The 
Incidence Dataset Definition window will appear, displaying the rates in the data file 
that you just loaded. 

;)ataset Narne·: 

Dataset ~:nddern:i:: R~tes 

Endpc~nt G:"OUP· Endp·o~nt l\pe R;oce 

Mortality Mmta I lt'.i. A .. lrKjdenLe 

fV1orta:J:ity Mmtall<>: A. lm::idenLe 

~,fort" I it~ Mc-rtaliN, A ... lrn::~dence 

Mort,, lit~ Mc-rtaliN, A ... lndclence 

~<10rtc:kty Morta I iN, A .... lnc~dence 

Mortal it~ Morta I iN, A .... ln·cidence 

Mortc:Ety M c-rta H~. A .... lrK~dence 

Mortality Mc-rt a I IW, A .... ln-cidence 

Mortality t .... 1 c·rta Ht~~ A ... lnc~dence 

Mortality Mc-rt a I It~. A ... lndi:ience 

MortaVi'tV Mc-rtailt>~ C lnc~der:ce 

~.'1orta:l~'t"t" Mc-rtallty, C ln-cii:ience 

Morta:l~tv ~1<'1 C·fta ~~ti~~ C ln.::idence 

Morta:l~lV Mo-rtality, C... h°K.idence 

~.t1ort::::i:~lv t)f1 !:!·fta ~ ~t1~~ C .. incidence-

Morta:i:1lv ~,,..1 !:!·fta i ~ty, C ... frK.idenJ.:e 
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If the data look correct, click OK This will return you to the Manage Incidence 
Datasets window. To view any metadata that was added, select an Available Dataset 
and a Rate, and click the View Metadata button. The user can view or edit the 
metadata of the imported files. 

A'.'fa~~ab:JE Datas.ets 

ltt\1m1¥t1t\ltti1t~lE1m~l 
l Mor~a~~tv ~n:[~deno:: (2:CT05) 
l MortaFtv in-::~.defKE" (2:G1D) 
l ~.;ilorta~::ty; ~rn:i·dern:e· 1:2:G15} 
l Moi1ahtv ln6dence (WW) 
l t..flmta!:~t~ !ndden::e (2:G25~ 
l Mor~a~~t\f ~m:klem:e· (2:G3D) 
l Mor!a!::'tv !nc~-dencc (2:[)35) 
l tAorta~::-ry ~nddern::e· ~1:JaD} 
l Morta~~:tv ~nL~deno:: (2-G-45) 
l t-.(lOrta!~t~; H1-:::~.den-:::e (2:GSO) 
l Other !n[~dence (2.rn.xn 

I ~;~:,~~~~~~;;;~)WG'7) 

I~ 

DatasEt lndderKe ><ates 

Mc.rta :lit/ 

Mc-rtanty 

Mc-rtahtv 

MGrtallty 

Mc-rtaHty 

Mrntality 

Mortantv 

Mc·rtallty 

Mert.~iltv 

Mc-rtality 

rj.~orta:l~ty 

Mortal It; 

~11Grta:l~W 

Mc-rtallty 

r).~-Ofta:lity . ' 

~,;k~rta Hty, A. .. 

!\-lcrtan~i A ... 

Morta 1;t>,~ A.. F 

MGrt:a~~:::v7 A .. 

~~:i-~rta nw. A. .. 

Mmtaht~~ A. __ F 

r\-1.orta nr1~~ .A ... . 

M"m:illt>/,A .. . 

Mc;rt:a llW A.. f 

M~rta~~w. A. .. F" 

~.,..1crtanr~~:. C. .. F 

Mortallt>/, L .. 

MGrt:a nt~~ C.. f 

~~:i-~rta~~w. f... F 

MmtaHr~:. 'C.. 

Race 

,,. 

Fdtef fHtef 

Start AgE End AgE .'." 

:17 " 
rn 24 

2.5 34 

3.5 44 

45 54 

SS 54 

6.5 74 

7.5 BA 

,g5 I}'} 

0 0 

17 

lS 2.4 

25 34 

3'i 44 

• ..... · G:rc·up 

Follow the same procedure for any additional incidence/prevalence datasets that you 
want to add to the setup database. When you have finished adding data, click OK in the 
Manage Incidence Datasets window. The Incidence/Prevalence Rates box in the 
Modify Datasets window will show the datasets that you have entered. 

4.1.4.2 Format for Incidence/Prevalence Data 

Table 4-7a presents the variables that can be used in incidence and prevalence datasets, 
and Table 4-7b presents a sample dataset that follows this format. 

Table 4-7a. Health Incidence and Prevalence Dataset Variables 

Field Name Type Required Notes 

Endpoint Group Text Yes If this does not reference an already defined 
Endpoint Group, one will be added. 

Endpoint Text Yes If this does not reference an already defined 
Endpoint for the Endpoint Group, one will 
be added. 

Race Text No Should either be blank (signifying All Races) 
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Field Name Type Required Notes 
or reference a defined Race, such as "Black" 
(from one or more Population 
Configurations). 

Ethnicity Text No Should either be blank (signifying All 
Ethnicities) or reference a defined Ethnicity, 
such as "Hispanic" (from one or more 
Population Configurations). 

Gender Text No Should either be blank (signifying All 
Genders) or reference a defined Gender 
(from one or more Population 
Configurations). 

Start Age Integer Yes Specifies the low and high ages, inclusive. 
For example, Start Age of "O" and End Age of 

EndAge Integer Yes "1" include infants through the first 12 
months oflife and all one-year old infants. 

Column Integer Yes The Column and the Row link the 

Row Integer Yes 
incidence/prevalence data with cells from a 
Grid Definition. 

Value Numeric Yes The incidence/prevalence rate for the 
(double) specified demographic group for this 

location. 

Type Text No If value is a prevalence rate, then 
"Prevalence" should be specified. Otherwise 
BenMAP-CE assumes that the value is an 
incidence rate. 

Table 4-7b. Sample Health Incidence Dataset 
. i::;l<l?(lh-ii·6~;cy.··· 
• Hosp!tal Admiss.kt11s., RespiratotT 

.Hosp!tal Ad:tniss.i011s., Respiratory 

•Hospital Ad:tnissions, RespiratC>ry 
Hospital Ad:tnissions, Respiratory 
Hnspital Admissions,. Respiratory 
Hnspital Admissions,. Respirator>' 

•Hospital Ad:trcissiruls, Respirator¥ 

• Hospital Ad:trcissiru1s, Respiratm-:;1 

Hospital Ad:tnissioos, Re;:;pirate>ry 

Hospital Ad:tnissions., Respiratory 

• H•:rspital Admissions,. Respiratory 

Endpoint Year Race Gender Etlmidty· 
HA., Asthma 1002 

HA.,. A.sthma 2002 
HA.,. Asthma 2002 

K~ Asthma 2002 
HA .. Astllma 2002 
HA .. Asthma 2002 
H.;\, Astrnna WC!l 

HA., Asthma 2002 

HA, Asthrn<i 2002 

HA ."1.sthma 2002 
HA, ."1.stllma 2002 

4.1.5 Population Data 

Sta!i Age Eud Age Column 
I) 99 l 
I) 99 
0 99 
0 99 
(} 99 
I} 99 
(! 99 
I) 99 
0 99 
0 99 
0 99 

Ro>v Type Value 

1 Incidence 1.61E-06 

3 Incidence 7.7JE-·06 
4 Incidence 1.68E-0-6 

5 Incidence 5.45E-0-6 

6 lncidenc e 1 02E-n6 

7 lncidenc e 2.72E-OO 

8 Incidence 5.0SE-{}6 

9 Incidence 3.03E-l}6 

Hl Incidence 5 89E-{l6 

11 Incidence 3. llE-0-6 

12 Incidence 3.3frE-U6 

The population data is used to estimate population exposure and in turn any adverse 
health effects associated with a change in air pollution. BenMAP-CE allows you to 
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specify race, ethnicity, gender, and age of the population, as well as the year of the 
population estimate. 

Population data loaded into BenMAP-CE must be associated with a Population 
Configuration, which defines the races, ethnicities, genders, and age ranges present in 
the data. Race, ethnicity, and gender are unique text values representing population 
subgroups. Age ranges are defined by integer values for starting age and ending age 
(inclusive), and a unique text value representing the name of the age range. For 
example, 'OTO 1' might be used as a name for the age range defined by a start age of zero 
and an end age of one, thus consisting of infants through the first twelve months of life 
and all one-year old infants. The population data provided to BenMAP-CE should then 
contain population values for all combinations of race, ethnicity, gender, and age range. 
The population values may be non-integer values. 

Population data must also be associated with a Grid Definition which specifies the 
geographic areas for which the data is available (see for more details the section on 
Grid Definitions). If population data is available for multiple grid definitions (cities and 
neighborhoods, for example), you can have the option of using different sets of 
population data for different analyses. 

BenMAP-CE can also estimate populations for Grid Definitions for which no population 
data is available by calculating spatial overlap percentages with Grid Definitions for 
which data is available. 

4.1.5.1 Add Population Data 

To add population data to BenMAP-CE, click on the Manage button below the Population 
Datasets box in the Modify Datasets window. The Manage Population Datasets window 
will appear. 
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Gc\d Definition: 

Va~ues 

Click on the Add button to display the Load Population Dataset window. Name the 
dataset using the Population Dataset Name box. 

The Grid Definition drop-down list provides the list of existing grid definitions. 
Choose a grid definition that matches your population dataset. 

The Population Configuration section allows you to define the variables that are in the 
population data file to be loaded into BenMAP-CE. Use the drop-down list to choose an 
existing population configuration and then view it by clicking the View button, or you 
may click the Add button and define a new population configuration. Clicking the Add 
button will open a Population Configuration Definition window where you can enter 
the fields that appear in the file that will be later uploaded (discussed in more detail 
below). 

The Browse button to the right of the Database box allows you to find the data file that 
you want to load into BenMAP-CE. Once you click Open and load the file, the Validate 
and View Metadata buttons become active. You can click the Validate button before 
the file is loaded into the Manage Population Datasets form. BenMAP-CE's validation 
tool will review the file format (column names, required columns, and data types) and 
provide a report with any errors or warnings. You can also add meta data, which 
includes references and descriptions, by clicking the View Metadata button. 
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load Population Dataset x 

Population Dataset Name: 

Grid Definiti.on: 

Database: 

D Use f'opulation Growth V•'eights 

Cam:ei 

If you wish to run an analysis based on an air quality grid not already defined in 
BenMAP-CE, you may need to import a new population file matched to that grid 
definition. The PopGrid program allocates the 2010 block-level U.S. Census population 
to a user-defined grid, creating a population file ready for importation to BenMAP-CE. 5 

The Use Population Growth Weights checkbox should be checked when using population 
data generated by the PopGrid software application. The population weights file assists 
in forecasting population levels. See Appendix J for a more detailed discussion of 
population growth weights in the United States setup. 

Defining a Population Configuration 

If you are performing an analysis outside of the U.S. and are loading your own 
population data, you will need to first create a new Population Configuration. The 
Population Configuration defines the age range (Start Age and End Age), Race, 
Ethnicity, and Gender variables in your population database. 

5 The PopGrid program may be downloaded from EPA's website. See: 
http://vvvvw2.epa.gov/benmap /benmap-communi ty-edition. 
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Check that your population variables align with the 
population configuration already defined for your setup 
(the spellings must match exactly). If your data fails to 
load correctly, you will need to go back and either 
develop a new population configuration to match your 
data, or you need to revise your population database so 
that it matches the population configuration. 

To add a population configuration, click the Add button 
in the Load Population Dataset window. 

Pc~·u::ation Conft~uration N·ame: .@kib_l:t.1}2lfu11t111fu.1fu.~---·· 
R.a.::e 

t>,~::AN 

BLA.(K 
t-JA1Af'-~EP. 

W'iffE 
ALL 

Gender 

Ava::::ab:le Genders 

~Efi-t:ALE 

MALE 
i 4LL 

EthnK::w 

A~<a3~able Ethnk~ty 

HiSPAHiC 
!ALL 

Races 

Remove 

Age Ranges 

A.geRange 
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It is critical that the age, race, 
ethnicity, and gender variables 
defined in the population 
configuration match your 
population input data exactly, 
otherwise BenMAP-CE will fail to 
load the population data. 

En::l .Age 

OeJete 

In the Population Configuration Name box, replace 'PopulationConfigurationO' with a 
name of your choosing. Under the Races box click on New and type in the name for any 
races present in your population data. The names appear in both the Races list box and 
the Available Races list box. (If you later create alternative population configurations, 
you can simply drag the relevant names from the Available Races list box into the 
Races list box.) Similarly, under the Available Genders and Available Ethnicity list 
boxes, click on New and type in the name for any ethnicity and gender identifiers 
present in your population data. 
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If you want to remove a selected category from the Races, Genders, or Ethnicity list 
boxes, then highlight the category that you want to deselect and click the Remove 
button. (It is not possible to delete categories from the Available Races, Available 
Genders, or Available Ethnicity list boxes.) 

The next step is to create the age ranges that match the age ranges in your population 
file. To start click on the Add button below the Age Ranges list box. The AgeRange 
Definition window will appear. Type in the name of the age variable in the Age Range 
ID box and the upper bound of the age range in the High Age box. (BenMAP-CE 
automatically fills in the value for the Low Age box.) For example, the age range names 
(with corresponding low and high ages) might include the following: OtoO, 1to4, Sto9, 
10to14, 15to19, 20to24, 25to29, 30to34, 35to39, 40to44, 45to49, 50to54, 55to59, 60to64, 
65to69, 70to74, 75to79, 80to84, and BS up. The choice of the names is up to you. 
However, you must be sure that the names exactly match those in your population 
input file. 

Age Range lD: ..fr\Ti\tfa\~\i+····· 
1-..%.:~~...._...._@.._.;__%~:;:;._::.._@;: 

• o~ .• 

Click OK when you have defined the age range. If you make a mistake and want to 
delete an age definition after you have entered it, click on the Delete button. This will 
remove the last age range that you have entered. (Click on it twice if you wantto 
remove the last two age groups that you entered.) The population configurations can be 
quite detailed, as in the case of the United States Census population configuration that 
comes loaded with BenMAP-CE. 
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Populaticn Ccn:1g1.rr~t:·~n ~Ja~v~· .@.1}~%._lfui)~l_i11Y2_1i1···· 
fi.aH: 

;'..lS~t.~J 

BLll,CK 
l></i.TAMrn 

!ALL 

C'ther 
Nev< 

G.ender 

k:..r.a~l.at::de Genders 

FEf.·l•.LE 
~<IALE 

ALL 

Et:hn~Dty 

Ava~::ab:le E:.::hn~·l.:~ty 

N'\"JN~H:lSPAM:lC 

i-115-PAr'~IC 

ALL 

~s::~.N 

BLACK 

'EM ALE 

Ethn~dtie::; 

NO~,J-r.::SP.A.N::f 

~~SAAN~C 

Remove 
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A~eRange S:.::arLAge End ,4,ge --1104 !1 4 

5Tm 5 ·9 
............................. 

10TO:l4 i JG 14 

l5W13· lS 19 
............................. 

]{ff024 : 2U 14 
···················:·········· 

25102·'.f i 25 2'1 

3{ff034 : 3:)] 3A 

3.5T039' !35 3g 
···················:·········· 

%'T044 !4u t.1~ 
............................. 

ti5T0.4·~: i ~:t 4'l 
···················:·········· 

s::.r~05-4- : SH 54 
............................. 

55Tos·~: : ss 5.S 

001onq ····················:-£:;···· 
S4 

'ss 69 

70T074 74 

l5T07·9· ···················r;s···· 79 
............................. 

i ,~&1 !>4 

H5UP ························rss···· 99 

Delete Add 

(.:an::::e~ cw. 

Click OK on the Population Configuration Definition window to return to the Load 
Population Dataset window. 

Click OK on the Load Population Dataset window to return to the Manage 
Population Datasets window. To view or edit any metadata that was previously 
added, click the View Metadata button. Click OK on the Manage Population Datasets 
window. In the Population Datasets box of the Modify Datasets window you should 
see an entry for the population dataset that you just loaded. 
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Av.ailat:de Data~ets. 

illikl11t%\Tu.Tu.l11%~ 

Populaticn Conftgurntion: 

'Values 

Ra.i:e Ethni.c::!f' Gender Age Ns ... co::umn P.ov·,.c 

V<'H ICE ~6PANlC f.;.i1.ALE :;srnsg 22 

\:VHffE ~-ION-Ci; .. r ... ~t..LE 5T0') :.u 
BL~CK f'JGN-H' .. f.;1ALE 5-T:09 22 

NAT~.MEµ ~-ION-H; __ M~LE 5T0i} 12 

A:5::JH~ NGN-H' .. ~,;lALE 5-T:09 22 

\;VHITE ~K>N-H; __ f,~<'LE 25102'1 22 i.rn:xm 
BL~CK NG~i-H' .. ~;lALE 25"1'-029 22 

N.AIA.ME~ ~KWJ-H; __ Mi\LE 25102'1 22 

WH!TE NU~l-H ... MALE 3ST03S 22 

BLACK r+oN-H, __ MALE 35103'1 22 

4.1.5.2 Format for Population Data 

Table 4-8 presents the variables that can be used in population datasets. Nate that the 
names you define for age ranges do not need to follow the same pattern used in this 
manual; the age ranges should be based on what seems most appropriate for you. 
However, it is critical that the age, race, ethnicity, and gender variables in your 
population input data exactly match those defined for the population configuration, 
otherwise BenMAP-CE will fail to load the population data 

Table 4-8. Population Dataset Variables 

Variable Type Required Notes 

AgeRange Text Yes References a defined age range in the 
associated Population Configuration. 

Column Integer Yes The column and the row link the population 

Row Integer Yes data with cells in a Grid Definition. 

Year Integer Yes The year of the data. Note that this may 
include historical population estimates 
(such as from a census), as well as 
population forecasts. 

Population Numeric Yes Population estimate. Note that the estimate 
(double) is not restricted to integers. 

Race Text Yes References a defined race in the associated 
Population Configuration. 

Ethnicity Text Yes References a defined ethnicity in the 
associated Population Configuration. If no 
ethnicity is specified in the data, "ALL" 
should be listed throughout the entire 
column. 
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Variable Type Required Notes 

Gender Text Yes References a defined gender in the 
associated Population Configuration. 

4.1.6 Health Impact Functions 

Health impact functions calculate the change in the number of adverse health effects 
among a certain population associated with a change in exposure to air pollution. A 
typical health impact function has inputs specifying the pollutant; the metric (daily, 
seasonal, and/or annual); the age, race, ethnicity, and gender of the population affected; 
and the incidence rate of the adverse health effect. 

Health impact functions are subdivided by user-specified types of adverse health 
effects. The broadest category is the Endpoint Group, which represents a broad class of 
adverse health effects, such as premature mortality, cardiovascular-related hospital 
admissions, and respiratory- related hospital admissions, among other categories. 
(BenMAP-CE only allows pooling of adverse health effects to occur within a given 
endpoint group, as it generally does not make sense to sum or average together the 
number of cases of disparate health effects, such as premature mortality and chronic 
bronchitis.) The Endpoint Group may then be subdivided by user-specified Endpoints. 
For example, the respiratory-related hospital admission Endpoint Group, may have 
separate Endpoints for asthma-related hospital admissions and chronic bronchitis
related hospital admissions. 

There are a wide range of variables that can be included in a health impact function, to 
specify the parameters of the function and to identify its source, such as the Author, 
Year, and Location of the study, as well as other Pollutants used in the study. The 
bibliographic Reference for the study may be included, as well as any additional 
information needed to identify a particular impact function. (The Reference variables 
are useful for this.) A number of health impact functions have been developed based on 
epidemiological studies in the United States and Europe. However, researchers have 
conducted an increasing number of epidemiological studies in Asia and Latin America 
that can be used to develop more location-specific impact functions. There are a 
number of issues that arise when deriving and choosing between health impact 
functions that go well beyond this user manual. Hence, it is important to have a trained 
health researcher assist in developing the impact function data file. 6 

4.1.6.1 Add Health Impact Functions 

To add health impact functions to BenMAP-CE, click on the Manage button below the 
Health Impact Functions box in the Modify Datasets window. The Manage Health 
Impact Functions Datasets window will appear. 

6 U.S. EPA-default configuration and pooling setup files for ozone and PM2.5 health impact assessments are 
available on the BenMAP-CE website. See: http://wvvvv.epa.gov/benmap/benmap-community-edition. 
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A.v.a§:lable D·atas.ets 

Endp-c-::nt Grcur-:· Endpoint 

filler Endp.01nt Grc;·up Fil le' 

In this window you may Add, Edit, and Delete datasets. The section on the left under 
Available Datasets lists the health impact function datasets that are currently in the 
setup database. (See Appendices E, F, and G for more information about the pre-loaded 
health impact functions.) The section on the right under the Health Impact Functions 
in Dataset lets you view the functions in a selected dataset. 

To add a new dataset, click the Add button. The Health Impact Function Dataset 
Definition window will appear. Type the name that you want to use for the dataset in 
the Health Impact Function Dataset Name box. 

You may then enter functions into this dataset through an externally created database 
by clicking the Load From File button. Alternatively, you may Add, Delete, and Edit 
individual functions within BenMAP-CE. 

To add a database, click the Load From File button. In the Load Health Impact 
Dataset window, click the Browse button and then find and select the health impact 
function database that you want to load into your setup. Click Open. If validation is 
required, then you will have to click the Validation button before the file can be 
imported. BenMAP-CE's validation tool will review the file format (column names, 
required columns, and data types) and provide a report with any errors or warnings. 
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You can also add metadata (references and descriptions) to the file that is about to be 
imported by clicking the View Metadata button. Click the OK button on the Load 
Health Impact Dataset window to load the dataset. 

The Health Impact Function Dataset Definition window will reappear, and you can 
then view the health impact functions that you have loaded into your dataset. 

Hea~th lrnpac :.=umticn Data:Set Nome-: Cetro~t r.ea::;:h ~m~act Fun.::t:an 

M-crr_ahty Mc:rtal:it:t, An ·c.. P-Ml.S 

Hosp1ta:: Adrn::5510. HA .. A~l Resp1n:L. PM2.5 

Hosp;ta:: A.cim·:ssio ... ~AJ AJ; Resp~ra. PM2.S 

Hosplta:: Ai:irn::sslG". :-iA, ~Jl Re-:::plra... PM2.5 

Hospita:: Adm~:ssio ... HAJ An Resp~ra. P~i12.5 

Metric 

D2.tH:::w ... 

D2..::Hc:a.ir ... 

:J2.4H·our 

D2~Hcur ... 

D24H-s:ur. .. 

Se·ason 

F..Jone 

None 

r~one 

Mone 

r~one 

~·le tr~:.:: rv1e·;:r1r: Stat:sth: 

None 

None 

rJone 

None 

rJone 

K::m et a::. 2'i112 

K}c·:Jg et a::. 2:312 

GrlnesU l·G:l:l 

By clicking and holding the cursor on a column header, you may move it to provide the 
most useful display. For example, by clicking and holding on the Pollutant column 
header and then dragging it to the far left of the window, you can sort all of the health 
impact functions by Pollutant. (Note rearranging the columns is only for display and 
has no effect on the underlying health impact functions in the database.) 

Clicking OK brings you back to the Manage Health Impact Function Datasets 
window. The new dataset you just loaded will be displayed in the list of Available 
Datasets and the associated functions will be displayed in the Health Impact 
Functions In Dataset grid to the right. If you have more than one dataset, you can 
select the dataset by clicking on it. 
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Endp-c-::nt Grcur-:· 

r-.,1artaiitv 

Endpoint 

~ilcr.:a::::·w,. A~i c. .. PM2. .. 5 

PM2.5 

Ho·:;p;tal Adml.sslo ... t;A, A;; Re·:;plra ... PM2.~ 

Hospital Adm;;5;G .. HA, ii ; Re·spira .. f"M25 

Hc.spita~ A.dm~ss~c· ... r.A., A : Resp~ra... F'-M2 . .5 

filler Endp.01nt Grc;·up 

:J24Hcur... 

J24ik.ur.. 

:J24rlcur . 
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Fil le' 

None 

None 

f~one 

None 

To edit an existing function, first click to select the dataset in the list of Available 
Datasets. Next, select a particular function in the data grid under Health Impact 
Functions in Dataset. Then, click the Edit button. The Health Impact Function 
Dataset Definition window appears, and you may change any of the values in the 
boxes and the drop-down lists. When you are finished, click OK. 
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Endpoint G:rcup~ Author: Ye.fjf' ·Df P1Jb:lkation. 

Endpoint: Study Lo,;:-aticn· 

Ccmmcn~y< Used Function a~ Farms 

~uncticn: 
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Beta B~str::butk:m: Beta: 
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From the Health Impact Function Dataset Definition window you can also add health 
impact functions to the ones that are already in your dataset. Click the Add button and a 
blank Health Impact Function Definition window will appear and you can then create 
new health impact functions. (See Appendix M: Function Editor for additional 
information about the syntax for developing functions with this editor.) 

Starting in Version 1.4, you can link a health impact function to a specific geographic 
area for which you have uploaded a grid definition by selecting that area in the Apply 
Function To dropdown menu. This prevents you from applying the function to other 
grid definitions but may be appropriate for functions derived using sub-national data. 
By default this menu is set to "Entire Area", which means the application of the health 
impact function is unrestricted. 

After defining the new health impact function, click OK. This will take you back to the 
Health Impact Function Dataset Definition window. When you are finished with any 
editing or adding of health impact functions, click OK. From the Manage Health 
Impact Function Datasets window, you can also select an Available Dataset and Data 
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row and view the Meta data. To view the Metadata associated with the data file, click 
the View Metadata button to view and edit existing references and descriptions. Click 
OK on the Manage Health Impact Function Datasets window when you are satisfied 
with all your inputs. The Modify Datasets window will appear. Here in the Health 
Impact Functions box you should see an entry for any health impact function datasets 
that you have loaded. 

4.1.6.2 Format for Health Impact Functions 

Table 4-9 presents the variables that can be used in health impact function datasets. 

Table 4-9. Health Impact Function Dataset Variables 

Variable Type Required Notes 

Endpoint Text Yes If this does not reference an already defined 
Group Endpoint Group, one will be added. 

Endpoint Text Yes If this does not reference an already defined 
Endpoint for the Endpoint Group, one will be 
added. 

Pollutant Text Yes Should reference an already defined Pollutant. 

Metric Text Yes Should reference an already defined Metric for 
the Pollutant. 

Annual Text No Should either be blank (signifying no annual 
Statistic metric value) or be one of: None, Mean, Median, 

Min, Max, Sum. 

Seasonal Text No Should either be blank (signifying no Seasonal 
Metric Metric value) or reference an already defined 

Seasonal Metric for the Metric. 

Race No Should either be blank (signifying All Races) or 
reference a defined Race. 

Ethnicity No Should either be blank (signifying All 
Ethnicities) or reference a defined Ethnicity. 

Gender No Should either be blank (signifying All Genders) 
or reference a defined Gender. 

Start Age Integer Yes Specifies the low and high ages, inclusive. For 
example, StartAge of'O' and EndAge of'l' 

EndAge Integer Yes includes infants through the first 12 months of 
life and all one-year old infants. 

Author Text No The author(s) of the study from which the 
function is derived. 

Apply No The specific geographic area to which you 
Function To would like to apply the health impact function; 

unrestricted by default ("Entire Area") 

Year of Integer Yes The year of publication of the study. 
Publication 
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Variable Type Required Notes 

Qualifier Text No Provides additional information to identify a 
particular health impact function, such as when 
a particular study has multiple functions. 

Location No Type of study area. For the 'United States' 
Name setup, choose between 'State', 'County', and 

'MSA (metropolitan area)'. 

Location Text No The specific location of the study. 

Co-Pollutants Text No Identifies other pollutants that were included 
Specified in simultaneously in the estimation equation for 
Regression the pollutant of interest 
Model 

Reference Text No Bibliographic reference, included to identify the 
source in the health literature. 

Function Text Yes The functional form, interpreted (executed) by 
BenMAP-CE when running an analysis to 
estimate air pollution-related health impacts. 
For example, the log-linear form is as follows: 
'(1-(1/ EXP(Beta*DELTAQ)))*lncidence*POP'. 

Baseline Text Yes The functional form, interpreted (executed) by 
Incidence BenMAP-CE to estimate health impacts due to 
Function all causes. This typically has the form: 

'lncidence*POP'. 

Beta Text No If the Beta has no distribution, any value is 
Distribution acceptable. Otherwise, should be one of: Normal, 

Triangular, Poisson, Binomial, LogNormal, 
Uniform, Exponential, Geometric, Weibull, Gamma, 
Logistic, Beta, Pareto, Cauchy, Custom. 

Beta Numeric No Mean value of the Beta distribution. 
(double) 

Beta Numeric No Parameter 1 of the Beta distribution (meaning 
Parameter 1 (double) depends on the distribution - for Normal 

distributions this represents the standard 
deviation). 

Beta Numeric No Parameter 2 of the Beta distribution (meaning 
Parameter 2 (double depends on the distribution - for Normal 

distributions this is not required). 

NameA Text No Description of variable A 

A Numeric No A constant value which can be referenced by the 
(double) Function. 

NameB Text No Description of variable B. 

B Numeric No A constant value which can be referenced by the 
(double) Function. 

NameC Text No Description of variable C. 
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Variable Type Required Notes 

c Numeric No A constant value which can be referenced by the 
(double) Function. 

Incidence Text No Specifies the dataset from which incidence data 
Dataset will be derived. The user may choose from 

multiple datasets. (Initially this field may be left 
blank) See Section 4.1.4. 

Prevalence Text No Specifies the dataset from which prevalence data 
Dataset will be derived. The user may choose from 

multiple datasets. (Initially this field may be left 
blank) See Section 4.1.4. 

Variable Text No Specifies the dataset from which "variable" data 
Dataset (e.g., income data) will be derived. The user may 

choose from multiple datasets. (Initially this field 
may be left blank) See Section 4.1. 7. 

While the mean value of the Beta distribution is always available in BenMAP-CE, the 
values associated with Beta Parameter 1 and Beta Parameter 2 may change depending 
on the type of distribution. Table 4-10 provides a list of the variables associated with 
each type of beta distribution in BenMAP-CE. 

Table 4-10. Beta Distribution Types and Variables 

Distribution Formula 
Beta Beta 

Notes 
Parameter 1 Parameter 2 

1 (x-µ)2 Standard The Normal distribution has two 
Normal --Xe -~ deviation N/A parameters - the mean, mu, and 

<J-./2ii (sigma) the standard deviation, sigma. 
2(x - a) 

(b-a)(c-a) The Triangular distribution has 
three parameters - the minimum 

for a 5 x 5 c value (a), the maximum value (b), 

Triangular 
Minimum Maximum and the most likely value (c). 

2(b - x) value (a) value (b) BenMAP-CE uses the mean value, 
(b - a)(b - c) the minimum, and the maximum 

to calculation the most likely 
for c 5 x 5 b value. 

Poisson .\'* Lambda N/A 
The Poisson distribution has a 
single parameter, lambda. 

Binomial 
tl1 

:::;~' p' (l 
... . r})·:·;'···x The Binomial distribution has 

n p two parameters, n and p. x1(n · 

Standard The LogNormal distribution has 
deviation two parameters - the mean of the 

LogNormal I/a (sigma) of the N/A corresponding Normal 
corresponding distribution, mu, and the 

Normal standard deviation of the 
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Distribution Formula 
Beta Beta 

Notes 
Parameter 1 Parameter 2 
distribution corresponding Normal 

distribution, sigma. 

The Uniform distribution has two 

Uniform ]/(B · A)f(H· A< x < .B A B 
parameters, A and B, which 
define the interval on which the 
distribution is defined. 

1 The Exponential distribution has 
Exponential Mu N/A 

p one parameter, mu. 

Geometric p(l .... }) ) 'ff.Jr 0 < p < l N/A 
The Geometric distribution has 

p 
one parameter, p. 

Weibull 
( /1\( xr;' 

alpha beta 
The Weibull distribution has two 

:. ~:, )\ 1:~· parameters, alpha and beta. 

l The Gamma distribution has two 
Gamma b"I.fa) a b 

parameters, a and b. 

Logistic b 
The Logistic distribution has two 

. ![! ..... ·};· .. y m 
parameters, m and b. )lll +.if/ .. :··; 

l (! ..... The Beta distribution has two 
Beta 

lf(a .. b) 
a b 

parameters, a and b. 

Pareto .ob"'/ b 
The Pareto distribution has two 

a 
parameters, a and b. 

Cauchy 
l b 

b 
The Cauchy distribution has two 

.- .. .- .... m 
)'{ (x ... m)~ "b~ parameters, b and rn. 

The custom distribution is used 
for specified expert distributions 

Custom N/A 
Standard 

N/A 
for pollutant effect (e.g., 

deviation truncated parametric 
distributions or non-parametric 
distributions). 

For the Function definition, commonly used mathematical operators ( +, -, *, /) may be 
used. Other available "Operators" are listed to the right of the commonly used 
functional forms (e.g., ABS( x ), EXP( x ), LOG( x)). These operators are supported by the 
math and statistics library used within BenMAP-CE. 

Under the heading "Available Variables", are temporary runtime variables which can 
be used in the health impact function definition. The values for these variables (except 
for the A, B, C constants) are expected to change as the code loops over grid cells and 
stratified population groups. Table 4-11 presents the available runtime variables that 
can be used in health impact function definition. 
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Table 4-11. Health Impact Function Available Runtime Variables 

Variable Type Notes 

Beta Numeric Beta coefficient 

DELTAQ Numeric Change in pollutant concentration (baseline -
control) 

POP Numeric Population 

Incidence Numeric Number of people with new (or newly 
diagnosed) adverse health effects within a given 
period of time. 

Prevalence Numeric Number of people who already have a given 
adverse health condition (i.e., chronic illness). 

QO Numeric Control pollutant concentration 

Ql Numeric Baseline pollutant concentration 

A Numeric User-defined constant 

B Numeric User-defined constant 

c Numeric User-defined constant 

The "Population Variables (optional)" box provides a list of setup variables which 
have been defined under the Variable Datasets (see Section 4.1.7). 

4.1.7 Variable Data 

Health Impact Functions and Valuation Functions may sometimes refer to 
socioeconomic variables for which BenMAP-CE does not automatically calculate values. 
For example, some valuation functions reference the median income within each area of 
analysis. Other functions apply to populations living below the poverty line in a given 
country. To facilitate this type of analysis, BenMAP-CE allows you to load datasets of 
socioeconomic Variables, which apply either globally or to a specific geographic area 
(i.e., they are associated with a Grid Definition). 

4.1.7.1 Add Variable Data 

To add Dataset Variables to BenMAP-CE (such as income and other miscellaneous 
variables that might be needed in the analysis), click on the Manage button below the 
Variables Datasets box in the Modify Datasets window. The Manage Setup Variable 
Datasets window will appear. 
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In this window you may Add, Edit, and Delete datasets. The section on the left under 
Available Datasets lists the variables datasets that are currently in the setup database. 
The section on the right under the Dataset Variables lets you view the variables in a 
selected dataset. 

To add a Variable dataset click the Add button. This will take you to the Setup 
Variable Dataset Definition window. In this window you may add externally created 
variables through the Load From File button for any of your predefined Grid 
Definitions. 
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Setup V<1riable Datasets [h;finiticrn D x 

Dataset Name:: Lo·ade1i Value: 
························································································: 
i Nef¥M#@~Jttfik4M Value Coiumn 

Grid Detiniticn: 

Dataset Variab'ies: 

To start, type the name that you want to use for the Variable Dataset in the Dataset 
Name box. (This is a name that is internal to BenMAP-CE and used just for 
identification.) 

To add an externally created Variable Dataset, click the Load From File button. This 
will bring up the Load Variable Database window. Here you need to choose the grid 
definition from the Grid Definition drop-down list that matches the level of 
aggregation in your variable data file. Remember that the Variable Dataset you import 
must use the same column/row index as the Grid Definition. Next, you may use the 
Browse button to find and select the desired Database (i.e., input file) and click Open. 
You can click the Validate button to ensure the file is properly formatted before 
importing. BenMAP-CE's validation tool will review the file format (column names, 
required columns, and data types) and provide a report with any errors or warnings. 
You can also add metadata to the imported data (reference and description of the data 
file) by clicking the View Metadata button. 
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Gr~·d [J.efinirion: 

D.at.abase: 

After choosing (and validating) the input file, click OK. This takes you back to the Setup 
Variable Datasets Definition window. This window displays the variables in the 
dataset and their values. 

Loaded Va I ue: 

Column RO'>.&.' 

56 45 

56 43 

Dataset Var~ab~es:. 55 41 

55 3g 

56 37 

S6 35 

5-6 33 

56 31 !l.111'3%5 

56 2:~ !l.111'3%5 

56 27 !l.11173%5 

5fi 25 !l.Uf>3162lS 

5fi 23 !l.11173%5 

5fi 21 !l.131lS25S 

5fi E! !l.11173%5 

55 17 n.11173®5 

55 1.5 n.11173%5 

Me Load f.rcm me 5& B n.111n.oc;5 

56 11 n .11173rn;5 

When finished adding variables, click OK. This will take you to the Manage Setup 
Variable Datasets window. 

In the Available Datasets list box there is an entry for the dataset that you just added. 
And in the Dataset Variables list box are the variables in the highlighted dataset. 
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At this point you may click Add to load an additional dataset, click Edit to edit the 
selected dataset, click Delete to delete the selected dataset, or complete this variable 
management step by clicking OK 

Clicking OK returns you to the Modify Datasets window, where the entry for the 
variable dataset that you just entered should be visible under the Variable Datasets 
box. 

4.1.7.2 Format for Variable Data 

Table 4-12a presents the variables that can be used in variable datasets, and Table 4-
12b presents a sample of what a dataset might look like. Nate that if you are loading 
your own variable data, you can choose your own variable names (July 2018: this 
feature is currently disabled. Users should currently specify one variable per file). 

Table 4-12a. Variable Dataset Variables 

Variable Type Required Notes 

Column Integer Yes The column and the row link the 

Row Integer Yes population data with cells in a Grid 
Definition. 

Median_Income Numeric Yes Example: Median income value. 
(double) 

<Variable Numeric No Additional variables may be specified. 
Name> (double) 
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Table 4-12b. Sample Variable Dataset 

Column Row Median_lncome 
42 17 39871.19 
42 29 43760.31 
42 45 38186.77 
42 91 42298.49 
42 101 31261.07 

4.1.8 Inflation Data 

It may be desirable for the economic values generated by Valuation Functions to 
account for inflation and generate economic benefits using currency for years other 
than the year initially specified by your valuation data. To do this, you can load 
Inflation Datasets into BenMAP-CE, and then include a reference to your inflation data 
when developing valuation functions. (We give an example of this below.) 

The Valuation Functions should have a consistent currency year, and this currency 
year has to be kept in mind when developing the inflation datasets. That is, whichever 
currency year is used for your valuation functions, then the inflation values for that year 
should be set to 1. For example, in the United States setup, the valuation functions have 
a dollar year of 2015, so the inflation datasets have a value of 1 for the year 2015. 
(Values for years earlier than 2015 are less than 1, and values for years after 2015 are 
greater than 1, because inflation has increased from one year to the next.) The United 
States setup in BenMAP-CE provides inflation factors for three different types of values: 

• All Goods Index can be used to adjust the value of generic goods. 

• Medical Cost Index can be used to adjust the value of medical expenses. 

• Wage Index can be used to adjust the value of wages. 

If a Valuation Function includes an estimate of wage income, for example, this value 
could be multiplied by the Wage Index adjustment factor to get the specified currency 
year. For example, in valuing work loss days, the United States setup uses a function like 
the following: DailyWage*Wagelndex, where the DailyWage is specified in year 2015 
dollars. In the Inflation Dataset, the Wagelndex scales this DailyWage value up or 
down depending on the currency Year you have chosen. If the currency Year is 2015, 
then the Wagelndex has a value of 1 and no change is made to the DailyWage. If the 
currency Year is specified to, say, 2020, then the Wageindex will have a value greater 
than 1 because of the inflation that has occurred between 2015 and 2020. 

4.1.8.1. Add Inflation Data 

To add inflation data to BenMAP-CE, click on the Manage button below the Inflation 
Datasets box in the Modify Datasets window. The Manage Inflation Datasets 
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window will appear. In this window you may Add, Edit, and Delete datasets. The 
section on the left under Available Datasets lists the Inflation Datasets that are 
currently in the setup database. The section on the right under Inflation Detail 
presents the inflation factors in a selected dataset. 

Click on the Add button. In the Load Inflation Dataset window, type in the name of the 
dataset in the Inflation Dataset Name box, and then click on the Browse button to the 
right of the Database box to choose the dataset that you want to import and click Open. 
You can click the Validate button to ensure the file is properly formatted before 
importing. BenMAP-CE's validation tool will review the file format (column names, 
required columns, and data types) and provide a report with any errors or warnings. In 
addition, you can add metadata to the file, to include references and descriptions, by 
clicking the View Metadata button. Click OK The Manage Inflation Datasets window 
will appear. Here you may view the data that you just loaded. 

Manage Inflation D.ata;e:t; 

t\}t.olil.able Datasets 

EPA Standard lnflators 
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0.677156640753514 

0.587714397'107257 

0. 7029{)3.151512146 

0. 726530194282532 

0. 74720376729%52 
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0. 776315629482269' 

0. 73&9892fi21C4034 

C.&239"11537094115 
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G.5419114232:06329 C.6312YJ3165.Sl 726 

0.58.376SGS3023C71 0.6790&2036018372 

0.51%2%18157377 0.7%370055575507 

:0. 6:392..8:08556.5.567 0.71913.~J8:E414.3.3 71 

0£650221943855·29 0. 757174372573.035 

0.5::t4121122350229 O.Yl4456%18B7817 
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D.752542793750753 O.B3·22464E23712H4 

0. 785791.69511795 C.85651.707649231 
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{).1369455722011566 0.%5452430243261 

G.8:95.92&&59710693 C.925136203534241 

0928755392681122 0.941727C42193Hll 

o.s51s10743gg94a1 oss.g.g,5753702.1537 

o.97434&1s74455.94 o.9.&1Efl1741fJ659a 

View Metadara OK 

At this point you may add more data by clicking Add, or you may view and edit the 
Metadata for a specific dataset. This is done by selecting an Available Dataset and an 
entry in the Inflation Detail box and then clicking the View Metadata button. If you 
are satisfied with all import data, you can complete this step by clicking OK Clicking OK 
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takes you to the Modify Datasets window, where you should see an entry for the 
inflation dataset that you just loaded under the Inflation Datasets box. 

4.1.8.2 Format for Inflation Data 

Table 4-13a presents the variables that can be used in Inflation Datasets, and Table 
4-13b presents a sample of what a dataset might look like. Note that if you are loading 
your own inflation data, you can use different names than the ones specified below. 
Instead of specifying 'AllGoodslndex' you could have a variable called 'General Index' -
this is fine as long as you make sure that your valuation functions properly reference 
these inflation variables. 

Table 4-13a. Inflation Dataset Variables in U.S. Setup 

Variable Type Required Notes 

Year Integer Yes The year of the data. Nate that this will 
typically only include historical estimates. 

AllGoodsindex Integer No Example: All goods inflation index value. 

MedicalCostindex Integer No Example: Medical cost inflation index value. 

Wage Index Integer No Example: Wage inflation index value. 

<Variable Name> Integer No Additional indices can be specified. 

Table 4-13b. Sample Inflation Dataset 

YEAR All Goods Index MedicalCostlndex Wage Index 
2005 0.75 0.62 0.71 
2006 0.79 0.67 0.74 
2007 0.81 0.72 0.76 
2008 0.83 0.77 0.78 
2009 0.86 0.8 0.81 
2010 0.88 0.84 0.83 
2011 0.91 0.87 0.86 
2012 0.93 0.89 0.89 
2013 0.94 0.92 0.92 
2014 0.96 0.96 0.96 
2015 1 1 1 
2016 1.02 1.04 1.03 

4.1.9 Valuation Data 

BenMAP-CE allows the valuation estimates to vary by Endpoint Group, Endpoint, and 
Age (note that multiple estimates may be provided for a particular combination). 
BenMAP-CE allows the valuation function to be quite detailed, and allows an uncertain 
parameter (A) with a user-specified distribution. You can modify the valuation function 
with a number of constant values (B, C, and D) that might represent an adjustment for 
inflation, income growth, income elasticity, or, say, purchasing power parity. Finally, 
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BenMAP-CE has two fields to more clearly identify the valuation function (i.e., Qualifier 
and Reference). 

When reviewing the economic literature to develop a valuation database or to simply 
add valuation functions to an existing database, it is important to have an economist 
assist. For an overview of valuation, see the Overview of Valuation section in Chapter 7: 
Aggregating, Pooling, and Valuing. 

4.1.9.1 Add Valuation Data 

To add valuation functions to BenMAP-CE, click on the Manage button below the 
Valuation Datasets box in the Modify Datasets window. The Manage Valuation 
Function Datasets window will appear. 

EndpomtGrcup Qualitier 
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In this window you may Add, Edit, and Delete datasets. The section on the left under 
Available Datasets lists the valuation datasets that are currently in the setup database. 
The section on the right under the Valuation Function In Dataset lets you view the 
valuation factors in a selected dataset. 

If the dataset is large, there are filters available to view a subset of the list by selecting a 
value from the Filter Endpoint Group and/or Filter Endpoint drop-down lists. Or, you 
can type a value in the Filter box to search for a particular word or phrase. You can 
also group data by Endpoint Group by selecting the Group option. 
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To add a dataset, click on Add. This will display the Valuation Function Dataset 
Definition window. 

Vduaticn Function Data.set D·efiniticn D 

fdter Endpoint Gr·oup rnter Endpoint 

D Group 

End po mt Group Endpdnt Qua liter Reference Start Age End Age Function 

You may load valuation data with an externally-created data file, or you may add 
individual valuation functions from within BenMAP-CE. To import valuation functions, 
click on the Load From File button. This will bring you to the Load Valuation 
Function Dataset window. 

OK 
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In the Load Valuation Function Dataset window provide a name for the valuation 
function dataset. Use the Browse button to choose the valuation database and click 
Open. Once again, you can click the Validate button before the file is imported. In 
addition, you can create metadata, which includes references and descriptions of the 
file, by clicking on the View Metadata button. Click OK on the Load Valuation 
Function Dataset window. This will bring you back to the Valuation Function 
Dataset Definition window. Here you can view the valuation functions that you have in 
your database. 

The columns within each of the list boxes can be rearranged in order to provide the 
most useful display. (Note that rearranging the columns is only for display and has no 
effect on the underlying Valuation Function dataset.) You can also change how you 
view the list by specifying a text string to Filter the records (e.g., Asthma), or create 
groupings of records by their Endpoint Group (click the Group option box). 

Va:::uation Funroon Dataset Name: C:e!so::~. Va~uat:cn fun-cfa::ns 

G 

, ' 

End ,;l'.!.,~e 

~g 

33 

Group 

function 

In the Valuation Function Dataset Definition window, you can also edit the functions 
already existing in your dataset by highlighting a particular Valuation Function and 
then clicking the Edit button. 

If the dataset is large, there are filters available to view a subset of the list by selecting a 
value from the Filter Endpoint Group and/or Filter Endpoint drop-down lists. When 
you are finished, click OK. 
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From the Valuation Function Dataset Definition window you can also manually 
define a new Valuation Function. Click the Add button to open the Valuation 
Function Definition window where you can then create a new Valuation Function. 
(See Appendix M: Function Editor for additional information about the syntax for 
developing functions with this editor.) 

After defining the new Valuation Function, click OK. This will take you back to the 
Valuation Function Dataset Definition window. When you are finished, click OK. 

This will return you to the Manage Valuation Function Datasets window. From this 
form you can Add, Delete, or Edit the available datasets. In addition, you can view or 
edit the previously created metadata for a file by selecting an Available Dataset and 
Valuation Function and then click the View Metadata button. When you are satisfied 
with the inputs, click OK. The Modify Datasets window will appear. Here in the 
Valuation Function datasets box you should see any updates to the Valuation 
Function dataset that you just made. 
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4.1.9.2 Format for Valuation Data 

Table 4-14 presents the variables that can be used in Valuation Datasets. 

Table 4-14. Valuation Dataset Variables 
-------------------------------------------------------------T-----

Field Name Type Required Notes 

Endpoint Group Ir ext Yes If this doesn't reference an already-defined Endpoint 

____________________________________________________________ __j_ ____ 
Group, one will be added. 

Endpoint IT ext Yes If this doesn't reference an already-defined Endpoint for 
the Endpoint Group, one will be added. 

Qualifier Ir ext No Provides additional information to identify a particular 
valuation function. 

Reference Ir ext No Bibliographic reference, included to identify the source 
in the economic literature. 

Start Age !Integer No Specifies the low and high ages, inclusive. For example, 

EndAge !Integer No StartAge of'O' and EndAge of'1' includes infants 
through the first 12 months of life and all one-year old 
infants. 

Point Estimate !Numeric Yes Central estimate of the unit value. 
I( double) 

--------------------------------------------------------------+-----

Function IT ext Yes The functional form, interpreted (executed) by BenMAP-
CE when running an analysis. 

A Description Ir ext No Description of variable A 

A !Numeric No Mean of the A distribution. 
i(double) 

A Distribution iText No If A has no distribution, any value is 
acceptable. Otherwise, should be one of: Normal, 
Triangular, Poisson, Binomial, LogNormal, Uniform, 
Exponential, Geometric, Weibull, Gamma, Logistic, Beta, 
Pareto, Cauchy, Custom. 

A Parameter 1 Numeric No Parameter 1 of the A distribution (meaning depends on 
IC double) the distribution - for Normal distributions this 

represents the standard deviation). 

A Parameter 2 iNumeric No Parameter 2 of the A distribution (meaning depends on 
IC double) the distribution - for Normal distributions this is not 

____________________________________________________________ __j_ ____ required). 

Constant IT ext No Description of variables, B, C, and D. 
Description 

Constant Value !Numeric No A constant value (denoted by B, C, and/or D) which can 
!(double) 

_____________________________________________________________ )_ _____ 
be referenced by the Function. 
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4.1.10 Income Growth Data 

According to economic theory, willingness-to-pay (WTP) to avoid air-pollution related 
morbidity effects and premature mortality should grow as real income increases. 
BenMAP-CE allows users to adjust the WTP estimates to account for the growth in 
income over time. This adjustment is a combination of data on income growth and 
estimated income elasticity of demand, which measures the responsiveness of the 
quantity demanded of a good to the change in the income of the people demanding the 
good; this is distinct from elasticity of demand, which quantifies the change in demand 
for goods and services as a result of changes in price for those goods and services. This 
section describes how to load the data adjusting for income growth and how EPA 
developed these adjustment factors. 

Note that the WTP estimates in the default valuation functions in the United States setup 
are assumed to be based on 1990 income, so the income growth adjustments are all 
relative to 1990. That is, the income growth data has a value of 1in1990, and because 
income has generally increased over time in the U.S., the income growth values are 
typically greater than 1after1990. (An exception is 1991, when incomes declined 
slightly in the U.S.) 

If you load in your own valuation functions and/or income growth adjustment factors, 
be sure that you have carefully considered the income year. For example, if your 
valuation functions are based on income in the year 2005, then the income growth 
adjustment should have a value of 1.0 in 2005, because no adjustment is necessary. As 
you forecast into the future, under the assumption that incomes go up over time, then 
your income growth adjustment factors would have values greater than 1.0 for years 
past 2005, and would have values less than 1.0 for years prior to 2005. 

4.1.10.1 Add Income Growth Data 

To add income growth data to BenMAP-CE, click on the Manage button below the 
Income Growth Adjustments box in the Modify Datasets window. The Income 
Growth Adjustment Dataset Manager window will appear. 
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In this window you may Add and Delete datasets. The section on the left under 
Available Datasets lists the Income Growth Adjustments Datasets that are currently 
in the setup database. The section on the right under Income Growth Detail presents 
the income growth adjustment factors in a selected dataset. 

Click on the Add button. In the Load Income Growth Adjustment Factors Dataset 
window, type in the name of the dataset in the Income Growth Adjustment Dataset 
Name box, and then click on the Browse button to the right of the Database box to 
choose the dataset that you want to import and click Open. To confirm the file has 
proper formatting, click the Validation button before importing the file. In addition, 
you can edit the metadata for the imported file, to include references and descriptions, 
by clicking the View Metadata button. 

Click OK. The Income Growth Adjustment Dataset Manager window will appear. 
Here you may view the data that you just loaded. From this window, you can also view 
or edit metadata by selecting an Available Dataset and Income Growth Detail and 
then clicking the View Metadata button. 
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4.1.10.2 Format for Income Growth Adjustment Data 

Table 4-15a presents the variables that can be used in Income Growth Adjustment 
Datasets and Table 4-15b presents a sample of what a dataset might look like. 

Table 4-15a. Income Growth Adjustment Dataset Variables 

Variable Type Required 

Integer Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

BenMAP-CE User's Manual 

Notes 

The year of the data. Note that this will 
include historical estimates as well as 
forecasts. 

Mean income growth adjustment factor. 

Endpoint group (e.g., Chronic Asthma). 
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Table 4-1 Sb. Sample Income Growth Adjustment Dataset 

Year Mean EndpointGroup 

1990 1 Acute Bmnchitis 
1991 0,99788719 Acute Brnn.chitb 

1992 l.0010463 .Arnte Brnnchitis 
1993 l,00313532 Acute Brom::hitfo 
1994 1JJ0725281 Acute Bronchitis 

1995 1-00950849 A.cute Bron.chitis 
1996 1,01333995 .Arute Bmnchitis 

1997 1001823652 Acute Rmndritis 
1993 1,02308881 .Acute Brnnchitis 

1999 1,02832949 Arute Bmnchitis 
2000 1.03276563 Acute Brnn.chitLs 
2001 1.0327363 A.cute Bronchitis 

2002 1.03402305 Acute Bronchitis 
2003 1003695309 Acute Bmnchitis 

2004 1-04123259 A.cute Bmndritb 
2005 1,04486656 Arute Brnnchiti.s 

2006 1004742563 A.rote Bmnchiris 
2007 1,04867125 Acute Brnnd1itb 
2003 1.04677248 Acute Bronchitis 

2009 1.04110742 Acute Bn:n1.chitis 
2010 1,04366136 A.cute Bronchitis 

2011 1.0449264 A.cute Bron.chitis 
2012 1004712892 Arute Bmnchitis 

2013 1004852092 Acute Bronchitis 
2014 1,05097616 .Acute Brnnchitis 
2015 1.05361962 Acute Bronchitis 

2016 1.054602:98 Acute Brnnchith; 
2017 1-05676126 A.cute Bron.chitis 

2018 1.0536977 Acute Bronchitis 
2019 1005993581 Acute Bmnchitis 

2020 L0609914I A.cute Bronchitis 
2021 1,06246126 Arute Bmnchitis 
2022 1.06402493 Acute Bronchitis 

2023 1,06561-422 Acute Brnnd1itb 
2024 1.06718934 Acute Bronchitis 

2025 1.0637362 Acute Brnn.chitis 
2026 1-07025254 A.cute Bmndritb 

4.2 Export and Import Setups 

BenMAP-CE allows you to export and import entire databases (all Available Setups), 
individual setups (e.g., United States, China), and parts of individual setups (e.g. all Grid 
Definitions, or individual Health Impact Function datasets). This functionality can be 
used to archive data, share data with other BenMAP-CE users, as well as to allow you to 
move databases between computers or between versions of Ben MAP (currently only 
supported for versions 1.3 and 1.4). In particular, all of the steps involved in creating a 
setup can be done just once, after which the data can be exported and then imported on 
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other computers. See Chapter 9: Tools Menu for more information about the Database 
Export and Database Import tools. 

4.3 Frequently Asked Questions 

I've loaded new baseline incidence rates, but BenMAP-CE won't let me select it in the 
configuration stage. 

When formatting these data for importing to BenMAP-CE, take special care to ensure 
that you have specified the health endpoints correctly. The baseline incidence rate must 
be associated with a specific health endpoint and endpoint group in BenMAP-CE. Be 
sure that you have recorded the endpoint group and endpoint exactly as it is recorded 
in BenMAP-CE. For example, if the baseline incidence rate is for asthma-related hospital 
admissions, be sure you have recorded the endpoint group as 'Hospital Admissions, 
Respiratory' and the endpoint as 'HA, Asthma'. 

I've loaded a new grid and new population data into BenMAP-CE but I can't seem to 
use these new data. 

Be sure to load the new grid definition first. Next, load the population dataset and be 
sure to select your new grid definition. 

How do I generate a population dataset for a new grid definition? 

You can generate a population dataset using a variety of approaches. The key is that you 
need to have a shapefile of your area of interest (e.g., Census tracts in a city) and you 
need to have census data matching your area of interest. One source for both a shapefile 
and the associated population data is the U.S. Census Bureau. (A variety of other 
agencies have census data, and you need to check around for your area of interest.) 
Another option for U.S. population data is to use the PopGrid software application, 
mentioned in Section 4.1.5 and described in Appendix Jon Population Data for the U.S. 
Setup. Using PopGrid, you still need to have a shapefile for your area of interest. 

Can I edit a population configuration? 

No, you cannot edit a population configuration. You can only view a population 
configuration. If the population configuration does not match your data, you need to 
either create a new population configuration to match your data, or reshape your data 
so that it matches the population configuration. 
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BenMAP-CE is not an air quality model and it cannot generate air quality data 
independently. Instead it relies on the air quality inputs given to it. To estimate 
population exposure to air pollution, BenMAP-CE uses air quality surfaces that it 
generates from input air quality data (modeling or monitoring data). Essentially, the air 
quality surfaces can be described as air quality grids (the structure) that have been 
populated with air pollution values (the data). 

BenMAP-CE creates air quality surfaces to estimate the average exposure to ambient air 
pollution of people living in a "grid." These grids are either regularly shaped areas like 
those used by air quality models, or irregular shapes, like provinces, local government 
areas, cities, or nations. BenMAP-CE does not estimate personal exposure. Instead, the 
program calculates average pollutant concentration to which people are exposed in 
each grid cell. BenMAP-CE then uses these average values to calculate health impact 
functions. 

To create air quality surfaces, BenMAP-CE uses a number of inputs, including modeling 
data or monitoring data. You may enter your own modeling and monitoring data, 
provided that the data are in a format recognized by BenMAP-CE. 

To start the grid creation process, locate Air Quality Surfaces 
on the BenMAP-CE tree menu. Under this header, double-click 
Pollutant. On the selection window, click to select a pollutant 
from the left site and click "Add" button to add it to the right 
side. You may also click, hold and drag the pollutant of choice 
from the left side to the right side. Click OK. 

To remove a selected pollutant, click the Remove button or 
double click the pollutant name to remove it from the left site. 

Next, double-click Baseline on the BenMAP-CE tree menu to 
open the Grid Creation Method window. 

: · () Hea~U1 ::n-1pa:.:~ :=um:Uan;; 

:-~::.-€) i2,ggre-gate, Pool & \/a:lue 

:·· (:) Aggre:;at::on 

·+) Poo' ,ng Me~hod 

' .. (:) Va~~:::t::on ~.<1ethc-::1 

BenMAP-CE will then ask which Grid Type (previously loaded shapefile) to use and 
which of the following types of air quality data you wish to use: 

• Model Data. Choose this option if you have air quality modeling data that you 
wish to use directly. Table 5-1 below describes the input format for modeling 
data. 

• Monitor Data. Choose this option if you wish to use point source monitoring data 
(measured observations). 

• Monitor Rollback. Choose this option if you want to reduce monitor levels by a 
specified amount. 

• Open *.aqgx file. Choose this option to import a file that has already been 
created. 
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Select your Grid Type and then click Next. BenMAP-CE will direct you through the 
necessary steps for each option (described below). 

5.1 Model Data 

After choosing the Model Data option, use the Generic Model Database tab to load 
grid-definition-based modeling data (e.g., CMAQ or CAMx). 1 Note: The New Format 
Database is designed to support a new format model (under development). 

·Grid T1pe: 
· ............................................................... . 

fc<lode:1 Database: 

The fHe layout ~s>Co::umn, Ro:(j~', Metrk, Seas::i.na:l 
~i1Etrk, Anrrnal ~i1Etrk, 'J..fa:1ues; Values ~s a s:t:rin:5 of: 
cc·mrna del~m3ted mode:l va:1ues. 

1 Community Multi-scale Air Quality (CMAQ) Model is available at: 
http://www.epa.gov/amad/Research/RIA/cmaq.html orhttps://www.cmascenter.org/cmaq/. 
Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions (CAMx) is available at: http://www.camx.com/. 
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The Model Database specifies the location of the air quality model results that you 
want to import. Table 5-1 presents the structure that these files must have, and Table 
5-2 presents a sample data file with a variety of metrics. (For more information on air 
quality models, the EPA website has detailed descriptions of a variety of models at 
https://www.epa.gov/scram.) 

Table 5-1. Air Modeling Data File Variables 

Variable Type Required Notes 

Column Integer Yes I The column and the row uniquely identify each set of 

Row Integer Yes imodeling values, and link the modeling data with cells in a 
i Grid Definition. 

Metric Text No I This variable is either blank (signifying that the Values are 
I Observations, rather than Metric values), or must reference an 
!already defined Metric (e.g., 1-hourdaily maximum) forthe 
!appropriate Pollutant. 

Seasonal Metric Text No I This variable is either blank (signifying that the Values are not 
i Seasonal Metric values) or must reference an already defined 
iseasonal Metric for the Metric (e.g., mean of the I-hour 
imaximum values for the months of June through August). 

------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- --------------------------------------+----

Annual Metric Text No I This variable is either blank (signifying that the values are not 
ian annual metric) or must be one of: None, 1\dean, J\1edian, 
i~Max, J\1in, Sum (e.g., mean of the 1-hour maximum values for 
lthe year) 

Values Comma Yes !If Metric is blank, values are supplied as a comma-delimited 
Separated I string of values for the year [e.g., 365 or 366 (leap year) values 
Values ifor daily data, 8760 or 8784 (leap year) values for hourly data]. 
(Text) 2 !If Metric is defined. but Seasonal Metric and Annual Metric are 

iblank, 365 or 366 metric values. If Seasonal Metric is defined, 
ibut Statistic is blank, n seasonal metric values. If Ammal 
iMetric is defined, one annual statistic value for either the 
iMetric (if Seasonal Metric is blank) or the Seasonal Metric. 
I Missing values are signified with a period ('. '). 

------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------- ______________________________________ )_ ____ 

2 The list of comma-separated values must be surrounded by quotation marks, otherwise only the first value 
in the list will be used. 
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Table 5-2. Sample Air Modeling Data File 

24 102 
24 103 

24 109 
24 110 

101 

25 106 
25 107 

108 

5.2 Monitor Data 

Using the Monitor Data grid creation option, you create an air quality grid directly from 
air pollution monitoring data. At the top left of the Monitor Data window, you will see 
the previously selected grid definition in the Grid Type field, and the previously 
selected pollutant in the Pollutant field. Below the Pollutant field of the Monitor Data 
window, you are asked to select an Interpolation Method. The interpolation method is 
used to move from point-based monitor data to grid cell based air quality data. That is, 
some grid cells will have many monitors in them, some will have just one, and some will 
have none. BenMAP-CE uses the interpolation methods to generate representative air 
quality metric values for each grid cell from monitor data for all of these cases. 
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BenMAP-CE includes three Interpolation Methods. The Closest Monitor method simply 
uses the monitor closest to a grid cell's center as its representative value. The Voronoi 
Neighborhood Averaging method takes an inverse-distance weighted average of a set of 
the monitors surrounding a grid cell's center as its representative value. The Fixed 
Radius method averages all of the monitors within a fixed (user-specified) radius 
measured from the center of the grid cell. Each method is described below. For more 
detail, also see Appendix B on Air Pollution Exposure Estimation Algorithms. 

On the right side of the Monitor Data window, you can specify a source for your 
monitor data. Using the Library tab, you may select from data that you have already 
loaded into BenMAP-CE. Choose the Monitor Dataset and Monitor Library Year from 
the drop-down lists. 

If you want to load your own monitor data, choose Text File from the Monitor Dataset 
drop-down list. You can then browse to locate the data file you want to load. See 
Chapter 4 for more information about formatting monitor datasets. 

At the bottom of the Monitor Data window, there is a Map button. The Map button 
opens the Monitor Map window, allowing you to preview the map that you are about 
to load. 

5.2.1 Closest Monitor for Monitor Data 

If you choose the Closest Monitor option, BenMAP-CE identifies the monitor closest to 
each grid cell's center, and then assigns that monitor's data to the grid cell. Closest 
Monitor interpolation can be modified by clicking on the Advanced button at the 
bottom of the window and typing in a Maximum Neighbor Distance (in km). 
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The Maximum Neighbor Distance specifies the maximum distance (measured in 
kilometers) that a monitor may be from the center of a grid cell. Cells without any 
monitors within this distance will not be included in the resultant air quality grid. The 
default setting is infinite (i.e., no limit to the monitor's distance from the center of the 
grid cell). 

Note: The Maximum Relative Neighbor Distance and the Weighting Approach 
options are irrelevant (and are therefore disabled) when using the Closest Monitor 
method, since BenMAP-CE is only choosing a single monitor to assign to any given grid 
cell. 

5.2.2 Voronoi Neighborhood Averaging (VNA) for Monitor Data 

If you choose the Voronoi Neighborhood Averaging option, BenMAP-CE first identifies 
the set of monitors that "surround" each grid cell's center (these monitors are referred 
to as the grid cell's neighbors), and then BenMAP-CE calculates an inverse-distance 
weighted average of these neighboring monitors. In this section, we provide some 
examples of the different ways that BenMAP-CE calculates the average of the 
neighboring monitors. See Appendix B on Air Pollution Exposure Estimation Algorithms 
for an expanded discussion of VNA, including how the VNA algorithm actually chooses 
the neighbor monitors, as well as the different ways that it may be used. 

VNA interpolation has three advanced interpolation options, which can be modified by 
clicking on the Advanced button at the bottom of the window: 

• Maximum Neighbor Distance (in km) specifies the maximum distance that a 
monitor may be from the center of a grid cell, and still be included in the set of 
neighbor monitors used to calculate air pollution exposure at a particular grid 
cell. The default setting is infinite (i.e., no limit to the monitor's distance to the 
center of the grid cell). 
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11 Maximum Relative Neighbor Distance specifies the maximum ratio for the 
distance of each included monitor to the distance of the closest monitor. The 
default setting is infinite. 

11 Weighting Approach specifies whether BenMAP-CE should use inverse
distance weighting for the monitors, or inverse-distance-squared weighting of 
the monitors. The default setting is inverse-distance weighting. 

The following examples illustrate how varying these options affects the final average 
concentration estimate. 

Example 1: Monitor Data VNA method 

Default options 

Consider the following example at a hypothetical rural grid cell, where there are 
relatively few monitors, and where the distance from a monitor to the center of a grid 
cell can be fairly large. With VNA, Ben MAP-CE first identifies the set of "neighbor" 
monitors for each grid cell. The number of neighbors is usually in the range of about 
three to eight. In this case, assume that there are five monitors at distances of 25, 50, 
100, 200, and 400 km from the grid cell, with annual PM2.s levels of 8, 13, 12, 18, and 15 
µg/m 3, respectively. BenMAP-CE would calculate an inverse-distance weighted average 
of the monitor values as follows: 

1 1 1 1 1 
-•8+-•13+-•12+--•18+--•15 

PM average= 25 50 100 200 400 = 10.68 2
·
5 1 1 1 1 1 

-+-+-+--+--
25 50 100 200 400 

Example 2: Monitor Data VNA method 

Maximum Neighbor Distance= 75 

Using the same example that we used above, let us say you have specified a Maximum 
Neighbor Distance of 7 5 km, and left unchanged the default options (infinite value) for 
Maximum Relative Neighbor Distance. BenMAP-CE would only consider the first two 
monitors, and would calculate an inverse-distance weighted average of the monitor 
values as follows: 
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Example 3: Monitor Data VNA method 

Maximum Relative Neighbor Distance= 10 

Alternatively, if you left the Maximum Neighbor Distance at the default (infinite), but 
have set the Maximum Relative Neighbor Distance to 10, then BenMAP-CE would 
calculate the ratio of the distance for each monitor to distance of the closest monitor. In 
this case, the ratios would be 1(=25/25),2 (=50/25), 4 (=100/25), 8 (=200/25), and 16 
( =400 /25), and Ben MAP-CE would drop the monitor with a ratio of 16. BenMAP-CE 
would then calculate an inverse- distance weighted average of the monitor values as 
follows: 

I I I I 
-•8+-•13+-• 12+-•18 

PA1 average= 25 50 JOO 200 = 10.53 2
·
5 

· 1 1 I 1 
-+-+-+-
25 50 100 200 

Example 4: Monitor Data VNA method 

Inverse-distance squared neighbor weighting 

In addition, you can specify an inverse-distance-squared weighting of the monitors. Let 
us say that you have left unchanged the defaults (infinite values) for Maximum 
Neighbor Distance and Maximum Relative Neighbor Distance, and specified that the 
Weighting Approach is Inverse Distance Squared. BenMAP-CE would then calculate an 
inverse-distance-squared weighted average of the monitor values as follows: 

1 1 I 1 1 .............• 8 + ... . ..... • 13 + ... . ....... • 12 + ... . ....... • 18 + ... . ........ • 15 
625 2,500 10,000 40,000 160,000 =9.26. PM25 average= 

1 1 1 1 1 
·············+···················+ ······················+························+··· 
625 2,500 10,000 40,000 160,000 

Example 5: Monitor Data VNA method 

Maximum Neighbor Distance= 75 
Maximum Relative Neighbor Distance= 10 
Inverse-distance squared Weighting Approach 

Finally, you could specify changes to all three options: a Maximum Neighbor Distance 
of 75 km, a Maximum Relative Neighbor Distance of 10, and a Weighting Approach 
of Inverse Distance Squared weighting. BenMAP-CE would then calculate the following 
average: 

PM 2.5 average = 
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5.2.3 Fixed Radius for Monitor Data 

If you choose the Fixed Radius (km) option, BenMAP-CE averages all of the monitor 
values within a fixed radius (measured in kilometers) that you specify. The way that the 
monitor values are averaged depends on the Weighting Approach that you choose 
after clicking the Advanced button. You can choose either Inverse Distance or Inverse 
Distance Squared weighting. 

Note that the default option with the Fixed Radius approach is that BenMAP-CE will not 
calculate an average for a grid cell if there are no monitors within the fixed radius 
(distance) that you specify. In the Advanced Options window, if you select Get Closest if 
None within Radius, then for those grid cells without any monitors within the fixed 
radius, BenMAP-CE will choose the nearest monitor (regardless of distance) and apply 
that value as the "average". 

5.2.4 Custom Monitor Filtering for EPA Standard Monitors 

Custom Monitoring Filtering options apply only to the EPA Standard Monitors library 
in the United States setup; these are the only monitoring values that include all of the 
variables that BenMAP-CE needs in order to filter the data properly. This tool allows 
you to filter, map, and export your monitor data. You can reach the Custom Monitor 
Filtering tool by first choosing your pollutant, data source (e.g., monitor library) and 
year on the Monitor Data window. 

:Monitor Data 

Click the Advanced button. This will take you to the Advanced Options window. 
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Click the Custom Monitor Filtering button. This will take you to the Filter Monitors 
window. 
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Note that the first five options are essentially the same for each pollutant, and the sixth 
option depends on the pollutant The example above shows what the form looks like with 
PM2.5 as the selected Pollutant. 

1. Include specific monitors. Here you can specify particular monitor IDs that you 
want to include in your analysis. If this is left blank, then BenMAP-CE will include all 
monitors that meet the rest of the selection criteria. 

2. Exclude specific monitors. Here you can exclude any particular monitor IDs from 
your analysis. Here again, if this option is left blank then BenMAP-CE will include all 
monitors that meet the rest of the selection criteria. 

3. Restrict to particular states and/or latitude/longitude. You can choose monitors 
to include from particular states, by listing the two-character state abbreviation (e.g., 
CA= California). You can also choose monitors within particular latitude and longitude 
ranges. The default values for latitude (20 to 50) and longitude (-130 to -65) completely 
include the continental U.S. Here again, if this option is left blank then BenMAP-CE will 
include all monitors that meet the rest of the selection criteria. 

4. Parameter Occurrence Code (POC)3. Sometimes, multiple monitors are collocated 
at the same site measuring the same parameter (e.g., to check precision). The 
Maximum POC specifies the highest POC value allowed in the data. The default is a 
value of 4. And to choose one monitor when more than one monitor is in the same 
location, the POC Preference Order specifies the preferred ordering of POC codes. 

5. Methods.4 The Method codes listed indicate U.S. EPA-defined methods for collecting 
and analyzing samples; these codes depend on the pollutant. In the case of PM2.s, only 
federal-reference methods (FRM) are chosen by default -- specifically numbers 116 
through 120. In the case of Ozone (03), all methods are checked by default. 

6. Parameters Specific to the Pollutant. The default options vary by pollutant. Below, 
we have described the options that appear with PM2.s and ozone. 

• PMz.s Monitor Filter: The Number of Valid Observations Required per Quarter 
specifies the number of days of data needed. The default is to require 11 
observations per quarter. The Data Types to Use options specify whether to use 
data at Local conditions (parameter code 88101), Standard conditions (parameter 
code 81104), or Both. 5 The default for PM2.s is to use data at Local conditions. When 
data at standard and local conditions are both available at the same monitor 

3 For information about data codes used in U.S. EPA's Air Quality System, refer to the AQS Data Coding 
Manual: https://www.epa.gov/ sites/production/files/2015-09 /documents/ aqs_data_coding_manual_O.pdf 
4 For more information, refer to U.S. EPA's List of Designated Reference and Equivalent Methods: 
https://www3.epa.gov/ttnamti1/files/ambient/criteria/AMTIC%20List%20Dec%202016-2.pdf 
5 Particulate concentrations are expressed in either local conditions (volume is at temperature and pressure 
of the ambient sample) or at standard conditions (where the volume has been converted to standard 
conditions, typically 20° Cat 760 mm Hg). 
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location, the Preferred Type allows you to choose which to use - the default is 
Local. The Output Type option is designed to allow you to make the data reasonably 
consistent when both local and standard condition data are used. The default is to 
use the Local output type, so Standard condition data will be converted to Local. 

11 Ozone Monitor Filter: The ozone specific options differ from PM2.s in large part 
because ozone is monitored hourly in the United States. The Number of Valid 
Hours specifies the number of hours needed for a particular day of monitoring to be 
considered "valid." BenMAP-CE counts the number of non-missing hourly values 
from the Start Hour through the End Hour and compares this number with that 
specified in the Number of Valid Hours. 

The Percent of Valid Days specifies the percent of days between the Start Date and 
the End Date that need to be valid for the monitor itself to be considered valid. The 
default is 50 percent of the days between May 1 and September 30. The example below 
shows what the form looks like with Ozone as the selected Pollutant. 

::f vuu w::sh to 8ndude ~rirEvklua~: mori~tcn··s b'f ~:]', 
enter the lDs here. si::pa:'ati::d b·v {.tJ:Ytrna.s. l~ ·?~ou 
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{}:14 
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![:VJ 055 

mn o?s 

Nurnb·ero-t\fa:: d hours·· 

t91 

i 103 
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You can view a map of your data with the specified filter options by clicking the Map 
button on the bottom left side of the Filter Monitors window. This provides a brief 
preview of what will be shown once the data are loaded. 

You can also export your data by clicking the Export button, which is found in the 
bottom left side of the Filter Monitors window. A Save As window will appear, 
allowing you to save the data as a CSV file. 

5.3 Monitor Rollback 

The Monitor Rollback option allows you to quickly test what the benefits would be from 
reducing historical monitor levels. BenMAP-CE has three methods to reduce, or "roll 
back," monitor data: Percentage Rollback, Incremental Rollback, or Rollback to a 
Standard. Each of these methods is depicted below. Note that with each of these 
methods you can use the same two interpolation algorithms (Closest Monitor or VNA) as 
you can use with Monitor Data. 

Percentage Rollback reduces all monitor observations by the same percentage: 

~l 33% 

J~ (p·crcentage] 

DAY 

Incremental Rollback reduces all observations by the same increment: 

'"'"'~, 1.0~.:.g/rr.:S: 
__ ,,/~ (incremental) 

µg/m 0 

DAY 
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Rollback to a Standard lets you choose a standard, and then reduces any monitor 
observations exceeding the standard to the level of the standard: 

µg/m::: 

Ill~ 
DAY 

5.3.1 Example: A Single Rollback in One Region 

___ 5Gi.<g/m0 daLystandard 
(to standard) 

To apply a monitor rollback, first click the Create Air Quality Grids button. On the Air 
Quality Grid Creation Method window, choose Monitor Rollback. Click Next. 

Pollutant: 

U brary Tert FHe 

Monitor Dati'!ser: 

Monitm Ubrary Year: 

There are three steps to the Monitor Rollback method. 

1. Select Monitors. Choose the Rollback Grid Type from the drop-down list. This 
allows you to determine how detailed the rollback scenario may be. If the whole region 
(e.g., United States) will have the same type of rollback then you may simply choose a 
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grid outlining the area of interest. If you are interested in different rollbacks within a 
region, then you should choose a more finely detailed grid definition (e.g., states). 

If you use data from an existing dataset, then choose the Library tab, and from the 
drop-down list choose the Monitor Dataset and the Monitor Library Year. If you 
want to use your own data, then choose the Text File tab. The file should have the 
monitor data format specified in Chapter 4: Loading Data. 

When you have finished making your choices, click Next. 

~o;1Dnit.or fbHh-3·:.:l S-ettings:::'2} S.e::ect Rollbocl Region::;: ar:d Settings 

J.. 5taE b"f [nck~r:~ .A.Od F:e,g.~c·r: :::r·:;.i s.e1:t:r::6 up o rc:;~bad raett:-cd 
2. 5e::~::l .a region ::r. thi= ieft: pane:: and se~e:.:t an:;::s. on tf:r:: map 
3. C:h::k the ···w· t:utton rier.:to eai:h region nar,1e "l'.:D n:rnove tr1e reg:11xi 

2. Select Rollback Regions and Settings. In this section, you can specify the type of 
the rollback method( s) that you would like to use, as well as the location of the 
monitors that you want to roll back. 

Click the Add Region button to display the three rollback options: Percentage Rollback, 
Incremental Rollback, and Rollback to a Standard. 
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Se·lect Region Rollback Type 

! Can.:e! •• • OK .• 

Choosing the Rollback Type and click OK. Then, specify the amount of the rollback and 
the region to which you want to apply it. You can click on the map to select and deselect 
the states (or other defined areas depending on your rollback grid type) to add to the 
region. 

At the top of the map are five GIS toolbar icons, typically seen in mapping programs. 
The first four tools allow you to zoom in and zoom out, and to focus on the particular 
groups of grid cells that interest you. The fifth tool allows you to select grid cells 
graphically, by clicking or dragging a box over them. 

In this example, we specified a 10 percent reduction, a background of 0 ppb, and 
applied it to all monitors in the state of California (by clicking on the particular state in 
the GIS window). 

Mc·nitor F.aHb~d:: Setting1.::{2) 'S.e::ect RoHback Hegic-ns ar:d Setting;; 

Per.tent: 10 

Ea:::kg:cund G.G{} 

Bl "•g>ool (gJ 
f:i{Ji~t3a.ck ParZlrnetcrs 

1. 5-ta~ t:·~ cn.cka-:g A.di:! Reg~·i:Jr: a:r:·d ;;ett:·r:g up a rnrn~ao::k methiJ.d 
1. Se~:e{t .a reg}ar: a-: me ~eft pane~ Gnci -se~ie.,::t .are;::.s on the rr:a~ 
3. CHi:k ~fie ··~(x b:.n:ton next to eai:h r.e:s~on name to rE·rnGve the.re-gk·fi 
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To apply the rollback to all the states, you can simply click on the Select All button. To 
clear the selections, click the Deselect All button. At any time, you can change the grid 
cells that you have selected. To remove a region from the selection, click the "X" button 
next to the region ID. This particular example is quite simple, so we will use a more 
complicated example below. 

If you want to export your monitor data to a CSV file, click the option for Export After 
Rollback. The exported data will be formatted in the same specific format required of 
BenMAP-CE Monitor Data import files discussed in Chapter 4. 

After defining the Rollback Regions and setting the Rollback Parameters, click on the 
Next button. BenMAP-CE will then perform the rollback you specified on the monitors 
in the grid cells that you have chosen. 

3. Additional Grid Settings. 

The third stage is similar to the Monitor Data grid creation method. As with monitor 
data, you need to specify the Interpolation Method (Closest Monitor, VNA, or Fixed 
Radius) and the Grid Type. 

Monitor Rollback Setting>.: (3) Additional Grid Sett .. , x 

Select !lnterp1:llati1:ln Method 

() Closest Monitor 

@ \bronol Neighborhood Averaging 

0 Fixed Radius (km) 

Adjustment: 

t2J Make B·asenne Grid (in addition to Control Grid). 

By checking the option for Make Baseline Grid (in addition to Control Grid) you tell 
BenMAP-CE to create a baseline grid at the same time as the control grid. The baseline 
grid uses the same parameters as the control grid, with the exception of the rollback. 
That is, the baseline uses the same monitor data, interpolation method, and the same 
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grid type. The two resultant grids will serve as both baseline and control scenarios and 
are automatically selected in the "Air Quality Surfaces" stage of the analysis. 

Note that there is an Advanced button that lets you select the Maximum Neighbor 
Distance (in km), Maximum Relative Neighbor Distance, and Weighting Approach. 
The specific availability of advanced features depends on the interpolation method that 
you choose. The Advanced Options window is described in more detail in Section 
5.2.4. You can view a map of the inputs to the rollback grids that you are creating, as 
well as the grids themselves by accessing the Monitor Map. To do this, click on the 
Advanced button, then the Custom Monitor Filtering button, and then the Map 
button (on the Filter Monitors window). 

5.3.2 Example: Combining Three Rollback Approaches in Different Regions 

Ben MAP-CE allows you to have different rollback approaches in different regions. In 
this example, we'll use the United States setup to combine the three rollback types: 
Percentage Rollback, Incremental Rollback, and Rollback to a Standard. 

Start by clicking on the Pollutant button in the left-hand pane of the main screen, and 
choosing Ozone. Next, click Baseline under Source of Air Quality Data. Select Monitor 
Rollback as the Grid Creation Method. On the Monitor Rollback: (1) Select Monitors 
window, select the Rollback Grid Type (State), Monitor Dataset (EPA Standard 
Monitors 03) and Monitor Library Year (2000), and click Next. 

On the Monitor Rollback Settings: (2) Select Rollback Regions and Settings 
window, click the Add Region button and select the Percentage Rollback method. Click 
OK Enter 10 for the Percent. In the previous example, we included only one state in 
the rollback region. In this example we want to create three regions. Click on the three 
western-most states to add them to the first region. The states you have added to the 
region will fill in, as in the picture below. 
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To add states with a second type of rollback, click on the Add Region button, choose the 
rollback type, and then click on the states to include in this second region, which 
BenMAP-CE denotes as Region 2. In this example, we have chosen an Incremental 
Rollback with an Increment of 5 and a Background of 0, and applied it to the 14 next 
western-most states. 
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Monitor RnHh~d~ Setting.s::{2} S.e::ect Roll bock RegiGns a~d Settings 

:l. Star.: r.:v i:n-::k::r.:g- A.drl Regier. ::::nd ::.e1tng up a rnm::atk metht:-d 
2. Se~e:::t .a reg1Gr. ::r: the ieft pat1e:: ara;J "Se~e::t arEB.s: on tt-:.r:: ma~ 
3. CHi:k !.he ''X'' t:utton r1e~to .ear:h reg~an nc:mie to rerniJve tt"ie reg:~c·r: 

The map now depicts two rollback regions. We can toggle back and forth between each 
region by clicking on the button on the legend on the left side of the map. Any states 
that have not yet been included in a region may be added to an existing region, or we 
may create one or more regions for these remaining states. Nate that once states have 
been included in a rollback region, they cannot be included in a different rollback 
region. In our example, the three western-most states are highlighted in gray. 

If you want to add or remove states from a defined region, make sure you select the 
appropriate region by clicking on the button to the left of that region before clicking on 
the map to select or deselect the state(s). 

To add a third rollback type covering the rest of the states, click again on the Add 
Region button, and then choose the rollback type. However, instead of individually 
choosing the states, simply click the Select All button. This will select all of the states 
that are not yet included in a region, and these remaining states will now become 
Region 3. 

In this third region, we have chosen a Rollback to a Standard, which involves two 
groups of parameters - those associated with the Attainment Test, which determines 
whether a monitor is in attainment (meets the standard), and those associated with the 
Rollback Methods, which are used to bring out-of-attainment monitors into 
attainment. 
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The Attainment Test parameters are Daily Metric, Seasonal Metric, Annual Statistic, 
Ordinality, and Standard. (Nate: You will need to use the scroll bar to view more 
detail on the left side of the screen.) 

In this step BenMAP-CE calculates the metric to be used to determine whether a 
monitor's values must be rolled back and, if so, how much (e.g., if Metric is DBHourMax, 
BenMAP-CE calculates the 8-hour daily maximum for each day at each monitor). 

A monitor is considered in attainment if the nth highest value of a daily metric specified 
by Metric is at or below the value specified by Standard, where n is the value specified 
by Ordinality. For example, if Metric is DBHourMax, Ordinality is 4, and Standard is 
85, a monitor will be considered in attainment if the fourth highest value of the eight
hour daily maximum is at or below 85 ppb. 

Ar: nu a~ S!:atis-::1.:::: 

f-iig!-:c·st :.~ali..:·c·of 

D2.:JH::.:t..:~rv~ea.r.-<.:{:· G0 

Ront;;:Kk ~ ... 1ethc-ds. 

:ime:dav RGnbar.k ~~leth::::.D 

:l. Ster.: r.:·c;: i:n-::k::ng Add Regi·Cn end ::.ettng up a rnrn:::atk metht:-d 
:2. Se~e::t .a :reglnr: ::r: the ieft pa rte:: ;;;:r:-ci ·se~~::t areiS.S: on the ma~ 
3. CHr:k ~.he '·X" t:u:ton nex::: t:o ea[h reg~on name to rerneve the :reg:~C·fi 

Sa.ck 

The Attainment Test can also be used for seasonal metrics (by choosing previously 
defined seasonal metrics from the drop-down list below Seasonal Metric), as well as 
for annual metrics (by using the drop-down list below Annual Statistic). For example, 
if you want the annual mean ozone level to stay below 60 ppb, then you would choose 
the daily 24 hour mean (D24HourMean) from the drop-down list below Daily Metric, 
choose Mean from the drop-down list below Annual Statistic, and set the Standard to 
60. (Note that in this case Ordinality cannot be chosen because there is only a single 
annual value.) 
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The Rollback Methods parameters determine the rollback procedures used to 
simulate out-of-attainment monitors coming into attainment: 

• Interday Rollback Method (with associated Background level) - These are 
used to generate target values for the metric specified by the Attainment Test. 
Method types include Percentage, Incremental, and Peak Shaving. 

• Intraday Rollback Method (with associated Background level) - These are 
used to adjust hourly observations to meet the target metric values generated in 
the previous step. Method types include Percentage and Incremental. 

The methods involved for each can be somewhat complicated, so we have included a 
section in Appendix A: Monitor Rollback Algorithms which goes through several 
examples. 

5.4 Open * .aqgx File 

The final option for uploading an Air Quality Grid is to select the Open *.aqgx File 
option from the Choose a Grid Creation Method window. 

Monitnr Oata 

Monitor RoHbar:k 

Choosing this option will activate the Open File Browser button located directly below 
this option. Click the Open File Browser button. This will cause an Open window to 
appear, allowing you to search for an Air Quality Grid (* .aqgx file) that has already 
been created. Select a file and click Open. The file path and name should appear in the 
box beside the Open File Browser button. Click Next to close the window and begin to 
create the map layer. 
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5.5 Frequently Asked Questions 

How can I generate a map of an air quality grid and export it? 

When viewing any of the displayed maps n the GIS Map tab (lower right frame of the 
main window), click on the GIS toolbar icon for Save Shapefile (looks like a 3.5-inch 
diskette). Follow the prompts to provide a name and location for the file. BenMAP-CE 
will export a set of files (.dbf, .prj, .shp, .shx) associated with the shapefile that you can 
use with any GIS viewer. To export the map as an image, click the Export map image 
icon (immediately below the Save Shapefile icon). This will use built-in DotSpatial GIS 
tools to allow you to save the map as a formatted image (.png) file. 

For the Rollback to a Standard option, why are there Interday and Intraday rollback 
options? 

The Interday Rollback Method option identifies the approach (e.g., Percentage) to 
reduce daily air pollution levels, in order to meet the specified standard. (In other 
words, there is more than one way to reduce daily pollution levels so as to meet the 
standard you have chosen, and BenMAP-CE lets you choose from among those 
approaches.) The Background level associated with the Interday Rollback Method 
specifies the bound, below which, BenMAP-CE will not make adjustments to daily levels. 

fh:;Hbad Methods 

lnterday RoHbar:k Method: 

Ela·ckgraund:: 

G.GO 

intraday Ro~lbai:t Method: 

Barkground: 

O . .GG 

The Intraday Rollback Method option is only relevant for hourly air pollution data, 
like ozone measurements. This option specifies the approach (e.g., Percentage) used by 
BenMAP-CE to reduce hourly air pollution levels to reach the target metric values. That 
is, once you have chosen the approach to reduce daily air pollution levels, on any given 
day there is more than one way to reduce the hourly air pollution values to meet the 
targeted pollution level for that day. The Background level associated with the 
Intraday Rollback Method specifies the bound, below which, BenMAP-CE will not 
make adjustments to hourly levels. 

The Interday and Intraday options are complicated. Appendix A on Monitor Rollback 
Algorithms explains these options in more detail and gives some numerical examples. 
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Can I use air quality grids based on different Grid Types in the baseline and control 
scenarios? 

No. In any given analysis, you need to use the same Grid Type in the baseline and 
control scenarios. 

Can I use air quality grids of the same Grid Type but based on different Grid Creation 
Methods? 

Yes. In any given analysis, you may use air quality grids made with different methods. 
Air quality grids made with Model Data and Monitor Data may be used interchangeably, 
if desired. Similarly, air quality grids made with different interpolation methods may be 
compared. However, it generally is not recommended to create grids with different 
methods and use them in the same analysis. 

Can I do an analysis with multiple pollutants? 

You can currently only estimate impacts one pollutant at a time; however, BenMAP-CE 
allows you to aggregate the results of more than one pollutant. This is discussed in 
Chapter 7: Aggregating, Pooling, and Valuing. 

Why does it take so long to generate an Ozone Air Quality grid if there are a lot of 
grid cells? 

It can take a long time to create an air quality grid because the file being generated can 
be quite large. In some cases, air quality grids can be several hundred megabytes in size. 
(One reason the ozone files are large is that the definition of ozone has, by default, four 
metrics. If you do not need all of the default metrics for the health impact functions in 
your database, then delete the unneeded metrics and BenMAP-CE will run faster and 
generate smaller air quality grids. This is an advanced step, so do not do it if you are 
unsure.) The type of computer you use can also affect processing speeds. Refer to 
Chapter 1, Section 1.3 for recommended hardware specifications. 

How do I access data in an Air Quality Surface? 

You can access the data in an air quality grid by going to the Tools menu and choosing 
the Export Air Quality Surface option. (The Tools menu is available on the tool bar of 
the main BenMAP-CE window.) Locate the air quality grid from which you want to 
export air quality data and then give a name to your exported file. BenMAP-CE will 
generate a text file that you can then examine. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 3, 
Section 3.2.1 (Tools). 
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How do I perform a rollback to simulate attainment with an annual and daily 
PMz.s standard? 

Unfortunately, BenMAP-CE will roll back to either an annual standard or a daily 
standard-but not both. If this feature is of interest to you, please contact the 
BenMAP-CE developers at benmap@epa.gov. 
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Chapter 6 - Estimating Incidence 

To estimate changes in the incidence of adverse health effects from air pollution, you 
will need to create and run a BenMAP-CE configuration file (*.cfgx). A configuration is a 
reusable file that specifies the air quality grids, health impact functions, population 
data, and other parameters necessary for an analysis. It is a record of the choices you 
make in estimating the change in adverse health effects between a baseline and control 
scenario. The choices include the following: 

11 The pollutant and air quality grids for the baseline and control scenarios; 

11 The year for the analysis; 

11 The population dataset for the analysis; 

11 The health impact functions to be used in estimating adverse health effects; and 

Whether the analysis will focus on a single "point" estimate (Point Mode), or a range of 
results that mirror the variability in the inputs to the health impact functions (Monte 
Carlo-generated percentiles).BenMAP-CE gives you flexibility in creating, editing, and 
saving configuration files. You can open an already existing configuration and proceed 
directly to estimate incidence. Or, you can create a new file, and then estimate 
incidence. In addition, you may save any edits made to existing configuration files. After 
calculating the change in adverse health effects, BenMAP-CE saves the results in a 
"configuration results" file with a .cfgrx extension. The results obtained from running a 
configuration are sometimes referred to as "raw" results because they represent the 
estimated change in incidence for each air quality grid cell in a given scenario; they 
have not been aggregated, pooled, or valued (see Chapter 7). 

To load a previously saved configuration, click Estimate Health Impacts, which is 
beside Step 2 in the BenMAP-CE tree menu (on the left side of the main window). An 
Open Existing Configuration window will appear, as shown below: 

O;:ien bisting Configuration 

Open Existing Con~~uratian file \•.ctgil 

Or Open Ex:;stng Configuration Resun f~~E (~.dgn;J: 

To open an existing Configuration file, click the top file browser button. To open an 
existing Configuration Result file, click the bottom file browser button. After selecting 
either of these options, search and select a file to load in the Open window. The file 
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path and name should appear in the box next to the file browser button. Once you have 
selected the desired option, and are satisfied with the file selection, click OK. 

6.1 Introduction to Estimating Health Incidence 

Health impact functions relate a change in the concentration of a pollutant to a change 
in the incidence of a health endpoint (i.e., premature mortality or work-loss days). It is 
typically derived from the estimated relationship between the concentration of a 
pollutant and the adverse health effects suffered by a given population in an 
epidemiology study. For example, the pollutant concentration being measured may be 
particulate matter (PM2.s), and the population response may be daily premature deaths. 
For the purposes of estimating benefits, we are not interested in the health impact 
function itself, but rather the relationship between the change in concentration of the 
pollutant, and the corresponding change in the population-health response. We may 
wantto know, for example, if the concentration of PM 2.s is reduced by 10µg/m 3, how 
many premature deaths will be avoided? 

To estimate changes in health incidence, the first step is to calculate the change in 
pollution concentrations for a particular policy scenario, such as an air quality 
improvement produced by a set of emissions controls. The concentration change in a 
pollutant is the increment between the baseline scenario and the control scenario. This 
increment and a gridded population dataset are then used in health impact functions to 
calculate the change in health incidence that would result from this change in pollution. 
These functions are based on epidemiological studies and can be selected by the user. 
Typically, these health incidence results show the decrease in health incidence (e.g., the 
decrease in asthma, bronchitis, mortality) due to a decrease in pollution. In BenMAP-CE, 
the selected health impact functions are stored in configurations, which can be re-used 
over and over again. 

Steps to Calct1lating Health Impacts 

P0llutnnt change Poprdation Baseline incidcnn:: 
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6.2 Create a Health Impact Configuration 

There are three major steps to creating a new configuration. First, select a Pollutant 
and specify the Source of Air Quality Data for the Baseline and the Control layers 
using the BenMAP-CE tree menu on the left side of the main window. Next, choose the 
Population Dataset and Health Impact Functions that you want to use in your 
analysis. Finally, using the Advanced button on the Health Impact Functions window, 
specify whether BenMAP-CE will run in Point Mode or perform a Monte-Carlo analysis 
(default setting). (See Section 6.2.3 Advanced Configuration Settings for additional 
detail.) 

Note: As you move through the analysis steps, the BenMAP-CE tree menu will update 
its "stoplight" colors to reflect progress. Yellow indicates an operation has not yet 
started. Green indicates that an operation has been successfully completed. Red 
indicates that an operation completed, but you may need to re-run this step. 

6.2.1 Air Quality Surfaces - Pollutants and Air Quality Grids 

Using the BenMAP-CE tree menu, specify the pollutant( s) of interest. Click the 
Pollutant tree menu item to open the Pollutant Definition window. Select the 
pollutant( s) of interest by clicking on an item in the Pollutants box (left side) and then 
clicking the Add button to move the pollutant(s) to the Selected Pollutant box. To 
deselect a pollutant and remove it from the Selected Pollutant box, click on the item in 
the Selected Pollutant box and click the Remove button. You can also add a pollutant 
by dragging it from the left-hand box to the right-hand box. 

Po:l~ut~nts: S.eli=cted Pc::1uumt:: 

(j Pcllutam DetaHs C:ancel OK 

If you want to view or modify any pollutant details, click the box next to Pollutant 
Details and the window will expand to display details and options for the highlighted 
Pollutant (left box). Note that the details are based on the defined Pollutant 
Definitions (see Chapter 4: Loading Data). 
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Po::1utante: Se::ected Fo:::lutant: 

Owne PM.2.5 

Gmre! GK 

P.oHurnnt: PM2.5 

Once your pollutant is selected, click OK to close the form. The stoplight for Pollutant 
will change from yellow to green when the operation is successfully completed. 
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Next, select air quality grids for the Baseline file and Control file. You may choose 
existing air quality grids by double-clicking the Source of Air Quality Data from the 
tree menu. The Open Existing AQ Data window will be displayed. Select air quality 
grids, designated with an '.aqgx' extension, for Baseline and Control. To create a new 
air quality grid, follow the steps outlined in Chapter 5: Creating Air Quality Grids. 

Open exist1ng AQ data Lcs.i-1, _a.qgx,. etc): 

8a5;e:Hne: 

Cc-ntrol: 

The Baseline file contains the air quality metrics for the scenario assumed to occur 
without any change in policy. The Control file specifies the air quality metrics assuming 
that some type of policy or change has been implemented. The air quality grids should 
be for the same pollutant, and should also be based on the same Grid Type. 

If you choose a particular Grid Type (e.g., County) for the Baseline file, then the same 
grid type must be used in the Control file. Conversely, it would not be possible to use 
County grid-type in the Baseline and a Tract grid-type in the Control file. 

The Pollutant specified in the air quality grids determines the suite of Health Impact 
Functions available for the configuration. Only functions associated with the specified 
Pollutant will be available for the configuration. Furthermore, if only certain Metrics 
associated with the pollutant are present in one (or both) of the air quality grids (see 
the information in Chapter 3 on monitor and model data formats for more information 
on how this can occur) only those Health Impact Functions associated with those 
Metrics will be available. 

Once the Baseline and Control files are selected, click OK to close the form. The 
stoplights for each of these under Source of Air Quality Data will change from yellow 
to green when the operation is successfully completed. 

6.2.2 Estimate Health Impacts - Population and Health Impact Functions 

The second step in creating a health impact configuration is to select the Population 
Dataset, Population Year and Health Impact Functions. If you want to open an 
existing configuration, double-click the Estimate Health Impacts tree menu item and 
select the file to open. Follow instructions from Section 3.1.2 Estimate Health 
Impacts. 

To continue creating a new configuration, double-click Population Dataset in the tree 
menu. Here, you can choose the Population Dataset and Population Year that will be 
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used in the analysis. The values in the drop-down list for Population Year depend on 
the range of values in your Population Dataset. (See Chapter 4: Loading Data.) 

i'opul~tion {}ataset 

Popuiatien Dataset: UnSte-d State:s Census 

Clicking the Map option in the bottom left hand corner will open a separate Population 
Map window. (Warning: this procedure can require a significant amount of time to 
complete as it creates the population grid and loads the population growth weights). 
This provides a map of your selected population. If you want to view a different 
population subgroup based on race, gender, ethnicity, or age range, choose from the 
available drop-down list (this runs fairly quickly as it uses the same population grid 
already loaded). The map will refresh automatically. 

To change the Population Dataset or Population Year, click on their respective drop
down list and click Draw to update the map and display new results. Warning: This 
requires BenMAP-CE to recalculate the grid. 

Click the close ('x') button at the top of the Population Map window to close it. 

Clicking OK on the Population Dataset window will close the window and change the 
stoplight color to green in the tree menu. 

Next, double-click Health Impact Functions on the tree menu to display the Health 
Impact Functions window. 
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Fl::~e-r EndfJclm G.roup 

Enopo~nt Gmup 

C:cckerv. .. 12 

A.c:Jt_i::: kfyr_K<lrr..::.::;: I~1far.~:.1o-r:, :-.;~-~nf::\t.~: (25 ft_i:::t~·E·J 

Arnte r.,.t?<orard~a:: ~nfar ... AoJ~e fl.·1torardiai PM2.S Peters E ... lS 24 r~crmal D24r.our~.ile 

Zan::;;.b'e 45 54 N::;;.rma~ Dl~r:curMe- ... 

A.Lute ~ ... 1yornr:.:Ba:: )nfar ~c.u!e ~ihtornrd;;::~ .. PMl..5 Zan:::tJ.i:: 25 ~~ N:::r·m::.il D24H:::urMe ... 

Acute r .... 1vorard~a:: ~nfar ... A·::-u~e fl.·1yorardi;::d PM2.S Zar:cbE ... lS 24 r~crmal D24r.our~.ile 

Seie-tted Hea::~h lrnp.act Func:h:ms 

Endpo·:nt Group Endpoint 

The Health Impact Functions window is split into two display frames. The upper 
frame presents the Available Health Impact Functions, which you may select, and the 
lower frame shows the Selected Health Impact Functions that you have already 
selected. Both frames have a tree structure and the ability to change the order of the 
fields for easy viewing of the functions. Above the Available Health Impact Functions 
frame, there are a series of buttons that give you the option to select different datasets 
and filter options for each one. 

To add studies to your configuration, simply click to select the health impact functions 
of interest in the top frame and drag them down to the lower frame. You can do this for 
blocks of health impact functions by selecting the Groups option, clicking on the header 
of an endpoint group, and dragging the entire endpoint group into the lower frame. 
And, you can use the options to Filter Dataset, Filter Endpoint Group, and Filter (by 
keyword) to filter the list according to your preference. Once you are satisfied with the 
filter, click the Add Selected button to apply the selection to the list of selected 
functions. 
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~eo::iutBnt Ge·ograph.:.:::Area Author S!art ~,gE End .Age 3et;:i [J.:.::::tr·:out'>:<n 
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Endo~:·nt 

If you want to delete some of the health impact functions that you added to your 
configuration, just highlight the studies of interest and hit the Delete key on your 
keyboard (or click the Delete Selected button on the form). 

BenMAP-CE displays information for selected studies in two broad categories: 
Function Identification (column headings in black text) and Function Parameters 
(column headings in pink text). The Function Identification includes information such 
as the Endpoint Group, Endpoint, Metric, Location, and other variables. This 
identification information is useful when distinguishing between multiple health impact 
functions. The Function Parameters include those variables that you may directly edit: 
Race, Ethnicity, Gender, Start Age, End Age, Geographic Area, Incidence Dataset, 
Prevalence Dataset, and Variable Dataset. 

Clicking on a column header will sort the health impact functions according to that 
variable. For example, clicking the Start Age column will sort the functions by youngest 
to oldest Start Age. You can add the same study to the selection multiple times, and 
then make edits, in order to be able to calculate the impact of changes in these variables 
of the function. For example, you can perform an analysis using multiple versions of the 
same function with different age ranges. To edit the default Start Age and End Age, just 
highlight the appropriate cell and type in the desired age values. Keep in mind that 
these ages represent inclusive age bounds, so if you type in 'lO'and '12'this will include 
all children ages ten, eleven, and twelve years old. If you want to apply a single age year 
(e.g., only children who are eleven years old), then type the same year (e.g., '11 ') in both 
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the Start Age and the End Age. Note that the accuracy of the populations calculated for 
these age ranges will depend on the specificity of the population data present in your 
selected population dataset. Use the drop-down lists in the Incidence Dataset, 
Prevalence Dataset, and Variable Dataset fields. 

New in version 1.4, the Geographic Area field allows users to assign health impact 
functions to either the entire area of analysis ("Everywhere"), to a specific subset of that 
area (defined by a specific grid definition), or to all areas outside of one or more 
specified geographic areas ("Elsewhere"). To access these options, select the drop-down 
list under the Geographic Area header. Please note that users must specify whether 
grid definitions can be linked to health impact functions when defining new grid 
definitions or modifying existing grid definitions. 

f~~~ . .er Endp·:.::lnt Grc:up 

Endp·:::in::. Grv1.1p Endr.;:·;:dm Po~l1.,;::,an::. Ge::::grap·t1i{. A.rea 
Acute r,wcc::c r1j ·:a~ :rEc:r ... c~rnte f\1VC·::c:r1j.:a ... Pf'-11..:.::i 

A..cJte Mr-:::card~::.il ::nfar ... A:c~r.e Mr-c:·::;::rd~al .. F'M2.5 

Acute ~.ilvoc:t rd:: al :rr!'ar ... A.cute ~.ilv::icard::a ... Pfl.·12.5 

Ac~tE i>•1'{cc3rd·:a; ::nfi3r Ac~tE i>•1}:'C-::-i3rd·:a; .. PM2.5 

~;eute ~;lV:J.'Ca rd:: ::i l :nfar ... ttrnte ~;lv:J·ca rd:: 3 ... F'M2.S 
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Acute Mvcc::cr1j.:a~ ::n;c:r ... l..cute Mvc·::.c:r1j.:a ... PM1.S 

Se::eced Hea~th ~mpac.: funroans {J) 

Endp·cim Grou~ Endp·cim 

PM1.S 

PM2.S 
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E\>'e·~"'-»' here 

6.2.3 Advanced Configuration Settings 

A1.1thor St~rtAge 
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G1xker ... 
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End Age 
L4 

g.g. 

64 

54 
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$4 

54 

12 

24 

Add Selececi 

Beta ;)~:;;:db~ticn 
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Nor:Tla:: D24Hour·Me ... 
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Norma:: 

Clicking the Advanced button at the bottom of the Health Impact Functions window 
gives you access to a number of options for tailoring your assessment. 

The Point Mode and Monte Carlo options allow you to generate an average incidence 
estimate, or a range of results that mirror the uncertainty in the inputs to the health 
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impact functions. By default, BenMAP will run in Monte Carlo mode. If you select the 
option for Run in Point Mode, Ben MAP-CE uses the mean values of the inputs to the 
health impact functions, and generates a single "point estimate" of the change in 
adverse health effects. 

With the Monte Carlo (default) option, you can generate a number of estimates that 
mirror the variability in the inputs to the health impact functions. The Monte Carlo 
option allows you to generate specific percentiles along the estimated incidence 
distribution. For example, if you specify 20 Percentiles (default value), then BenMAP
CE will generate incidence estimates of the 2.Sth percentile, 7.Sth percentile, and so on, 
up through the 97.Sth percentile. The number of points suggested in the drop down 
menu for Percentiles varies between 10 and 100. The greater the number of chosen 
points, the greater the amount of time BenMAP-CE will need to process the results. The 
relationship between the number of points and time to process is essentially linear, so a 
doubling of the number of points would double the processing time. 

~!Jn in Po::nt flAode 

F'ercenti~es 

qa:ndc·m Seed: 

W««WW««W'<• ,·••••••••••••••••••••• .. 

LE~2:~LJ ··""""""'""'"" 

If you choose to Run in Point Mode, the field for Percentile points for Monte Carlo 
sampling is disabled and will be ignored (treated as zero). However, with the default 
Monte Carlo option, the program will still report a point estimate. As discussed in 
Chapter 7 on Aggregation, Pooling, and Valuation, by choosing the Point Mode, you limit 
your ability to pool the results. You cannot conduct fixed effect/random effects pooling, 
or any other procedure that depends on knowing the distribution, or the range of 
variability of the incidence estimates. 

The Air Quality Threshold indicates the minimum air quality value that BenMAP-CE 
will use to quantify health impacts. That is, air quality metrics below the threshold will 
be replaced with the threshold value. With a threshold of zero, there is no impact on the 
estimates generated by the health impact functions. However, as the threshold 
increases, then it will have a progressively larger impact on the incidence estimate. The 
Air Quality Threshold option allows you to explore the impact of any given threshold 
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on the incidence estimate. This can also be useful for scenarios where you might want 
to know the incidence associated with changes in air quality occurring only above a 
standard. 

If you are estimating impacts for specific population subgroups (e.g., stratification by 
gender, age, race, or ethnicity), BenMAP-CE provides two options for calculating 
baseline incidence: 

1) You can use incidence rates averaged over gender, race, and ethnicity (default). 
(This option must be selected for the rates supplied with BenMAP-CE, as they are 
not stratified by gender /race/ethnicity). 

2) You can use incidence rates that match the gender, race, and ethnicity selected with 
your health impact function. (You must import stratified rates for use with this 
option). If you select this option and have not imported rates that match each 
subgroup, the groups without incidence rates will not be included in the 
calculations and will have point estimates of zero. 

It is recommended that users select this second option if your incidence/prevalence 
data include overlapping groups. For example, the asthma exacerbation prevalence rate 
for ages 5-17 has two race groups, one is "ALL" with value 0.107 and the other is 
"BLACK" with value 0.177. 

If the first option (above) is selected, BenMAP will use the arithmetic mean of both 
values (0.142) as the prevalence rate in its calculations, regardless of whether users 
select "ALL" or "BLACK" as the race category-or left the race category blank. 

If the second option is selected, and if users select "ALL" as the race category (or leave it 
blank), BenMAP will first check if this dataset has overlapping race groups to avoid 
double counting of individuals in incidence or prevalence calculations. In this example, 
BenMAP will use the "ALL" prevalence rate of 0.107, which exactly matches the name of 
the selected race. Thus, it is recommended that users select the second option unless 
the user is certain that incidence or prevalence rate categories do not overlap. 

After making selections for calculating impact functions, BenMAP-CE allows you to save 
the configuration for future use. Click the Save As (*.cfgx) button and specify a file with 
a .cfgx extension. 

6.3 Run Health Impact Configuration 

To execute the calculation of incidence for the health impact functions in the 
configuration, click the Run button on the bottom right-hand corner of the Health 
Impact Functions window. BenMAP-CE will require that you specify a file in which to 
save the results, with a .cfgrx extension. 
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Fkm and Save 

Run and save the CFG results file C".cfgrx}? 

6.4 View and Export Health Impact Results 

The Health Impact Results report gives you the opportunity to examine the incidence 
results of each health impact function applied at the grid-cell level, or temporarily 
aggregate them to, say, the state or national level. The configuration results files (.cfgrx) 
contain "raw" health impact estimates that you have not yet aggregated, pooled, or valued. 

To begin, click the Health Impact Results tab in the upper portion of the main window. To 
display incidence results for a single study (i.e., health impact function), double-click on the 
study of interest (or select the study and click the Show Results button). Your results will be 
generated and displayed in a results table (on the Data tab). If you choose a single 
study, you will also have options to view results on the GIS Map tab and in a simple bar 
chart (view in Chart tab.) To change the selected study, double-click on a different 
study choice or select the study and click the Show Results button to refresh the 
display. 
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The Health Impact Results tab provides a simple tool to aggregate the raw incidence 
results. You may select an aggregation level from the Aggregation for raw data drop
down list. If you do so, the Data table will refresh to display the incidence results 
aggregated to the selected level. 

If you check the option to Create data (table) for multiple studies, results will only be 
available in the Data tab. For example, you might want to select three different studies 
and view aggregated results at the national level. As you modify your choices, the 
display will be updated accordingly. 

On the Data tab, clicking the Select Result Fields button opens a Configuration 
Results Report window that allows you to choose the columns that will appear in the 
results table. 

11 Grid Fields permit the inclusion of Column and Row fields, which can be helpful 
in identifying the grid-cell of a particular line in the report. For example, when 
results have been temporarily aggregated to the national level. 

11 Health Impact Function Fields permit the inclusion of various fields which 
describe or define a function (e.g., Endpoint Group, Endpoint, Pollutant, Metric, 
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Author, Year, Start Age, End Age, Gender, Race, Ethnicity, Beta, Beta Distribution). 
These fields can be helpful in identifying the health impact function associated 
with a particular line in the report. 

• Result Fields permit the inclusion of fields associated with results of this 
analysis (e.g., Point Estimate, Population, Delta, Mean, Percentiles). 
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At the bottom of the Data tab, there is also an option to specify the number of digits that 
appear after the decimal point (click the up or down arrows to edit the number beside 
the Digits After Decimal Point field, or type a number directly in the box). 

Table 6-1 provides a summary of the optional fields that have not been previously 
described in this section. 

Table 6-1. Selected Variables in the Reports Based on the APVR file 

Variable Description 

Column The column of the grid cell of the result For grid cell level results, 
this is the column of the grid cell. For county and state level results, 
this is the state FIPS code. For national results, this is always 1. 

Row The row of the grid cell of the result. For grid cell level results, this is 
the row of the grid cell. For U.S. county results, this is the county 
FIPS code. For U.S. state and national results, this is always 1. 

Dataset Specifies the dataset from which a health impact function was 
chosen. 

Population Population provides the number of persons used in the health 
impact function calculation. 

Delta The difference between the baseline and control scenarios for the 
metric used in the health impact function. Calculated by subtracting 
the metric value in the control scenario from the metric value in the 
baseline scenario. 
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Variable Description 

Point Estimate The point estimate for the result from the health impact function. 
The point estimate is generally based on the mean estimate of the 
"Beta" from the health impact function. 

Mean Mean of the points in the Monte Carlo-generated distribution for 
this result The mean is set to missing if the Point Mode option is 
chosen. 

Baseline Estimate based on the baseline function, which typically estimates 
health impacts due to all causes (not just air pollution-related 
causes). 

Percent of Baseline Estimates the percentage change in health impacts (e.g., hospital 
admissions) due to the change in air quality from the baseline to the 
control scenario. Calculated by dividing the Point Estimate by the 
Baseline. 

Standard Deviation Standard deviation calculated based on the points in the Monte 
Carlo-generated percentiles for this result 

Variance Variance calculated based on the points in the Monte Carlo-
generated percentiles for this result. 

Percentiles The number of percentiles depends on the number of points in 
Monte Carlo-generated percentiles for this result 

Once all of the options have been selected for your report, you can export the Health 
Impact Results data. First select the Data tab then click the Export button. This will 
bring up a window allowing you to name the file you want to save. Note that by default 
BenMAP-CE will export the file to the CFGR folder. Carefully name the file that you are 
generating so that you will recognize it in the future! 

6.5 Frequently Asked Questions 

How do I know which health impact functions to use? Which functions does EPA use? 

One option regarding the choice of health impact functions is to work with someone, 
say another BenMAP-CE user, who is familiar with the epidemiological literature and 
develop your own set of health impact functions. Reviewing the epidemiological 
literature can be time consuming, though in some situations, this might be the best 
option. For example, it would be worthwhile to develop health impact functions to 
estimate the impacts of carbon monoxide exposure, for which BenMAP-CE does not 
have pre-installed functions. 

Another option is to use the ozone and PM 2.s configurations used by EPA These are 
available on the BenMAP-CE website (http://www2.epa.gov/benmap/benmap
community-edition). These functions are derived from the epidemiology literature 
described in the appendices to this user manual. If desired you can edit this 
configuration and then save it under a different file name-it is always a good idea to 
keep the original version, so you can go back to it if needed! 
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How do I edit or add other health impact functions? 

To edit or add health impact functions you need to go to Modify Datasets window 
available from the BenMAP-CE main menu. See the health impact function section in 
Chapter 4: Loading Data for details on how to do this. 

How do I learn more about the population data in BenMAP-CE? 

Appendix J describes the population data for the United States setup in detail. 

Why did I not get results for a given geographic area that I wanted in my analysis? 

Check to see if your air quality grids mapped properly. 

How do I determine what the Column and Row refer to in the result table? 

The Column and Row are variables designed to uniquely identify each grid cell in the 
grid definition. In the case of the U.S. County grid definition, the Column refers to the 
state FIPS code and the Row refers to the county FIPS code. One way to get a good sense 
of the Column and Row variables is to create a map (discussed in the next chapter) and 
then view where particular Column and Row variables occur in the map. 
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This section presents an introduction to valuation, discounting, and pooling. Most 
BenMAP-CE users find this portion of the program the most complex to understand and 
use. You may find yourself referring to this chapter frequently. 

Once you have created a configuration results file with incidence results based on your 
two air quality grids (refer to Chapter 6), you can use the Aggregate, Pool, and Value 
feature to combine the incidence results and place an economic value on the combined 
results. You have two options. 

• Create a New Configuration to Aggregate, Pool, and Value results. You can 
create a new type of configuration, termed an Aggregation, Pooling, and 
Valuation (APV) Configuration. This allows you to (1) specify the geographic 
level at which you want to report your results, (2) specify how you might want 
to combine or "pool" the incidence results, and (3) specify how to assign an 
economic value to the health incidence results. These selections can be saved in 
an APV Configuration file (.apvx) and used to calculate results, which are stored 
in an APV Results file (.apvrx). 

• Open Existing Configuration for Aggregation, Pooling, and Valuation. You 
can load an existing APV Configuration file, edit the configuration, save it with 
the same or a different name, and then proceed to calculating the results. 

7.1 Introduction to Valuation, Discounting, and Pooling 

Valuation generally refers to placing a monetary value on estimated health incidence. In 
the example below, we discuss U.S. dollar values and provide a brief introduction to 
discounting, which has to do with placing less weight on things occurring in the future 
than on things occurring today. Finally, we discuss pooling, which has to do with 
combining comparable results. 

7.1.1 Overview of Economic Valuation 

Improvements in ambient air quality generally lower the risk of developing an adverse 
health effect by a fairly small amount across a large population. A lower risk for 
everyone means that fewer cases of the adverse health effect are expected, although we 
cannot predict which people would be spared. Therefore, the health benefits conferred 
on individuals by a reduction in pollution are actually reductions in the risk of having to 
endure certain health problems. Monetizing the benefits of a reduction in air pollution 
involves estimating society's willingness to pay (WTP) for these reductions in risk, or 
the observed Cost of Illness (COI) for an effect, and is typically referred to as valuation. 
BenMAP-CE uses valuation functions to estimate the monetized benefits of reducing air 
pollution. 

These benefits (reductions in risk) may vary across the population (and could be zero 
for some individuals). Likewise, the WTP for a given benefit is likely to vary from one 
individual to another. In theory, the total social value associated with the decrease in 
risk of a given health problem resulting from a given reduction in pollution 
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concentrations is generally taken to be the sum of everyone's WTP for the benefits they 
receive. 

7.1.1.1 Monetizing Benefits 

Epidemiological studies allow us to estimate the number of cases of an adverse health 
effect that would be avoided by a given reduction in pollutant concentrations. If we 
have an estimate of the average individual's WTP for the risk reduction conferred upon 
him, we can derive from that an estimate of the value of a statistical case avoided. 
Suppose, for example, that a given reduction in pollutant concentrations results in a 
decrease in mortality risk of 1/10,000. Then for every 10,000 individuals, one 
individual would be expected to die in the absence of the reduction in pollutant 
concentrations (who would not be expected to die in the presence of the reduction in 
pollutant concentrations). If the average individual's WTP for this 1/10,000 decrease in 
mortality risk is $100, then the value of a statistical life is 10,000 x $100, or $1 million. 
In general, the ex-ante WTP for a risk reduction of x can be converted into an ex-post 
value of a statistical case avoided by dividing the average individual's WTP for the risk 
reduction of x by x (e.g. $100/0.0001 = $1,000,000). The same type of calculation can 
produce values for statistical incidences of other health endpoints. 

Sometimes those economic values come from contingent valuation studies, in which 
study participants are queried about their WTP to avoid a specific adverse health effect. 
When estimates of WTP are not available, it can be approximated by other measures, 
most notably COI measures. 

An individual's WTP to avoid an adverse health effect will include, at a minimum, the 
amount of money he or she would have to pay for medical expenses associated with the 
illness. Because medical expenditures are to a significant extent shared by society, via 
medical insurance, Medicare, etc., the medical expenditures actually incurred by the 
individual are likely to be less than the total medical cost to society. The total value to 
society of an individual's avoidance of an adverse health effect, then, might be thought 
of as having two components: (1) the COI to society, including the total value of the 
medical resources used (some portion of which will be paid by the individual), plus the 
value of the lost productivity, as well as (2) the WTP of the individual, as well as that of 
others, to avoid the pain and suffering resulting from the illness. 

The COI approach attempts to estimate the total value of the medical resources used up 
as well as the value of the individual's time lost as a result of the illness. Because this 
method does not include the value of avoiding the pain and suffering resulting from the 
illness (a potentially large component), it is generally believed to underestimate the 
total economic value of avoiding the illness, perhaps substantially. 

The contingent valuation method (and conjoint analysis) attempts to elicit from people 
what they would be willing to pay (WTP) to avoid the illness. Because of the distortion 
in the market for medical goods and services, whereby individuals generally do not pay 
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the full value of the medical care, this method too is likely to understate the total 
economic value of avoiding the illness. 

Although the COI and WTP are the two most common methods, other methods have 
been used in certain circumstances. The method the benefit analyst chooses to value a 
particular health endpoint will depend in part on what data are available. The unit 
values currently available for use in BenMAP-CE are data or estimates that have been 
collected or generated by researchers and can be readily obtained in publicly available 
databases or in the open literature. When reviewing the economic literature to 
determine the appropriate valuation functions to use, it is important to have an 
economist assist. 

7.1.1.2 Valuing Reductions in Premature Mortality 

The economics literature discussing the value of changes in fatality risks is extensive 
and provides a basis for monetizing benefits when the number of deaths avoided as a 
result of an air quality improvement can be calculated, but the literature on certain 
issues regarding the appropriate method for valuing reductions in premature mortality 
risk is still developing. Issues such as the appropriate discount rate and whether there 
are factors, such as age or the quality of life, that should be taken into consideration 
when estimating the value of avoided premature mortality are still under discussion. 
BenMAP-CE currently offers a variety of options reflecting the uncertainty surrounding 
the unit value for premature mortality. See the Appendices H and I for more detail on 
the valuation functions available in BenMAP-CE. 

Monetary estimates of changes in premature mortality risk are often expressed in terms 
of the Value of a Statistical Life (VSL). This term is easily misinterpreted and should be 
carefully described when used in benefit analysis. VSL is the aggregate dollar amount 
that a large group of people would be willing to pay for a reduction in their individual 
risks of dying in a year, such that we would expect one fewer death among the group 
during that year on average. The basic assumption underlying the VSL approach is that 
equal increments in fatality risks are valued equally. For similar reasons, the VSL 
approach is only appropriate for marginal changes in the risk of death and should not 
be used to value more significant changes. Because changes in individual fatality risks 
resulting from environmental regulation are typically very small, the VSL approach is 
usually acceptable for these types of benefit analyses. 

The U.S. EPA National Center for Environmental Economics provides answers to 
frequently asked questions regarding the economic value of mortality risk on its 
website:https://www.epa.gov/environmental-economics/mortality-risk-valuation. 
You may wish to consult this site as you have questions regarding how U.S. EPA derives 
VSL and applies it in an environmental benefits analysis. 
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7.1.2 Overview of Discounting 

What is discounting? 

In general, people prefer current consumption to future consumption. In other words, a 
$1 today is worth more today than a $1 tomorrow is worth today, and that dollar 
continues to decrease in value as you go further out into the future. (This concept is also 
referred to as the social rate of time preference or the time value of money. This is a 
different concept than inflation, which is a general increase in the price level of goods 
and services.) Discounting is the process of converting that future dollar into a value 
that can be compared to the value of a dollar today. The discount rate expresses this 
process in quantitative terms. The higher the discount rate, the faster value decreases 
over time. For example, $1 twenty years from now is worth $0.55 today at a 3% annual 
discount rate, but worth only $0.26 at a 7% annual discount rate. 

A basic discounting function is as follows: 

Present Value= Future Value/ (1 +r)t 

where r is the discount rate and tis the time period (usually years). 

Example: $1 twenty years from now at a 3% annual discount rate is worth $0.55 today 

Present Value= $1.00 / (1+0.03)2°=1/(1.03)2°=1/1.806111 = 0.553676 = $0.55 

Why do we discount benefits? 

The benefits of reductions in air pollution may need to be discounted for three key 
reasons: 

1. Today's society values benefits that occur today more highly than benefits that will 
occur in the future. Therefore, we must discount in order to compare those future 
benefits with current benefits. 

2. For a cost-benefit analysis, benefits estimates in a future year need to be 
comparable to the cost estimates for that same year (which are also discounted). 3. 

Discounting can be used to compare the future streams of benefits and costs. 
The core BenMAP-CE program estimates changes in adverse health effects based on 
changes in air quality for one specified analysis year, even though certain health 
benefits may occur after the analysis year.1 Discounting can be used to compare the 
future benefits with benefits occurring during the analysis year. 

1 The Pop Sim tool estimates the change in population mortality risk over a multi-year period, but it is not yet 
possible to estimate the economic value of these impacts in BenMAP-CE. 
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Under which scenarios would I need to discount benefits? 

Health benefits may occur three different ways after the analysis year specified in 
BenMAP-CE. 

1. Certain health endpoints accrue medical expenses or lost earnings for multiple 
years. The future medical expenses would need to be discounted to compare with 
expenses occurring in the analysis year. 

2. Pollution exposure and the resulting health effects do not occur within the same 
year ( a.k.a. a cession lag). The monetized benefits of future health effects would 
need to be discounted to compare with the benefits of health effects that occur 
during the analysis year. 

3. In some analyses, you may want to estimate a stream of benefits occurring over 
multiple analysis years instead of just one analysis year. In this scenario, you would 
need to discount the future benefits occurring in each year analyzed back to the 
present year in order to present the cumulative total estimate of benefits (i.e., the 
net present value of a stream of benefits). 

When would we not discount benefits? 

In many instances, it is not necessary to discount the benefits estimates generated by 
BenMAP-CE. If the health effect and the monetized value of all the medical expenses, 
lost earnings, and suffering occur entirely in the analysis year, then you may not need to 
discount your benefits. For example, school loss days occur within the analysis year, 
and all monetized expenses occur within the analysis year. It is important that you 
understand the assumptions within the health and valuation functions before you 
decide whether you need to discount. (If your analysis year for your benefits estimates 
does not match the analysis year for your costs estimates, you may need to discount in 
order to compare your benefits with your costs even if you meet the criteria listed 
above.) 

Which discount rate should I choose? 

Selecting a discount rate is challenging and is one of the most contentious 
methodological issues encountered in economic analyses of environmental policies. 
Because environmental regulations frequently have differing streams of costs and 
benefits over time, the selected discount rate may determine whether the benefits of a 
regulatory action exceed the costs. In addition, selecting a higher discount rate may 
result in a smaller benefits estimate because the future benefits are worth much less 
than they would be if a lower discount rate was selected. For benefits that occur well 
into the future, the issue of intergenerational equity further complicates the selection of 
the discount rate. (In the context of environmental policy, intergenerational equity 
refers to the fairness of the distribution of the costs and benefits of a long-lived policy 
when those costs and benefits are borne by different generations. Most criteria 
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pollutants are not considered to have intergenerational equity issues, but the issue 
frequently arises in analyses of climate and mercury.) 

There are various economic arguments in support of and in opposition to various 
discount rates. To comply with OMB and EPA's recommendations, EPA currently uses 
discount rates of 3 % and 7% for benefit analyses. For more details, see EPA [1999; 
2000] listed in Chapter 1, Section 1.7 (Sources for More Information). 

Which health endpoints accrue medical expenses or lost earnings for multiple years, 
and how do I discount them? 

BenMAP-CE includes health and valuation functions for several chronic health effects, 
including PM2.s-related chronic bronchitis and non-fatal acute myocardial infarctions 
(AMis, or heart attacks). 

• Chronic bronchitis is assumed to last from the initial onset of the illness 
throughout the rest of the individual's life. BenMAP-CE currently includes one 
WTP function as well as two COI functions representing the two discount rates 
for chronic bronchitis. 

• Technically, AMis are discrete, acute events, not chronic conditions. However, 
heart attacks cause chronic follow-up health effects that accrue medical 
expenses over time, similar to chronic conditions. You can discount the economic 
value of these chronic effects through the valuation function in BenMAP-CE. 
AMis are assumed to accrue costs over five years. Although WTP functions for 
AMis are not available, BenMAP-CE currently includes several COI functions that 
incorporate the direct medical costs and the opportunity cost (lost earnings) for 
specific age groups at two discount rates. 

See Appendix G for details on the discounting assumptions within the valuation 
functions. 

Should I discount the health incidence as well as the valuation? 

You should not discount the health incidence for any of the scenarios mentioned above. 
Changes in the lag assumptions do not change the total number of estimated deaths, for 
example, but rather the timing of those deaths. If you discounted the health incidence 
along with valuation, you would essentially be discounting twice. 

Which health endpoints do not occur in the same year as exposure? 

In many cases, the health effect from exposure to air pollution occurs shortly after 
exposure, but there can be a significant lag between exposure and the health effect. The 
cession lag can be a matter of hours or days, but some health effects may lag exposure 
by much longer. If exposure and the health effect do not occur within the same year, it is 
necessary to discount those benefits back to the analysis year. The only health function 
currently in BenMAP-CE that falls into this category is PM2.s-related premature 
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mortality. Discounting PM-related premature mortality is controversial because the lag 
structure is unknown, but scientific literature on similar adverse health effects and new 
intervention studies suggest that premature mortality probably would not occur in the 
same year as the exposure. (See: Roosli M, Kunzli N, Braun-Fahrlander C, Egger M. 2005. 
"Years of life lost attributable to air pollution in Switzerland: dynamic exposure
response model." International Journal of Epidemiology 34[5]:1029-35.) 

EPA' s Science Advisory Board recommends future research to support the development 
of defensible lag structures and provided a lag structure that could be assumed until 
additional research has been completed. See Chapter 5 of the PM Regulatory Impact 
Analysis for more detail on assumed lag structures for PM2.s-related premature 
mortality(http://www.epa.gov/ttn/ecas/regdata/RIAs/finalria.pdf). Some example lag 
structures from the PM RIA are shown in Figures 7-1 and 7-2 below. Currently, 
BenMAP-CE does not have the capability to do this type of discounting, so you must 
discount outside of BenMAP-CE. 

Note: Discounting is not necessary for ozone-related premature mortality because it 
occurs within the analysis year. 
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Figure 7-1. Graphical representation of assumed lag structures 
analyzed in EPA's PM RIA as sensitivity analyses 
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Assumed lag Structures for PM2.5 Premature Mortality (Cumulative) 
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Figure 7-2. Graphical representation of cumulative assumed lag 
structures analyzed in EPA's PM RIA as sensitivity analyses 

7.1.3 Overview of Pooling 

For many of the health endpoints (e.g., respiratory hospital admissions), BenMAP-CE 
contains many different functions from different studies that you could choose to 
include in your configuration. Combining data from several comparable studies in order 
to analyze them together is often referred to as meta-analysis. For a number ofreasons, 
it is often impractical or impossible to combine the original data sets. Combining the 
results of studies provides a second-best way to synthesize information. This is referred 
to as pooling. 

BenMAP-CE allows users to pool the estimated incidence changes predicted by several 
studies for the same pollutant-health endpoint group combination (e.g., PM2.s-related 
cardiovascular hospital admissions). It also allows the pooling of the corresponding 
study-specific estimates of monetary benefits. 
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Why would you want to pool results? 

There are two good reasons to pool across study results, one practical and one 
methodological. Pooling allows you to 

• Combine or aggregate multiple study estimates into a single estimate. This 
combined estimate is easier to report. 

• Certain types of pooling-including random effects techniques-account for 
heterogeneity in the risk estimates reported in the epidemiological literature 
used to construct the health impact functions you used to calculate incidence. 

However, as we discuss below, pooling may not be such a good option if 

• You don't know a great deal about the studies used to quantify health impacts; 
you'll need to know a lot about epidemiological studies used to construct the 
health impact functions in order to pool properly. 

• You think it is important to convey the variability across incidence estimates for 
a given health endpoint. 

BenMAP-CE allows you to pool in five different ways: 

• Addition 

• Subtraction 

• User-assigned weights 

• Random Effects 

• Fixed Effect. 

The examples that follow demonstrate each of these methods (Fixed and Random 
Effects are combined in one example.) In each of the examples below, the distribution of 
estimated health impacts are represented by a normally distributed probability density 
function (PDF) shaped as a bell curve. In each PDF, the mean health impact estimate is 
represented by a dashed line. While we illustrate these examples using a normally 
distributed PDF for ease of presentation, BenMAP-CE can accommodate several other 
types of distributions (e.g. Weibull, Triangular). 
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Example 1: Pooling by Addition 

You might want to use the Pooling by Addition option if you would like to aggregate two 
outcomes that are non-overlapping. In the example below, we have estimated ischemic 
heart disease hospital admissions and dysrhythmia hospital admissions. You'll see that 
each endpoint is associated with unique, and non-overlapping, International 
Classification of Disease 9th edition (ICD-9) code (Slee 1978). Therefore, it's ok to add 
the two estimates, because doing so would not double-count impacts. 

Hospital visits for ischemic heart disease (IC[)..9: 410414} 

Mean 

Hospitol visi~ (or dysrhythmia (ICD-9: 427) 

Mean 

Hospitul visits for i>d1emi<:: hemt di§e<1se and dysrhythmia 
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0 
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Addition allows us to 

combine non

overlapping estimates of 
a common health 
endpoint 

The sum of ischemic 

heart disease and 

dysrhythmia is provides 
a better overall 
characterization of the 
effects of air pollution 

on cardiovascular 
outcomes than either 
endpoint alone. 
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Example 2: Pooling by Subtraction 

In this example, suppose that you have estimated the incidence of total cardiovascular 
hospital admissions using one health impact function. Suppose also that you estimated 
the incidence of total cardiovascular hospital admissions, less stroke. In this instance, 
you could subtract the second incidence estimate from the first incidence estimate to 
yield the number of stroke hospital admissions. 
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"net out" the incidence 

of a health endpoint 

from two or more 
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In this example, the only 
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these two studies is that 

study one indudes all 

cardiovascular 
outcomes, while study 
two excludes strokes 

Subtracting the results 

of study two from study 
one yields an estimate 

of stroke 
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Example 3: Pooling with User-Assigned Weights 

In this case, you might have estimated the change in incidence using two different 
health impact functions for the same health endpoint and would like to combine them 
using weights that you specify. 

Peng et al. 2009 Mufti,City Study o.f Cardio Haspital Admissions 
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Some studies examine a 

common health 

endpoint and share a 
similar methodology, 

but may differ slightly in 

the populations 

examined 

Users may wish to 

combine these study 

estimates together 
using equal weights 

The pooled value 

reflects a weighted 

average of the two 
studies 
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Example 4: Pooling Using the Fixed Effect and Random Effects 

The Fixed Effect and Random Effects pooling techniques are among the most 
complicated and are best applied only when you understand clearly the assumptions 
inherent in the method and its suitability to the incidence estimates. The example below 
describes the procedure for performing this technique. 

Adapted from: Mosteller and Colditz (I 996):Charles Poole EP!D 73 I 

Adapted from: Mo•teller •nd Colditz ( 1996.);Charle• Poole EF!D 731 
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For the risks of a given 
health outcome there is 
a true but unknown 
distribution 

The individual studies in 
the literature report 
individual risk estimates 
from that distribution 

Random effects pooling 
accounts for 
heterogeneity in the 
individual risk estimates 
to generate a single 
mean risk estimate 

The Random-Effects 
model assigns each 
study a weight based on 
two factors: 

I. The spread of 
estimates reported 
by each study (i.e. 
the variance) 

2. How much that 
spread of estimates 
differs from spread 
reported by the 
other studies 
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Pooling: Random-Effects 

RRPooled 

The Random-Effects 
model assigns each 

study a weight based on 
two factors: 

I. The spread of 
estimates reported 

by that study (i.e. 

the variance) 
2. How much that 

spread of estimates 
differs from the 
other studies 

Finally, the 
Random-Effects 

mode! calculates a 

weighted average 
of the studies 

Table 7-1 summarizes the different types of pooling approaches, and Appendix I 
provides a detailed discussion of the approaches. Note that some pooling methods are 
only available in Monte Carlo mode. This is because these pooling methods attempt to 
combine distributions of results into new distributions, and no distributional 
information is available in Point Mode. The Pooling Method column will thus have 
different values in its drop-down list depending on the mode used to generate the 
incidence results being pooled. 

Table 7-1. Pooling Approaches for Incidence and Valuation Results 

Availability 

Pooling Point Monte 
Approach Description of Pooling Approach Mode Carlo 

None No pooling performed. Yes Yes 

Sum Results are summed assuming they are perfectly Yes Yes 
(Dependent) correlated. In Point Mode, this is just a simple sum. In 

Monte Carlo mode, BenMAP-CE chooses the first point 
from each result in the pooling and does a simple sum 
to generate the first point in the pooled result, and so 
on for all of the points in the distribution ofresults. 

Sum Results are summed assuming that they are No Yes 
(Independent) independent. A Monte Carlo simulation is used. At each 

iteration, a random point is chosen from the 
distribution for each result, and the sum of these 
values is put in a holding container. After some 
number of iterations, the holding container is sorted 
low to high and binned down to the appropriate 
number of percentile points. 
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Availability 

Pooling Point Monte 
Approach Description of Pooling Approach Mode Carlo 

Subtraction Results are subtracted assuming they are perfectly Yes Yes 
(Dependent) correlated. All subsequent results are subtracted from 

the first result (the highest result in the display - to 
reorder results, simply click and hold a result and then 
drag it to its new position). In Point Mode, this is a 
simple subtraction. In Monte Carlo mode, BenMAP-CE 
chooses the first point from each result in the pooling 
and does a simple subtraction to generate the first 
point in the pooled result, and so on for all of the 
points in the distribution of results. 

Subtraction Results are subtracted assuming that they are No Yes 

(Independent) independent. A Monte Carlo simulation is used. At each 
iteration, a random point is chosen from the 
distribution for the first result, and then random 
points are chosen from the distribution for each 
subsequent result and subtracted from the first. The 
result is put into a holding container. After some 
number of iterations, the holding container is sorted 
low to high and binned down to the appropriate 
number of percentile points. 

User defined Weights are specified by the user. In Point Mode, the Yes Yes 

Weights new result is generated by a simple weighted sum of 
the input results. In Monte Carlo mode, the results are 
combined using the user specified weights with the 
'Round Weights to Two Digits' Advanced Pooling 
Method. Note that the weights you enter need not add 
up to one - BenMAP-CE will normalize them internally. 
Also note that BenMAP-CE initializes all the weights to 
1/n, where n is the number ofresults being pooled. 

7.2 Create Aggregation, Pooling, and Valuation (APV) Configuration 

Once you have run a configuration result file (see Chapter 6), you can begin creating 
your APV configuration. You will start with selecting the aggregation levels for 
incidence and valuation results, then move on to pooling and valuation. These 
processes are described in detail below. 

7.2.1 Selecting Aggregation Levels 

Double-clicking Aggregation from the BenMAP-CE tree menu item opens the window 
which lets you choose the level of aggregation for the incidence and valuation results. 
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Agg <eg.;;fon 

7.2.2 Pooling Incidence Results 

To begin pooling incidence results, double-click Pooling Method from the BenMAP-CE 
tree menu. In the top half of the Select and Pool Incidence Estimates window, you 
will find a list of Available Incidence Results. The results are represented by the 
health impact functions from which they were created. You may click on the Select 
study fields button to display additional information about each health impact 
function. This is recommended when using the geographic areas functionality (i.e., 
applying region-specific air pollution effect coefficients). 
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Step 1. Add incidence results to the pooling window 

Using the available incidence results, you can drag individual incidence results to the 
pooling window, or select the result( s) using the checkboxes next to each study, and 
click Add Study to move them to the pooling window. You do not have to add all of your 
incidence results to the pooling window, but note that only those results showing in the 
pooling window will be included in the pooled incidence or valuation results. As with 
health impact functions, in Chapter 6, there is a filter method above the Available 
Incidences Results for your convenience. 

The bottom half of the pooling window consists of one or more tabs, each with an 
associated "pooling window", where health impact functions can be added and 
specifications for how to pool them (if any) can be made. In version 1.4, by default, 
BenMAP-CE will automatically create a pooling window for each Endpoint Group for 
which one or more Health Impact Functions were selected in the Health Impact 
Function selection screen, and the Endpoint Group will be indicated on the tab. For 
example, there could be one pooling window for Mortality and one for Asthma 
Exacerbation. Health impact functions should be added to the pooling window 
corresponding to that function's Endpoint Group. Additional pooling windows can be 
added if needed, as discussed below. 

Incidence results are displayed in the pooling window in a tree structure determined by 
(1) the order of the columns, and (2) the values of the identifying variables of the 
Health Impact Functions from which the incidence results were generated (Endpoint 
Group, Endpoint, etc.). 
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Each line in the pooling window represents a node in the tree structure, with each node 
representing either an individual incidence result or a collection of incidence results 
which have common values for their leftmost identifying variables. The tree structure is 
generated by comparing the leftmost values of the incidence result's identifying 
variables. High level nodes in the tree are formed when results have common values for 
identifying variables, and branches in the tree occur when the values differ. 
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In the above example, four incidence results have been dragged into the pooling 
window. Each of the four health impact functions has Endpoint Group 'Asthma 
Exacerbation'. Thus, the top line, or root of the tree structure, represents all four 
incidence results. A branch then occurs in the tree structure, because two studies have 
Endpoint 'Asthma Exacerbation, Cough', while two others have Endpoint 'Asthma 
Exacerbation, Wheeze' and 'Endpoint Asthma Exacerbation, Shortness of Breath'. A 
further branch occurs within Endpoint 'Asthma Exacerbation, Cough' when Author of 
the two incidence results differs. Once a node has only a single incidence result, no 
further branching can occur. 

Step 2. Sort results 

After dragging incidence results into the pooling window, you can rearrange the order 
of the columns (variables), and thus change the tree structure. To do this, click on a 
column and hold the button down as you drag it to its new location. Note that the 
Pooling Method is always the first column after the Studies, By Endpoint column. All 
the other columns can be moved. To see how the order of the columns in the pooling 
window affects the tree structure, consider the following example: 
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This example uses exactly the same incidence results as the previous example, but with 
the Author column (variable) immediately after the Pooling Method column. 

In the Tile View (accessed by selecting Tile View from the View Menu), you can sort 
studies by endpoint tiles by selecting the appropriate criterion in the Sort By drop
down menu. 
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Step 3. Select pooling methods 
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Once the tree structure is set up in the pooling window, you are ready to select your 
pooling methods. Essentially each Pooling Method involves a different method of 
combining input incidence results to generate new incidence results. Results can be 
pooled any time a branch occurs in the tree structure - that is, any time two or more 
results share common values for their leftmost variables. BenMAP-CE helps you to 
identify these spots by inserting a value of None in the Pooling Method column at each 
spot where pooling is possible. 

When a row that represents a group of incidence results is selected, an arrow appears 
at the right of the Pooling Method column, indicating the availability of a drop-down 
menu where you can select the desired Pooling Method. If you select User Defined 
Weights from the Pooling Method menu, a Weight column will appear to the right of 
the Pooling Method menu. All studies are assigned equal weight by default unless you 
update them. The sum of all User Defined Weights must equal 1. 

If a Pooling Method is selected, you can view the calculated weights before executing 
the pooling by pressing the Preview button. In the case of the Random or Fixed 
Effects pooling method, the Preview button will reveal whether random or fixed 
effects are being applied. 
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Step 4. Create additional pooling windows if needed 

Within a given pooling window, you can have only one ordering of the columns 
(variables). As we have seen, however, the ordering of the columns determines the 
structure of the tree used to pool results. It may thus sometimes be necessary for 
analyses to have multiple tree structures to handle the various pooling trees they 
require. To facilitate this, BenMAP allows additional pooling windows to be added and 
deleted. The pooling windows are displayed in a tabbed format. 

To open a new pooling window, simply click on the Add button next to the Pooling 
Window Name. You may do this as many times as needed to accommodate different 
sort orders. You can add the same incidence results to as many different pooling 
windows as you like. 

As needed, you can also delete a pooling window by clicking on the window you wish to 
delete and clicking the Delete button. 

l3 

lB 

!'I.cute Bronchitis 

:··:--i:~:: Asthma E>::acerba1Jor' ~~fr __ -:.r;.-_c ---~·· A:::.chma Ost•c e-c 
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Mareto::l. 

Cst~G eL 

Ostrue:L 

Ncrr)s e 

S-~a~gfE .. 
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Example: Simple Sorting & Pooling 

If you add a single incidence result to the pooling window, you will see just one line, and 
therefore no opportunities to pool. This is shown in the example below: 

·'l :Jat::iset !"lame 

[J Asmma E1'::.ice ::..sthma E.1ia"-e:b::.it:c:n EF:!:.. ~,tan-dar-d HeiL 

[J -~tbma Exal:.e ;':..sthrna E:x;:icerbat.;::n EPA.Standard He;:i __ 

[J A.sthma EY.a{..e .. Asthma Exa.ce:hat:·:.:m EPA Stan.dafd Hea __ 

D t\sthma E:.:ao::: Asthma E.1ia'Led:1':::it!·~r. EF:t.. 5.tamj;;:ird Hea 

[J A.st11P1a Exace A:::thrna E.'ll'.ace:bat:cr: EPA Stancard HEEL.. 

F>0.ai:ng w::nd.cw ~~ci:m.e. 
'··········································' 

~sthm a EHacerbation 

lS 

Dstru et .. 

Ds::.n:: e·::. ... 

Gs-src e-::

Mcr e~ ;:::;_ 

St'..ld~E:::, B·y Enrlpcint 

···L'Dstro 

Endpci_ Ju.1!hor Oua::~ner S~ud'{ L Start )..ge End Age Year 

ktf1ma .. Os~n:: e::. ... Ostt"c st Lo::: Ang .. 

Cther Pd::oJtan... R::;ce 

If you add a second incidence result to the window whose health impact function has 
the same Endpoint Group, but a different Author, you will then have a tree with two 
items in it. The tree branches at the point where the two health impact functions vary -
at the Author column. 

~sthm a E1t:acerbation 

St~d~es, Er· End po mt 

· .. : .. Ji . .A.s:thrna Exacerbation 

H'.Jr~ar 
'--uomo 

Foo~~ng :=..1e~_hc-d Endpornt 

rl r·,-,o-11e-----~ .. -1:t:::thma E::iracerbatcn, Shortness ot 8.re-ath 

Asmma E~::.ife:tJ.at.:::n. 'Shc:F.ness o-~ B-rear.h 

Asthma E.:l!"ate-~b'Bt::J.n, Shcr.::nes::: o1 Breath 

}~1.P.hOf Dl1aht.er 

f\•1ar E'!: .. 

Mari:::.?.L Uses ~n .. 

O:;tr:J. EL. Ostro::::t ... 

5"tuciv L ... 5~,art ~\gE End.1~e Year Other 

rn 
~,pckar: rn 
Les Ang ... fi lE 

Nate that a pooling method can now be selected for the two incidence results, since a 
branch has appeared. If we desired to pool these two incidence results, we would end 
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up with a pooled result representing two 'Asthma Exacerbation, Shortness of Breath' 
incidence results. 

If you now add two more incidence results to the window whose health impact 
functions have the same Endpoint Group but different Endpoints, you will see the 
following: 

Hs:thm ;a Excacerbation 

j i .. fostro 
:.)~Ostro 

!. .. nosuo 
t.:::_h:"Yia Ex.a.::_erb;:;:::icn_, C:).u:gh 

As~t":!""fli3 Exc::cer!:::o~on. ~:J.;:1Ee2e 

A.uthor 

Ostrc et 

~i1ar e~ ... 
Mare!'.:;;;.~ 

Ost~c et ... 

Cstrc et 

Ost~D et 

Qua::~'fier 

Uses :n ... 
O:;trc st 

C::::trc st 

Cstro st. .. 

Studv L Star.- A:gE Er.d ~e Year Cther 

1£ 

la 

Spi:itan lE 20!J4 

Lo::: Ar.g .. lB 2cm 
L1:J<:: .t.n:g c 1a 28:8:1 

Los ~r:g ... 0 18= 2rn:n 

Now you have many pooling options. Setting aside the issue of which pooling method to 
choose, there are four different pooling options at this point (including doing nothing), 
since we have two places where we can choose to pool or not to pool. 

If you choose to pool at the Studies, By Endpoint corresponding to Endpoint 'Asthma 
Exacerbation, Shortness of Breath' you would end up with three results (one pooled and 
two unpooled) instead of four individual incidence results. 

Aisthm a E:Hacerbation 

:·:.:~.:~~::: Asthma Exacerbation 

:_:_=:-!~:::Asthma Exacerbation, 

r~~~,5~~0 
· Gostro 
---Tj Ostro 

tndr.J.cint 

Exacerbaticn_ Cough ct.s1h;ri;:;; Exa::... C::::tro et .. 

b.a.cerb:stiori. sr1c:rtness cf 5:reo:h ~~lar et ... 

r·.·1:::ir et a:: 

A:::thma ExaceriJ.aticn. Shortne:::s of ::1rec!~1 G:::tro et.. 

Asthma E:-i.;;;icerb-;;;ticn. L"'ou:gh Cstro et 

Asthma E~a.::er!J.i3tiDn. ~:Vi1Ee2e Cstro et 

Uses ~ r; 

G::tro-s~ .. -

C·:;~_ms"t. 

C:stm::!. 

C:_her 

iE-

rn 
Sµdan .. 1& :mn;;: 
Les Ang 16 2rn:n 
Les lli.ng ... f 1E 2G=Gl 

Lo::: Ang ... 5 1B 2~Dl 

If you choose to pool at the Studies, By Endpoint for the Endpoint Group 'Asthma 
Exacerbation' (where the Pooling Method field says 'None' in the above image), you 
will end up with a single result representing all four of the original incidence results. 
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i!!.s:thm a EKacerbation 

Fco~~ng ~.<:ett1cd We::i;'.tv. E~1r:ps~~w 

!:~~~i<Qi~.~),~-~f,\~~:~J.ifo~~j ··/I Asthma Ex3cerbarcn, Cougli A::~hma EKac. 
I f-.1-one . ] ktf1ma EKa.ce:b-a~on. Shcr::.ness c: 8-reo::.h 

@::~:~====J~sthrna Elfa'l.ed:J<;:;it!:J.r., Shcrtr.ess c~ 3reach 

~A:st!"1rna E.':<ace:batcr:, "<;.~1or!r:ess o: 8.rea!h 

~Asthma EJ\::<i.fe~barcn, YVheei:.e 

~Asthma EKa.re:ti-aton. CooJgh 

If you pool at both spots: 

CS!'0€-~---

Mar e::. __ _ 

Ost:"O e-:'. Ost:"1J ::r_ L:).S Ar;~ 

r.1:ar e! oL U:::E:: m . -<;.p·okan .. . 

Cst;-c e~. Cs:t~c :;t ... LO's.A.ng .. . 2HG1 

O:s.t:'Ti e! Ostr.o ::;t L:Js A.rig 

• First, the 'Asthma Exacerbation, Shortness of Breath' results are pooled to a give a 
single 'Asthma Exacerbation, Shortness of Breath' result. 

• Next, the three separate Endpoint results are pooled to give a single 'Asthma 
Exacerbation' result. 

l'ls:thm a Eicacerbation 

StoJC.iE::, 6'·r Eni::!p-cint 

:·:=:::-!:!:;~.Asthma Exacerba"tion l,~-~-er ::Jeline:..i \A:'e~gf;ts ·· · I ,.'i..:;U-:n-1a Ex.a::er"t;;:::jcn_, CGUi;:tl .A.s.t:-ir::10 Exac. Cstro et 

:-'.::· (t f'..sthma Exacerbation .. S . jnxed E~e:t:s. ·.·~·.··.·~·.·-·.·~·.··.·~·.·_·_·J v jjf'..:.3.3 I A.sthm'3 E.i.:.ace:rt:a:ion, Shc.rtness of B:rea:h M'3r et ... 

• ~~s:;o 
!··LJOstro 

'--f]Ostro 
jc.3.3 jAsthtTIEI EPtc::ced::;o:.:iDn, w:1ee2e 

~A.sthm:::i [¥,c;rert:a-::ion, Ccugh 

Cstro et Cstw ::! ... 

Cstri::t et Cstri::i- ::~ 

13 

Lo:; Ang ... 

These same principles apply no matter how many incidence results are being pooled, 
and regardless of which pooling methods are selected. 

Example: Multiple Pooling Windows 

There are many different ways to pool your incidence results. Sometimes you may want 
to look at the same results in different ways, or you may just have many results that 
need to be sorted by different variables. In these cases, you can open up multiple 
pooling windows by clicking on the Add button. 

For example, you might want to pool all results of health impact functions by a 
particular Author, rather than pooling all results of health impact functions of a 
particular Endpoint. The examples below show the same set of incidence results, first 
sorted by Author, then sorted by Endpoint. In order to change the sorting levels of the 
health impact functions, move the first category on which you wish to sort to the first 
position after the Pooling Method column. In this example, you would drag the Author 
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column ahead of Endpoint column. As you can see, after this change the pooling options 
are very different. 

Sorted by Author: 

[r~-,;-r=,-e ---------------------------------)0.s"tr: e::._ ,.'\..s:i-1r:"°" Ex:::icert:i;:,:::icr:, ... ~11eeze ,.::.:.:chm a E:<a·::ertac 

I f~.1:.ed Eifea.::; ·. IG7.rc::· e·:__ Asthma Ell'ai:ett:.a::ioro;, Wh2e~e As-:-hma Ex;s·i.:ert·-<>'-" 

i}strc- st Lust..ng. .. & 

Os!f:::; e::._ As::.h1~"G! Exac.eilJa!lcr:, 3hartness a-c Breath C:·:;tn=;:;t Lo:; Ang 
~-----, 

Ncne 
~----~ 

MBi e-'t a: 4.s::::hm;:o; E~ar:erCa::ior·. Sh:xtr;e:.:~ :J.~ Bre~th As.th:;: 

r ... 1;:;;- e:-. ;;.i: As~hr;;;:; E1'::>lreit:::.i:::icn, Shortness crf 6rearh iJ:.:e:s ;n ... S.pck::.in .. 

Ma:· e~ a: A:;::.hti!:<: Exai:.erlJa!lcr:, C-c~:;:h U:::es ~IL -Sr.;ckan .. 

Sorted by Endpoint: 

fl'oolingWindowl 

Pco::;r.g r ... iethod En-dpcin::. 

I r-J1:me l-~sthm3 ();;:;cerbat11:m, Wheeze As:::hrna E~ace;-t:ar. ... C::::tro et ... 

![~\~~#.~~~~~~.~~~:~~~.~~.;~~:~':·:-:·:-: J .. :i:.JA.::thma Ex;:Kerbotion, ShoEnes:: ~~ ~rec~h Mar et... 6 
········ A,:::thma Exa·::ertation, ShGr::nes::: o1 5rec:::h M::ir et ;:i:: Uses :·n... S.poi<an... 6 

.. ~_sthm::i fa;:;cerbat11:m, Wheeze 

A:::thma Exo::erbation, Ccugh 

G:::t:o et ... O:::!.ro st ... Lc·s Ang ... 5 

C::::tro et ... D:::~r::;;. st ... Les ~n:g .. . 

Mar et a:: Uses ~n... S.pokan .. . 

w 

'" 18 llJ:~:-1 

w :2~}51 ,. 
1'3 w:...::; 
12 :2(:~N 

Eni::: Ase ~·ear 

g 

1S 

H w~ 

B 2lJJ1 

g llXH 

1S w:}4 

If you use two different pooling windows, each sorted as shown above, you can create 
results pooled by Author, and results pooled by Endpoint. 

7.2.3 Valuing Pooled Incidence Results 

After you have specified your incidence pooling options, click on the Next button and 
select valuations and valuation pooling options from the Select Valuation Methods, 
Pooling and Aggregation window. This window should look quite similar to the Select 
and Pool Incidence Estimates window, with tree views on the left side representing 
the valuation methods available, and various pooling windows on the right side 
representing the selected valuations and pooling options. 

For each pooling window you created on the Select and Pool Incidence Estimates 
window, there is a corresponding pooling window in the Select Valuation Methods, 
Pooling, and Aggregation window. You will notice that the number of incidence 
estimates available in the valuation pooling window will reflect any pooling choices you 
made in the Incidence Pooling and Aggregation window. For example, if in the Select 
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and Pool Incidence Estimates window you pooled 5 incidence estimates into a single 
incidence estimate, you will see a single incidence estimate in the Valuation Methods 
Pooling and Aggregation window. 

The columns present in the Select Valuation Methods, Pooling, and Aggregation 
window are determined by the incidence results left after all incidence pooling has 
occurred. There will be exactly enough columns in each pooling window to represent 
the "least" pooled incidence result. That is, the columns will be in the same order they 
were in the Select and Pool Incidence Estimates window, but the only columns 
present will be those up to the level of the pooled incidence result with the most 
columns left over after all pooling has occurred. Here is an example: 

Valuao:icn Meth ads. 

EndPa''nt Endpo'nt Gro,1p Start A. .. Erid ... Functicm 

As:r1cna E .•. Asthma EXacerb ... 1£ 99· A•B .. A~:: ... 

Asthma L .. Astf:ma E.~<a·cerb ... '} 17 A"B•AH ... 

As!hma E ... Astf·,ma E»acerb ... :[} 17 ,A.~Ei"AiL. 

As;hma E .. Asthma E~a.rerb ... 1S 9'} A•AilGc ... 

Astl·1,ria E ... AsU:ma bacecb .. :G 17 A•AnGo .. 

As!hma E .. Asthma E:.a·cerb ... rn ""' A-o•AiL 

A.s~h:Tla E .. Asthma E~aLe:b ... {} 17 A•B•A1;; __ 

Asthma E ... Asthma faa-cerb .. {) 17 A•s.•AH. 

AHhma E ... Astfi~1a Exacerb ... rn 99' /!i.""_/J:.JlG-o ... 

As~hma E ... Asthma E~arerb ... 0 17 A."').'UlGc .... 

As!t"1ma E .... . Asthma Exacerb ... ill 99· A•B .. ,A.H 

Asthma E ... Ast I, ma E.•a·cerb ... 0 17 A-6•AIL. 

Asth:-r1a E .. Asthma E}l.a[e1'b .. {} 17 A"'Ei~i-~JL 

Asthma E ... Asthma EXacerb ... ill 3S: A•AilGc .. 

Asthma E ... Astf:ma E.«acerb ... ::} 17 A""A.:HG.o .. 

As~h::i1a E .. Astlima E~arerb .. 1S gg A'"'Ei..i-i-~dL 

As:r1cna E .•. Asthma EXacerb ... :[} 17 A•B .. A~:: ... 

Asthma L .. Astf:ma E.~<a·ce ch ... '} 17 A"B•AH ... 

As!hma E ... Astf·,ma E»acerb ... rn gg; I~.~.il,:llGc .... 

As;hma E .. Asthma E~a.rerb ... 0 17 A•AilGc ... 

Clkk am:! select the valu.atfon methods <i;n the fam: ;p<aneJ, 
am! then ~;rag th,!!'rn to th,e right panel under th,e ~;esired End;IK!im 

Da1 ... 

EPA 

EPA 

EPA 

EPA 

El'i» 

EPA 

EPA 

El'.\il. ~ 

She~' Se~.ecticns 

~~~ii~~:i~~~~~: :J Po o Ii n gWi n dawl 

,·::, ... \.Asthma Exacerbation 

Ostro 

Ostro 

Ostro 

'j..far~aO~e Dataset::: 

Pc-cling f'-<letho·d 

None 

r~cne 

r'one 
rfane 

rhne 

r•one 

There are several steps to take in the Select Valuation Methods, Pooling, and 
Aggregation window: 

Step 1. Select your valuation methods 

o_ 
o~ 

Os 

Valuation Methods are specific to Endpoint Groups, and sometimes to Endpoints as 
well. The only Valuation Methods which appear on the left-side of the window are 
those which have the same Endpoint Group values as the pooled incidence results 
which are available to be valued. To select a Valuation Method, select it from the table 
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and drag-and-drop it onto the appropriate incidence result in the pooling window. Note 
that Ben MAP-CE will only allow you to drop Valuation Methods onto incidence results 
which have the same Endpoint Group value. For example, Ben MAP-CE will not allow 
you to drop a' Mortality' valuation on a 'Hospital Admissions' incidence result. Note also 
that you can only drag-and-drop individual Valuation Methods, not entire groups of 
them. For explanations of the various valuation methods, see Appendix G. 

If you have added any of your own valuation methods, as described in the Valuation 
Data section of Chapter 4: Loading Data, you can drag-and-drop them in the same way 
as the EPA Standard Valuation Functions shown in these examples. 

Seled Valuation Methods, 

\ial1.1a:ic-11 Methods 

r·~~-~~~~·~~···· En·clp.e::nt Group· S·tart .A.... End Functic:n ····~·~·;··~:··i 

~,.:.~: •••• ··.~-~-·•'•g········J: ••.•••••• ~: •• ,.:.]ll ~~~~ ~ ~- :::l 

l A.s~hma E.. As.th ma E:>fc.:rerb ... lS 99 A•a:•A.::L EPA i ~:::1! 
l Astf-1ma E Asthma E-:<acerb.. G 

i AHhma L .. Asthma faa·cerb ... D 

! As,hcna E.. Asthma E~~cerb .... B 

! Asthma E.. Asthma Exa-~erb ... G 

i AHhma E ...• Asthma faacerb ... B 

l A.s::h:i1a E .. 

! Astrmia E .. 

Asti1ma E~acerb .... D 

Asthma Exacerb ... G 

i Asthma E ... Asthma E<a·cerb.. 18 

j A.~th:i1a E .. 

! Asth"1a E 

.A~.thma E::.i.acerb ... [} 

Asthma Exa.r:erb.. 1.8 

l Asth:na E. .. Asthma E:<acefb.. G 

l A.s~h::i1a E .. 

! A_str1cna E 

.Astiima Eni::erb ... G 

}'.\sthma El<~cerb.. lB 

i Asthma E. .. Asthma EKa-cerb ... 1 

17 

17 
gg 

17 
gg 

17 

l7 
gg 

17 
gg 

17 

17 

gg 

17 

Clkk aml seler.t ttie valuatkm 1rnetlmds "" the l•eft p.anell. 

A .. B""Ai::l 

.A~a•A::L. 

A"'.AdH:ic ... 

A•AHGa ... 

A~a•A::L. 

A•O!"AH ... 

A•s•_t.}L. 

.A•AHGa ... 

A~AnGc: ... 

A .. S""A)::l ... 

A.~B"'A:::; 

A~a•A.:;t_ 

A·c~d!Gc .. _ 

.A"AHGa ... 

a'"d thi=o drag them t<l the riEM µ~ni=I under ·ihe deske<l E•<II•<>int 

EPA 
EPA 

EPA 

EPA 

EPcA. 

EPA•. ::ll 

EPA 

EPA 

EPA 

EPA 

EPA 

EPA 

EPA 

EPA .,. l 

Show s.e::ections 

PoolingWindowO 

T:ee na:de-

::::.~-

\lar8ab~e D.at:aset: 

! Pool i ng"01i ndw!.L ~ 

Pooling: Met:hod 

None 

r·~one· 

None 

r1~one· 

None 

Delete 5.ele<ted 

Can<:el 

::: 

When BenMAP-CE runs the APV Configuration, it will generate a valuation result for 
each Valuation Method you select by running the method's Function on the selected 
incidence results. You do not need to select a Valuation Method for every incidence 
result-incidence results without any Valuation Methods will simply be ignored when 
valuation results are generated, aggregated, and pooled. 

Because valuation functions include an uncertainty distribution around them, 
generating valuation results is fairly complicated. The procedure depends on whether 
the incidence results being used were generated in Point Mode or with the default 
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Monte Carlo method. See Chapter 6: Incidence Estimation (Section 6.2.3) for details on 
these advanced configuration settings. 

In Point Mode, BenMAP-CE simply runs the valuation functions once using the point 
estimate of the incidence result and the mean of the valuation function as inputs. 

With the Monte Carlo feature, on the other hand, BenMAP-CE generates one hundred 
percentile points (from the O.Sth percentile to the 99.Sth percentile) to represent the 
distribution of the inputs to the valuation function. To get the value of the health 
incidence, BenMAP-CE multiplies each combination of values from the incidence result 
with each of the hundred valuation points, and puts the results into a holding container. 
(For example, if the incidence result has 10 percentile points and there are 100 
valuation points, then the holding container will have 1,000 values.) Finally, the holding 
container is sorted low to high and binned back down to 100 percentile points 
(representing the O.Sth percentile to the 99.Sth percentile of the economic value of the 
incidence). 

Step 2. Sort results 

Depending on how your incidence results were pooled, the columns in the valuation 
pooling windows can be resorted in the same way as the Select and Pool Incidence 
Estimates window columns. This resorting will have the same sort of impact on the 
tree structure of valuation results that it had on the tree structure of incidence results. 
(See Step 2 in the section on Pooling Incidence Results.) 

Step 3. Select pooling methods 

The same pooling methods are available for valuation results which were available for 
incidence results. (See Step 2 in the section on Pooling Incidence Results.) You should 
note that when more than one valuation method is selected for a particular pooled 
incidence result, it is possible to pool the generated valuation results. 

Pool i ngWi ndcMO PoolingWindowl 

Tree node Pm>i1ng f.o11elhod 

rfone 

Ncne: 

Auth·or 

C~aro et aL ~<1ar. 

ti1ar et a:l. Ostrc ... 
~~~~~~~ 
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Step 4. Select Variable Dataset 

In order to proceed to the next step, you must select a Variable Dataset from the drop
down menu beneath the pooling window. The Variable Dataset can include a variety of 
data, such as income and poverty data that might be used in health or valuation 
functions. For the default EPA health and valuation functions, you just need to select the 
EPA Standard Variables. 

If you have developed your own setup, then you need to make sure that you also load a 
Variable Dataset. This is necessary even if you do not need the extra variables that can 
be included in this dataset. 

M;::Jir::;(:j f.: .. ,I:;:.:.~:i")f~r>:l b;~~.(.::{l 

«:.::::ct:l';.~,~ L.. .~s;~:r~m0 ~->~:~:::::i:::·rt·.. .. g 
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7.2.4 APV Configuration Advanced Settings 

When specifying the incidence pooling options, you may click on the Advanced button 
on the bottom of the Select and Pool Incidence Estimates window. This button will 
open the Advanced Pooling Settings window. The features of this window are 
described in the next section. 
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c:::, 

Random Seed: 1 

• ~n<:e~ .• I I 

7 .2.4.1 Aggregation and Pooling 

Default Advanced Pooling Method 

The relative contribution of any one study in the pooling process depends on the weight 
assigned to that study. A key component of the pooling process, then, is the 
determination of the weight given to each study. BenMAP-CE lets users assign 
"subjective" weights and it assigns weights using a fixed effects or a random effects 
approach. There are three options for using weights available in the Default Advanced 
Pooling Method drop-down list: 

Round weights to two digits. BenMAP-CE rounds each weight to two digits (e.g. 0.73), 
and then multiplies these weights by 100 to get two-digit integers. Each entire 
distribution (set of percentile points) is then put into a holding container an integral 
number of times, according to its integral weight. This holding container is then 
sorted low to high and binned down to the appropriate number of percentile points. 

Round weights to three digits. BenMAP-CE rounds each weight to three digits (e.g. 
0. 732), and then multiplies these weights by 1,000 to get three-digit integers. Each 
distribution (set of percentile points) is then put into a holding container for an 
integral number of times, according to its integral weight. This holding container is 
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then sorted low to high and binned down to the appropriate number of percentile 
points. 

Use exact weights for Monte Carlo. BenMAP-CE uses exact weights and a Monte Carlo 
simulation. During each iteration of the procedure, a particular result is selected 
with a probability equal to its weight. Once a result is selected, one of its percentile 
points is chosen at random and put into a holding container. This is done some 
number of times (see Monte Carlo Iterations, below), and the holding container is 
then sorted low to high and binned down to the appropriate number of percentile 
points. 

Default Monte Carlo Iterations 

This drop-down list is only enabled when Use exact weights for Monte Carlo is selected 
as the Default Advanced Pooling Method. It specifies the number of iterations the 
Monte Carlo simulation should be run (see above). Its initial value is set by the Default 
Monte Carlo Iterations value from the Advanced Pooling Settings window (see Step 
1, above). 

Random Seed 

The Advanced Pooling Settings window allows the specification of a Random Seed. 
Many of the pooling methods require the generation of sequences of random numbers, 
e.g. choosing a random percentile point during a Monte Carlo simulation. Providing a 
specific Random Seed value allows you to ensure that the same sequence of random 
numbers is generated as in a previous analysis, thus allowing exact results to be 
reproduced. 

If you do not set the Random Seed for a particular run, one will be generated 
automatically from the system clock (the number generated will depend on the date 
and time, and should change every minute). Normally, you should not set the Random 
Seed value. If you need to reproduce a specific set ofresults, however, the random seed 
used to generate previous APV Configuration Results can be determined from an APV 
Configuration Result file (.apvrx) Audit Trail Report. 

Sort Incidence Results 

The Sort Incidence Results should generally be always checked. This setting ensures that 
the incidence percentile-point results are sorted low to high. 

7.2.4.2 Currency Year and Income Growth 

The Currency Year and Income Growth window, accessed via the Advanced button 
on the Valuation Method window allows you to specify an Inflation Dataset and a 
Currency Year, which in combination allow you to change the currency year to account 
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for inflation. The Income Growth Adjustment panel allows you to adjust the valuation 
estimates to account for the growth in income over time for WTP functions. 

Inflation Adjustment 

~:nflabon .Adju~trr1ent 

~nflaton Dataset: 

:Currency Yea:: 

!:n:c:Tie G:cv:-;th Arijustment 

Endp·olnt: Groups: il.~~t~ 5;;~;~i:;;;~ 
! A:cute Resp~ rator-t Symptoms 
: Asthma E~a·cerbaton 
i -c:nrord·c .A.s~hma 
!-Chror::ic 8rom:t1~tis 
i Lo":.<>~e: Resp~ratCf'y' S~·mptcms 
! MoctaHw 
i Upper Resp~ratcfV ·sv:np~c:Tis 

Select tt-:e ~n.::orne g:cv:-;t~-: dataset_, then U·:e year and tt1e 
e-ndpG~nt g.roup.s tc •Nh~cf1 ycu vn:~nt ta app~v ~:he a-djust:ment. 
Yow :nav se:iect more than one endp·c~nt group. 

DK 

The Inflation Adjustment needs to be carefully considered in relation to the valuation 
dataset that you are using. (This is discussed in detail in the section on loading inflation 
data in Chapter 4.) The default valuation database in the United States setup has a 
currency year of 2000, so the inflation dataset has a value of 1 for the year 2000. 

Income Growth Adjustment 

Willingness to pay (WTP) estimates are believed to be tied to the income of individuals. 
As income rises over time, WTP estimates are likely to increase as well. The Income 
Growth Adjustment is designed to take this phenomenon into account, allowing you to 
account for income growth between the time when WTP estimates were calculated and 
the year of your analysis. 
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As with the Inflation Adjustment, the Income Growth Adjustment has a close 
connection to the valuation estimates. For example, the valuation estimates in the 
United States setup are assumed to be based on income levels from 1990, so the income 
growth adjustment database has a value of 1 for the year 1990. (This is discussed in 
detail in the section on loading income growth data in Chapter 4.) 

To use the Income Growth Adjustment, you need to choose a dataset and then choose 
the income year that you want to use. It is common to set the Year variable to the year 
of the population forecast in your analysis. Of course, you can only choose from the 
available data. If the income growth adjustment data only goes to 2024 and the 
population data in your analysis are for 2030, then there will be some, unavoidable 
mismatch. 

7.3 Open & Modify Existing APV Configuration 

If you have an existing APV configuration (*.apvx) file or APV result file (*.apvrx), you 
can open, and edit it. Double click Aggregate, Pool & Value from the main tree menu 
to load the APV Configuration or APV Result file. 

Op"ri histing Af>ViAPVR Fie 

If you have only a few changes to make to an existing configuration, it is typically much 
quicker to open the previous configuration, rather than entering all of your choices 
again. Note that the various parts of an APV Configuration are quite interdependent, so 
modifying part of the configuration may cause other parts to be reset. For example, 
modifying the tree structure for incidence pooling will cause the valuation method 
selection and valuation pooling tree structure to be cleared and reset. Changing the 
Configuration Results Filename in the Select and Pool Incidence Estimates window 
will not reset the incidence or valuation pooling trees as long as the new file contains 
incidence results generated from the same health impact functions as the old file. This 
can be quite helpful for generating new APV Configuration Results from several 
different Configuration Results files which were generated from different 
baseline/ control scenarios, but with the same set of health impact functions. 
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7 .4 Run APV Configuration 

After having specified the various aggregation, pooling, and valuation options, you can 
save your APV Configuration for future use. The file that you save has an ".apvx" 
extension. The configuration that you have specified for APV is similar to the 
configuration that you developed for choosing health impact functions. (That 
configuration has a ".cfgx" extension.) Both files allow you to save choices that you have 
made, and re-run them at a later time. 

To save your APV configuration with your valuation pooling choices, click the Save As 
(*.apvx) button, and name your configuration file. We suggest that you save this in the 
Configurations folder. When ready to generate APV Configuration results, click the Run 
As (*.apvrx) button. Ben MAP-CE then requires that you specify a file in which to save 
the results, with an ".apvrx" extension. 

7.5 View and Export Pooled Incidence and Valuation Results 

Using the results from the APV Results file (".apvrx" extension), you can create, view 
and export reports that reflect the choices you made about how to aggregate, pool and 
value your results. 

7.5.1 Pooled Incidence Results 

The Pooled Incidence Results report provides results aggregated and pooled to the 
level that you previously specified in the Aggregation, Pooling, and Valuation 
Configuration file. This report has fewer Health Impact Function fields than the 
Aggregated Incidence Results Report, and values for others will be blank. This is 
because after pooling, only enough fields are retained to uniquely identify individual 
results. 

To generate pooled incidence results, click the Pooled Incidence tab in the upper 
portion of the main window. Double-click to select the study results you would like to 
view. The selected results should show up in the Data tab below, if not, click the Show 
Results button. Notice that you cannot re-aggregate the results in this stage, because 
you have already defined how to aggregate the results. You may also view the results on 
a map using the GIS Map tab and on a bar chart using the Chart tab. 

7.5.2 Pooled Valuation Results 

The Pooled Valuation Results report presents valuation results aggregated and 
pooled to the level you specified using the Advanced button when creating the APV 
configuration file. As with the Pooled Incidence Results Report, fewer Pooled 
Valuation Method fields are available, because only enough fields are retained to 
uniquely identify individual results. 

Click the Pooled Valuation Results tab to begin viewing these results. Similar to the 
Pooled Incidence Results, you can double-click the study of interest and view the results 
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table in the Data tab. Similarly, you may view the results on a map using the GIS Map 
tab and on a bar chart using the Chart tab. 

7.6 Frequently Asked Questions 

I am at the BenMAP-CE valuation window and cannot proceed. What should I do? 

In order to proceed to the next step, you must select a Variable Dataset from the drop
down menu in the Select Valuation Methods, Pooling, and Aggregation window. The 
files in the Variable Dataset can include a variety of data, such as income and poverty 
data that might be used in health or valuation functions. For the default EPA health and 
valuation functions, you just need to select the EPA Standard Variables. 

If you have developed your own setup, then you need to make sure that you also load a 
Variable Dataset. This is necessary even if you do not need the extra variables that can 
be included in this dataset. 

How do I edit or add other valuation functions? 

To edit or add valuation functions you need to go to Modify Setup option in the Tools 
drop- down menu available in the upper left-hand corner of the main BenMAP-CE 
window. See the valuation function section in the chapter on Loading Data for details on 
how to do this. 

How do I know what year dollars (currency year) were used? 

You can find the answer in the Audit trail for the APVR file that you generated. 

Do the currency year and year of the population data have to match? 

No. The currency year and the year of the population data do not need to match. 
Currency years are always historical because we do not forecast inflation. 
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The BenMAP-CE Geographic Information System (GIS) will display maps of air quality, 
health and economic data. These maps can help answer a number of questions: 

• Quality assurance: Do your air quality changes seem to be distributed correctly? 
Are your air quality changes and health impacts occurring in approximately the 
same location? 

• Presentations: In what states or provinces are most of the benefits/disbenefits of 
your policy scenario concentrated? 

• Analysis: Which air quality grid cells contain the highest ozone values? 

The main GIS Map tool will be available once you have successfully completed the first 
stage of the BenMAP-CE analysis (Air Quality Surfaces in the main BenMAP-CE tree 
menu). 

8.1 Overview of Mapping 

The GIS will map three categories of data: 

1. Air quality (aqgx). Air quality grid maps represent summary air quality metrics 
(e.g., daily average, daily maximum, or other metric where available) within each 
grid cell. Air Quality Grids can be added to the GIS Map by following the steps in 
Chapter 5: Creating Air Quality Grids. 

2. Incidence (cfgrx). A configuration results file contains the results of your 
analysis reported at each air quality grid cell. These results have not been 
aggregated, pooled or valued. For more information on choosing configuration 
settings, see Chapter 6: Estimating Incidence. 

3. Aggregated, pooled and valued results (.apvrx). These are results that have been 
aggregated to a coarser spatial scale, see Chapter 7: Aggregation, Pooling, and 
Valuation. 

When mapping APV Configuration results, you can generate six different types of maps: 
(1) Incidence, (2) Aggregated Incidence, (3) Pooled Incidence, (4) Valuation, (5) 
Aggregated Valuation, and (6) Pooled Valuation. For more information on how to load 
these files into BenMAP-CE, see Chapters 6 and 7 (Estimating Incidence, and 
Aggregation, Pooling, and Valuation). 

8.2 Results Panel 

Once you have gone through all the steps outlined in the previous chapters to import 
data and files, you are ready to begin exploring the visual results. Each of your selected 
endpoint groups will be displayed in the results panel (upper right portion of the main 
BenMAP-CE window). 
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There are four tabs within the results panel, Health Impact Results, Pooled Incidence 
Results, Pooled Valuation Results, and Audit Trail Report. To create a results map 
layer for an endpoint group, select an entry, or entries, from the list and drag it down 
onto the GIS Mapping panel. BenMAP-CE will create the map and place an entry into 
the GIS table of contents below the newly created results group. The layer will most 
likely be listed under the author's name as subgroup of the main results group. This 
process of dragging-and-dropping can be done with as many entries as you like, on any 
of the first three tabs. 

Audit Trail Reports facilitate transparency and reproducibility by reporting a summary of 
your assumptions underlying each step of the analysis. This is described in more detail 
below. 
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8.3 GIS Mapping Panel 

The GIS Mapping panel is the centerpiece of this tool. Here is where you can view, edit, 
add, and remove layers from the table of contents and GIS map viewer. 
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After creating an air quality surface, the GIS Map tab is used to view the air quality data 
(double-click on an available air quality surface to display it). Here you will find a GIS 
table of contents, tool bar, and interactive map. 

8.3.1.1 GIS Table of Contents 

The GIS table of contents is where you will find all your loaded map layers. The layers 
are sorted in groups, with subgroups below them. The general setup will include 
Region Admin Layers group, Pollutants group, and Results group. You can select or 
deselect as many layers or groups as you like, for viewing on the map to the right. 
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• Region Admin Layers: This is where the administrative grids can be found for 
country, state, and county boundaries. For preloaded data, regional 
administrative layers have been defined. For example, in the United States setup, 
the Nation, State, and County layer will be automatically selected. As discussed in 
Chapter 4, you can preselect default administrative layers for new setups you 
create when you import air quality grids. You can turn administrative layers on 
or off by expanding the group. 

• Pollutants: This is where all the available pollutant data (from the tree menu) 
will be visible. Under this main group, there will be a group for each pollutant 
that was selected (e.g., PM2.s). Below the individual pollutant, there will be 
metrics that were defined earlier during import and loading (e.g., Quarterly 
Mean, D24HourMean). Below each metric, there will be entries for each Air 
Quality Grid that was loaded (e.g., Baseline, Control, and Delta). 

• Results: This is where the layers for Health Impact Results, Pooled Incidence 
Results, and Pooled Validation Results will be listed. Under the results group, 
there will be a subgroup labeled for each set ofresults. Usually, these entries 
will be labeled by the study author's name. 
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Color Ramps 

The color ramps are standard for the imported files. The default color ramp for the 
Baseline and Control Air Quality Grids goes from light green to dark blue. The 
default color ramp for the Delta Air Quality Grid goes from light yellow to dark red. 
Finally, the default color ramp for the Results group entries will be different from 
each other and any other color ramps that are already in the table of contents. 

These color ramps can be changed by the user, if desired. There are two possible 
ways to change the colors: 1 

1) To change the whole color scheme: Right click on a layer and select 
the Properties option. This will open a Layer Properties window, 
where you can change the color ramps and other properties. 

1 BenMAP-CE uses DotSpatial to incorporate, analyze, and map spatial data. The editing tools for layer 
properties are those included in the DotSpatial libraries and have not been customized for BenMAP-CE. For 
more information, see: http://dotspatial.codeplex.com/. 
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2) To change one index within a color ramp: Click on the color box or 
number range that you wish to change. This opens the Polygon 
Symbolizer Properties window. 
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Add/Remove a Group 

To add a group to the GIS table of contents, right-click on a group, and click Create 
New Group from the pop-up menu. This will add the new group below the group 
that was right-clicked on. 

To remove a group from the GIS table of contents, right-click on the group you wish 
to remove, and then click Remove Group from the pop-up menu. This will remove 
the entire group from the table of contents. 

Remove a Layer 

To remove a spatial layer from the GIS table of contents, right-click on the layer you 
wish to remove, and then choose Remove Layer from the pop-up menu. This will 
remove the layer from the table of contents. 

Note: Adding a layer will be discussed in the GIS Toolbar section (Section 8.3.1.2). 
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GIS Toolbar 

There are a number of standard buttons used in most map viewing programs which 
you can use to navigate and customize the map view. To see the name of each 
button in the tool bar (to the left of the GIS table of contents), simply hold the cursor 
over it. 

Increase zoom. Allows you to zoom in. 

Decrease zoom. Allows you to zoom out. 

Drag mode. Allows you to manually move the map by clicking and dragging. 

Zoom to full extent. Allows you to view the whole map that you are viewing. 

Click to display info for the cell in popup window. Allows you to display 
information (all the variable values) for individual cells or points by clicking on 
them. 

Attribute Table. Opens an Attribute Table Editor Window where the user can 
view, edit, or filter the data for a specific layer. 

Select Features. Allows you to select features from the map. Press and hold Ctrl 
to select multiple features at one time. 

Select By Location. Allows you to select features from a layer based on its spatial 
relationship with another layer. 

Clear Selection. Clear selections from all layers. 

Add Layer. Allows you to add a new layer to the table of contents and map. 
Typically the new layer is added near the top of the table of contents. 

Export Map Image. Prepare print layout of GIS map and legend. 

Save Shapefile. Save and export results from a GIS layer on current map. 

Change Projection to *projection type*. Allows you to change/toggle the type 
of map projections between the following types: GCS/NAD 83 (standard), Albers. 
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Creating a Query 

You can create a query on any map layer that shows up in the GIS table of contents. 
After importing a file (such as Baseline or Control) you can begin a query by 
selecting a layer. The selected layer will become highlighted with a light blue bubble 
around it. Next, click the Attribute Table button in the GIS toolbar. This will open 
the Attribute Table Editor window, shown below: 

C:\Users\jm l\App[}ata\L<J<'..,al'\Be11MAP-CE\T mp\fiG'1 S.BBaseline.shp 

From the window above, click Selection from the top menu bar. This will open a 
drop-down menu where you can select the Query option. 
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This will open Expression Editor window (shown below): 

SELECT• FROM !klcbuteo] WHERE 

The Expression Editor is used to query your data. First, select a Field Name to 
query, by double-clicking on a desired entry. The Field Name should show up in 
brackets in the bottom text box. Next, select an operator from the panel of buttons. 
The selected operator symbol should show up in the bottom text box next to the 
field name. Finally, to complete the first query entry, click in the bottom text box 
(after the operator symbol) and enter a value that you would like to compare 
against (e.g., [D24HourMean] >= 15). More attributes can be added to the query by 
clicking the And, Or, or Not buttons. Once you are satisfied with the query 
statement, click OK on the Expression Editor window. It may take a few minutes to 
find all the results. The Attributes Table Editor should appear, with the requested 
selections highlighted. The map on the GIS portion of the main BenMAP-CE home 
screen should show the query results. 

To save these results, click the Selection button from the top menu bar of the 
Attribute Table Editor window. From the dropdown menu, select the Export 
Selected Features entry. This will open a Save As window, where you can save the 
query into a shapefile (.shp). Click the Close button on the Attribute Table Editor. 
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To add the query as a new layer, click the'+' button located in the GIS toolbar 
(located next to the GIS table of contents). An Open window will be displayed, 
where you can select your recently saved shapefile. Select the file and click Open. 
The new layer should appear near the top of the GIS table of contents. The layer can 
be dragged-and-dropped into any map group you would like within the GIS table of 
contents. 

8.3.2 Data Tab 

The Data tab allows you to view all the data that is being presented in the map. 
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At the bottom of this tab, there are a few options: 
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• The left-most set of buttons allows you to toggle between pages of data. 

> 

• The middle option allows you to change the number of digits that appear after 
the decimal point. 

• The far right entry allows you to export the data table. Clicking the Export 
button opens a Save As window, allowing you to save the data as a .csv file. 
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8.3.3 Chart Tab 

The Chart tab allows you to select certain regions of data within the main layer to 
compare localized results more easily. 
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You have the option of selecting the regions that you would like to compare using the 
list to the left of the chart by checking and unchecking certain regions. The chart 
automatically updates with each new selection.2 

8.3.4 Audit Trail Report 

Audit Trail Reports facilitate transparency and reproducibility by reporting a summary of 
your assumptions underlying each of five types of files generated by BenMAP-CE: Air 
Quality Grids (with the .aqgx extension), Incidence Configurations (with the .cfgx extension), 

2 The data charts were originally developed using ZedGraph software, which is no longer supported. The 
BenMAP-CE development team is considering options to update and improve this feature. 
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Configuration Results (with the .cfgrx extension), Aggregation, Pooling, and Valuation 
Configurations (with the .apvx extension), and Aggregation, Pooling, and Valuation Results 
(with the .apvrx extension). 

() BrnMi:>.P-CE 1,4 

~I~~ Ai.- q:Ja:·l<·,.ae:ta (:;;:.,3e::ne - mntrc~ 

:.:t) Est~1"1a:i=i-leo;::111 :1"11);,cs 

(::"> F'cpu~;:;t:::::n Oa:o~e: 

::~::i> reo:th :m~;::in ::um:u::::ri5 

BenMAP.CEl48 

Aggregate, Pool &Value 

---Create: Datetime.2018-06-1415.08.06 

lsR1mlnP01ntfl.llode"fal~e 

···Latin Hypercube Po:nts'.Xl 

Populat,onDatasetllrntedStatesCensus-Counfy-OJunt:: 

· Year:2010 

---Thre::..no:dD 

lncidencea·1eraging:f>JI 

;.··BaselineAndControl Group] 

OtoseNat1or,TypeDa1ly 

SeasonOJanuaryl-M::irc-131 

Note that each successive step in an analysis contains a summary of its inputs and 
attributes, and those of each previous step in the analysis. For example, in the above 
report the attributes of the Health Impact Function file used to generate the APV Results 
are present in the Estimate Health Impacts node. Similarly, the metadata for both the 
baseline and control air quality grids are present under the Estimate Health Impacts 
node. 

The process of creating an Audit Trail is described below: 

• Click the Audit Trail Report tab in the results window. Select Current Audit 
Trail Report (this is the default setting). Click OK 

• Carefully review the report, ensuring that the air quality grids, population data, 
health incidence data, health impact functions and economic value estimates 
appear as you expected. 
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11 Click the Export button to save the audit trail report. The default location for 
saving audit trail export (.txt, .ctlx, or .xml) files will be the location you chose 
earlier for saving your shape files. 

Audit Trail Reports have three export options: .txt, .ctlx, and .xml. These file types can 
all be viewed using a standard text editor. The .txt and .xml files will contain the same 
information displayed in the Audit Trail Report window (however, the .xml file 
contains tags to retain the tree structure). If you are familiar with the command line 
feature, you may use the audit trail report to produce a control (.ctlx) file using an 
existing analysis, rather than creating one from scratch. The control file documents 
variables and configurations (file paths) associated with an analysis. For more 
information about the command line tool see Appendix L. 

8.4 Frequently Asked Questions 

Can I reorder the data layers? 

Yes, data layers may be dragged within the GIS table of contents to reorder them within 
a group. 

How do I export shapefiles? 

When viewing any of the displayed maps n the GIS Map tab (lower right frame of the 
main window), click on the GIS toolbar icon for Save Shapefile (looks like a 3.5-inch 
diskette). Follow the prompts to provide a name and location for the file. BenMAP-CE 
will export a set of files (.dbf, .prj, .shp, .shx) associated with the shapefile that you can 
use with any GIS viewer. 

How do I save a GIS map as an image? 

To export the map as an image, click the Export map image icon (immediately below the 
Save Shape/fie icon). This will use built-in DotSpatial GIS tools to allow you to save the 
map as a formatted image (.png) file. Alternately, use the Print Screen (PrtScn) button 
on your keyboard to create an image (saved in memory) which you can then paste into 
a graphics editor or document. 

Can I display my map using a projection other than GCS-NAD 83 or Albers? 

Yes, click the GIS toolbar icon for "change projection to ... "; this feature will allow you 
to alternate between GCS-NAD83 and Albers projections. For more options, right-click 
on the Map Layers feature in the GIS table of contents and select Projection from the 
pop-up menu. This will display information about the current projection. Click the 
Change Projection button to view and apply other available projections. 
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The Tools menu, available on the main BenMAP-CE screen, provides access to six 
special add-on tools and an Options menu. Below we summarize the purpose of each 
tool. Note that other sections of the manual have already covered several of these items, 
so we merely list them here and point you to the appropriate section. 

Benf\AA.P-CE 1.4 

File • United States • 11.~odify Datasets 

Source of .A.ir Quanty Data 

Ba.seiine 

Cantre! 

Pcpu~ation Data.set 

L.(j Hea~th Impact f1Jnctiom 

Aggregation 

Foonng Metf1cd 

Va!luation Method 

Help T 

Aggregate Air Qua My Surface 

Database Export 

Database Import 

OnFne Database Export 

On!!ne Database import 

Export Air Qua My Surface 

GBD Ro!!back 

Monitor Data Conversion 

Neighbor File Creator 

PopSJm 

Options 

Compute Grid Cross\va!ks 

""""""""""""""""""""'"l. 

11 Aggregate Air Quality Surface. Use this tool to change an air quality grid based 
on one grid definition to a coarser grid definition, using a simple spatially 
weighted average approach. For example-you could aggregate your air quality 
surface from 12km x 12km grids to U.S. Counties. 

11 Database Export. Export your entire database (every item in your setup) or 
parts of your setup (e.g. all GridDefinitions, or individual Health Impact Function 
Datasets) to a specified file location. 

11 Database Import. Import an entire setup or parts of an individual setup from a 
specified file location. 

11 Online Database Export. Export your BenMAP-CE dataset(s) and upload to a 
cloud-based data archive to share with the BenMAP-CE community. 

11 Online Database Import. Import dataset(s) provided by the BenMAP-CE 
community from a shared cloud-based data archive. 

11 Export Air Quality Surface. Generate a data file that contains all of the air 
quality values saved within an air quality surface (.aqgx) file. 

11 GBD Rollback. This application estimates the air pollution-attributable health 
burden, and the benefits of improved air quality, in each country using data from 
the Global Burden of Disease (GBD) study. 
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11 Monitor Data Conversion. Convert monitor data files into Ben MAP-CE format. 

11 Neighbor File Creator. Identify the monitors and weights used in the 
interpolation process when creating air quality grids. 

11 PopSim. Simulate the cumulative effects of air pollution on different age groups 
over time (U.S. data only). 

11 Options. View and edit the general options for BenMAP-CE. 

11 Compute Grid Crosswalks. Remove or re-create crosswalks between grid 
definitions. 

9.1 Air Quality Surface Aggregation 

Using the Aggregate Air Quality Surface tool, you can change an air quality grid based 
on one grid definition to another (coarser) grid definition, using a simple spatially 
weighted average approach. 

To start, choose Aggregate Air Quality Surface from the Tools drop-down menu. This 
will bring up the Aggregate Air Quality Surface window. Click the Browse button to 
find the air quality grid (.aqgx file) that you want to change and then use the 
Aggregation Surface drop-down list to select the new grid definition that you want to 
use. For example, you might want to aggregate a 12km model grid to the county-level. 
Click OK when done. 

This will bring up the Save Aggregated Air Quality Grid window, where you specify 
the name of the newly aggregated air quality surface (.aqgx file) you are creating and its 
location. After the file is created, BenMAP-CE will return you to the main BenMAP-CE 
screen. You can then use the new file just as you would any other air quality surface. 

Below is an example of an air quality surface for PM2.s created by the CMAQ model 
using a 12km grid. (The following images are cropped from the main BenMAP-CE 
window to focus on the GIS panel.) 
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United States Setup: PM2.5, Baseline 

Here is an example of the above 12km air quality surface aggregated to the county level. 
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United States Setup: PM2.5, Baseline 

And, here is an example of the 12km air quality surface aggregated to the state level. 
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United States Setup: PM2.5, Baseline 

Observe that there is more variation in the county-level file than the state-level file. This 
is expected, because BenMAP-CE is just using a simple spatially weighted average of the 
data. 

9.2 Database Export 

BenMAP-CE allows you to export and import entire databases (all Available Setups), 
individual setups (e.g., United States, China), and parts of individual setups (e.g. all Grid 
Definitions, or individual Health Impact Function datasets). This functionality can be 
used to archive data, share data with other BenMAP-CE users, move databases between 
computers, as well as to view data in other applications like Excel or ArcMap. In 
particular, all of the steps involved in creating a setup can be done just once, after which 
the data can be exported and then imported on other computers. Version 1.4 also 
allows users to import databases exported from Version 1.3. This can be useful for 
transferring existing setups to the new version of BenMAP-CE without needing to re
recreate them. 

To export part or all of an existing setup, go to the Tools menu, and choose the Database 
Export option. 

This will bring up the Database Export window. Initially, all of the setups are listed in a 
tree menu, which is initially in a collapsed view. To expand any of the menu items, click 
on the'+' sign to the left of menu item. This will expand the tree menu to show 
additional listings for the expanded item. To collapse the tree menu, simply click on the 
'-'sign. 
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Choose a dataset to export by selecting it from the tree menu. The default Type of 
Export is BenMAP CE database. Press OK. In the screenshot below, we have chosen to 
export EPA Standard Monitors 03 to a BenMap-CE database file. 
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This will bring up the Save As window. From here you may name the export file, select 
the export file type and choose the save location. 
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NOTE: Exported BenMAP-CE database files have a .bdbx extension, and are a binary 
format not suitable for viewing in external applications. 

To view exported data in external application, choose "Other file Format". The tool will 
export Grid definitions in shapefile (*.shp) format and the rest of the data in CSV (*.csv) 
format. If the dataset contains multiple tables, it will be exported into multiple CSV files. 
In the screen below, we have chosen to export EPA Standard Variables to a CSV file. 
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In the Save As window, the File name has been pre-populated with dataset name. You 
may leave it as is or change to something you want. 
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In this case, each variable of EPA Standard Variables dataset is saved as one CSV file 
with its variable name appended to the end of the dataset name. 
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~ EPA Standard Variahles_avgHHsize.csv 

~ EPii, Standard Variables_ CollegeDegreie.i:sv 

@rt EPA. Standard Variahles_CollegeDegre:-e_a>i.anp.c;;v 

it\ij EPA Standard Variahles_ CollegeDegree_black .. csv 

I~ EPA Standard Variables_ CollegeDegre.;e_hi~p.csv 

1¥11 EPA Standard Variahles_(ollegeDegree_natam.c';v 

~ EPii, Standard Variables_CollegeDegreie_nhisp.csv 

@rt EPA Standard Variahles_CollegeDegree_whrte.csv 

i-B\j EPA. Standard Variahles_HSDiploma.co,v 

I~ EPP·. Standard Variables_HSDiploma_a>ianp.nv 

l¥1J EPA Standard Variahles_HSDiploma_black.csv 

~ EP.A Standard Variable;;_HSDiploma_hisp.csv 

I~ EPA Standard Variahles_HSDiploma_natam,c9i 

EPA Standard Variables_poor65up_black .... Did:'' nJCdihd: 3/30/201712:26 PM 

3/30/2017 1: 

3/30/2017 1.1 

3/30/20171: 

3/'.>'.l •El; .l; 

3/30/2017 l.l 

3/3J/2017 l~ 

NOTE: When exporting datasets in Other File Format, only one dataset can be selected 
at one time. 

9.3 Database Import 

Import entire setups or parts of individual setups. This option is described in the 
Import Setups section of Chapter 4: Loading Data. 

To import part or all of an existing setup, go to the Tools menu, and choose the 
Database Import option. This will bring up the Database Import window. 
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Datebase .import 

The Database Object File identifies the file that you want to import. Click on the 
Browse icon to locate the file. This will display the Open window. 

Find and select the .bdbx file that you want to import, and then click Open. This will 
return you to the Database Import window. Click OK to finish the import process. 

If the import file contains a subset of a setup, such as a collection (e.g., a set of Grid 
Definitions) or an individual dataset (e.g., a single grid definition from among many 
available), select the Setup into which it should be imported from the Target Setup 
drop-down list. Click OK to finish. 

NOTE: Duplicates of datasets (typically identified by their names, e.g., 'Detroit 
Population') will default to the existing dataset in the Setup. New datasets (i.e., non
duplicated) will be added to the setup. 

9.4 Online Database Export 

The Online Database Export feature was designed to facilitate sharing of BenMAP-CE 
datasets among the user community. The data is stored in an online database. Sharing and 
use of this data is at the discretion of the user community. 

To share data in the online repository, select Online Database Export from the BenMAP-CE 
Tools menu. In the EPRI Online Database Export form, provide your name (required 
field), organization, and a description of the data you are sharing. Then select the object 
you wish to export from the tree menu. Similar to the database export feature (see Section 
9.2), you can select an entire setup, dataset type, or specific data element. Once you make 
your selection and click "OK", you will be prompted to confirm the upload. 
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:'.k· "lar8ab:le Datasets 
::f> ::nf~abcn Datasets 

9.5 Online Database Import 

Chapter 9 - Tools Menu 

The Online Database Import feature was designed to provide user access to an online 
repository of BenMAP-CE datasets shared by the user community. To import data from the 
online repository, select Online Database Import from the BenMAP-CE Tools menu. Select 
the data you wish to import by clicking on the record selector on the left side of the data 
grid. The record will be highlighted. Next choose your Target Setup from the dropdown 
list. Then, click the "OK" button. The progress bar near the bottom of the screen will 
update to show progress of the import. When complete, the system will notify you that the 
"The database file was imported successfully." 
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9.6 Export Air Quality Surface 

Chapter 9 - Tools Menu 

Organ~z.a-ticn 

The Export Air Quality Surface tool generates a data file (.csv) reporting all of the data 
contained in the air quality grid. After choosing Export Air Quality Surface from the 
Tools menu, the Export Air Quality Surface window will appear. Click the Browse 
button to choose the air quality grid that you want to examine. 

Click OK after you have selected your file. Use the Save As window to choose the 
directory where you want to save your file. And in the File name box, type in the name 
of the file. 

To help keep track of what you are doing, you might want to use the same file name as 
your air quality grid, or something very similar. (If you use the same name, you can 
always distinguish the two files by the extension. An air quality grid has an .aqgx 
extension and the file you are generating here has a .csv extension.) 

When done, click the Save button. You can view the files you have created with any 
database viewer. For each Metric and Seasonal Metric, you can see the actual values. 
In addition, you can see the Statistics calculated for each. In the example below for a 
12km PM2.s air quality surface, you can see in the first grid cell (Column= 1, Row= 246) 
that the mean of the D24HourMean values is 9.15 and the mean of the QuarterlyMean 
values is 9.2. 
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Col Row D24HourMean QuarterlyMean 

1 246 9.15 9.2 

2 246 9.16 9.2 

3 246 9.16 9.21 

4 246 9.17 9.21 

5 246 9.17 9.22 

6 246 9.54 9.65 

Nate that the exported files may be very large (tens to hundreds of megabytes in file 
size and with row counts exceeding typical spreadsheet applications). With large files, 
you might need to use a database program to work with the files. Alternatively, these 
files can also be read by simple text editors. 

9. 7 GBD Rollback 

The World Health Organization global burden of disease (GBD) study measures burden 
of disease using the disability-adjusted-life-year (DALY). This time-based measure 
combines years of life lost due to premature mortality and years of life lost due to time 
lived in states of less than full health. The DALY metric was developed in the original 
GBD 1990 study to assess the burden of disease consistently across diseases, risk 
factors and regions.1 

The GBD Rollback tool uses data from the 2013 GBD study to allow users to estimate 
the human health burden of PM2.s levels in each country as well as the benefits of 
reducing these air pollution levels. Users can "roll back," or adjust ambient PM2.s levels 
in one or more countries or regions and calculate the total burden, or avoided deaths, in 
that region. The tool also estimates avoided life years lost, changes in life expectancy, 
and the economic benefits associated with avoided deaths. 

This feature is analogous to the monitor roll-back tool already available in core 
BenMAP-CE (discussed in Chapter 5); that tool allows users to adjust downward (or 
upward) air quality monitoring data in specified locations according to various 
algorithms (including proportional, quadratic and incremental rollbacks). The tool uses 
a grid with 0.1 degree resolution (approximately 10km) grid cells and includes: 

• 2015 PM2.s pollution concentrations 2• Negative concentrations were adjusted to 
zero. 

• 2015 global population3 data stratified by age and gender. Elder populations 
were combined into an "SOUP" age group to align with the incidence dataset. 

1 For more information on the GBD, see: http://w"vw.who.int/topics/global burden of disease. 
2 Cohen, A. J.; Brauer, M.; Burnett, R. T. (2017). Estimates and 25-year trends of the global burden of disease 
attributable to ambient air pollution: an analysis of data from the Global Burden of Diseases Study 2015. 
Lancet, 389(10082), 1907-18. 
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• 2013 mortality incidence4 for six health endpoints (COPD, cerebrovascular 
disease, ischemic heart disease, lung cancer, acute lower respiratory infection, 
and non-accidental) stratified by age and gender. Neonatal ("Oto O") and "1 to 
4" age groups were combined into a "Oto 4" age group to align with population 
data. 

• The 2013 Integrated Exposure Response (IER) function 5 employed by the 2013 
GBD study to estimate premature mortality associated with ambient air 
pollution. The 2013 IER function estimates premature mortality from COPD, 
cerebrovascular disease, ischemic heart disease, and lung cancer. 

• The Shape-Constrained Health Impact Function (SCHIF) developed by Burnett et 
al. (in preparation) 6 • Like the IER, the SCHIF is a meta-analytic concentration
response function developed using data from many PM2.s-related 
epidemiological studies. Depending on the country being evaluated, the SCH IF 
estimates draw from mortality incidence from either (a) all non-accidental 
causes, or (b) a "re-attributed" incidence rate representing deaths due to COPD, 
cerebrovascular disease, ischemic heart disease, lung cancer, and acute lower 
respiratory infection). 

3 Center for International Earth Science Information Network - CIESIN - Columbia University. 2016. Gridded 
Population of the World, Version 4 (GPWv4): Administrative Unit Center Points with Population Estimates. 
Palisades, NY: NASA Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center (SEDAC). 
http://dx.doi.org/10.7927 /H4F47M2C. 
4 Global Burden of Disease Study 2013. Global Burden of Disease Study 2013 (GBD 2013) Incidence, 
Prevalence, and Years Lived with Disability 1990-2013. Seattle, United States: Institute for Health Metrics and 
Evaluation (IHME), 2015. http://ghdx.healthdata.org/record/global-burden-disease-study-2013-gbd-2013-
incidence-prevalence-and-years-lived-disability 
s Burnett RT, Pope CA, Ezzati M, Olives C, Lim SS, Mehta S, Shin HH, Singh G, Hubbell B, Brauer M, Anderson 
HR, Smith KR, Balmes JR, Bruce NG, Kan H, Laden F, Pruss-Ustun A, Turner MC, Gapstur SM, Diver WR, Cohen 
A (2014). An integrated risk function for estimating the global burden of disease attributable to ambient fine 
particulate matter exposure. Environ Health Perspect 122:397-403; http://dx.doi.org/10.1289/ehp.1307049 
6 Burnett RT, Chen H, Szyszkowicz M, Fann N, Hubbell B, Pope CA, Apte JS, Brauer M, Cohen A, Weichenthal S, 
Coggins J, Di Q, Brunekreef B, Frostad J, Lim SS, Kan H, Pruss-Us tun AM, AARP collaborators, ACS 
collaborators, CTS collaborators, Canadian Breast Screening collaborators, CanCHEC/CCHS collaborators, 
Chinese Male Cohort Collaborators, CUELS collaborators, English Cohort collaborators, Hong Kong 
collaborators, NHIS collaborators, NHS collaborators, Rome Census Cohort collaborators, VHM&PP 
collaborators. 2017. A new approach to estimating global mortality burden from outdoor fine particle 
exposure. Manuscript in preparation. 
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To begin, select GED Rollback from the Tools menu. The GBD Rollback Tool window 
will be displayed. 

Desf.:;fl.be 
S1::-e:r:ario: 

Sc'3r:arios 

........................................... 

9.7.1 Create New Scenario 

C :\Users\,\.:w·aich \D::·cumeri1s\My Be:i MA.P-Z E FllE:3\G B D 

To create a new scenario, first provide a Scenario Name (required) and description for 
the scenario (optional). Then, click the Select Region button. 

9.7.2 Select Regions or Countries 

The Region Selection box provides options to view Regions (as defined in the GBD 
study) with the associated countries listed beneath, or to view Countries. Multiple 
selections are possible with either selection method and you can toggle between the 
two. 

If you view Regions, you can select an entire region (all countries within this region) by 
checking the box next to the desired region. To view the individual countries for a 
region, click on the'+' sign to the left of the region. This will expand the tree menu. To 
collapse the tree menu, simply click on the'-' sign. 

If you do not know the name of the region which contains the country you want to 
select, click the option to view Countries. You can search the alphabetically-sorted list 
to find countries. 
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As you make selections, the map will highlight them in a bright blue color. Note that the 
map is not interactive (i.e., you cannot click on the map to make selections). The 
toolbar located above the map allows you to zoom in and out, pan, view full extent, and 
identify countries. 

F:.Ogi"" Salectimi Rdilback: Se'ffings 

•!i\\ Regions ·:·., Cocintries 
Hdlbad< T)'pa: ········································································ 

Q Aiis!ralia 

: ., l:?]ftVb~ll:1TITI 
:+{ ']CaciG<bean 
:·:: /]Central Asia 

...... A!eibaijan 

····(Georg:a 
····. 1'«J2akhs!an 

( · !0pgyz;tan 

···1:. ... Mangooa 
..... Tajikistan 

: · ( Trnl<menistan 
···· Uzbekis!an 

9.7.3 Choose Rollback Settings 

Opfom 

Pecceniage ('I,): 

After selecting the countries or regions to analyze, click the Rollback Settings button. 
The Rollback Settings pane allows you to choose the Rollback Type (Percentage 
Rollback, Incremental Rollback, or Rollback to a Standard) and configuration options.7 
(An illustrative example for the selected Rollback Type will be displayed below the 
Options box.) The tool allows for a negative rollback, indicating an increase in pollution 
concentration. 

For Percentage and Incremental Rollback types, you must enter a percent value or 
whole number by which to reduce the pollutant concentration in all grid cells in the 
selected countries. If you select Rollback to a Standard, you may select from a list of 
national pollutant standards enforced by various countries in different years 8 . 

Standard Group Concentration Limit (µg/m3) Exposure Duration 
WHO 10 Annual 

US Primary 

US Secondary 

12 
15 

Annual 

Annual 

7 The tool uses a background PM2.s concentration= 5.8 µg/m 3 (lowest measured level in epidemiological 
literature). 
8 Air Quality Standards/ Guidelines/ Objectives For Different Countries (updated April 2014). Table 
developed by Scott Voorhees, US EPA 
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EU 25 Annual 

Japan 15 Annual 

China Class I 15 Annual 

China Class II 35 Annual 

Hong Kong 35 Annual 

India 40 Annual 

Singapore 12 Annual 

WHO 25 24-hour 

US Primary 35 24-hour 

Japan 35 24-hour 

China Class I 35 24-hour 

China Class II 75 24-hour 

Hong Kong 75 24-hour 

India 60 24-hour 

Singapore 37.5 24-hour 

The Function dropdown allows users to select either the SCHIF (Burnett et al., 2017) or 
the IER function used in the 2013 GBD studies (Burnett et al., 2014). 

9.7.4 Choose Mortality Valuation Settings 

Once you have completed the Rollback Settings window, click the Mortality Valuation 
button. The Mortality Valuation Settings pane allows you to specify how you wish to 
calculate the economic benefits associated with avoided premature deaths. 

Estimated reductions in premature mortality are valued using country-specific 
estimates of the value per statistical life (VSL). This value is notthe monetary value of 
individual lives. Rather, it reflects the amount individuals are willing to pay to 
incrementally reduce their risks of death from adverse health conditions that may be 
caused by environmental pollution. For example, if each individual in a population is 
willing to pay $20 to reduce his or her risk of death by 10 in 100,000, the VSL for that 
population would be $200,000 (= $20-;- (10/100,000)). For 500 avoided deaths in that 
population, the economic benefit would be $100,000,000 ( = 500 * $200,000). 

The VSL Standard dropdown menu allows users to select the VSL estimate applied to 
mortality risk reductions. Because VSL estimates from primary research are not 
available in most countries, it is necessary to transfer international estimates across 
countries, adjusting for differences in income levels. 9 Users may select one of two base 

9 Mortality risk reductions have been shown to be sensitive to income; individuals are willing to pay more for 
risk reductions as their income increases. Thus, the VSL is commonly adjusted to reflect differences in the 
average income levels both across countries and within a country over time. 
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VSL estimates generously provided by the authors of World Bank (2016). 10 VSL 
estimates were derived by the authors using a benefit-transfer approach, with a base 
VSL of $3.83 million (2011 USD) as recommended by a meta-analysis of willingness-to
pay (WTP) studies by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD). The base VSL is transferred to other countries and years using the following 
formula: 

( 
Yen )e 

VSLc,n = VSLoEcD * --' -
YoEcD 

where VSLc,n is the VSL for country c in yearn; VSLoEcD is the base OECD VSL; Yc,n is the 
GDP per capita for country c in yearn; YoEcD is the average GDP per capita for the 
sample of OECD countries (roughly $37,000); and e is the income elasticity of the VSL. 
In all instances, monetary values are adjusted for price inflation and converted to 2011 
U.S. dollars at purchasing power parity (PPP) rates. While the authors provide VSL 
estimates for a range of income elasticity ( e) values, we present their central results, 
which assume an elasticity of 1.2 for low- and middle-income countries, and 0.8 for 
high-income countries. This benefits transfer approach is also used with a base VSL 
estimate from USEPA of $8.7 million (2011 USD). 

Additionally, we use country-level VSL estimates to derive population-weighted 
average VSLs by GBD regions. These VSLs allow GBD Tool users to value reduced 
mortality at the regional level. The regional VSLs are also used to impute missing 
country-level VS Ls for 29 of the 210 countries in the GBD tool. The "Metadata" tab in the 
GBD Tool Output spreadsheet displays VSL estimates by country and region. 

The left pane of the Mortality Valuation Settings window provides a list of countries 
with their respective VSL estimates. Once you have selected the base VSL estimate 
(OECD or USEPA), click the Save Scenario button to save your rollback configuration. 
The map will update the color of the selected countries so that each saved scenario is 
uniquely different. 

10 World Bank and IHME (2016). The Cost of Air Pollution: Strengthening the Economic Case for Action. 
Washington, DC: 2016 International Bank for Reconstruction and Development/The World Bank. 
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The table at the bottom of the window will update to display the attributes for the saved 
scenario (Scenario Name, Color, Total Countries, Total Population, Type of Rollback, etc.), 
along with an Execute? option for you to indicate whether the tool should execute or 
ignore the scenario. If you double-click in the Total Countries or Total Population fields, 
the program will display a table of the individual countries and populations included in 
the scenario. 
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9.7.5 Execute Scenarios and Save Results 

Chapter 9 - Tools Menu 

Click the Execute Scenarios button to generate results for saved scenarios. If a 
selected country does not have sufficient data (i.e., population, pollution concentration, 
or incidence rates) to perform the analysis, it will be bypassed and a message (including 
the country name) will be provided. 

If you are adding to a list of saved scenarios and do not want to re-run the previously 
executed ones, uncheck Execute? in the summary table so that only the new scenario is 
checked. 
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Upon execution, the GBD Rollback tool will export results in (.xlsx format) to a default 
file location. 11 You can change the file location by clicking the Browse button. You can 
also change the export file format to CSVby clicking on the Format drop-down list. The 
results file is named using the Scenario Name followed by the time stamp of scenario 
execution. 

• The XLSX option provides a formatted summary table, detailed results, charts, and 
metadata about the supporting datasets used in this analysis. 

• The CSV option will only create two files: one containing the summary data and one 
with detailed results. 

If you want to edit or delete saved scenarios, select one record at a time from the 
scenario table (use the record selector on the left side of the grid) and click the Edit 
Scenario or Delete Scenario button. If a scenario is edited and re-executed, the 
timestamp in the filename will help the user identify the new version. 

Once you close the GBD Rollback tool, the scenarios are cleared from memory; 
scenarios are not saved in the BenMAP-CE database. Information about the scenario 
configurations are saved in the results file to help you document the analysis and re
create it if necessary. 

The GED results file (.xlsx format) contains six worksheet tabs, described as follows: 

• Summary: Gives a basic background on the scenario chosen, including name, 
description, pollutants, rollback type, health impact function, VSL selection, and 
countries. It also provides a quick overview of total and affected population results. 

• Detailed Results: Gives in-depth breakdown of population and results for each 
selected country. Important fields on this tab include Population Affected, Avoided 

11 The files are stored by default at the following location: C:\Users\ <User Name>\ Documents\ My BenMAP
CE Files\GBD. 
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Deaths (Total), Economic Benefits, Avoided Life Years Lost, and Change in Life 
Expectancy. 

• Avoided Deaths by Country: Displays the number of avoided deaths for the region 
and by country in a bar graph. This graph was generated from the data on the 
Detailed Results tab. 

• Deaths Per 100,000: Displays the number of deaths for each country (with a 
population multiplier of 100,000) in a bar graph. This graph was generated from 
the data on the Detailed Results tab. 

• Economic Benefits: Displays the economic benefits associated with avoided 
premature mortality for the region and each country in a bar graph. This graph was 
generated from the data on the Detailed Results tab. 

• Metadata: Provides supplementary information about the underlying data and 
functions used by the GBD Rollback tool. 

9.8 Monitor Data Conversion 

The Monitor Data Conversion Tool provides the user with a mechanism to transform 
their data from commonly available formats (e.g., one monitoring result per row) to 
BenMAP-ready format. 

-------~;;~:~-;~~~-;~;~-~~~~~~;~~--;;~;--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------;.]" 

Sour[e Data 

Converted Data 

Braw.s.e: ... 

To view an example, click the help (?) button near the top of the form. 
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~urne H!e - Cdlumns and Samp4e Data Format 

Note: Monitor Desniptian fidd mav be !eft b!ank 

Mon it or Mame, Mon bx Desai ption,Latitude,Longitude,Metrk,Sea::;a-na ! r .. 1etrk,:5tatistk,Date,V-a i I.le 
11.3456789101112_,"'MethodCode=113' .. 'LandUse=RE5!DENTlAL','Lo-i::atio11Setting=SUSUR5AN','F'robeLo-i::atior 
1234567!!a1D1112," 'MethodCode=123',' Land Use=R ES!DENTJAL' ,'Lo-i::ationSetting=5U SU RBAN', 'F'robelocatior 
12345'57!B101111,"' r<.•1 eth odCo.d e= 123 ','Land Use=R ES! DE f\IT!A.L',' Lorntio n Setting=5U 8 Li R BAf\I', 'f'ro he Lorntio r 

• [ m .• 

Mon itm Mame, Mon itc·r D·esrri pti.cn,Latitu.de,Long·itude,r11letrh::_.,'1easo·na ! Metrii:,Statistii:)la ! ues 
11.34SS789101112,,"'MethodCode=11.3','LamlUse=RE5!DENT1AL','Lo.rntion:Setting=SUSLIR5AN','F'robelo.catior 

I I 

To use this tool, first click "Browse ... " to locate your source data file. Then click 
"Browse ... " to specify the file name and location for the converted file. Click the "Convert" 
button to begin the conversion process. Once the file is converted, click "OK" to close the 
form. 

9.9 Neighbor File Creator 

The Neighbor File Creator tool generates a file containing gridded monitor data 
created by BenMAP-CE for Monitor Data or Monitor Rollback air quality surfaces. 

To start, choose Neighbor File Creator from the Tools drop-down menu. This will bring 
up the Create Neighbors File window. Click on the Browse button, and find the air 
quality surface you want to analyze. 

After locating the file, click the OK button. The file path for the selected file will be 
displayed in the Air Quality Surface box. Click OK. A Save As window will open. 
Provide a file name for the Neighbors file (.csv) you want to create and click Save. An 
example Neighbors File is shown below. 
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Col Row MonitorName Weigh Distance 

1 246 410030013881011 0.215167 627.5258 

1 246 530410006881011 0.253047 533.5881 

1 246 530090009881011 0.286508 471.2713 

2 246 410030013881011 0.213318 620.813 

2 246 530410006881011 0.252881 523.688 

2 246 530090009881011 0.287978 459.8632 

3 246 410030013881011 0.211387 614.2613 

3 246 530410006881011 0.252682 513.8765 

3 246 530090009881011 0.289525 448.4836 

The first two columns specify the Column and Row variables for each grid cell. In the 
example above, you will see that Column = 1 and Row= 246 are repeated three times, 
indicating that three different monitors were used to estimate air quality at this grid 
cell. The MonitorName column provides the monitor identifier. The Weight column 
specifies the weight used in the air quality calculation (e.g., Voronoi Neighbor 
Averaging). And the Distance column gives the distance (in kilometers) from the 
monitor location to the center of the grid cell. 

Nate that if an air quality grid was created using the Closest Monitor option (see Chapter 
5 under the Monitor Data section), then only a single monitor is used for any given grid 
cell. As a result, the neighbor file will contain the same 5 fields, but the Weight column 
will contain a value of "1" all the way down. In addition, there will only be one entry for 
each grid cell. 

Col Row MonitorName 1g Distance 

1 246 410030013881011 1 627.5258 

2 246 410030013881011 1 620.813 

3 246 410030013881011 1 614.2613 

4 246 410030013881011 1 607.8755 

5 246 410030013881011 1 601.661 

6 246 410671003881011 1 548.5376 

7 246 410671003881011 1 541.038 

8 246 410671003881011 1 533.702 
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9.10 PopSim 

The Population Simulation (PopSim)1 2 model was designed to estimate two outputs related 
to premature mortality attributed to the CAAA: life-years lost, and changes in life 
expectancy. The population simulation approach provides some advantages over the 
BenMAP-CE model in terms of simulation of the dynamic effects of mortality across a 
population through time, but also has several significant disadvantages relative to 
BenMAP-CE in terms of the spatial resolution of pollutant exposure estimates. As a result, 
the population simulation approach operates as a supplement to the BenMAP-based 
primary estimates for selected measures of the impact of reducing risks of premature 
mortality. 

The core BenMAP-CE program estimates changes in adverse health effects based on 
changes in air quality for one specified analysis year, even though certain health benefits 
may occur after the analysis year. Conversely, the PopSim tool estimates the change in 
population mortality risk over a multi-year period, but it is not yet possible to estimate 
the economic value of these impacts in BenMAP-CE. 

Pop Sim is designed to track the effect of alternative assumptions about the mortality effects of 
fine particulate matter (PM2.s) air pollution in the U.S. population over time. The tool 
incorporates detailed life table data for historical years, by age, gender, and cause of death, 
obtained from the Census Bureau and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC). It also 
incorporates Census mortality and population projections for future years, again by age and 
gender, using the projected death and birth rates that underlie the Census Bureau's published 
population projections. 

The PopSim model allows users to: 

• Simulate population in the U.S. by single year cohorts of age and gender for years 
between 1980 and 2050 under alternative assumptions about the degree of hazard 
posed by air pollution relative to baseline historical and projected Census mortality 
rates; 

• Estimate changes in life years relative to baseline Census mortality rates; 

• Apply air pollution hazards differentially by cause of death; and 

• Analyze the effect of alternative cessation lag structures on the timing of total 
mortality and on total life years in the U.S. population, based on differential 
application by cause of death or other specifications of cessation lag. 

The dynamic life-table approach used in this model can theoretically provide improved 
estimates of the mortality impacts of air pollution in future years over the more common 

12 The PopSim tool in BenMAP-CE is based upon an Access-based model originally developed for EPA by 
Industrial Economics, Inc. This Population Simulation model is described in Chapter 5 of EPA's "Second 
Prospective Study - 1990 to 2020 - Benefits and Costs of the Clean Air Act. U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, Office of Air and Radiation, April 2011." 
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static approach because it explicitly accounts for the year-to-year cascade of impacts on 
mortality and population following an air pollution change. 

To use the PopSim tool, first select PopSim from the BenMAP-CE Tools menu. 

Years 

Response 

PM changes 

Ages affected 

PopSim 

PopSirn is a dynamic population simulation 

that incorporates the cumulative effects of 
air pollution on different age groups over 

Lag type time. 

other 

Run Note that this version only includes US .. data. 

P.:3;fer.::?~v:.,~t\· S~cc~nd Pt.c.:~;;p:i:'.·.::.t·fre Sr::.::dy-199.G t<> 201.G -BEn.'ifrt;;. .an~~ 
C::::.:/.:.. cf the Ge<~n /Jr .i.t~ ... ?.r~'~. rn:.:.:·i~.:-.:~v?·.:f:?:~::}{ P~.:-.:f.f.t't::t.v: Ager:·t~'·· 

O(~\:e .:} /.;}r t;/:·:i Hc.:Jk:f)ct:·, .tp:d 2G.~ l. 

Click through each of the menu items (e.g., Years, Response, PM changes, Ages affected, 
Lag type, and Other) and review the default settings, or adjust the values as needed. For 
more information on the underlying datasets or model specifications, please refer to the 
"Population Simulation Model for Air Pollution Hazards. Version 3.0. User Manual and 
Documentation" (IEc, September 2015). 

When you are finished with the model settings, click the Run model button on the Run 
screen. A progress bar will be displayed as the calculations are performed. When the 
model run has completed, a dialog will be displayed. Click OK to acknowledge the message. 
Then click the Output button. Specify a location to save the model results. By default, the 
tool will save to the "My Documents\My BenMAP-CE Files\PopSim" folder. The progress bar 
will once again display as the files are saved to your destination. When complete, a dialog 
will indicate "File Saved". Click OK to acknowledge the message. You may close the PopSim 
tool, or return to the beginning to initiate a new model run. The tool will remember the 
settings from the previous run only. 
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9.11 Options 

You can customize some of the generic options for BenMAP-CE using the Options 
window available from the Tools menu. 

Gpbons 

RequirE Validation for Data Imports 

• Show Start Window: If unchecked, the Welcome window will not appear during 
subsequent start-ups. You can update your choice at any time. 

• Show Exit Window: If unchecked, the window confirming you would like to exit 
will not appear during subsequent shut-downs. You can update your choice at any 
time. 

• Require Validation for Data Imports: If checked, you will be required to validate 
their input files prior to importing datasets. If unchecked, validation will be an 
available option but it will not be required. 

• Delete Validation logs after_ days: You can specify the number of days BenMAP
CE will retain the validation logs (the default value is 30 days). If the number of 
days is left blank, BenMAP-CE will not automatically delete any validation logs.13 

• Delete Validation Error Logs Now: Select this button if you want to immediately 
clear all validation logs. Note: There is no confirmation option here - once the button 
is clicked, all logs will be deleted. 

• Default setup: Select the preferred setup to appear by default in the main 
BenMAP-CE window. 

9.12 Compute Grid Crosswalk 

The Compute Grid Crosswalk tool allows users to manually remove crosswalks and re
generate selected crosswalks. A crosswalk is a file used to relate data, such as air 
quality, population and demographic data, at one spatial scale to another. Crosswalks 

13 Validation logs are saved at C:\Users\ <User Name>\Documents\My BenMAP-CE Files\ ValidationResults. 
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are created during when importing a grid definition or calculating health impacts and 
economic benefits. BenMap-CE does not remove or overwrite a crosswalk automatically 
if it already exists. In cases where a crosswalk was broken due to database error or 
force quitting of the application, users can use this tool to remove the crosswalk from 
the database. Users may then let BenMap-CE automatically re-generate the crosswalk 
during processing or re-create it in the tool to save time later. 

To re-create crosswalks, go to the Tools menu, and choose the Compute Grid 
Crosswalks. 

This will bring up the Crosswalk Calculator window. You will see all grid definitions 
associated to the active setup are listed in both windows. To switch to a different setup, 
choose another setup from Available Setups. 

Crr:•aawa!ks are u~ed bf' Ben MAP t<:. relate grtds of different siw~ and ne~oh .. rtions. Genera~'.i, cinssw·,3!b are created autcrnatb;j!Jy ~kien needed 
1hi~ foim allows ynu lo manua!!y remove a!I cross>Na!k$ and rngenefate $elected crosswaiks. 

Available Setuos 

!County 
!State 
I tfation 
!CM.1'/J lZkm n~ticn -Clipped 
ICW>O 12km Nation 

Nation 
CMAQ 1.2krn Ni!'tian .. Clipped 
CM.AD 12km Nation 

To remove all crosswalks among the grid definitions in the windows, click Clear 
Existing Crosswalks. A message box will pop up asking you to confirm this operation. 
Click OK to confirm. In the screenshot below, we are trying to remove all existing 
crosswalks for Detroit setup from the database. NOTE: crosswalks for default setups 
(e.g. China and United States) are locked and cannot be removed. 
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Crosswalk~ are used by BeioMAP to relate grid~ cf different sizes and resc!Llticns. Generally, crosswalk~ <ire created <iutomfilica!ty ~•heri needed. 
This lonn a!~Jws \'CU lo manua!ft IBcn~~;e all cm~~w;;;!ks and regenerate selet:rted i::mz~waiks. 

Available Setu:n 

Detrott 1km 
Detmrt Cciun1ie~ 

This action will delete all current crcss;;rnlk def1nitic-ns in the ;.elected 
o;etup requirin9 them tc- be rebuilt \r.·hen they are requested. 

OK 

<::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::__, 

To create or overwrite a crosswalk between two grid definitions, highlight one grid 
definition from the left side, highlight the other grid definition from the right side, and 
click Compute Crosswalk button. If the crosswalk already exists, you will be asked to 
confirm replacement by clicking OK in the message box. In the screenshot below, we 
selected Detroit ZIP Codes from the left window and Detroit Counties from the right 
window to create crosswalks between the grids for both directions. 
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Crosswalk~ are used by BeioMAP to relate grid~ cf different sizes and resc!Llticns. Generally, crosswalk~ <ire created <iutomfilica!ty ~•heri needed. 
This lonn a!~Jws \'CU lo manua!ft IBcn~~;e all cm~~w;;;!ks and regenerate selet:rted i::mz~waiks. 

Available Setu:n 

Detrott 1km 
Detmrt Cciun1ie~ 

The requested crc>->:walk already e.xist-; in the datab.a>-e. 
De ycu want tc replace it? 

<::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::__, 

The calculation may process slowly depending on the size and resolution of your grid 
cells. If you have to interrupt the process, simply click Cancel Operation. It is 
recommended to highlight the grid definition with higher resolution from the left 
window and the one with lower resolution from the right window. This will speed up 
the calculation. 
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Appendix A: Monitor Rollback Algorithms 

Appendix A. Monitor Rollback Algorithms 
This Appendix details the algorithms BenMAP-CE calculates when you perform a 
"monitor rollback." The monitor rollback adjusts the air quality monitoring data to 
reflect hypothetical changes in air pollution in a given location. The program allows you 
to roll back the monitoring data using three approaches: Percentage, Increment, and 
Rollback to Standard. 

Once a set of monitors has been selected, the user may define one or more non
overlapping rollback regions. A region is simply an area in which you perform a 
specified rollback. Three rollback types are available: 

• Percentage Rollback. Monitor values are reduced the same percentage. 

• Incremental Rollback. Monitor values are changed by the same fixed increment. 

• Rollback to a Standard. Monitor values are reduced so that attainment of a specified 
standard is reached. 

Each of these rollback types has different rollback parameters associated with it. 

A.1 Percentage Rollback 

Percentage Rollback involves setting only two parameters - a percentage and a 
background level. The rollback procedure is similarly straightforward - each 
observation at each monitor in the region has the portion of its value which is above 
background level reduced by percentage. 

Example: Background Level: 35; Percentage: 25 

Initial Observations at a monitor in rollback region: 

20 20 25 59 35 51 83 35 30 67 87 79 63 35 35 

If we select the background level of 35, we first calculate the portion of each 
observation that is above background level, that is, we subtract the background level 
from the initial observation level. Observations below background level are given a 
value of 0. 

Observation portions above background level: 

0 0 0 24 0 16 48 0 0 32 52 44 28 0 0 

When we apply the rollback percentage, each observation portion gets reduced by 25%. 
Reduced portions above background level: 

0 0 0 18 0 12 36 0 0 24 39 33 21 0 0 
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Then, each reduced portion is added to the background level of 35. Zero values are 
replaced by the initial observations. Reduced Observations: 

20 20 25 53 35 47 71 35 30 59 74 68 56 35 35 

A.2 Incremental Rollback 

Incremental Rollback similarly involves setting only two parameters - an increment 
and a background level. The rollback procedure is quite similar to the percentage 
rollback procedure - each observation at each monitor in the region has the portion of 
its value which is above background level reduced by increment. The reduced values 
are not allowed to become negative, however. That is, the values are truncated at zero. 
Example: Background Level: 35; Increment: 25 Initial Observations: 

20 20 25 59 35 51 83 35 30 67 87 79 63 35 35 

Observation portions above background level: 

0 0 0 24 0 16 48 0 0 32 52 44 28 0 0 

Reduced portions above background level: 

0 0 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 7 27 19 3 0 0 

Reduced Observations: 

20 20 25 35 35 35 58 35 30 42 62 54 38 35 35 

A.3 Rollback to a Standard 

Rollback to a Standard has two groups of parameters - those associated with the 
Attainment Test, which determines whether a monitor is in attainment (meets the 
standard), and those associated with the Rollback Methods, which are used to bring 
out of attainment monitors into attainment. 

The Attainment Test parameters are Metric, Ordinality, and Standard. A monitor is 
considered in attainment if the nth highest value of the metric specified by Metric is at 
or below the value specified by Standard, where n is the value specified by Ordinality. 
For example, if Metric is "TwentyFourHourDailyAverage," Ordinality is two, and 
Standard is eighty-five, a monitor will be considered in attainment if the second 
highest value of TwentyFourHourDailyAverage is at or below eighty-five. 

Supported metrics for pollutants with hourly observations (Ozone) include 
FiveHourDailyAverage, EightHourDailyAverage, TwelveHourDailyAverage, 
TwentyFourHourDailyAverage, OneHourDailyMax, and EightHourDailyMax. Supported 
metrics for pollutants with daily observations (PM2.s) include 
TwentyFourHourDailyAverage and AnnualAverage. For Annual Average, Ordinality 
does not apply, since there is only a single metric value to work with. 
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The Rollback Method parameters are Interday Rollback Method, Interday 
Background Level, Intraday Rollback Method, and Intraday Background Level. 
These four parameters determine the rollback procedures used to bring out of 
attainment monitors into attainment. The Interday Rollback Method and 
Background Level are used to generate target values for the metric specified by the 
Attainment Test. The Intraday Rollback Method and Background Level are used to 
adjust hourly observations to meet the target metric values generated in the previous 
step. As such, the Intraday Rollback Method and Background Level are used only for 
pollutants with hourly observations (ozone). 

A.3.1 Interday Rollback - Generating Target Metric Values 

Because standards are defined on metrics, not directly on observations, the first step in 
rolling back out-of-attainment monitors is generating target metric values. There are 
three supported rollback methods for Interday Rollbacks: Percentage, Incremental, and 
Peak Shaving. Each of these rollback methods requires some preprocessing of the initial 
monitor metric values. We will discuss this preprocessing first, and then go through 
Percentage, Incremental, and Peak Shaving rollbacks in turn. 

The Interday Background Level specifies the portion of each metric value which cannot 
be affected by human intervention - we call this portion the non-anthropogenic portion. 
Whatever portion is left over after subtracting out the background level is referred to as 
the anthropogenic portion. The anthropogenic portion of the initial monitor metric 
values is the only part which will be affected by the Interday Rollback Method. 

BenMAP calculates an out of attainment value by determining the particular monitor 
metric value which caused the monitor to be out of attainment - this value is the nth 
highest value of the metric specified by the Attainment Test metric, where n is the 
Attainment Test ordinality. BenMAP then calculates an anthropogenic out of attainment 
value by subtracting the Interday Background Level from the out of attainment value. 
BenMAP also calculates an anthropogenic standard by subtracting the Interday 
Background Level from the Attainment Test standard. Finally, Ben MAP calculates a set 
of anthropogenic metric values and a set of non-anthropogenic metric values using the 
following procedure on each initial monitor metric value: 

IF the metric value is less than or equal to the Interday Background Level, 

non-anthropogenic metric value= metric value 

anthropogenic metric value = 0 

ELSE 

non-anthropogenic metric value= Interday Background Level 

anthropogenic metric value =metric value - Interday Background Level 
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A.3.1.1 Interday Rollback - Percentage 

To generate target metric values using Percentage rollback, BenMAP calculates the 
percentage required to reduce the anthropogenic out of attainment value to exactly 
meet the anthropogenic standard. This percentage reduction is then applied to all of the 
anthropogenic metric values. Finally, these reduced anthropogenic metric values are 
added to the non-anthropogenic metric values to give the final target metric values. 

Example: 

Initial Metric Values: 

30 35 50 100 80 44 67 88 90 70 50 30 55 90 80 85 

Attainment Test: Highest value of metric ~70 

Interday Background Level: 40 

Out of Attainment Value: 100 

Anthropogenic Out of Attainment Value: 60 ( = 100 - 40) 

Anthropogenic Standard: 30 ( = 70 - 40) 

Percentage Reduction Required: 50% ( =(60-30)/60) 

Non-Anthropogenic Metric Values: 

3 0 3 5 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 3 0 40 40 40 40 

Anthropogenic Metric Values: 

0 0 10 60 40 4 2 7 48 5 0 3 0 10 0 15 50 40 45 

Reduced Anthropogenic Metric Values: 

0 0 5 30 20 2 14 24 25 15 5 0 8 25 20 23 

Target Metric Values: 

30 35 45 70 60 42 54 64 65 55 45 30 48 65 60 63 

A.3.1.2 Interday Rollback - Incremental 

To generate target metric values using Incremental Rollback, BenMAP calculates the 
increment required to reduce the anthropogenic out of attainment value to exactly the 
anthropogenic standard. This incremental reduction is then applied to all of the 
anthropogenic metric values (but they are not allowed to fall below zero). Finally, these 
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reduced anthropogenic metric values are added to the non-anthropogenic metric values 
to give the final target metric values. 

Example: 

Initial Metric Values: 

30 3S SO 100 80 44 67 88 90 70 SO 30 SS 90 80 8S 

Attainment Test: Highest value of metric~ 70 

Interday Background Level: 40 

Interday Rollback Method: Incremental 

Out of Attainment Value: 100 

Anthropogenic Out of Attainment Value: 60 

Anthropogenic Standard: 30 ( =70 - 40) 

Incremental Reduction Required: 30 

Non-Anthropogenic Metric Values: 

30 35 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 30 40 40 40 40 

Anthropogenic Metric Values: 

0 0 10 60 40 4 27 48 so 30 10 0 1S so 40 4S 

Reduced Anthropogenic Metric Values: 

0 0 0 30 10 0 0 18 20 0 0 0 0 20 10 1S 

Target Metric Values: 

30 3S 40 70 so 40 4 S8 60 40 40 30 40 60 so SS 

A.3.1.3 Interday Rollback - Peak Shaving 

To generate target metric values using Peak Shaving rollback, BenMAP simply truncates 
all anthropogenic metric values at the anthropogenic standard. These reduced 
anthropogenic metric values are added to the non-anthropogenic metric values to give 
the final target metric values. Example: Initial Metric Values: 

30 3S so 100 80 44 67 88 90 70 so 30 SS 90 80 8S 
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Attainment Test: Highest value of metric<= 70 

Interday Background Level: 40 

Interday Rollback Method: Peak Shaving 

Anthropogenic Standard: 30 

Non-Anthropogenic Metric Values: 

3 0 3 s 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 3 0 40 40 40 40 

Anthropogenic Metric Values: 

0 0 10 60 40 4 27 48 so 30 10 0 1S so 40 4S 

Reduced Anthropogenic Metric Values: 

0 0 10 30 30 4 27 30 30 30 10 0 1S 30 30 30 

Target Metric Values: 

30 3S so 70 70 44 67 70 70 70 so 30 SS 70 70 70 

A.3.2 Intraday Rollback - Adjusting Hourly Observations 

Once a set of target metric values has been calculated for a pollutant with hourly 
observations (e.g., Ozone), BenMAP must adjust the hourly observations so that they 
produce the target metric values. There are two supported rollback methods for 
Intra day Rollback - Percentage and Incremental. Each of these rollback methods 
requires some preprocessing of the initial monitor observations, and each can require 
multiple iterations to hit the target metric values. 

We will discuss this preprocessing and iteration first, and then go through Percentage 
and Incremental rollbacks in turn. 

For various reasons, each of the Intra day Rollback methods can fail to hit the target 
metric values during a single pass through the rollback procedure (these will be 
discussed in detail below). As such, each of the rollback methods uses an iterative 
approach to get within a threshold of each of the target metric values - currently this 
threshold is 0.05. The iterative approach works as follows: 

For each target metric value, BenMAP calculates the current value of the Attainment 
Test metric. For the first iteration, the metric value will be calculated using unadjusted 
hourly observations. For subsequent iterations, the metric value will be calculated using 
the current values of the adjusted hourly observations. 
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If the difference between the metric value and the target metric value is less than or 
equal to 0.05, the rollback procedure is finished. Otherwise, another iteration is 
required. 

The Intraday Background Level specifies the portion of each observation which cannot 
be affected by human intervention - we call this portion the non-anthropogenic portion. 
Whatever portion is left over after subtracting out the background level is referred to as 
the anthropogenic portion. The anthropogenic portion of the initial monitor 
observations is the only part which will be affected by the Intraday Rollback Method. 

In a way analogous to the Interday Rollback procedure, BenMAP calculates the twenty
four hourly anthropogenic observations and the twenty-four hourly non-anthropogenic 
observations using the following procedure for each hourly observation: 

IF the current value of the observation is less than or equal to the Intra day 
Background Level, 

non-anthropogenic observation= observation 

anthropogenic observation = 0 

ELSE 

non-anthropogenic observation= Intraday Background Level 

anthropogenic observation = observation - Intraday Background Level 

Given (i) an Attainment Test Metric (e.g., EightHourDailyMax), (ii) an Intraday 
Background Level, and (iii) a target metric value for the day, BenMAP proceeds to 
adjust hourly observations in the following steps: 

1. Calculate the Attainment Test metric (e.g., the 8-hour daily maximum); 

2. Identify the "window" - i.e., the set of hours used to calculate the metric (e.g., if the 
8-hour daily maximum is achieved in the first 8 hours, then the window is 
comprised of the first 8 hours); 

3. Calculate the non-anthropogenic hourly observations ( =min(hourly observation, 
Intraday Background Level)); 

4. Calculate the anthropogenic hourly observations (=hourly observation - Intraday 
Background Level); 

5. Calculate the non-anthropogenic metric value (=the metric using the non
anthropogenic hourly observations in the "window"); 

6. Calculate the anthropogenic metric value (=the metric using the anthropogenic 
hourly observations in the "window"); 
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7. Calculate the anthropogenic target metric value (=the target metric value minus the 
non- anthropogenic metric value); 

8. Calculate the reduction required to get the anthropogenic metric value down to the 
anthropogenic target metric value; 

9. Adjust all anthropogenic hourly observations by the reduction calculated on the 
previous step; 

10. Calculate the adjusted hourly observations (=the adjusted anthropogenic hourly 
observation + the non-anthropogenic hourly observation). 

A.3.2.1 Intraday Rollback - Percentage 

Below, we present two examples of a percentage-based Intra day Rollback. In one 
example, a single iteration is needed, and in the second example, two iterations are 
required because a number of the monitor values fall below the assumed background 
level. 

A.3.2.1.1 Example: All Hourly Observations Exceed the Intraday Background (Single 
Iteration) 

If all of the hourly observations in a day are greater than the Intraday Background 
Level, then the above procedure is straightforward and can be accomplished in a single 
iteration. We illustrate with the following example. Suppose that: 

Metric= EightHourDailyMax, 

Target metric value for a given day = 85 

Intraday Background Level = 40. 

And that the hourly observations on that day are: 

530 45 50 60 45 45 45 60 70 100 100 100 100 

100 100 100 100 60 45 50 45 45 47 47 

Based on these observations, we see that the 8-hour daily maximum= 110. 

Assuming a background level of 40, then the Anthropogenic hourly observations are: 

490 5 10 20 5 5 5 20 30 60 60 60 60 60 

60 60 60 20 5 10 5 5 7 7 

Then, we know: 

Anthropogenic metric value = 70. 
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Non-anthropogenic metric value= 40. 

Anthropogenic target metric value = 45. 

Percentage reduction required= ((70-45)/70) = 35.7% 

All of the hourly anthropogenic observations are reduced by 35.7%. The average of the 
first 8 values (the window on which the Test metric is based) will be exactly 45, the 
anthropogenic target metric value. Finally, the adjusted hourly observations are 
calculated by adding the non- anthropogenic hourly observation to the adjusted hourly 
anthropogenic observations. 

A.3.2.1.2 Example: Some Hourly Observations are Below the Intraday Background 
(Multiple Iterations Required) 

In the above example, the anthropogenic target metric value was met on a single 
iteration because all of the hourly observations were greater than the Intraday 
Background Level. In this case, a simple percent reduction of all hourly values will 
produce an average in the window that is equal to the anthropogenic target metric 
value. If some of the hourly observations in a day are less than or equal to the Intra day 
Background Level, however, then BenMAP uses an iterative procedure. 

On each iteration, it adjusts hourly observations using the 10-step method given above. 
It then compares the new metric value to the target metric value. If the difference is less 
than or equal to 0.05 ppb, the rollback procedure is finished. Otherwise, another 
iteration is required. The iterative procedure is illustrated in the following example. 

Suppose that: 

Metric= EightHourDailyMax, 

Target metric value for a given day = 85 

Intraday Background Level = 40. 

Suppose also that the hourly observations on that day are: 

530 20 25 60 35 35 40 60 70 100 100 100 100 

100 100 100 100 60 33 40 30 30 25 20 

Then, we know that the 8-hour daily maximum= 100.6. 

Non-Anthropogenic Hourly Observations, Iteration One: 

40 20 25 40 35 35 40 40 40 40 40 40 

40 40 40 40 40 40 33 40 30 30 25 20 
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Anthropogenic Hourly Observations, Iteration One: 

490 0 0 20 0 0 0 20 30 60 60 60 60 60 

60 60 60 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-Anthropogenic Metric Value: 34.4 (EightHourDailyMax - calculated over the 
same eight hour window as the initial metric value was calculated over) 

Anthropogenic Metric Value: 66.3 

Anthropogenic Target Metric Value: 50.6 

Percentage Reduction Required: 23.6% 

Reduced Anthropogenic Hourly Observations, Iteration One: 

374 0 0 1S 0 0 0 1S 23 46 46 46 

46 46 46 46 46 1S 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Reduced Hourly Observations, Iteration One: 

414 20 2S SS 3S 3S 40 SS 63 86 86 86 86 

86 86 86 86 SS 33 40 30 30 2S 20 

Reduced Metric Value (EightHourDailyMax): 85.8 

Target Metric Value (EightHourDailyMax): 85 

Non-Anthropogenic Hourly Observations, Iteration Two: 

40 20 2S 40 3S 3S 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 

40 40 40 40 40 33 40 30 30 2S 20 

Anthropogenic Hourly Observations, Iteration Two: 

374 0 0 1S 0 0 0 1S 23 46 46 46 46 

46 46 46 46 1S 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-Anthropogenic Metric Value: 40 (EightHourDailyMax - calculated over the same 
eight hour window the initial metric value was calculated over) 

Anthropogenic Metric Value: 45.8 

Anthropogenic Target Metric Value: 45 
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Percentage Reduction Required: 1.9% 

Reduced Anthropogenic Hourly Observations, Iteration Two: 

368 0 0 15 0 0 0 15 23 45 45 45 45 45 

45 45 45 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Reduced Hourly Observations, Iteration Two: 

408 20 25 55 35 35 40 55 63 85 85 85 85 85 

85 85 85 55 33 40 30 30 25 20 

Reduced Metric Value (EightHourDailyMax): 85 

The above example, in addition to illustrating the Intraday Percentage Rollback, also 
illustrates one reason why the iterative procedure can be necessary. When using the 
EightHourDailyMax metric in the Attainment Test, it is possible for the window over 
which the maximum eight hour average occurs to move after a single pass through the 
rollback procedure. When this happens, it becomes necessary to go through additional 
iterations to hit the target metric value. 

A.3.3 Intraday Rollback - Incremental 

To adjust hourly observations using Incremental rollback, BenMAP calculates the 
increment required to reduce the anthropogenic metric value to exactly the 
anthropogenic target metric value. This incremental reduction is then applied to all of 
the anthropogenic observations (but - they are not allowed to fall below zero). Finally, 
these reduced anthropogenic observations are added to the non-anthropogenic 
observations to give the final reduced observations. 

Example: 

Initial Hourly Observations: 

20 20 25 60 35 35 40 70 35 30 65 90 76 

65 35 35 54 60 33 40 30 30 25 20 

Initial Metric Value (EightHourDailyMax): 60 

Target Metric Value (EightHourDailyMax): 55 

Intraday Background Level: 40 

Intraday Rollback Method: Incremental 
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Non-Anthropogenic Hourly Observations, Iteration One: 

20 20 25 40 35 35 40 40 35 30 40 40 40 

40 35 35 40 40 33 40 30 30 25 20 

Anthropogenic Hourly Observations, Iteration One: 

0 0 

25 0 

0 

0 

20 0 0 

14 20 0 

0 

0 

30 0 

0 0 

0 

0 

25 50 36 

0 

Non-Anthropogenic Metric Value (EightHourDailyMax): 38.8 

Anthropogenic Metric Value (EightHourDailyMax): 21.3 

Anthropogenic Target Metric Value (EightHourDailyMax): 16.3 

Incremental Reduction Required: 5.0 

Reduced Anthropogenic Hourly Observations, Iteration One: 

0 0 0 15 0 0 0 25 0 0 20 45 

20 0 0 9 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Reduced Hourly Observations, Iteration One: 

20 20 25 55 35 35 40 65 35 30 60 85 

60 35 35 49 55 33 40 30 30 25 20 

Reduced Metric Value (EightHourDailyMax): 56.25 

Target Metric Value (EightHourDailyMax): 55 

Non-Anthropogenic Hourly Observations, Iteration Two: 

31 

71 

20 20 25 40 35 35 40 40 35 30 40 40 40 

40 35 35 40 40 33 40 30 30 25 20 

Anthropogenic Hourly Observations, Iteration Two: 
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0 0 0 15 0 0 0 25 0 0 20 45 31 

20 0 0 9 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-Anthropogenic Metric Value (EightHourDailyMax): 38.8 

Anthropogenic Metric Value (EightHourDailyMax): 17.5 

Anthropogenic Target Metric Value (EightHourDailyMax): 16.3 

Incremental Reduction Required: 1.25 

Reduced Anthropogenic Hourly Observations, Iteration Two: 

0 0 0 14 0 0 0 24 0 0 19 44 30 

19 0 0 8 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Reduced Hourly Observations, Iteration Two: 

20 20 25 54 35 35 40 64 35 30 59 84 70 

59 35 35 48 54 33 40 30 30 25 20 

Reduced Metric Value (EightHourDailyMax): 55.3 

Target Metric Value (EightHourDailyMax): 55 

This example should actually continue for one further iteration, with a new Incremental 
Reduction of 0.3. This illustrates another reason why the iterative procedure can be 
necessary - for incremental reductions, the prohibition against values becoming 
negative can cause target metric values to not be met. Incremental reductions thus very 
often require multiple iterations. 
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Appendix B. Air Pollution Exposure Estimation 
Algorithms 

BenMAP groups counts of individuals into what we refer to as "population grid cells," 
where the grid cells typically correspond to some type of grid used in an air quality 
model, such as the CMAQ model, or to a grid defined by political boundaries such as the 
counties of the United States. In the United States setup, the program includes 
population counts aggregated to each 12km by 12km grid cell. In the next step, Ben MAP 
estimates the air pollution exposure for each grid-cell, thus assuming that people living 
within a particular grid-cell experience the same air pollution levels. 

You have a variety of approaches to estimate the exposure to air pollution for the 
people living within a given population grid-cell. Perhaps the simplest approach is to 
use model data directly, and to assume that the people living within a particular model 
grid-cell experience the level estimated by the model. An alternative approach is to use 
air pollution monitoring data, where you may choose the closest monitor data to the 
center of a grid-cell or take an average of nearby monitors. 

The goal of estimating exposure is to provide the necessary input for concentration
response functions, so that BenMAP can estimate the impact of air pollution on adverse 
health effects. Table B-1 lists the types of metrics commonly used in concentration
response functions. In the case of air pollution metrics calculated on a daily basis, such 
as the one-hour maximum and the 24-hour average, it is often the case that there are 
missing days of data. Air quality modeling is often conducted on a subset of the days in 
the year, and air quality monitors often miss a number of observations throughout the 
year. BenMAP accounts for missing days from different data sources as described 
below. 
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Table B-1. Metrics Typically Used in Concentration-Response Functions for Criteria 
Air Pollutants 

Measurement 
Frequency Metric Name Metric Description 

Daily (e.g., PM2.s) Daily Average Daily average 

Annual Average Average of four quarterly averages. The four 
quarters are defined as: Jan-Mar, April-June, Jul-
Sep, Oct-Dec. 

Annual Median Median of values throughout the year. 

Hourly (e.g., Ozone) 1-hour Daily Max Highest hourly value from 12:00 AM. through 
11:59 P.M. 

8-hour Daily Average Average of hourly values from 9:00 AM. through 
4:59 P.M. 

12-hour Daily Average Average of hourly values from 8:00 AM. through 
7:59 P.M. 

24-hour Daily Average Average of hours from 12:00 AM. through 11:59 
P.M. 

B.1 Direct Modeling 

When using direct modeling data to estimate exposure, BenMAP assumes that the 
people living within a particular air pollution model grid-cell experience the same air 
pollution levels. BenMAP then estimates the air pollution metrics of interest, as defined 
for each pollutant. (See the section on defining pollutants in the Loading Data chapter.) 

Generally, modeling data providing hourly observations are complete for any given day. 
However, it is common to have missing days of modeling data during the course of a 
year. Given the estimated metrics from the available data, BenMAP assumes that the 
missing days have the same values as the seasonal average of available data. 

B.2 Closest Monitor 

When using the closest monitor to represent air pollution levels at a population grid
cell, BenMAP identifies the center of the population grid-cell, and then chooses the 
monitor that is closest to the center. In the simplest case, BenMAP assigns the closest 
monitor to a population grid-cell, uses the monitoring data to calculate the annual and 
daily air pollution metrics. The annual metrics and daily metrics are then used to 
calculate health effects. 

The figure below presents nine population grid-cells and three monitors, with the focus 
on identifying the monitor closest to grid-cell "E." In this example, the closest monitor 
happens to be 10 miles away from the center of grid-cell E, and the data from this 
monitor would be used to estimate air pollution levels for the population in this grid
cell. An analogous procedure would be used to estimate air pollution levels in the other 
grid-cells (A, B, C, D, F, G, H, and I). 
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B.3 Voronoi Neighbor Averaging (VNA) 

F 
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Instead of using the single closest monitor to estimate exposure at a population grid
cell, the VNA algorithm interpolates air quality at every population grid cell by first 
identifying the set of monitors that best "surround" the center of the population grid
cell. 
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In particular, BenMAP identifies the nearest monitors, or "neighbors," by drawing a 
polygon, or "Voronoi" cell, around the center of each BenMAP grid cell. The polygons 
have the special property that the boundaries are the same distance from the two 
closest points. 
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BenMAP then chooses those monitors that share a boundary with the center of grid-cell 
"E." These are the nearest neighbors, BenMAP uses these monitors to estimate the air 
pollution level for this grid-cell. 

15 mil<ElS 

* 

'""·········+·············· * 15 r-ni!es 

# "" Center Grid-Cell "F' 

* "'.Air Pollution Monitor 

* 

To estimate the air pollution level in each grid-cell, BenMAP calculates the metrics for 
each of the neighboring monitors, and then calculates an inverse-distance weighted 
average of the metrics. The further the monitor is from the BenMAP grid-cell, the 
smaller the weight. 

In the figure below, the weight for the monitor 10 miles from the center of grid-cell Eis 
calculated as follows: 

weight10miles = 

1 
10 

1 1 1 1 = 0·35 

(lo + 15 + 15 + 20) 
The weights for the other monitors would be calculated in a similar fashion. BenMAP 
would then calculate an inverse-distance weighted average for 1995 air pollution levels 
in grid-cell E as follows: 
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Forecast 1995 = 0.35x80 ppb + 0.24x90 ppb+ 0.24x60 ppb + 0.18x100 ppb = 81.2 ppb. 

B.4 Fixed Radius 

A 
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When using the fixed radius option to represent air pollution levels at a population 
grid-cell, BenMAP identifies all monitors within a specified distance of the center of the 
population grid cell, calculates the metrics at each monitor, and then calculates a 
weighted average of the metrics using the algorithms described for VNA. When no 
monitors are within the specified distance, BenMAP assigns the closest monitor to a 
population grid-cell, and calculates the metrics using the algorithms described for the 
closest monitor approach. 

B.5 Monitor or Model Data with Missing Days 

When estimating air pollution exposure, it will often happen that metrics are missing 
for one or more days in the season or year. To remedy this, Ben MAP calculates seasonal 
average values to substitute for missing daily values within each season. When 
combining air pollution metrics from multiple monitors, BenMAP first calculates the 
seasonal average values for the daily metrics, substitutes these for missing values, and 
then performs the user-specified interpolation method, such as VNA. 
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Appendix C. Deriving Health Impact Functions 
This Appendix provides of an overview regarding the health impact functions that 
BenMAP uses to estimate the impact of a change in air pollution on adverse health 
effects. It provides a description of the particular types of health impact functions that 
BenMAP uses. 

The functional form of the relationship between the change in pollutant concentration, 
flx, and the change in population health response (usually an incidence rate), fly 
depends on the functional form of the C-R function from which it is derived, and this 
depends on the underlying relationship assumed in the epidemiological study chosen to 
estimate a given effect. For expository simplicity, the following subsections refer simply 
to a generic adverse health effect, "y" and uses particulate matter (PM) as the pollutant -
that is, flx = flPM - to illustrate how the relationship between flx and fly is derived from 
each of several different C-R functions. 

Estimating the relationship between flPM and fly can be thought of as consisting of 
three steps: 

(1) choosing a functional form of the relationship between PM and y (the C-R function), 

(2) estimating the values of the parameters in the C-R function assumed, and 

(3) deriving the relationship between flPM and fly (the health impact function) from the 
relationship between PM and y (the C-R function). 

Epidemiological studies have used a variety of functional forms for C-R functions. Some 
studies have assumed that the relationship between adverse health and pollution is 
best described by a linear form, where the relationship between y and PM is estimated 
by a linear regression in which y is the dependent variable and PM is one of several 
independent variables. Log-linear regression and logistic regression are other common 
forms. 

Note that the log-linear form used in the epidemiological literature is often referred to 
as "Poisson regression" because the underlying dependent variable is a count (e.g., 
number of deaths), believed to be Poisson distributed. The model parameters may be 
estimated by regression techniques but are often estimated by maximum likelihood 
techniques. The form of the model, however, is still log-linear. 

C.1 Overview 

The relationship between the concentration of a pollutant, x, and the population 
response, y, is called the concentration-response (C-R) function. For example, the 
concentration of fine particulate matter (PM 2.s) may be in µg/m 3 per day, and the 
population response may be the number of premature deaths per 100,000 population 
per day. C-R functions are estimated in epidemiological studies. A functional form is 
chosen by the researcher, and the parameters of the function are estimated using data 
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on the pollutant (e.g., daily levels of PM2.s) and the health response (e.g., daily mortality 
counts). There are several different functional forms, discussed below, that have been 
used to estimate C-R functions. The one most commonly used is the log-linear form, in 
which the natural logarithm of the health response is a linear function of the pollutant 
concentration. 

For the purposes of estimating benefits, we are not interested in the C-R function itself, 
however, but the relationship between the change in concentration of the pollutant, Llx, 
and the corresponding change in the population health response, Lly. We want to know, 
for example, if the concentration of PM2.s is reduced by 10 µg/m 3, how many premature 
deaths will be avoided? The relationship between Llx and Lly can be derived from the C
R function, as described below, and we refer to this relationship as a health impact 
function. 

Many epidemiological studies, however, do not report the C-R function, but instead 
report some measure of the change in the population health response associated with a 
specific change in the pollutant concentration. The most common measure reported is 
the relative risk associated with a given change in the pollutant concentration. A 
general relationship between Llx and Lly can, however, be derived from the relative risk. 
The relative risk and similar measures reported in epidemiological studies are 
discussed in the sections below. The derivation of the relationship of interest for 
BenMAP - the relationship between Llx and Lly - is discussed in the subsequent sections. 

C.2 Review Relative Risk and Odds Ratio 

The terms relative risk and odds ratio are related but distinct. Table C-1 provides the 
basis for demonstrating their relationship. 

Table C-1. Relative Risk and Odds Ratio Notation 

Fraction of Population Adverse Effect Measure 

Exposure Affected Not Affected Relative Risk Odds 

Baseline Pollutant Exposure Yo 1-yo 
Yo/Ye 

Yo/(1-yo) 

Control Pollutant Exposure Ye 1-yc Yc/(1-yc) 

The "risk" that people with baseline pollutant exposure will be adversely affected (e.g., 
develop chronic bronchitis) is equal to yo, while people with control pollutant exposure 
face a risk, yo, of being adversely affected. The relative risk (RR) is simply: 

RR= Yo 
Ye 

The odds that an individual facing high exposure will be adversely affected is: 
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The odds ratio is then: 

Odds Ratio= 

This can be rearranged as follows: 

. Yo (1- Ye) Odds Ratw = -x =RR x 
Ye 1- Yo 

(
1- Ye) 
1-yo 

As the risk associated with the specified change in pollutant exposure gets small (i.e., 
both yo and Ye approach zero), the ratio of (1-y c) to (1-yo) approaches one, and the 
odds ratio approaches the relative risk. This relationship can be used to calculate the 
pollutant coefficient in the C-R function from which the reported odds ratio or relative 
risk is derived, as described below. 

C.3 Linear Model 

A linear relationship between the rate of adverse health effects (incidence rate) and 
various explanatory variables is of the form: 

y =a+ f3 x PM 

where a incorporates all the other independent variables in the regression (evaluated 
at their mean values, for example) times their respective coefficients. The relationship 
between the change in the rate of the adverse health effect from the baseline rate (yo) 
to the rate after control (y c) associated with a change from PMo to PMc is then: 

.1y =Yo - Ye = /3 * (PMo - PMc) = /3 * .1PM 

For example, Ostro et al. (1991, Table 5) reported a PM2.s coefficient of 0.0006 (with a 
standard error of 0.0003) for a linear relationship between asthma and PM2.s exposure. 

The lower and upper bound estimates for the PM2.s coefficient are calculated as follows: 

f31owerbound = /3 - (1.96 X O'p) = 0.0006- (1.96 X 0.0003) = 1.2 X 10-5 

/3upperbound = /3 + (1.96 X O'p) = 0.0006 + (1.96 X 0.0003) = 0.00119 

It is then straightforward to calculate lower and upper bound estimates of the change in 
asthma. 

C.4 Log-linear Model 

The log-linear relationship defines the incidence rate (y) as: 
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Or, equivalently, 

ln(y) = a+ f3 *PM, 

where the parameter Bis the incidence rate ofy when the concentration of PM is zero, 
the parameter~ is the coefficient of PM, ln(y) is the natural logarithm of y, and a= 
ln(B). Other covariates besides pollution clearly affect mortality. The parameter B might 
be thought of as containing these other covariates, for example, evaluated at their 
means. That is, 

where Bo is the incidence ofy when all covariates in the model are zero, and xl, ... , xn 
are the other covariates evaluated at their mean values. The parameter B drops out of 
the model, however, when changes in y are calculated, and is therefore not important. 

The relationship between ilPM and ily is: 

ily =Yo - Ye = B( ef3PMo - ef3PMc) 

This may be rewritten as: 

where yo is the baseline incidence rate of the health effect (i.e., the incidence rate before 
the change in PM). 

The change in the incidence of adverse health effects can then be calculated by 
multiplying the change in the incidence rate, /:ly, by the relevant population (e.g., if the 
rate is number per 100,000 population, then the relevant population is the number of 
100,000s in the population). 

When the PM coefficient (~) and its standard error ( cr~) are published (e.g., Ostro et al., 
1989), then the coefficient estimates associated with the lower and upper bound may 
be calculated easily as follows: 

f31owerbound = /3 - ( 1.96 X CJp) 

/3upperbound = /3 + ( 1. 96 X CJp ), 

Where the adjustment on the mean of ±1.96 times the standard error produces the 2.5th 
and 97.Sth percentiles of the normal distribution, which are used to approximate a 95% 
confidence interval. These values can be changed to capture different lower and upper 
bounds. 
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Epidemiological studies often report a relative risk for a given ilPM, rather than the 
coefficient, ~ (e.g., Schwartz et al., 199 5, Table 4). Recall that the relative risk (RR) is 
simply the ratio of two risks: 

RR= Yo = efMvM 

Ye 

Taking the natural log of both sides, the coefficient in the C-R function underlying the 
relative risk can be derived as: 

/3 = In(RR) 
~Pi\1 

The coefficients associated with the lower and upper bounds (e.g., the 2.5th and 97.Sth 
percentiles) can be calculated by using a published confidence interval for relative risk, 
and then calculating the associated coefficients. 

Because of rounding of the published RR and its confidence interval, the standard error 
for the coefficient implied by the lower bound of the RR will not exactly equal that 
implied by the upper bound, so an average of the two estimates is used. The underlying 
standard error for the coefficient (a~) can be approximated by: 

C.5 Logistical Model 

/J - /32.5 percentile 

(J f3, 2 S percentile = l . 96 

/397 .5 percentile - /3 a . =-~----
/3, 97.5 percentile l . 96 

~ (Y /3, 2.5 percentile + (Y /3,97.5 percentile 
(Y/3 = 

2 

In some epidemiological studies, a logistic model is used to estimate the probability of 
an occurrence of an adverse health effect. Given a vector of explanatory variables, X, 
the logistic model assumes the probability of an occurrence is: 

( 

X•/3 J 
y = prob(occurrence IX x /3) = 

1
: eX•/3 , 

where~ is a vector of coefficients. Greene (1997, p. 874) presents models with 
discrete dependent variables, such as the logit model. See also Judge et al. (1985, p. 
763). This may be rewritten as: 
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eX•/3 e-X•/3 1 
y = 1 Yo{J X -X•{J = 1 -Yo{J + e-· e + e -· 

The odds of an occurrence is: 

y (1+}~x;1J) 
odds= --= ----

1- y 1- ] 
] + e X•fJ 

=---? ln(odds) =Xx f3 

The odds ratio for the control scenario ( oddsc) versus the baseline ( oddso) is then: 

( Ye J ( 1 J 
odds ratio~ odds, ~ (I -Y, J ~ ( e-X,•P) ~ e:-:; 

odds0 y
0 

_1_ e 0 

-- --Xo•fl 
1- Yo e 

The change in the probability of an occurrence from the baseline to the control (~y), 
assuming that all of the other covariates remain constant, may be derived from this 
odds ratio: 

Yo 

odds ratio= l- Yo 
Ye 

1- ye 

X-•/3 
e v /3•M fl•M1vf ----e -e - eX,•/3 - -

~ = ~x e-fJ•&M 

1-Ye I- Yo 
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y + y x ___bi_ x e-fM ... PM =___bi_ x e-fJe!iPM 

c c 1- Yo 1- Yo 

[l + Yo -f3•6PM J Yo -/3•!;.PM y --xe =--xe 
c 1- Yo 1- Yo 

Yo -/J•PM 
····················Xe 
1- Yo v x e-fJ•&lvI y 

Ye= - "o - o 
Y -l-yo+YoXe-fJ•&M -(l-yo)xef3•&M +Yo 1 + __ 0_ X e-f3•&Af 

l-yo 

,1.11 - )J -y - )J _ Yo 
:,r - O c - 0 (l ) {J•Af'1vf -yo xe +Yo 

Mncidence = L\y x pop= Yo x [1- ( ) 1
/3•/';PM J x pop 

1- Yo x e +Yo 

When the coefficient(~) and its standard error ( ar3) are published (e.g., Pope et al., 
1991, Table 5), then the coefficient estimates associated with the lower and upper 
bound may be calculated easily as follows: 

f31owerbound = /3 - ( 1.96 X CJp) 

/3upperbound = /3 + ( 1. 96 X CJp ), 

where the adjustments to the mean of plus or minus 1.96 times the standard error 
represent the 2.Sth and 97.5th percentiles of the normal distribution, and are used to 
approximate a 95% confidence interval. These values can be changed to capture 
different lower and upper bounds. 

Often the logistic regression coefficients are not published, and only the odds ratio 
corresponding to a specified change in PM is presented (e.g., Schwartz et al., 1994). It is 
easy to calculate the underlying coefficient as follows: 
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The coefficients associated with the lower and upper bound estimates of the odds ratios 
are calculated analogously. The underlying standard error for the coefficient (a~) can 
be approximated by: 

/J - /32.s percentile 
() . =-----

/3,2.S percentile 1. 96 

/397.s percentile - /3 
() - . -------

/J,97.) percentile 1. 96 

_ () (J,2.5 percentile + () (J,97.5 percentile 
() (J -

2 

Sometimes, however, the relative risk is presented. The relative risk does not equal the 
odds ratio, and a different procedure should be used to estimate the underlying 
coefficient. Note that ESEERCO (1994, p. V-21) calculated (incorrectly) the underlying 
regression coefficient for Abbey et al. (1993, Table 5) by taking the logarithm of the 
relative risk and dividing by the change in TSP. 

The relative risk (RR) is simply: 

RR= Yo 
' Ye 

where yo is the risk (i.e., probability of an occurrence) at the baseline PM exposure and 
Ye is the risk at the control PM exposure. When the baseline incidence rate (yo) is given, 
then it is easy to solve for the control incidence rate (y c): 

The odds ratio, may then be calculated: 

Yo 

odds ratio = l - Yo 

1- Ye 

Given the odds ratio, the underlying coefficient(~) may be calculated as before: 

/3 
= In( odds ratio) 

!}.PM ' 
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The odds ratio and the coefficient calculated from it are dependent on the baseline and 
control incidence rates. Unfortunately, it is not always clear what the baseline and 
control incidence rates should be. Abbey et al. (1995b, Table 2) reported that there are 
117 new cases of chronic bronchitis out of a sample of 1,631, or a 7.17 percent rate. In 
addition, they reported the relative risk (RR = 1.81) for a new case of chronic bronchitis 
associated with an annual mean concentration "increment" of 45 µg/m 3 of PM2.s 
exposure. 

Assuming that the baseline rate for chronic bronchitis (yO) should be 7.17 percent, the 
question becomes whether the "increment" of 45 µg/m 3 should be added to or 
subtracted from the existing PM2.s concentration. If added, the control incidence rate 
(Ye) would be greater than the baseline rate (yo), while subtraction would give a control 
rate less than the incidence rate. In effect, one might reasonably derive two estimates of 
the odds ratio: 

( 
Yo J ( l.8lx0.0717 J 

oddsratio1 = 1-yo = 1-(1.8lx0.0717) =1.931 

(1~~J (~J 

=> /J = In(I. 93 l) = 0.01462 
1 45 

=> /J = In(l.873) = 0.01394 
2 45 

An alternative is to simply assume that the relative risk (1.81) is reasonably close to the 
odds ratio and calculate the underlying coefficient. It is easy to show that the relative 
risk equals: 

Assuming that: 
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It is then possible to calculate the underlying coefficient: 

In(RR) ~ fJ 
-MM 

=> fJ = In(l.Sl) = 0.01319 
3 45 

Since this coefficient estimate is based on the assumption that 

it should be used in a C-R function that maintains this assumption. In effect, it should be 
applied to a log-linear C-R function: 

Using the formula for the change in the incidence rate and assuming a 10 µg/m 3 decline 
in PM2.s, it is shown that this results in changes within the bounds suggested by the two 
estimates based on using the estimated odds ratios: 

.0717 
~Y1=( ) 10001462 -0.0717=-0.00914 

1-0.0717 xe x. +0.0717 

.0717 
~y? = ( ) 10 001394 -0.0717 = -0.00874 

- 1-0.0717 xe x · +0.0717 

~y3 = 0.0717 X (e-JOxOOl
3

l
9 -1)= -0.00886 

In this instance, it seems that simply using the relative risk to estimate the underlying 
coefficient results in a good approximation of the change in incidence. Since it is unclear 
which of the two other coefficients (~1 or ~z) should be used - as the published work 
was not explicit - the coefficient based on the relative risk and the log-linear functional 
form is a reasonable approach. 
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C.6 Cox Proportional Hazards Model 

Use of a Cox proportional hazards model in an epidemiological study results in a C-R 
function that is log-linear in form. It is often used to model survival times, and as a 
result, this discussion focuses on mortality impacts. 

The Cox proportional hazards model is based on a hazard function, defined as the 
probability that an individual dies at time t, conditional on having survived up to time t 
(Collet, 1994, p. 10). More formally, the hazard function equals the probability density 
function for the risk of dying divided by one minus the cumulative probability density 
function: 

h(X t)= f(X,t) 
' l-F(X,t) 

The proportional hazards model takes the form: 

h(X,t)= hu(t)ex.fJ, 

where Xis a vector of explanatory variables,~ is a vector of coefficients, and ho(t) is the 
so- called "baseline hazard" rate. This terminology differs from that used in most of this 
discussion: this "baseline hazard" is the risk when all of the covariates (X) are set to 
zero; this is not the risk in the baseline scenario. 

The Cox proportional hazards model is sometimes termed a "semi-parametric" model, 
because the baseline hazard rate is calculated using a non-parametric method, while the 
impact of explanatory variables is parameterized. Collet (1994) details the estimation of 
Cox proportional hazards models; in particular, see Collet's discussion (pp. 95-97) of 
nonparametric estimation of the baseline hazard. 

Taking the ratio of the hazard functions for the baseline and control scenarios gives the 
relative risk: 

where it is assumed that the only difference between the baseline and control is the 
level of PM pollution. 

The relative risk is often presented rather than the coefficient ~, so it is necessary to 
estimate ~in order to develop the functional relationship between ilPM and ily, as 
described previously for log-linear C-R functions. 
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Appendix D. Health Incidence & Prevalence Data 
in U.S. Setup 

Health impact functions developed from log-linear or logistic models estimate the 
percent change in an adverse health effect associated with a given pollutant change. In 
order to estimate the absolute change in incidence using these functions, we need the 
baseline incidence rate of the adverse health effect. And for certain health effects, such 
as asthma exacerbation, we need a prevalence rate, which estimates the percentage of 
the general population with a given ailment like asthma. This appendix describes the 
data used to estimate baseline incidence and prevalence rates for the health effects 
considered in this analysis. 

D.1 Mortality 

This section describes how we developed county mortality rates for the years 2015 
through 2050 to use in BenMAP. First, we describe the source of 2012-2014 baseline 
mortality data and how we calculated county-level mortality rates. We then describe 
how we used national-level Census mortality rate projections to develop county-level 
mortality rate projections for years 2015-2060. 

D.1.1 Mortality Data for 2012-2014 

We obtained county-level mortality and population data from 2012-2014 for seven 
causes for the contiguous United States by downloading the data from the Centers for 
Disease Control (CDC) WONDER database (http://wonder.cdc.gov). 

Since the detailed mortality data obtained from CDC do not include population, we 
combined them with U.S. Census Bureau population estimates exported from BenMAP. 
We then generated age-, cause-, and county-specific mortality rates using the following 
formula: 

R. . - Di,j,k(2012)+Di,j,k(2013)+Di,j,k(2014) 

L,j,k - Pi k(2012)+P1 k(2013)+Pi k(2014) , , , 

where Ri,J,k is the mortality rate for age group i, cause j, and county k; Dis the death 
count; and Pis the population. 

For county-age group cells with fewer than 10 deaths, CDC WONDER suppresses the 
exact death count. For these observations, a mortality rate cannot be calculated. For 
each combination of age group and mortality cause, we used the following procedure to 
deal with suppressed counts. 

For each combination of state, age group and mortality cause, we grouped counties with 
unsuppressed mortality figures and summed their reported death counts. We then 
subtracted these unsuppressed deaths from the state-level age- and cause-specific 
death count, which includes suppressed deaths. We divided the resulting state-wide 
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death count in suppressed counties by the age-specific populations in those counties. 
This calculation resulted in an age- and cause- specific average mortality rate for 
suppressed counties; 

Dr·· -D · · R .. = ,l,] U,L,] 
S,L,j p .. 

S,l,] 

Where Rs,i,J is the state average suppressed mortality rate for age group i and cause j; 
Dr,i,j, is the total state death count for age group i and cause j; Du,i,J is the aggregated 
state-level unsuppressed death count for age group i and cause j; and Ps,i,J is the 
aggregated population for age group i and cause j in suppressed counties. 

In some instances, age- and cause-specific death counts were suppressed at both the 
county and state level. In these cases, we substituted national-level age- and cause
specific mortality rates for the respective missing county mortality rates. 

Following CDC WONDER (http://wonder.cdc.gov), we treated mortality rates as 
"unreliable" when the death count is less than 20. For each combination of age group 
and mortality cause, we used the following procedure to deal with the problem of 
"unreliable" rates: 

For a given state, we grouped the counties where the death count was less than 20 and 
summed those death counts across those counties. If the sum of deaths was greater 
than or equal to 20, we then summed the populations in those counties, and calculated a 
single rate for the "state collection of counties" by dividing the sum of deaths by the sum 
of populations in those counties. This rate was then applied to each of those 
"unreliable" counties. 

If the sum of deaths calculated in the above step was still less than 20, the counties in 
the "state collection of counties" were not assigned the single rate from the above step. 
Instead, we proceeded to the regional level, according to the regional definitions shown 
below in Table D-1. In each region, we identified all counties whose death counts were 
less than 20 (excluding any such counties that were assigned a rate in the previous 
step). We summed the death counts in those counties. If the sum of deaths was greater 
than or equal to 20, we then summed the populations in those counties, and calculated a 
single rate for the "regional collection of counties" by dividing the sum of deaths by the 
sum of populations in those counties. This rate was then applied to each of those 
counties in the "regional collection of counties." 
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Table D-1. Regional Definitions from U.S. Census 

Region States Included 

Northeast Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, 
New Jersey, Pennsylvania 

Midwest Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, 
South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas 

South Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, 
Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas 

West Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Nevada, Washington, 
Oregon, California, Alaska, Hawaii 

If the sum of deaths calculated in the previous (regional) step was still less than 20, the 
counties in the "regional collection of counties" were not assigned the single rate from 
the above step. Instead, we proceeded to the national level, identifying all counties in 
the nation whose death counts were less than 20 (excluding any such counties that 
were assigned a rate in the previous steps). We summed the death counts in those 
counties and divided by the sum of the populations in those counties to derive a single 
rate for the "national collection of counties." This rate was then applied to each of those 
counties in the "national collection of counties." In these cases where national 
adjustment still did not yield a death count greater than 20, we simply calculated a 
single rate for the "national collection of counties, even though it was "unreliable," and 
assigned it to those counties in the "national collection of counties." 
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Mortality 
Category 

Mortality, 
All Cause 

Mortality, 
Non-
Accidental 

Mortality, 
Respiratory 

Mortality, 
Chronic 
Lung 

Mortality, 
Lung 
Cancer 

Mortality, 
ls chemic 
Heart 
Disease 

Mortality, 
Cardio-
Pulmonary 

Table D-2. National Mortality Rates (per 100 people per year) 
by Health Endpoint and Age Group, 2012-2014 

ICD·lO 
codes Infant* 1·17 18-24 25<~4 35.44 45-54 55-64 65·74 75-84 

All 0.59396 0.01951 0.07804 0.10665 0.17264 0.40542 0.86162 1.79670 4.62837 

AOO-R99 0.55495 0.00949 0.01874 0.04112 0.10876 0.33084 0.79395 1.73208 4.49595 

J00-)98 0.01297 0.00102 0.00127 0.00253 0.00570 0.02013 0.06560 0.20585 0.57827 

)40-)47, )67 0.00053 0.00032 0.00040 0.00074 0.00186 0.01033 0.04045 0.13873 0.36008 

C34 0.00002 0.00001 0.00007 0.00033 0.00282 0.02378 0.07992 0.19701 0.32952 

120-125 0.00033 0.00004 0.00039 0.00234 0.01242 0.04854 0.12174 0.25698 0.68000 

!00-178, 0.00539 0.00069 0.00099 0.00214 0.00502 0.01794 0.05877 0.18453 0.51055 
)10-)18, 

)40-)47, )67 

85+ 

13.58034 

13.20867 

1.42362 

0.68593 

0.31820 

2.27271 

1.26213 

*We estimate post-neonatal mortality (deaths after the first month) for infants because the health impact 
function (see Appendix E) estimates post-neonatal mortality. 

D.1.2 Mortality Rate Projections 2015-2060 

To estimate age- and county-specific mortality rates in years 2015 through 2060, we 
calculated annual adjustment factors, based on a series of Census Bureau projected 
national mortality rates (for all- cause mortality), to adjust the age- and county-specific 
mortality rates calculated using 2012-2014 data as described above. We used the 
following procedure: 

For each age group, we obtained the series of projected national mortality rates from 
2013 to 2050 (see the 2013 rate in Table D-3) based on Census Bureau projected life 
tables. 

We then calculated, separately for each age group, the ratio of Census Bureau national 
mortality rate in year Y (Y = 2014, 2015, ... , 2060) to the 2013 rate. These ratios are 
shown for selected years in Table D-4. 

Finally, to estimate mortality rates in year Y (Y = 2015, 2020, ... , 2060) that are both age
group-specific and county-specific, we multiplied the county- and age-group-specific 
mortality rates for 2012-2014 by the appropriate ratio calculated in the previous step. 
For example, to estimate the projected mortality rate in 2015 among ages 18-24 in 
Wayne County, MI, we multiplied the mortality rate for ages 18-24 in Wayne County in 
2012-2014 by the ratio of Census Bureau projected national mortality rate in 2015 for 
ages 18-24 to Census Bureau national mortality rate in 2013 for ages 18-24. 
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Source & Year 

Calculated CDC 
2012-2014 

Census Bureau 
2013** 

Table D-3. All-Cause Mortality Rate (per 100 people per year), 
by Source, Year, and Age Group 

Infant 1·17 18·24 25·34 35.44 45.54 55-64 65-74 75-84 

0.594* 0.020 0.078 0.107 0.173 0.405 0.862 1.797 4.628 

0.654 0.029 0.088 0.102 0.183 0.387 0.930 2.292 5.409 

85+ 

13.580 

13.091 

*The Census Bureau estimate is for all deaths in the first year of life. BenMAP uses post-neonatal mortality 
(deaths after the first month, i.e., 0.23 per 100 people) because the health impact function (see Appendix E) 
estimates post- neonatal mortality. For comparison purpose, we also calculated the rate for all deaths in the 
first year, which is 0.684 per 100 people). 

**For a detailed description of the model, the assumptions, and the data used to create Census Bureau 
projections, see the working paper, "Methodology and Assumptions for the 2012 National Projections," which 
is available onhttp://www.census.gov/population/projections/files/methodology /methodstatement12.pdf 

Table D-4. Ratio of Future Year All-Cause Mortality Rate to 2013 Estimated All
Cause Mortality Rate, by Age Group 

Year Infant 1-17 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 

2015 0.93 0.93 0.96 1.02 0.96 0.96 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.00 

2020 0.94 0.94 0.98 1.04 0.97 0.98 1.02 1.03 1.03 1.00 

2025 0.85 0.81 0.74 0.80 0.75 0.77 0.85 0.91 0.93 0.97 

2030 0.81 0.75 0.66 0.70 0.67 0.69 0.78 0.86 0.89 0.92 

2035 0.76 0.70 0.58 0.62 0.60 0.62 0.71 0.81 0.87 0.87 

2040 0.73 0.65 0.51 0.53 0.53 0.56 0.64 0.76 0.84 0.86 

2045 0.70 0.60 0.45 0.46 0.46 0.50 0.58 0.71 0.80 0.86 

2050 0.67 0.56 0.39 0.40 0.40 0.44 0.53 0.66 0.77 0.87 

2055 0.64 0.52 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.39 0.48 0.62 0.73 0.88 

2060 0.61 0.48 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.34 0.43 0.58 0.70 0.87 

D.1.3 Race-Stratified Incidence rates 

To estimate race-stratified and age-stratified incidence rates at the county level, we 
downloaded all-cause mortality data from 2007 to 2016 from the CDC WONDER 
mortality database Ch.ttp_s_;_fj'_Y\l:QJJQ_~I,_~_Q_~,gm,r_;'). Race-stratified incidence rates were 
calculated for the following age groups: < 1 year, 1- 4 years, 5-14 years, 15-24 years, 2 5-
34 years, 35-44 years, 45-54 years, 55-64 years, 65-7 4 years, 7 5-84 years, and 85+ 
years. We stratified the data into two race categories, White and Non-White, and follow 
all methods outlined in section D.1.1. To properly impute incidence rates for suppressed 
and unreliable counties, we downloaded data at the state, regional, and national scales. 
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D.2 Hospitalizations 

Hospitalization rates were calculated using data from the Healthcare Cost and 
Utilization Project (HCUP). HCUP is a family of health care databases developed through 
a Federal-State-Industry partnership and sponsored by the Agency for Healthcare 
Research and Quality (AHRQ). HCUP products include the State Inpatient Databases 
(SID), the State Emergency Department Databases (SEDD), the Nationwide Inpatient 
Sample (NIS), and the Nationwide Emergency Department Sample (NEDS). HCUP 
databases can be obtained from the following data services: 

HCUP Central Distributor: Many of the HCUP databases are available for purchase 
through the HCUP Central Distributor. The databases include detailed information for 
individual discharges, such as primary diagnosis (in ICD-9 codes), patient's age and 
residence county. 

HCUP State Partners: Some HCUP participating states do not release their data to the 
Central Distributor; however, the data may be obtained through contacting the State 
Partners. South Carolina provided county-level data. 

HCUPnet: This is a free, on-line query system based on data from HCUP. It provides 
access to summary statistics at the state, regional and national levels. 

Figure D-1 shows the level of hospitalization data ( e.g, discharge-level or state-level) for 
each state. Note that for some states neither discharge-level, county-level nor state
level data were available. In such cases we used regional statistics from HCUPnet to 
estimate hospitalization rates for those states. The data year for states using HCUPnet 
data is 2014. For discharge-level data, the data year for most states is 2014; however, 
some states provided data for 2011 (CA, MS); 2012 (ME); and 2013 (AR, MA, MD, NV, 
SD, UT). We assume hospitalization rates are reasonably constant from 2011-2014 and 
consider all as 2014 rates. 
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Figure D-1. Hospitalization Data from HCUP 

Disct;mge--level data 
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More information about HCUP can be found at http: //w"vw.hcup-us.abrq.gov I 

The procedures for calculating hospitalization rates are summarized as follows: 

For states with discharge-level data: 

o We calculated age-, health endpoint-, and county-specific hospitalization 
counts. South Carolina was the only state that, while not providing discharge
level data, did provide county-level data for each age group-endpoint 
combination. 

o The above calculation excluded hospitalizations with missing patient age or 
county FIPS, which may lead to underestimation of rates. Therefore we 
scaled up the previously calculated age-, endpoint-, and county-specific 
counts using an adjustment factor obtained as follows: 

• We first counted the number of discharges for a specific endpoint in the 
state including those discharges with missing age or county FIPS. 
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11 We then counted the number of discharges for the endpoint in the state 
excluding those records with missing age or county FIPS. 

11 The adjustment factor is the ratio of the two counts. 

o For California and West Virginia, patient county was unavailable for all 
observations. For these two states, we used hospital county in place of 
patient county. 

o For health outcomes deemed acute (acute myocardial infarction; 
cerebrovascular events; stroke; pneumonia; lower respiratory infection; 
acute cases of asthma), we distributed patients within the hospital state in 
cases where the patient resided out of state. We assume that everyone 
admitted to the hospital in a given state developed that acute condition while 
in that state. 

o We calculated hospitalization rates for each county by dividing the adjusted 
county-level hospitalization counts by the Census estimated county-level 
population for the corresponding year (2011- 2014). Following CDC 
Wonder, we treated rates as "unreliable" when the hospitalization count was 
less than 20, using the same procedure we used for mortality rates (see 
Section D.1.1). 

For states with summarized state statistics (from HCUPnet) we calculated the state-, 
age-, endpoint- specific hospitalization rates and applied them to each county in the 
state. We used the previously described procedure to adjust the "unreliable" rates. 

For states without discharge-level or state-level data: 

o We obtained the endpoint-specific hospitalization counts in each region from 
HCUPnet/NIS (we refer to this count for the ith endpoint in the jth region as 
"TOTALij") 

o For those states in the jth region that do have discharge-level or state-level 
data, we summed the hospital admissions by endpoint (we refer to this count 
for the ith endpoint in the jth region as "SUB ij"). 

o We then estimated the hospitalization count for states without discharge or 
state data for the ith endpoint in the jth region as TOTALij - SUB ij. Nate that 
while this count is endpoint- and region- specific, it is not age-specific. We 
obtained the distribution of hospital admission counts across age groups 
based on the Central Distributor data and assumed the same distribution for 
the HCUPnet hospitalizations. We then applied this distribution to the 
estimated hospital counts (i.e., TOTALij - SUB ij) to obtain endpoint-, region-, 
and age-specific counts. 
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o Using the corresponding age- and region-specific populations in BenMAP-CE 
from Woods and Poole (2015), we calculated age-specific hospitalization 
rates for the ith endpoint in the jth region and applied them to those counties 
in the region that didn't have discharge-level or state-level data. 

The endpoints in hospitalization studies are defined using different combinations of ICD 
codes. Rather than generating a unique baseline incidence rate for each ICD code 
combination, for the purposes of this analysis, we identified a core group of 
hospitalization rates from the studies and applied the appropriate combinations of 
these rates in the health impact functions: 

• congestive heart failure (ICD-9 428) 

• dysrhythmia (ICD-9 427) 

• heart rhythm disturbances (ICD-9 426-427) 

• acute myocardial infarction (ICD-9 410) 

• ischemic heart disease - 1(ICD-9410-414) 

• ischemic heart disease - 2 (ICD-9 410-414, 429) 

• ischemic heart disease (less myocardial infarction) (ICD-9 411-414) 

• all cardiovascular (ICD-9 390-429) 

• all cardiovascular (less myocardial infarctions) (ICD-9 390-409, 411-429) 

• cardiovascular, cerebrovascular and peripheral vascular diseases (ICD-9 410-414, 
429, 426- 427, 428, 430-438, 440-449) 

• all cardiac outcomes (ICD-9 390-459) 

• cerebrovascular events (ICD-9 430-438) 

• stroke (ICD-9 431-437) 

• peripheral vascular disease -1 (ICD-9 440-448) 

• peripheral vascular disease -2 (ICD-9 440-449) 

• all respiratory (ICD-9 460-519) 

• respiratory illness -1 (ICD-9 466, 480-486, 490-493) 

• respiratory illness -2 (ICD-9 464-466, 480-487, 490-492) 
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• chronic lung disease (ICD-9 490-496) 

• chronic lung disease (less asthma) (ICD-9 490-492, 494-496) 

• chronic lung disease (less asthma) -2 (ICD-9 490-492, 494, 496) 

• chronic lung disease (less asthma) -3 (ICD-9 490-492) 

• chronic lung disease (less asthma) -4 (ICD-9 491,492, 494, 496) 

• pneumonia (ICD-9 480-486) 

• asthma (ICD-9 493) 

• lower respiratory infection (ICD-9 466.1, 466.0, 480-487, 490, 510-511) 

For each C-R function, we selected the baseline rate or combination of rates that most 
closely matches to the study endpoint definition. For studies that define chronic lung 
disease as ICD 490- 492, 494-496, we subtracted the incidence rate for asthma (ICD 
493) from the chronic lung disease rate (ICD 490-496). In some cases, the baseline rate 
will not match exactly to the endpoint definition in the study. For example, Burnett et al. 
(2001) studied the following respiratory conditions in infants <2 years of age: ICD 
464.4, 466, 480-486, 493. For this C-R function we apply an aggregate of the following 
rates: ICD 464, 466, 480-487, 493. Although they do not match exactly, we assume that 
relationship observed between the pollutant and study-defined endpoint is applicable 
for the additional codes. Table D-5 presents a summary of the national hospitalization 
rates for 2014 from HCUP. 
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Table D-5. Hospitalization Rates (per 100 people per year), by Health Endpoint and 
Age 

Hospitalization ICD-9 Age 
Category Code 0·1 z.17 11H4 Z5-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65·74 75.94 

Respiratory 

All Respiratory 460-519 2.387 0.363 0.166 0.212 0.340 0.737 1.297 2.292 4.151 

Pneumonia 480-486 0.477 0.101 0.039 0.063 0.103 0.196 0.336 0.640 1.426 

Chronic Lung Disease 490-496 0.226 0.151 0.041 0.056 0.105 0.281 0.496 0.837 1.276 

Asthma 493 0.217 0.147 0.036 0.048 0.076 0.123 0.136 0.157 0.218 

Cardiovascular 

All Cardiovascular 390-429 0.044 0.017 0.061 0.138 0.377 0.914 1.747 3.131 5.886 

Acute Myocardial 
410 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.010 0.068 0.202 0.380 0.575 0.921 

Infarction, Nonfatal 

Jschemic Heart 
410-414 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.014 0.105 0.350 0.689 1.090 1.570 

Disease 

Dysrhythmia 427 0.016 0.005 0.014 o.ozs 0.057 0.145 0.319 0.684 1.357 

Congestive Heart 
428 0.010 0.001 0.005 0.021 0.061 0.165 0.344 0.700 1.727 

Failure 

Stroke 431-437 0.009 0.003 0.007 0.021 0.070 0.199 0.417 0.816 1.639 

D.3 Nonfatal Heart Attacks 

The relationship between short-term particulate matter exposure and heart attacks was 
quantified in a case-crossover analysis by Peters et al. (2001). The study population was 
selected from heart attack survivors in a medical clinic. Therefore, the applicable 
population to apply to the C-R function is all individuals surviving a heart attack in a 
given year. Several data sources are available to estimate the number of heart attacks 
per year. For example, several cohort studies have reported estimates of heart attack 
incidence rates in the specific populations under study. However, these rates depend on 
the specific characteristics of the populations under study and may not be the best data 
to extrapolate nationally. The American Heart Association reports approximately 
785,000 new heart attacks per year (Roger et al., 2012). Exclusion of heart attack 
deaths reported by CDC Wonder yields approximately 575,000 nonfatal cases per year. 

An alternative approach to the estimation of heart attack rates is to use data from the 
Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP), assuming that all heart attacks that are 
not instantly fatal will result in a hospitalization. Details about HCUP data are described 
in Section D.2. According to the 2014 HCUP data there were approximately 608,795 
hospitalizations due to heart attacks (acute myocardial infarction: ICD-9 410, primary 
diagnosis). We used rates based on HCUP data over estimates extrapolated from cohort 
studies because the former is a national database with a larger sample size, which is 
intended to provide reliable national estimates. The incidence rate calculation is also 
described in Section D.2 and the incidence rates for AMI hospitalization are presented 
in Table D-5. 
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Rosamond et al. (1999) reported that approximately six percent of male and eight 
percent of female hospitalized heart attack patients die within 28 days (either in or 
outside of the hospital). We, therefore, applied a factor of 0.93 to the estimated number 
of PM-related acute myocardial infarctions to exclude the number of cases that result in 
death within the first month. Nate that we did not adjust for fatal AM Is in the incidence 
rate estimation, due to the way that the epidemiological studies are designed. Those 
studies consider total admissions for AMis, which includes individuals living at the time 
the studies were conducted. Therefore, we use the definition of AMI that matches the 
definition in the epidemiological studies. 

D.4 Emergency Department Visits 

The data source for emergency department/room (ED or ER) visits is also HCUP, i.e., 
SID, SEDD, and NEDS. And the types of data providers are also the same as those 
described in Section D.2. Figure D-2 shows the emergency department data in each 
state. 
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Figure D-2. Emergency Department Data from HCUP 
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The calculation of ER visit rates is also similar to the calculation of hospitalization rates, 
except for the following differences: 

The SEDD databases include only those ER visits that ended with discharge. To identify 
the ER visits that ended in hospitalization, we used a variable called "admission source" 
in the SID databases. Admission source identified as "emergency room" indicates that 
the hospital admission came from the ER - i.e., the ER visit ended in hospitalization. For 
each combination of age group, endpoint and county, we summed the ER visits that 
ended with discharge and those that resulted in hospitalization. 

The data year varies across the states from 2011 to 2014; we assumed that ER visit 
rates are reasonably constant across these three years and consider them as 2014 rates. 

Instead of using HCUPnet/NIS in the last step as described in Section D.2., we used 
HCUPnet/NEDS to calculate ER visit rates for states without discharge level or state 
level data. Table D-6 presents the estimated asthma emergency room rates by health 
endpoint and age group. 
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Table D-6. Emergency Department Visit Rates (per 100 people per year) by Health 
Endpoint and Age Group 

Emergency 
Department 

Category ICD·9Codes Age0·17 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 

Asthma 493 0.959 0.601 0.556 0.538 0.552 0.408 0.331 0.368 

491-493, 460-

Respiratory 
466, 477.0-477.9, 

480-486, 496, 
6.069 3.214 2.837 2.332 2.447 2.418 2.908 4.382 

786.07, 786.09 

410-414, 427-

Cardiovascular 
428, 433-437, 

440.0-440.9, 443-
0.030 0.107 0.212 0.496 1.151 2.023 3.451 6.726 

445,451-453 

D.5 School Loss Days 

Epidemiological studies have examined the relationship between air pollution and a 
variety of measures of school absence. These measures include: school loss days for all 
causes, illness- related, and respiratory illness-related. We have two sources of 
information. The first is the National Center for Education Statistics, which provided an 
estimate of all-cause school loss days, and the other is the National Health Interview 
Survey (Adams et al., 1999, Table 4 7), which has data on different categories of acute 
school loss days. Table D-7 presents the estimated school loss day rates. Further detail 
is provided below on these rates. 

Table D-7. School Loss Day Rates (per student per year) 

Type Northeast Midwest South West 

Respiratory illness-related absences 1.3 1.7 1.1 2.2 

Illness-related absences 2.4 2.6 2.6 3.7 

All-cause 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 

*We based illness-related school loss day rates on data from the 1996 NHIS and an estimate of 180 
school days per year. This excludes school loss days due to injuries. We based the all-cause school loss 
day rate on data from the National Center for Education Statistics. 

All-Cause School Loss Day Rate 

Based on data from the U.S. Department of Education (1996, Table 42-1 ), the National 
Center for Education Statistics estimates that for the 1993-1994 school year, 5.5 
percent of students are absent from school on a given day. This estimate is comparable 
to study-specific estimates from Chen et al. (2000) and Ransom and Pope (1992), which 
ranged from 4.5 to 5.1 percent. 
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Illness-Related School Loss Day Rate 

The National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) has regional estimates of school loss days 
due to a variety of acute conditions (Adams et al., 1999). NHIS is a nationwide sample
based survey of the health of the noninstitutionalized, civilian population, conducted by 
NCHS. The survey collects data on acute conditions, prevalence of chronic conditions, 
episodes of injury, activity limitations, and self-reported health status. However, it does 
not provide an estimate of all-cause school loss days. 

In estimating illness-related school loss days, we started with school loss days due to 
acute problems (Adams et al., 1999, Table 47) and subtracted lost days due to injuries, 
in order to match the definition of the study used in the C-R function to estimate illness
related school absences (Gilliland et al., 2001). We then divided by 180 school days per 
to estimate illness- related school absence rates per school day. Similarly, when 
estimating respiratory illness-related school loss days, we use data from Adams et al. 
(1999, Table 47). Note that we estimated 180 school days in a year to calculate 
respiratory illness-related school absence rates per year. 

D.6 Other Acute and Chronic Effects 

For many of the minor effect studies, baseline rates from a single study are often the 
only source of information, and we assume that these rates hold for locations in the U.S. 
The use of study- specific estimates are likely to increase the uncertainty around the 
estimate because they are often estimated from a single location using a relatively small 
sample. These endpoints include: acute bronchitis, chronic bronchitis, upper 
respiratory symptoms, lower respiratory symptoms. Table D-8 presents a summary of 
these baseline rates. 

Table D-8. Selected Acute and Chronic Incidence (Cases/ Person-Year) & 
Prevalence (Percentage Population) 

Endpoint Age Parameter Rate Source 

Acute Bronchitis 8-12 Incidence 0.043 
American Lung Association (2002b, 

Table 11) 

Chronic Bronchitis 27+ Incidence 0.00378 Abbey et al. (1993, Table 3) 

18+ 4.37% American Lung Association (2010a, 

18-44 3.15% Table 4). The rate numbers may be 
Chronic Bronchitis Prevalence slightly different from those in Table 

45-64 5.49% 4 because we received more current 

65+ 5.63% estimates form ALA 

Lower Respiratory 
7-14 Incidence 0.483 Schwartz et al. (1994, Table 2) 

Symptoms (LRS) 

Minor Restricted Activity 
18-64 Incidence 7.8 Ostro and Rothschild (1989, p. 243) 

Days (MRAD) 

Work Loss Day (WLD) 18-64 Incidence 2.172 Adams eta!. (1999, Table) U.S. 
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Endpoint Age Parameter Rate Source 

18-24 1.971 Bureau of the Census (1997, No.22) 

25-44 2.475 

45-64 1.796 

NOTE: The incidence rate is the number of cases per person per year. Prevalence refers to the fraction of 
people that have a particular illness during a particular time period. 

D.6.1 Acute Bronchitis 

The annual rate of acute bronchitis for children ages 5 to 17 was obtained from the 
American Lung Association (2002b, Table 11). The authors reported an annual 
incidence rate per person of 0.043, derived from the 1996 National Health Interview 
Survey. 

D.6.2 Chronic Bronchitis Incidence Rate 

The annual incidence rate for chronic bronchitis1 is estimated from data reported by 
Abbey et al. (1993, Table 3). The rate is calculated by taking the number of new cases 
(234), dividing by the number of individuals in the sample (3,310), dividing by the ten 
years covered in the sample, and then multiplying by one minus the reversal rate 
(estimated to be 46.6% based on Abbey et al. (1995a, Table 1). 

Age-specific incidence rates are not available. Abbey et al. (1995a, Table 1) did report 
the incidences by three age groups (25-54, 55-74, and 75+) for "cough type" and 
"sputum type" bronchitis. However, they did not report an overall incidence rate for 
bronchitis by age-group. Since, the cough and sputum types of bronchitis overlap to an 
unknown extent, we did not attempt to generate age-specific incidence rates for the 
over-all rate of bronchitis. 

D.6.3 Chronic Bronchitis Prevalence Rate 

We obtained the annual prevalence rate for chronic bronchitis from the American Lung 
Association (2010a, Table 4). Based on an analysis of 2008 National Health Interview 
Survey data, they estimated a rate of 0.043 7 for persons 18 and older; they also 
reported the following prevalence rates for people in the age groups 18-44, 45-64, and 
65+: 0.0315, 0.0549, and 0.0563, respectively. 

D.6.4 Lower Respiratory Symptoms 

Lower respiratory symptoms (LRS) are defined as two or more of the following: cough, 
chest pain, phlegm, wheeze. The proposed yearly incidence rate for 100 people, 43.8, is 
based on the percentiles in Schwartz et al. (Schwartz et al., 1994, Table 2). The authors 
did not report the mean incidence rate, but rather reported various percentiles from the 
incidence rate distribution. The percentiles and associated per person per day values 
are 10th= 0 percent, 25th= 0 percent, SOth = 0 percent, 75th = 0.29 percent, and 90th = 

1 Please note that this endpoint is not regularly considered in U.S. EPA analyses (July 2018). 
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0.34 percent. The most conservative estimate consistent with the data are to assume 
the incidence per person per day is zero up to the 75th percentile, a constant 0.29 
percent between the 75th and 90th percentiles, and a constant 0.34 percent between 
the 90th and 100th percentiles. Alternatively, assuming a linear slope between the 50th 
and 75th, 75th and 90th, and 90th to 100th percentiles, the estimated mean incidence 
rate per person per day is 0.12 percent. (For example, the 62.5th percentile would have 
an estimated incidence rate per person per day of 0.145 percent.) We used the latter 
approach in this analysis. 

D.6.5 Minor Restricted Activity Days (MRAD) 

Ostro and Rothschild (1989, p. 243) provide an estimate of the annual incidence rate of 
MRADs per person of 7.8. 

D.6.6 Work Loss Days 

The yearly work-loss-day incidence rate per 100 people is based on estimates from the 
1996 National Health Interview Survey (Adams et al., 1999, Table 41). They reported a 
total annual work loss days of 352 million for individuals ages 18 to 65. The total 
population of individuals of this age group in 1996 (162 million) was obtained from 
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1997, No. 22). The average annual rate of work loss days per 
individual is 2.17. Using a similar approach, we calculated work-loss-day rates for ages 
18-24, 25-44, and 45-64, respectively. 

D.7 Asthma-Related Health Effects 

Several studies have examined the impact of air pollution on asthma development or 
exacerbation. Many of the baseline incidence rates used in the health impact functions 
are based on study-specific estimates. The baseline rates for the various endpoints are 
described below and summarized in Table D-9. The prevalence of asthma is 
summarized in Table D-10. 

Table D-9. Asthma-Related Health Effects Incidence Rates 

Endpoint Age Parameter Rate Source 

Asthma Exacerbation, Shortness 8-13 Incidence 13.51 

of Breath, African American Prevalence 
Ostro et al. (2001, p. 202) 

8-13 7.40% 

Asthma Exacerbation, Wheeze, 8-13 Incidence 27.74 

African American Prevalence 
Ostro et al. (2001, p. 202) 

8-13 17.30% 

Asthma Exacerbation, Cough, 8-13 Incidence 24.46 
Ostro et al. (2001, p. 202) 

African American 8-13 Prevalence 14.50% 

Upper Respiratory Symptoms 
9-11 Incidence 124.79 Pope et al. (1991, Table 2) 

(URS) 

NOTE: The incidence rate is the number of asthma attacks per person per year. Prevalence refers to the fraction of 
people that have a particular illness during a particular time period. 
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D.7.1 Shortness of Breath 

To estimate the annual rate of new shortness of breath episodes among African
American asthmatics, ages 8-13, we used the rate reported by Ostro et al. (2001, p.202). 

D.7.2 Wheeze 

The daily rate of new wheeze episodes among African-American asthmatics, ages 8-13, 
is reported by Ostro et al. (2001, p.202) as 0.076. We multiplied this value by 100 and 
by 365 to get the annual incidence rate per 100 people. 

D.7.3 Cough 

The daily rate of new cough episodes among African-American asthmatics, ages 8-13, is 
reported by Ostro et al. (2001, p.202) as 0.067. We multiplied this value by 100 and by 
365 to get the annual incidence rate per 100 people. 

D.7.4 Upper Respiratory Symptoms 

Upper Respiratory Symptoms are defined as one or more of the following: runny or 
stuffy nose; wet cough; burning, aching, or red eyes. Using the incidence rates for upper 
respiratory symptoms among asthmatics, published in Pope et al. (1991, Table 2), we 
calculated a sample size-weighted average incidence rate. 

D.7.5 Asthma Population Estimates 

In studies examining the association between air pollution and the development or 
exacerbation of asthma, often times an estimate of the percent of the population with 
asthma is required. Asthma percentages were obtained from an American Lung 
Association (2010b) report summarizing data from NHIS. Table D-10 presents asthma 
prevalence rates used to define asthmatic populations in the health impact functions. 

Table D-10. Asthma Prevalence Rates Used to Estimate Asthmatic Populations 

Asthma 
Population Group Prevalence Source 

All Ages 7.80% 

<5 6.14% 

<18 9.41% 

5-17 10.70% American Lung Association (2010b, Table 7) 

18-44 7.19% 

45-64 7.45% 

65+ 7.16% 

African-American, <5 9.98% 

African-American, 5 to 17 17.76% 
American Lung Association (2010b, Table 9) 

African-American, <18 15.53% American Lung Association* 

*Calculated by ALA for U.S. EPA, based on NHIS data (CDC, 2008). 
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Appendix E. Core Particulate Matter Health 
Impact Functions in U.S. Setup 

In this Appendix, we present the core PM-related health impact functions in BenMAP, 
i.e., the functions that, as of the current release, U.S. EPA routinely uses in its regulatory 
analyses. Each sub- section has a table with a brief description of the health impact 
function and the underlying parameters. Following each table, we present a brief 
summary of each of the studies and any items that are unique to the study. 

Note that Appendix C mathematically derives the standard types of health impact 
functions encountered in the epidemiological literature, such as, log-linear, logistic and 
linear, so we simply note here the type of functional form. And Appendix D presents a 
description of the sources for the incidence and prevalence data used in the health 
impact functions. 

E.1 Long-term Mortality 

There are two types of exposure to PM that may result in premature mortality. Short
term exposure may result in excess mortality on the same day or within a few days of 
exposure. Long-term exposure over, say, a year or more, may result in mortality in 
excess of what it would be if PM levels were generally lower, although the excess 
mortality that occurs will not necessarily be associated with any particular episode of 
elevated air pollution levels. In other words, long-term exposure may capture a facet of 
the association between PM and mortality that is not captured by short-term exposure. 
Table E-1 lists the long-term mortality health impact functions. 

Table E-1. Core Health Impact Functions for Particulate Matter and Long-Term 
Mortality 

Effect Author Year Location Age Metric Beta Std Err Form Notes 

Mo1tality, 
Expe1tA 2006 30-99 Annual 0.015180 

Log-
All Cause linear 

Mortality, Log-
Range >10 to 30 µg. 

All Cause 
Expert B 2006 30-99 Annual 0.012620 

linear 
Unconditional dist. 2% 
no causality included. 

Mortality, Log-
Range 4 to 10 µg. 

Expert B 2006 30-99 Annual 0.011950 Unconditional dist. 2% 
All Cause linear 

no causality included. 

Mortality, 
Expert C 2006 30-99 Annual 0.011930 

Log-
All Cause linear 

Mo1tality, 
Expert D 2006 30-99 Annual 0.008380 

Log- Unconditional dist. 5% 
All Cause linear no causality included 

Mo1tality, 
Expert E 2006 30-99 Annual 0.019670 

Log- Unconditional dist. 1 % 
All Cause linear no causality included 

Mortality, 
Expert F 2006 30-99 Annual 0.011440 

Log-
Range> 7 to 30 µg 

All Cause linear 
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Effect Author Year Location Age Metric Beta Std Err Form Notes 

Mortality, 
Expert F 2006 30-99 Annual 0.009370 

Log-
Range 4 to 7 µg 

All Cause linear 

Mo1tality, 
Expert G 2006 30-99 Annual 0.006970 

Log- Unconditional dist. 30% 
All Cause linear no causality included 

Mortality, 
Expert H 2006 30-99 Annual 0.008700 

Log-
All Cause linear 

Mortality, 
Expert I 2006 30-99 Annual 0.011810 

Log- Unconditional dist. 5% 
All Cause linear no causality included 

Mortality, 
Expert J 2006 30-99 Annual 0.009620 

Log-
All Cause linear 

Mo1tality, Log-
Range >16 to 30. No 

All Cause 
Expert K 2006 30-99 Annual 0.006890 

linear 
threshold. Conditional 
dist. 

Mortality, Log-
Range 4to 16 µg. No 

All Cause 
Expert K 2006 30-99 Annual 0.003940 

linear 
threshold. Conditional 
dist. 

Mortality, Log-
Range 4 to 16 µg. 

All Cause 
Expe1tK 2006 30-99 Annual 0.003940 

linear 
Threshold 0 to 5 µg. 
Conditional dist. 

Mortality, Log-
Range 4 to 16 ug. 

All Cause 
Expert K 2006 30-99 Annual 0.003940 

linear 
Threshold 5 to 10 µg. 
Conditional dist. 

Mortality, Range>16to30. 

All Cause 
Expert K 2006 30-99 Annual 0 Uniform distribution. No 

causality. 

Mortality, 
Range 4 to 16 ug. 

All Cause 
Expert K 2006 30-99 Annual 0 Uniform distribution. No 

causality. 

Mortality, Log-
Range >10 to 30 µg. 

Expert L 2006 30-99 Annual 0.009340 Unconditional dist. 1% 
All Cause linear 

no causality included. 

Mo1tality, Log-
Range 4 to 10 µg. 

All Cause 
Expert L 2006 30-99 Annual 0.007390 

linear 
Unconditional dist. 25% 
no causality included 

Mortality, Krewski 
2009 

116 U.S. 30-99 Annual 0.005827 0.000963 Log-
All Cause eta!. cities linear 

Mortality, Lepeule et 2012 6 Cities 25-99 Annual Log-
All Cause al. 0.013103 0.003347 linear 

Mo1tality, Woodruff 2006 204 Infant Annual 0.006766 0.007339 Logistic 
All Cause eta!. counties 

E.1.1 Expert Functions 

In this section, we describe the approach taken to incorporate into BenMAP 
concentration- response (C-R) functions that were obtained through expert elicitation 
for EPA (IEc, 2006). 
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We have specified expert distributions for the PM2.s effect either as truncated 
parametric distributions or as non-parametric distributions. Therefore they can only be 
included in Ben MAP in the form of custom distribution tables containing 15,000 
random draws (with replacement) from an underlying distribution. We first describe 
the way these custom distribution tables were created. Then we explain how these 
custom distribution tables should be handled in a configuration file to represent the 
expert-specified distribution as closely as possible. 

Note that the table on page 3-30 of the expert elicitation report (IEc, 2006) refers to the 
non-parametric distributions as "custom" distributions. However, BenMAP refers to 
distribution tables that are supplied in the form of a simulated draw as "custom 
distribution tables". In order to avoid confusion in terminology, we will call the expert
specified distributions, which did not have a parametric shape, "non-parametric" expert 
distributions. 

We divided the experts into two groups - those who specified a parametric distribution 
and those who specified a non-parametric distribution. This division was necessary 
because the two groups required different methods for generating the custom 
distribution tables. We describe the respective algorithms below and then provide an 
assessment of the results for each expert. 

E.1.1.1 Parametric Distributions 

Experts A, C, D, E, G, I, J, and K chose parametric distribution functions to represent 
their subjective beliefs about the percent change in risk associated with an increase in 
PM2.s. In particular, they specified the following characteristics of the distribution: 

• The shape (e.g., Normal, Triangular, Weibull) 

• The truncation points (i.e., minimum and/or maximum) 

• Two or three percentile points 

• The likelihood that the association is causal and whether the function includes that 
(i.e., whether the function is conditional on the association being causal or 
unconditional). 

There were two types of inconsistencies encountered in these specifications: 

(1) The experts who chose Normal or Weibull shapes for their distributions also 
specified minimum and/or maximum values at which there could be an effect. The 
Normal distribution has an unlimited support from -8 to+ 8. The Weibull distribution 
has support (l + 8), where l is a location parameter that can be any value on the real 
line. The specification of a minimum or a maximum value for the effect is therefore 
inconsistent with specifying these distributions. Therefore, we interpreted these 
experts' distributions as truncated Normal or truncated Weibull distributions. In other 
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words, we assumed that the shape of the distribution is Normal or Weibull between the 
truncation points. 

(2) Experts A, C, and J indicated that they included the likelihood of causality in their 
subjective distributions. However, the continuous parametric distributions specified 
were inconsistent with the causality likelihoods provided by these experts. Because 
there was no way to reconcile this, we chose to interpret the distributions of these 
experts as unconditional and ignore the additional information on the likelihood of 
causality. For example, Expert A specified a truncated Normal distribution with a 
minimum 0 and a maximum 4. The expert also indicated that the likelihood of causality 
is 95 percent and it is included in the distribution. This implies that the 5th percentile of 
the truncated Normal distribution should be zero. The minimum and 5th percentile of 
the distribution both being zero imply a density with a large (discrete) mass at zero. 
This, however, is not consistent with specifying a continuous Normal density. (In the 
case of Expert A, in addition, he specified a 5th percentile value of 0.29, whereas a 5 
percent chance of non-causality would imply a 5th percentile value of 0.) 

In order to create a random draw from a parametric distribution it is not sufficient to 
know its shape and truncation points. In addition, one needs to know the values of 
parameters that distinguish this particular distribution from a class of similarly shaped 
distributions with identical truncation points. Experts D and I reported parameter 
values of their subjective distributions (see details in Table 1). Therefore, we simply 
drew 15,000 times from each of their distributions. 

However, the only information, in addition to the shape and truncation points, which 
the other experts provided was the percentile points. To derive the parameter values of 
interest, we used this information as follows: 

Let F(x;a 8,min,max) be a truncated continuous parametric (cumulative) distribution 
function with (vector of) parameters 8 and truncation points min and max. The nth 
percentile point is defined as the value xn such that F(xn; 8,min,max)=n/100. Thus, if 
we know that the expert distribution's nth percentile point is xn and mth percentile 
point is xm then the following has to hold: 

F(xn;B,min,max) = n/100 

F(xm;B,min,max) = m/100 

This is a system of non-linear equations that can be solved for the unknown distribution 
parameters 0. We used the Nelder and Mead (1965) numeric optimization algorithm, 
available in R, to find the best-fitting estimates of parameters 0 for the truncated 
distributions specified by the experts. Once estimates of 0 were obtained, the 
distributions were specified fully and we had enough information to make 15,000 
draws from each. 

Table E-2 below summarizes the results for each expert who specified a parametric 
distribution. In each case, we provide an "input" line that has all the information that 
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was provided by the expert. We also show the "output" line that contains the inferred 
parameters and five percentile points of the distribution from which draws were made. 

Highlighted in yellow are the percentiles specified by the expert and used to create the 
equation system for the optimization. After finding the best-fitting parameters, we 
calculated the associated percentiles and confirmed that they are close to the input 
values. 

Table E-2. Description of the Parametric Expert Functions 

Expert Information Distribution Min P5 P25 P50 P75 P95 Max Parameters 

input Normal 0 0.290 2.900 4 mean=? 
sd=? 

A 

output 0.290 0.929 1.481 2.059 2.900 mean=1.42 
sd"'0.895 

input Normal 0 1.200 2.000 +8 mean=? sd=? 

c mean" 1.196 output 0.423 0.875 1.200 1.528 2.000 sdoe0.488 

input Triangular 0.100 1.600 mode =0.95 
D 

output 0.350 0.662 0.897 1.107 1.382 

input Normal 0 2.000 3.000 +8 mean=? sd=? 

E mean"'2 output 1.002 1.590 2.000 2.410 3.000 sdoe0.608 

input Normal -8 1.000 1.300 1.500 mean=? sd=? 

G meanoel.001 
output 0.695 0.875 1.000 1.124 1.300 sd=0.185 

input Normal 0.200 2.300 
mean=1.25 

I sd=0.53 

output 0.473 0.912 1.250 1.588 2.027 

input Weibull 0 0.150 0.900 2.000 3.000 
shape=? scale=? 

location=? 

J shapeoe2.21 
output 0.150 0.525 0.900 1.331 2.000 scale= 1.413 

location"'-0.326 

Kl input Normal -8 0.100 0.400 0.800 mean=? sd=? 

4-16 mean=0.404 
µg/m3 output 0.100 0.277 0.400 0.521 0.682 

sd,,,0.184 

K2 input Normal -8 0.100 0.700 1.500 mean=? sd=? 

>16-30 mean,,,0.707 
µg/m3 output 0.100 0.455 0.700 0.942 1.264 sdoe0.367 

For example, Expert A indicated that the distribution of the effect is Normal, with 
minimum 0 and maximum 4. Under the assumption that this is actually a truncated 
Normal distribution, we looked for the corresponding mean and standard deviation for 
it. The 5th and the 95th percentile values (0.29 and 2.90, respectively) were used to 
specify the following equations: 
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N(0.29;mean = '?,sd =?,min= O,max = 4) = 0.05 
N(2.90;mean = '?,sd =?,min= O,max = 4) = 0.95 

The solution to this system was a mean of 1.42 and a standard deviation of 0.89. We 
also verified that these parameters produced percentile values consistent with the ones 
supplied by the expert. We similarly solved for the parameters of the other experts who 
specified parametric distributions, with the exception of experts D and I, who specified 
their distributions fully. 

The experts were asked to describe uncertainty distributions for the percent change in 
mortality risk associated with a 1 µg/m 3 change in PM2.s. All of the experts assumed 
log-linear (or piecewise log-linear) C-R functions. If Z denotes the percent change 
elicited from an expert, the relative risk associated with a 1 µg/m 3 change in PM2.s is 
(1 +Z/100), and the PM2.s coefficient in the log-linear C-R function is ln(l +(Z/100)). We 
applied this transformation to the values drawn from each distribution. 

Finally, some experts stated that their distribution does not incorporate the likelihood 
of causality - i.e., they specified conditional distributions. We made 15,000 draws from 
an expert's conditional distribution. Ben MAP contains a function that is zero. If an 
expert specified, for example, a five percent chance that there is not a causal 
association, Ben MAP will draw from this zero function with five percent probability and 
draw from the 15,000-draw custom distribution (of positive values) with 95 percent 
probability. Table E-3 below shows summary statistics for the draws from the 
parametric distributions that became BenMAP "custom" distribution tables. Additional 
details on the form of the distributions are below and in Bel ova et al. (2007). 

Table E-3. Descriptive Statistics of the Random Draws from the Parametric Expert 
Distributions 

Standard 
Expert Mean Deviation Min P25 P50 P75 Max 

A 0.01518 0.00773 0.00000 0.00944 0.01483 0.02051 0.03917 

c 0.01193 0.00466 0.00001 0.00870 0.01189 0.01509 0.02848 

D (cond) 0.00884 0.00305 0.00105 0.00671 0.00899 0.01108 0.01577 

D 0.00838 0.00354 0.00000 0.00623 0.00875 0.01092 0.01577 

E (cond) 0.01975 0.00591 0.00026 0.01577 0.01986 0.02376 0.04534 

E 0.01967 0.00619 0.00000 0.01575 0.01989 0.02381 0.04534 

G (cond) 0.00996 0.00181 0.00256 0.00873 0.00996 0.01123 0.01489 

G 0.00697 0.00480 0.00000 0.00000 0.00892 0.01062 0.01489 

I (cond) 0.01240 0.00458 0.00200 0.00905 0.01244 0.01575 0.02273 

I 0.01181 0.00523 0.00000 0.00845 0.01214 0.01559 0.02273 

J 0.00962 0.00567 0.00000 0.00525 0.00902 0.01329 0.02936 

Kl (cond) 0.00394 0.00175 -0.00262 0.00278 0.00398 0.00520 0.00797 

Kl 0.00139 0.00215 -0.00262 0.00000 0.00000 0.00298 0.00796 

K2 (cond) 0.00689 0.00350 -0.00766 0.00452 0.00698 0.00937 1.01489 
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Standard 
Expert Mean Deviation Min P25 PSO P75 Max 

K2 0.00237 0.00382 -0.00402 0.00000 0.00000 0.00489 0.01488 

E.1.1.2 Non-Parametric Distributions 

Experts B, F, H, and L chose a non-parametric distribution function to represent their 
subjective beliefs about the percent change in risk associated with 1 µg/m 3 increase in 
PM 2.s. They specified the following characteristics of the distribution: 

• The truncation points (i.e., minimum and/or maximum) 

• Five percentile points 

• The likelihood that the association is causal and whether the function includes that 
(i.e., whether the function is conditional on the association being causal or unconditional) 

The only information that we had about these distributions was the minimum, the 
maximum, and the five percentiles. The shape of the distribution was unknown. Therefore, 
we made an assumption that the cumulative distribution function (CDF) is piece-wise 
linear. In other words, we assumed that all values between the percentiles are equally 
likely. Following this assumption, we used linear interpolation between the percentile 
points to derive the CDF for each expert. We then made 15,000 draws from each CDF. 

Table E-4 shows the inputs and the outputs of this process for each expert The inputs are the 
minimum, the maximum, and the percentiles. The outputs are the percentiles that we 
calculated from the draws from the respective linearly interpolated CDFs. 

Table E-4. Description of the Non-Parametric Expert Functions 

Expert Infonnation Min PS P10 P25 PSO P75 P95 Max 

81 4-10 input 0.010 0.100 0.200 1.200 2.100 2.600 2.800 

µg/m3 output 0.099 0.203 1.213 2.092 2.599 

82 >10- input 0.100 0.200 0.500 1.200 2.100 2.600 2.800 

30 µg/m3 
output 0.198 0.501 1.191 2.096 2.597 

F14-7 input 0.370 0.580 0.730 0.930 1.100 1.400 1.700 

µg/m3 output 0.581 0.732 0.928 1.097 1.407 

F2 >7-30 input 0.290 0.770 0.960 1.100 1.400 1.600 1.800 

µg/m3 output 0.771 0.958 1.100 1.398 1.606 

input 0 0 0 0.400 0.700 1.300 2.000 3.000 
H 

output 0 0 0.407 0.710 1.320 2.010 

L14-10 input 0 0.200 0.570 1.000 1.400 1.600 2.700 

µg/m3 output 0.201 0.570 0.996 1.400 1.619 
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Expert Information Min PS P10 P25 P50 P75 P95 Max 

L2 >10- input 0.020 0200 0570 1.000 1.400 1.600 2.700 

30 µg/m 3 
output 0.018 0.568 1.003 1.396 1.634 

Table E-5 below shows summary statistics for the draws from the non-parametric 
distributions that became BenMAP "custom" distribution tables. The section below on 
distributional details contains histograms for all the experts' distributions. 

Table E-5. Descriptive Statistics of the Random Draws from the Non-Parametric 
Expert Distributions 

Standard 
Expert Mean Deviation Min P25 P50 P75 Max 

81 (cond) 0.01217 0.00897 0.00010 0.00200 0.01195 0.02090 0.02761 

81 0.01195 0.00901 0.00000 0.00195 0.01167 0.02075 0.02761 

82 (cond) 0.01290 0.00813 0.00100 0.00489 0.01187 0.02068 0.02761 

82 0.01262 0.00827 0.00000 0.00464 0.01159 0.02042 0.02761 

F1 0.00937 0.00268 0.00370 0.00727 0.00924 0.01092 0.01686 

F2 0.01144 0.00292 0.00290 0.00951 0.01091 0.01387 0.01784 

H 0.00870 0.00662 0.00000 0.00406 0.00702 0.01302 0.02954 

L1 (cond) 0.00985 0.00511 0.00001 0.00582 0.00999 0.01391 0.02662 

L1 0.00739 0.00613 0.00000 0.00001 0.00727 0.01250 0.02659 

L2 (cond) 0.00953 0.00544 0.00000 0.00567 0.00991 0.01389 0.02661 

L2 0.00934 0.00549 0.00000 0.00531 0.00964 0.01371 0.02661 

E.1.1.3 Using Expert Functions in BenMAP 

When an expert has specified certain functional specifics with certain probabilities, the 
resulting "C-R function" becomes a set of possible functions, each with an associated 
probability. For example, expert K specified a piecewise log-linear function (i.e., two 
different log-linear functions on two different parts of the range of PM 2.s ); this expert 
also specified a threshold within different ranges with different probabilities (and no 
threshold with a specified probability). BenMAP incorporates such a set of possible 
functions specified by an expert function by assigning appropriate weights to each 
specification. We illustrate this using expert K's specification. 

Expert K specified one log-linear function if the baseline PM2.s value falls within the 
range from 4 µg/m 3 to 16 µg/m 3 and another log-linear function if the baseline value 
falls within the range from >16 µg/m 3 to 30 µg/m 3. BenMAP thus incorporates two sets 
of functions - one set for each of these two PM2.s ranges - and selects from the set 
appropriate for a given PM2.s baseline value. Expert K also specified a 64% probability 
that there is no causal relationship; an 18% probability that there is a causal 
relationship with no threshold, a 4% probability that there is a causal relationship with 
a threshold somewhere between 5 µg/m 3 to 10 µg/m 3, and a 14% probability that there 
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is a causal relationship with a threshold somewhere between 0 µg/m 3 to 5 µg/m 3. Thus, 
the set of log-linear functions in BenMAP for expert Kon the range from 4 µg/m 3 to 16 
µg/m3 contains a function with the: 

• PM2.s coefficient= 0 (no causality), which BenMAP selects with 65% probability; 

• PM2.s coefficient expert K specified for the log-linear function on that range and no 
threshold, which BenMAP selects with 18% probability; 

• PM2.s coefficient expert K specified for the log-linear function on that range and a 
threshold (with uniform probability) between 0 µg/m 3 to 5 µg/m 3, which BenMAP 
selects with 14% probability; and 

• PM2.s coefficient expert K specified for the log-linear function on that range and a 
threshold (with uniform probability) between 5 µg/m 3 to 10 µg/m 3, which BenMAP 
selects with 4% probability. 

If the PM2.s baseline value is greater than 16 µg/m 3, BenMAP goes through an 
analogous procedure to select a function from among the two functions in that set. 

E.1.1.4 Distributional Details by Expert 

Distributional details on each expert distribution are presented below. The derivation 
of the distributions is described above with additional details provided by Belova et al. 
(2007). 
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E.1.1.4.1 Expert A 

Figure E-1. Histogram of the Random Draw from the Distribution of the PMz.s Effect 
Specified by Expert A 

·····························r ······························1 ·····························" ······························1 

O.GO 001 01:13 

Notes: 

Expert A specified a truncated Normal Distribution. We inferred the following values for 
the parameters of this distribution: mean=l.42 and standard deviation=0.89. 

The experts specified distributions for the percent changes in the relative risk. The 
distribution of the corresponding PM 2.s effects was the following transformation of the 
percent change in relative risk Z - log(l +(Z/100)). 
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E.1.1.4.2 Expert B 

Figure E-2. Characteristics of the Random Draw from the Approximated Distribution of 
the PMz.s Effect Specified by Expert B 
(1) Results for the range 4-10 µg/m3 
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Notes: 

Expert B specified a non-parametric distribution using five percentile points. We 
linearly interpolated the CDF between them. Panel (a) shows q-q plot of the expert 
percentiles and empirical percentiles for the draw. Panel (b) shows empirical CDF 
associated with the draw, the red "X" marks indicate corresponding expert percentiles. 
The distribution was conditional on causality. We created a corresponding 
unconditional distribution by adding extra 2 percent zeros to the draw. Panels ( c) and 
( d) show the respective distributions. 
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The experts specified distributions for the percent changes in the relative risk. The 
distribution of the corresponding PM 2.s effects was the following transformation of the 
percent change in relative risk Z - log(l +(Z/100)). 

Figure E-2. Characteristics of the Random Draw from the Approximated Distribution of 
the PMz.s Effect Specified by Expert B (continued) 

(2) Results for the range >10-30 µg/m3 

(a) Q-Q Plot for Conditio!:1al Dis"lnlrntion (.b) C=rulative Comitiol:lal Dism"buti.011 
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Notes: 

Expert B specified a non-parametric distribution using five percentile points. We 
linearly interpolated the CDF between them. Panel (a) shows q-q plot of the expert 
percentiles and empirical percentiles for the draw. Panel (b) shows empirical CDF 
associated with the draw, the red "X" marks indicate corresponding expert percentiles. 
The distribution was conditional on causality. We created a corresponding 
unconditional distribution by adding extra 2 percent zeros to the draw. Panels ( c) and 
( d) show the respective distributions. 
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The experts specified distributions for the percent changes in the relative risk. The 
distribution of the corresponding PM 2.s effects was the following transformation of the 
percent change in relative risk Z - log(l +(Z/100)). 

E.1.1.4.3 Expert C 

Figure E-3. Histogram of the Random Draw from the Distribution of the PMz.s Effect 
Specified by Expert C 
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Notes: 

Expert C specified a truncated Normal Distribution. We inferred the following values for 
the parameters of this distribution: mean=l.20 and standard deviation=0.49. 

The experts specified distributions for the percent changes in the relative risk. The 
distribution of the corresponding PM 2.s effects was the following transformation of the 
percent change in relative risk Z - log(l +(Z/100)). 
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E.1.1.4.4 Expert D 

Figure E-4. Histogram of the Random Draw from the Distribution of the PMz.s Effect 
Specified by Expert D 

(a) Con:li ti.on.al Di.strihuti.o n (b) U n::oniiti.onal Dis tributi.on 
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Notes: 

Expert D specified a Triangular Distribution with minimum=0.1, maximum=l.6, and 
mode=0.95. The distribution was conditional on causality. We created a corresponding 
unconditional distribution by adding extra 5 percent zeros to the draw. 

The experts specified distributions for the percent changes in the relative risk. The 
distribution of the corresponding PM 2.s effects was the following transformation of the 
percent change in relative risk Z - log(l +(Z/100)). 
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E.1.1.4.5 Expert E 

Figure E-5. Histogram of the Random Draw from the Distribution of the PMz.s Effect 
Specified by Expert E 
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Notes: 

Expert E specified a truncated Normal Distribution. We inferred the following 
parameters for this distribution: mean=2.00 and standard deviation=0.61. The 
distribution was conditional on causality. We created a corresponding unconditional 
distribution by adding extra 1 percent zeros to the draw. 

The experts specified distributions for the percent changes in the relative risk. The 
distribution of the corresponding PM 2.s effects was the following transformation of the 
percent change in relative risk Z - log(l +(Z/100)). 
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E.1.1.4.6 Expert F 

Figure E-6. Characteristics of the Random Draw from the Approximated Distribution of 
the PM2.s Effect Specified by Expert F 

(1) Results for the range 4-7 µg/m3 
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Notes: 

Expert F specified a non-parametric distribution using five percentile points. We 
linearly interpolated the CDF between them. Panel (a) shows q-q plot of the expert 
percentiles and empirical percentiles for the draw. Panel (b) shows empirical CDF 
associated with the draw, the red "X" marks indicate corresponding expert percentiles. 
Panel ( c) shows the histogram of the distribution. 

The experts specified distributions for the percent changes in the relative risk. The 
distribution of the corresponding PM 2.s effects was the following transformation of the 
percent change in relative risk Z - log(l +(Z/100)). 
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Figure E-6. Characteristics of the Random Draw from the Approximated Distribution of 
the PMz.s Effect Specified by Expert F (continued) 

(2) Results for the range >7-30 µg/m3 
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Notes: 

Expert F specified a non-parametric distribution using five percentile points. We 
linearly interpolated the CDF between them. Panel (a) shows q-q plot of the expert 
percentiles and empirical percentiles for the draw. Panel (b) shows empirical CDF 
associated with the draw, the red "X" marks indicate corresponding expert percentiles. 
Panel ( c) shows the histogram of the distribution. 

The experts specified distributions for the percent changes in the relative risk. The 
distribution of the corresponding PM 2.s effects was the following transformation of the 
percent change in relative risk Z - log(l +(Z/100)). 
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E.1.1.4. 7 Expert G 

Figure E-7. Histogram of the Random Draw from the Distribution of the PMz.s 
Effect Specified by Expert G 
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Expert G specified a truncated Normal Distribution. We inferred the following 
parameters for this distribution: mean=l.00 and standard deviation=0.19. The 
distribution was conditional on causality. We created a corresponding unconditional 
distribution by adding extra 30 percent zeros to the draw. 

The experts specified distributions for the percent changes in the relative risk. The 
distribution of the corresponding PM 2.s effects was the following transformation of the 
percent change in relative risk Z - log(l +(Z/100)). 
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E.1.1.4.8 Expert H 

Figure E-8. Characteristics of the Random Draw from the Approximated Distribution of 
the PM2.5 Effect Specified by Expert H 
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Expert H specified a non-parametric distribution using six percentile points. We linearly 
interpolated the CDF between them. Panel (a) shows q-q plot of the expert percentiles 
and empirical percentiles for the draw. Panel (b) shows empirical CDF associated with 
the draw, the red "X" marks indicate corresponding expert percentiles. Panel ( c) shows 
the histogram of the distribution. 

The experts specified distributions for the percent changes in the relative risk. The 
distribution of the corresponding PM2.s effects was the following transformation of the 
percent change in relative risk Z - log(l +(Z/100)). 
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E.1.1.4.9 Expert I 

Figure E-9. Histogram of the Random Draw from the Distribution of the PMz.s Effect 
Specified by Expert I 
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Notes: 

Expert I specified a truncated Normal Distribution with mean=l.25 and standard 
deviation=0.53. The distribution was conditional on causality. We created a 
corresponding unconditional distribution by adding extra 5 percent zeros to the draw. 

The experts specified distributions for the percent changes in the relative risk. The 
distribution of the corresponding PM2.s effects was the following transformation of the 
percent change in relative risk Z - log(l +(Z/100)). 
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E.1.1.4.10 Expert J 
Figure E-10. Histogram of the Random Draw from the Distribution of the PMz.s Effect 

Specified by Expert J 

Notes: 
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Expert J specified a truncated Weibull Distribution. We inferred the following values for 
the parameters of this distribution: shape=2.21, scale=l.41, and location=-0.33. 

The experts specified distributions for the percent changes in the relative risk. The 
distribution of the corresponding PM 25 effects was the following transformation of the 
percent change in relative risk Z - log(l +(Z/100)). 
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E.1.1.4.11 Expert K 

Figure E-11. Histogram of the Random Draw from the Distribution of the PMz.s Effect 
Specified by Expert K 
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Notes: 

Expert K specified a truncated Normal Distribution for two ranges separately ( 4-16 
µg/m 3 and >16-30 µg/m 3). We inferred the following parameters for this distribution: 
mean=0.40 and standard deviation=0.18 in the lower range and mean=0.71 and 
standard deviation=0.37 in the upper range. The distribution was conditional on 
causality. We created a corresponding unconditional distribution by adding extra 65 
percent zeros to the draws in each range. 

The experts specified distributions for the percent changes in the relative risk. The 
distribution of the corresponding PM 2.s effects was the following transformation of the 
percent change in relative risk Z - log(l +(Z/100)). 
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E.1.1.4.12 Expert L 

Figure E-12. Characteristics of the Random Draw from the Approximated Distribution of 
the PM2.s Effect Specified by Expert L 
(1) Results for the range 4-10 µg/m3 
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Notes: 

Expert L specified a non-parametric distribution using five percentile points. We 
linearly interpolated the CDF between them. Panel (a) shows q-q plot of the expert 
percentiles and empirical percentiles for the draw. Panel (b) shows empirical CDF 
associated with the draw, the red "X" marks indicate corresponding expert percentiles. 
The distribution was conditional on causality. We created a corresponding 
unconditional distribution by adding extra 25 percent zeros to the draw. Panels ( c) and 
( d) show the respective distributions. 

The experts specified distributions for the percent changes in the relative risk. The 
distribution of the corresponding PM 2.s effects was the following transformation of the 
percent change in relative risk Z - log(l +(Z/100)). 
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Figure E-12. Characteristics of the Random Draw from the Approximated Distribution of 
the PMz.s Effect Specified by Expert L (continued) 

(2) Results for the range >10-30 µg/m3 
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Notes: 

Expert L specified a non-parametric distribution using five percentile points. We 
linearly interpolated the CDF between them. Panel (a) shows q-q plot of the expert 
percentiles and empirical percentiles for the draw. Panel (b) shows empirical CDF 
associated with the draw, the red "X" marks indicate corresponding expert percentiles. 
The distribution was conditional on causality. We created a corresponding 
unconditional distribution by adding extra 1 percent zeros to the draw. Panels ( c) and 
( d) show the respective distributions. 

The experts specified distributions for the percent changes in the relative risk. The 
distribution of the corresponding PM 2.s effects was the following transformation of the 
percent change in relative risk Z - log(l +(Z/100)). 
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E.1.2 Krewski et al. (2009) 

This cohort study consists of approximately 360,000 participants residing in areas of 
the country that have adequate monitoring information on levels of PM2.s for 1980 and 
about 500,000 participants in areas with adequate information for 2000. The causes of 
death that were analyzed included all causes, cardiopulmonary disease (CPD), ischemic 
heart disease (IHD), lung cancer, and all remaining causes. Data for 44 personal, 
individual-level covariates, based on participants' answers to a 1982 enrollment 
questionnaire, were also used for the analyses. The authors also collected data for seven 
ecologic (neighborhood-level) covariates, each of which represents local factors known 
or suspected to influence mortality, such as poverty level, level of education, and 
unemployment (at both Zip Code and city levels). Long-term average exposure 
variables were constructed for PM2.s from monitoring data for two periods: 1979-1983 
and 1999-2000. Similar variables were constructed for long-term exposure to other 
pollutants of interest from single-year (1980) averages, including total suspended 
particles, ozone, nitrogen dioxide, and sulfur dioxide. Exposure was averaged for all 
monitors within a metropolitan statistical area (MSA) and assigned to participants 
according to their Zip Code area (ZCA) of residence. The authors chose the standard Cox 
proportional-hazards model (and a variation to allow for random effects) to calculate 
hazard ratios for various cause-of-death categories associated with the levels of air 
pollution exposure in the cohort. They extended the random effects Cox model to 
accommodate two levels of information for clustering and for ecologic covariates. Three 
main analyses were conducted: a Nationwide Analysis, Intra-Urban Analyses in the New 
York City (NYC) and Los Angeles (LA) regions, and an analysis designed to investigate 
whether critical time windows of exposure to pollutants might have affected mortality 
in the cohort. 

Mortality, All-Cause 

In a random effects Cox model, the coefficient and standard error in BenMAP-CE are 
estimated from the relative risks (1.06) and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI: 1.04-
1.08) for a 10 µg/m 3 increase in the average of PM 2.s exposure level for 1999-2000 
(Krewski, et al., 2009, Commentary Table 4). The results were adjusted for the 44 
individual-level covariates and the 7 ecologic covariates at the MSA & DIFF levels. 

E.1.3 Lepeule et al. (2012) 

Lepeule et al. (2012) evaluated the sensitivity of previous Six Cities results to model 
specifications, lower exposures, and averaging time using eleven additional years of 
cohort follow-up that incorporated recent lower exposures. The authors found 
significant associations between PM2.s exposure and increased risk of all-cause, 
cardiovascular and lung cancer mortality. The authors also concluded that the 
concentration-response relationship was linear down to PM2.s concentrations of 8 
µg/m3, and that mortality rate ratios for PM2.s fluctuated over time, but without clear 
trends, despite a substantial drop in the sulfate fraction. 
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E.1.4 Woodruff et al. (2006) 

Studies suggest that airborne particulate matter (PM) may be associated with 
postneonatal infant mortality, particularly with respiratory causes and sudden infant 
death syndrome (SIDS). To further explore this issue, the authors examined the 
relationship between long-term exposure to fine PM air pollution and postneonatal 
infant mortality in California. They linked monitoring data for PM2.5 to infants born in 
California in 1999 and 2000 using maternal addresses for mothers who lived within 5 
miles of a PM2.s monitor. They matched each postneonatal infant death to four infants 
surviving to 1 year of age, by birth weight category and date of birth (within 2 weeks). 
For each matched set, they calculated exposure as the average PM2.s concentration over 
the period of life for the infant who died. They used conditional logistic regression to 
estimate the odds of postneonatal all-cause, respiratory-related, SIDS, and external
cause (a control category) mortality by exposure to PM 2.s, controlling for the matched 
sets and maternal demographic factors. They matched 788 postneonatal infant deaths 
to 3,089 infant survivors, with 51and120 postneonatal deaths due to respiratory 
causes and SIDS, respectively. They found an adjusted odds ratio for a 10-microg/m3 

increase in PM2.s of 1.07 [95% confidence interval (CI), 0.93-1.24] for overall 
postneonatal mortality, 2.13 (95% CI, 1.12-4.05) for respiratory-related postneonatal 
mortality, 0.82 (95% CI, 0.55-1.23) for SIDS, and 0.83 (95% CI, 0.50-1.39) for external 
causes. 

Post-Neonatal Mortality 

The coefficient and standard error for PM2.s are estimated from the relative risk (1.07) 
and the 95% confidence interval (0.93-1.24) associated with a change in annual mean 
exposure of 10.0 µg/m 3 (Woodruff et al., 2006, p. 786). 

E.2 Chronic/Severe Illness 

Table E-6 below summarizes the health impacts functions used to estimate the 
relationship between PM2.5 and chronic/ severe health effects. We present a brief 
summary of each of the studies and any items that are unique to the study. 

Table E-6. Core Health Impact Functions for Particulate Matter and Chronic Illness 

Effect Author Year Location Age Co-Poll Metric Beta Std Err Form Notes 

Acute Peters et al. 2001 Boston, MA 18-99 D24I-lourMean 0.024121 0.009285 Logistic 
Myocardinal 
Infractin, 
Nonfatal 

Acute Pope et al. 2006 Greater Salt 0-99 D24HourMean 0.0048 0.0019 Logistic Index MI 
Myocardial Lake City, UT and 
Infraction, unstable 
Nonfatal angina 

Acute Sullivan et al. 2005 King County, 0-99 D24I-lourMean 0.0019 0.0022 Logistic 
Myocardial WA 
Infraction, 
Nonfatal 

Acute Zanobetti and 2006 Greater Boston, 0-99 D24HourMean 0.0053 0.0022 Logistic Age range 
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Effect Author Year Location Age Co-Poll Metric Beta Std Err Form Notes 

Myocardial Schwartz MA adjusted 
Infraction, Admissions 
Nonfatal through ER 

visits only. 

Acute Zanobetti et 2009 26 U.S. Comm 0-99 D24HourMean 0.0022 0.0006 Log-linear Age range 
Myocardial al. adjusted. All 
Infraction, Seasons. 
Nonfatal 

E.2.1 Peters et al. (2001) 

Peters et al. (2001) studied the relationship between increased particulate air pollution 
and onset of heart attacks in the Boston area from 1995 to 1996. The authors used air 
quality data for PM10, PM10-2.5, PM2.s,"black carbon", 03, CO, N02, and S02 in a case
crossover analysis. For each subject, the case period was matched to three control 
periods, each 24 hours apart. In univariate analyses, the authors observed a positive 
association between heart attack occurrence and PM2.s levels hours before and days 
before onset. The authors estimated multivariate conditional logistic models including 
two-hour and twenty-four hour pollutant concentrations for each pollutant. They found 
significant and independent associations between heart attack occurrence and both 
two-hour and twenty-four hour PM2.s concentrations before onset. Significant 
associations were observed for PM10 as well. None of the other particle measures or 
gaseous pollutants was significantly associated with acute myocardial infarction for the 
two hour or twenty-four hour period before onset. 

The patient population for this study was selected from health centers across the 
United States. The mean age of participants was 62 years old, with 21 % of the study 
population under the age of 50. In order to capture the full magnitude of heart attack 
occurrence potentially associated with air pollution and because age was not listed as 
an inclusion criteria for sample selection, we apply an age range of 18 and over in the C
R function. According to the National Hospital Discharge Survey, there were no 
hospitalizations for heart attacks among children <15 years of age in 1999 and only 
5.5% of all hospitalizations occurred in 15-44 year olds (Popovic, 2001, Table 10). 

Acute Myocardial Infarction, Nonfatal 

The coefficient and standard error are calculated from an odds ratio of 1.62 (95% CI 
1.13-2.34) for a 20 µg/m 3 increase in twenty-four hour average PM2.s (Peters et al., 
2001, Table 4, p. 2813). 

Incidence Rate: We use the county-specific daily AMI hospitalization rate (ICD-9 code 
410) for the population of individuals aged 18 years and older as the estimate for the 
incidence rate of nonfatal heart attack, assuming all heart attacks that are not instantly 
fatal will result in a hospitalization. We did not adjust for fatal AMis in the incidence 
rate estimation, due to the way that the epidemiological studies are designed. Those 
studies consider total admissions for AMis, which includes individuals living at the time 
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the studies were conducted. Therefore, we use the definition of AMI that matches the 
definition in the epidemiological studies. 

Population: Population of ages 18 and older 

Adjustment: As some fraction of the admitted individuals die in the hospital, we apply 
a survival rate of 93% in calculating the avoided cases of AMI in order to avoid double 
counting (once in the calculation of AMI cases and once in the calculation of PM-related 
mortality). 

E.2.2 Pope et al. (2006) 

Pope et al. (2006) evaluated the association between short-term exposure to PM2.s and 
acute ischemic heart disease events, including acute nonfatal myocardial infarction, all 
acute coronary events, and subsequent myocardial infarctions in individuals living in 
greater Salt Lake City, Utah. In a case-crossover study, these ischemic events were 
assessed in relation to a 10 µg/m 3 increase in PM2.s. The researchers determined that a 
10 µg/m 3 increase in PM2.s resulted in a 4.5% increase (95% CI: 1.1-8.0) in unstable 
angina and myocardial infarction. 

Acute Myocardial Infarction, Nonfatal 

In a single-pollutant model the coefficient and standard error were estimated from the 
percent increase ( 4.81 %) and 95% confidence interval (95% CI: 0.98-8.79) for a 10 
µg/m 3 increase in daily 24-hour mean PM 2.5 (Pope et al., 2006, Table 3). 

Incidence Rate: AMI hospital admission rate for all ages. See the incidence rate 
discussion under Peters et al. (2001) in Section E.2.1. 

Population: All ages 

Adjustment: See the adjustment description in Section E.2.1. 

E.2.3 Sullivan et al. (2005) 

Sullivan et al. (2005) studied the relationship between onset time of acute myocardial 
infarction and the preceding hourly PM2.s concentrations in 5, 793 confirmed cased of 
myocardial infarction through King County, Washington. In this case-crossover study 
from 1988-1994, air pollution exposure levels averaged 1 hour, 2 hours, 4 hours, and 24 
hours before onset of myocardial infarction were compared to a set of time-stratified 
referent exposures from the same day of the week in the month of the case event. The 
authors estimated that an associated risk of 1.01 (95% CI: 0.98-1.05) for myocardial 
infarction onset could be attributed to a 10 µg/m 3 increase in PM 2.5 the hour before 
the MI onset. No increased risk was found in all cases with preexisting cardiac diseases 
with an odds ratio of 1.05 (95% CI: 0.95-1.16). Furthermore, stratification for 
hypertension, diabetes, and smoking status did not modify the association between 
PM2.s and onset of myocardial infarction. 
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Acute Myocardial Infarction, Nonfatal 

In a single-pollutant model the coefficient and standard error were estimated from the 
odds ratio (1.02) and 95% confidence interval (95% CI: 0.98-1.07) for a 10 µg/m 3 

increase in daily 24- hour mean PM2.s lagged 1 day (Sullivan et al., 2005, Table 3). 

Incidence Rate: AMI hospital admission rate for all ages. See the incidence rate 
discussion under Peters et al. (2001) in Section E.2.1. 

Population: All ages 

Adjustment: See the adjustment description in Section E.2.1. 

E.2.4 Zanobetti and Schwartz (2006) 

Zanobetti and Schwartz (2006) analyzed hospital admissions through emergency 
department for myocardial infarction (ICD-9 code 410) and pneumonia (ICD-9 codes 
480-487) for associations with fine particulate air pollution, ozone, black carbon, 
nitrogen dioxide, PM not from traffic, and CO in the greater Boston area from 1995-
1999. The authors used a case- crossover analysis with control days matched on 
temperature. Significant associations were detected for N02 with a 12.7% increase 95% 
CI: 5.8-18.0), PM2.s with an 8.6% increase (95% CI: 1.2-15.4), and black carbon with an 
8.3% increase (95% CI: 0.2-15.8) in emergency myocardial infarction hospitalizations. 
Similarly, significant associations were identified for PM2.s with a 6.5% increase (95% 
CI: 1.1-11.4) and CO with a 5.5% increase (95% CI: 1.1-9.5) in pneumonia 
hospitalizations. 

Acute Myocardial Infarction, Nonfatal 

The study looked at hospital admissions of AMI through the ER. Under the assumption 
that all heart attacks will end in hospitalization, we consider the endpoint as heart 
attack events to be consistent with other studies. In a single-pollutant model, the 
coefficient and standard error are estimated from the percent change in risk (8.65%) 
and 95% confidence interval (95% CI: 1.22-15.38%) for a 16.32 µg/m 3 increase in daily 
24-hour mean PM2.s for an average of the 0- and 1-day lag (Zanobetti A and Schwartz, 
2006, Table 4). 

Incidence Rate: AMI hospital admission rate for all ages. See the incidence rate 
discussion under Peters et al. (2001) in Section E.2.1. 

Population: All ages. Note that although Zanobetti and Schwartz (2006) reports results 
for the 65-99 year old age range, for comparability to other studies, we apply the results 
to all ages. Since the vast majority of AMis occur among population 65-99, over
counting may not be an issue when applying the risk coefficient to all ages. 

Adjustment: See the adjustment description in Section E.2.1. 
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E.2.5 Zanobetti et al. (2009) 

Zanobetti et al. (2009) examined the relationship between daily PM2.s levels and 
emergency hospital admissions for cardiovascular causes, myocardial infarction, 
congestive heart failure, respiratory disease, and diabetes among 26 U.S. communities 
from 2000-2003. The authors used meta-regression to examine how this association 
was modified by season- and community-specific PM2.s composition while controlling 
for seasonal temperature as a substitute for ventilation. Overall, the authors found that 
PM2.s mass higher in Ni, As, and Cr as well as Br and organic carbon significantly 
increased its effects on hospital admissions. For a 10 µg/m 3 increase in 2-day averaged 
PM2.s, a 1.89% (95% CI: 1.34-2.45) increase in cardiovascular disease admissions, a 
2.25% (95% CI: 1.10-3.42) increase in myocardial infarction admissions, a 1.85% (95% 
CI: 1.19-2.51) increase in congestive heart failure admissions, a 2.74% (95% CI: 1.30-
4.20) increase in diabetes admissions, and a 2.07% (95% CI: 1.20-2.95) increase in 
respiratory admissions were observed. The relationship between PM2.s and 
cardiovascular admissions was significantly modified when the mass of PM2.s was high 
in Br, Cr, Ni, and sodium ions, while mass high in As, Cr, Mn, organic carbon, Ni and 
sodium ions modified the myocardial infarction relationship and mass high in As, 
orgarnic carbon, and sulfate ions modified the diabetes admission rates. 

Acute Myocardial Infarction, Nonfatal 

The study looked at hospital admissions of AMI through ER. Under the assumption that 
all heart attacks will end in hospitalization, we consider the endpoint as heart attack 
events to be consistent with other studies. In a single-pollutant model the coefficient 
and standard error are estimated from the percent change in risk (2.25%) and 95% 
confidence interval (95% CI: 1.10-3.42) for a 10 µg/m 3 increase in 2-day averaged 
PM2.s (Zanobetti et al., 2009, Table 3). 

Incidence Rate: AMI hospital admission rate for all ages. See the incidence rate 
discussion under Peters et al. (2001) in Section E.2.1. 

Population: All ages. Note that although Zanobetti et al. (2009) reports results for the 
65-99 year old age range, for comparability to other studies, we apply the results to all 
ages. Since the vast majority of AMis occurs among population 65-99, over-counting 
may not be an issue when applying the risk coefficient to all ages. 

Adjustment: See the adjustment description in Section E.2.1. 

E.3 Hospitalizations 

Table E-7 summarizes the health impacts functions used to estimate the relationship 
between PM2.s and hospital admissions. Below, we present a brief summary of each of 
the studies and any items that are unique to the study. 
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Table E-7. Core Health Impact Functions for Particulate Matter and Hospital 
Admissions 

Effect Author Year Location Age Co-Poll Metric Beta Std Err Fonn Notes 

Asthma Babin et al. 2007 Washington, DC 0-17 D24HourMean 0.0020 0.0043 Log-linear Age range 
adjusted 
Admission 
from 
emergency 
department 
only. 

All Bell et al. 2008 202 U.S. 65-99 D24HourMean 0.0008 0.0001 Log-linear Urgent 
Cardiovascular Counties admission 
(less Myocardial only. Yearly 
Infarctions) national 

estimates 

All Bell et al. 2012 187 U.S. 65-99 D24HourMean 0.0008 0.0001071 Log-linear 
Cardiovascular Counties 
(less Myocardial 
Infarctions) 

All Respiratory Kloog et al. 2012 New England 65-99 D24I-lourMean 0.0007 0.0010 Log- linear 

All Moolgavkar 2000 Los Angeles, CA 18-64 D24HourMean 0.001400 0.000341 Log-linear 
Cardiovascular 
(less Myocardial 
Infarctions) 

All Peng et al. 2008 108 U.S. 65-99 D24HourMean 0.0007 0.0001 Log-linear Emergency 
Cardiovascular Counties HA 
(less Myocardial 
Infarctions) 

All Peng et al. 2009 119 U.S. 65-99 D24HourMean 0.0007 0.0002 Log-linear Urgent or 
Cardiovascular Counties emergency 
(less Myocardial HA 
Infarctions) 

Asthma Sheppard 2003 Seattle, WA 0-64 D24HourMean 0.003324 0.001045 Log-linear 

All Zanobetti et 2009 26 U.S. 65-99 D24HourMean 0.00019 0.0003 Log-linear All seasons 
Cardiovascular al. Communities 
(less Myocardial 
Infarctions) 

All Respiratory Zanobetti et 2009 26 U.S. 65-99 D24HourMean 0.0021 0.0004 Log-linear All seasons 
al. Communities 

E.3.1 Babin et al. (2007) 

Babin et al. (2007) examined pediatric asthma-related emergency room (ER) visits and 
hospital admissions (ICD-9 code 493) in Washington, D.C. from 2001-2004 and their 
short-term associations with ozone, particulate matter, socioeconomic status, and age 
group. The association between PM2.s and asthma hospitalization was found 
statistically insignificant. 

Hospital Admissions, Asthma (ICD-9 code 493) 

In a single-pollutant model, the coefficient and standard error are estimated from the 
average percent increase in risk (0.2%) and 95% confidence interval (95% CI: -0.6% -
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1.1 %) for a 1 µg/m 3 increase in same-day daily 24-hour mean PM2.s (Babin et al., 2007, 
Table 2). 

Nate that although Babin et al. (2007) reports results for the 1-17 year old age range, 
for comparability to other studies, we apply the results to the population of ages 0 to 
17. 

E.3.2 Bell et al. (2008, 2012) 

Bell et al. (2008) evaluated the association between short-term exposure to PM2.s and 
the risk of cardiovascular (ICD-9 codes 410-414, 26-427, 428, 429, 430-438, and 440-
449) and respiratory (ICD-9 codes 464-466, 480-487, and 490-492) hospital 
admissions among Medicare enrollees =65 years old varied by season and geographic 
region in 202 U.S. counties with populations greater than 200,000 from 1999-2005. 
Three time-series models were used to provide three key variables: consistent PM 
effects across the year, different PM effects by season, and smoothly varying PM effects 
throughout the year. A two-stage Bayesian hierarchical model was used to estimate the 
association between PM2.s and hospitalization rates, with the first stage estimating the 
association within a single county and the second stage combining county- specific 
estimates. The authors found statistically significant evidence of seasonal and regional 
variation. Respiratory hospitalizations were highest in winter with a 1.05% increase 
(95%PI: 0.29-1.82) in hospitalizations per 10 µg/m 3 increase in same-day PM 2.5 . A 
1.49% increase (95% PI: 1.09-1.89) in cardiovascular hospital admissions were also 
found for the winter season, and associations were observed in other seasons as well. 
The strongest association was for the northeast for both respiratory and cardiovascular 
admissions. 

Hospital Admissions, Cardio-, Cerebro- and Peripheral Vascular Disease (ICD-9 
codes 426-427, 428, 430-438, 410-414, 429; 440-449) 

For different seasons (i.e., autumn, spring, summer, winter, and all-year) and regions 
(i.e., southwest, northwest, southeast, southwest, and nationwide), the coefficient and 
standard error are estimated from the average percent increase in risk and 95% 
confidence interval for a 10 µg/m 3 increase in same-day (lag 0) daily 24-hour mean 
PM2.s (Bell et al., 2008, Table 2). 

Note that Bell et al. (2008) considered a broader range of ICD-9 codes and estimated the 
risk of both cardiovascular events and cerebra- and peripheral vascular disease. For 
comparability to other studies, EPA decided to apply a baseline hospitalization rate for 
ICD-9 codes 390-409 and 411-429 when using this C-R function in quantifying impacts. 

E.3.3 Kloog et al. (2012) 

Kloog et al. (2012) examined the relationship between both short-term and long
term PM2.s exposure and emergent hospital admissions for respiratory (ICD-9 codes 
460-519) and cardiovascular (ICD-9 codes 390-429) diseases in the New-England 
states of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and 
Vermont. The study used hospital admission data from the U.S. Medicare program for 
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only patients that were at least 65 years old. Short-term exposure models looked at 
the mean 24-hour PM2.s concentration on the day of a patient's hospital admission, 
while long-term exposure was defined to be the mean PM2.s concentration over the 
entire study period (2000-2006). Results of the study showed an association 
between PM2.s and hospital admissions for all disease types in both the short and 
longterm. 

Hospital Admissions, Respiratory (!CD Codes 460-519) 

In a single pollutant model for patients over the age of 65, the coefficient and 
standard error were estimated from the percent change (0.70%) and 95% confidence 
interval (0.35%-1.05%) for a 10 µg/m3 increase in same day (0 lag) 24-hour mean 
PM2.s concentration. 

E.3.4 Moolgavkar (2000b), Cardiovascular 

Moolgavkar (2000b) examined the association between air pollution and 
cardiovascular hospital admissions (ICD 390-429) in the Chicago, Los Angeles, and 
Phoenix metropolitan areas. He collected daily air pollution data for ozone, S02, N02, 
CO, and PM10 in all three areas. PM2.s data was available only in Los Angeles. The data 
were analyzed using a Poisson regression model with generalized additive models to 
adjust for temporal trends. Separate models were run for 0 to 5 day lags in each 
location. Among the 65+ age group, the gaseous pollutants generally exhibited stronger 
effects than PM10 or PM2.s. The strongest overall effects were observed for S02 and CO. 
In a single pollutant model, PM2.s was statistically significant for lag 0 and lag 1. In co
pollutant models with CO, the PM2.s effect dropped out and CO remained significant. For 
ages 20-64, S02 and CO exhibited the strongest effect and any PM2.s effect dropped out 
in co-pollutant models with CO. 

Hospital Admissions, All Cardiovascular (!CD codes 390-409, 411-429) 

The single pollutant coefficient and standard error are calculated from an estimated 
percent change of 1.4 and t-statistic of 4.1 for a 10 µg/m 3 increase in PM 2.5 in the zero 
lag model (Moolgavkar, 2000b, Table 4, p. 1203). 

Note that (Moolgavkar (2000b) report results that include ICD code 410 (heart attack). 
In a benefit analysis, avoided nonfatal heart attacks are typically estimated separately. 
The baseline rate in the Peters et al. function is a modified heart attack hospitalization 
rate (ICD code 410), since most, if not all, nonfatal heart attacks will require 
hospitalization. In order to avoid double counting heart attack hospitalizations, we have 
excluded ICD code 410 from the baseline incidence rate used in this function. 

E.3.5 Peng et al. (2008) 

Peng et al. (2008) examined the risk of hospital admissions for cardiovascular and 
respiratory diseases in relation to particulate matter (PM10-2.5 and PM2.s). To 
accomplish this, the authors utilized a database of 108 U.S. counties with daily 
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emergency hospital admission rates for cardiovascular and respiratory diseases among 
Medicare enrollees living 9 miles from air monitors, temperature, and dew-point 
temperature. PM10-2.5 and PM2.s concentrations were calculated by using monitoring 
data from January 1, 1999 through December 31, 2005. Overall, there were 3. 7 million 
cardiovascular disease and 1.4 million respiratory disease-related hospital admissions 
for the time period assessed. The authors found that a 10 µg/m 3 increase in PM10-2.5 
was associated with a 0.36% increase (95% PI: 0.05-0.68%) in cardiovascular disease 
admissions on the same day, and a 0.25% increase (95% PI: -0.11-0.60%) after 
adjusting for PM2.s. For respiratory disease admissions, a 10 µg/m 3 increase in PM10-
2.5 was found to be associated with an unadjusted 0.33% increase in respiratory 
disease admissions (95% PI: -0.21- 0.86%) and an adjusted 0.26% increase (95% PI: -
0.32-0.84%) in emergency admissions. Also, unadjusted associations of PM2.s with 
cardiovascular and respiratory disease admissions were 0.71 % (95% PI: 0.45-0.96%) 
for same-day exposure and 0.44% (95% PI: 0.06-0.82%) for exposure lagged by 2 days 
prior to hospital admission. 

Hospital Admissions, Cardio-, Cerebro-, and Peripheral Vascular Disease (ICD-9 
codes 426-427, 428, 430-438, 410-414, 429, 440-448) 

In a single-pollutant model, the coefficient and standard error are estimated from the 
percent change in daily admission (0.44%) and 95% posterior interval (95% PI: 0.06-
0.82%) for a 10 µg/m 3 increase in daily 24-hour mean PM2.s concentrations for the 
same day (Peng et al., 2008, page 2175). 

Note that Peng et al. (2008) considered a broader range of ICD-9 codes and estimated 
the risk of both cardiovascular events and cerebra- and peripheral vascular disease. For 
comparability to other studies, EPA decided to apply a baseline hospitalization rate for 
ICD-9 codes 390-409 and 411-429 when using this C-R function in quantifying impacts. 

E.3.6 Peng et al. (2009) 

Peng et al. (2009) investigated the relationship between hospital admissions for 
cardiovascular and respiratory disease and the chemical components of PM2.s across 
119 U.S. urban communities for 12 million Medicare enrollees using log-linear Poisson 
regression models. This was achieved using a national database with daily data from 
2000-2006 on emergency hospital admissions of cardiovascular and respiratory 
outcomes, ambient levels of PM2.s components and weather variables. Bayesian 
hierarchical statistical models were used to estimate the associations. Three scenarios 
for PM2.s exposure were assessed which were as follows: 1) for the period 2000-2006 
and including only days with available measurements for all 7 PM2.s components from 
the Speciation Trends network (STN); 2) PM2.s measured by the STN for the period 
2000-2006 and including only days with available measurements for all 7 PM2.s 
components from the STN and 3) PM2.s estimated as the sum of the 7 largest 
components of PM2.s mass for the period 2000-2006. Results of percent increases in 
emergency admissions associated with PM2.s at lag 0 under these scenarios were 
showed in Figure 2 and the results for the components of PM2.s from both single and 
multi-pollutant models were showed in Figure 3. In multi-pollutant models that 
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adjusted for the levels of other pollutants, the authors found that an interquartile range 
increase in elemental carbon was associated with a 0.80% increase (95% PI: 0.34-
1.27%) in risk of same-day cardiovascular admissions. Similarly, an interquartile range 
increase in organic carbon matter was associated with a 1.01 % increase (95% PI: 0.04-
1.98%) risk of respiratory admissions on the same day. 

Hospital Admissions, Cardio-, Cerebra-, and Peripheral Vascular Disease (ICD-9 
codes 426-427, 428, 430-438, 410-414, 429, 440-448) 

In a single-pollutant model, the coefficient and standard error are estimated from the 
percent change in daily admission (0.68%) and 95% posterior interval (95% PI: 0.26-
1.10%) for a 10 µg/m 3 increase in daily 24-hour mean PM2.s concentrations for the 
same day (Peng et al., 2009, page 960). 

Note that Peng et al. (2009) considered a broader range of ICD-9 codes and estimated 
the risk of both cardiovascular events and cerebra- and peripheral vascular disease. For 
comparability to other studies, EPA decided to apply a baseline hospitalization rate for 
ICD-9 codes 390-409 and 411-429 when using this C-R function in quantifying impacts. 

E.3.7 Sheppard (2003) 

Sheppard et al. (1999) studied the relation between air pollution in Seattle and 
nonelderly ( <65) hospital admissions for asthma from 1987 to 1994. They used air 
quality data for PM10, PM2.s, coarse PM10-2.5, S02, ozone, and CO in a Poisson 
regression model with control for time trends, seasonal variations, and temperature
related weather effects. PM2.s levels were estimated from light scattering data. They 
found asthma hospital admissions associated with PM10, PM2.s, PM10-2.5, CO, and 
ozone. They did not observe an association for S02. They found PM and CO to be jointly 
associated with asthma admissions. The best fitting co-pollutant models were found 
using ozone. However, ozone data was only available April through October, so they did 
not consider ozone further. For the remaining pollutants, the best fitting models 
included PM2.s and CO. Results for other co-pollutant models were not reported. 

In response to concerns that the work by Sheppard et al. (1999) may be biased because 
of the Splus issue, Sheppard (2003) reanalyzed some of this work, in particular 
Sheppard reanalyzed the original study's PM2.s single pollutant model. 

Hospital Admissions, Asthma (ICD-9 code 493) 

The coefficient and standard error are based on the relative risk (1.04) and 95% 
confidence interval (1.01-1.06) for a 11.8 µg/m 3 increase in PM2.s in the 1-day lag GAM 
stringent model (Sheppard, 2003, pp. 228-229). 

E.3.8 Zanobetti et al. (2009) 

Zanobetti et al. (2009) examined the relationship between daily PM2.s levels and 
emergency hospital admissions for cardiovascular causes, myocardial infarction, 
congestive heart failure, respiratory disease and diabetes among 26 U.S. communities 
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from 2000-2003. The authors used meta-regression to examine how this association 
was modified by season- and community-specific PM2.s composition while controlling 
for seasonal temperature as a substitute for ventilation. Overall, the authors found that 
PM2.5 mass higher in Ni, As, and Cr as well as Br and organic carbon significantly 
increased its effects on hospital admissions. For a 10 µg/m 3 increase in 2-day averaged 
PM2.s, the authors found a 1.89% (95% CI: 1.34-2.45) increase in cardiovascular disease 
admissions, a 2.25% (95% CI: 1.10-3.42) increase in myocardial infarction admissions, 
a 1.85% (95% CI: 1.19-2.51) increase in congestive heart failure admissions, a 2.74% 
(95% CI: 1.30-4.20) increase in diabetes admissions, and a 2.07% (95% CI: 1.20-2.95) 
increase in respiratory admissions. The relationship between PM 2.5 and cardiovascular 
admissions was significantly modified when the mass of PM2.5 was high in Br, Cr, Ni, 
and sodium ions, while mass high in As, Cr, Mn, organic carbon, Ni and sodium ions 
modified the myocardial infarction relationship and mass high in As, organic carbon, 
and sulfate ions modified the diabetes admission rates. 

Hospital Admissions, All Cardiovascular (ICD-9 codes 390-429) 

In a single-pollutant model, the coefficient and standard error are estimated from the 
percent change in risk (1.89%) and 95% confidence interval (1.34%-2.45%) for a 10 
µg/m 3 increase in 2-day averaged PM2.5 (Zanobetti et al., 2009, Table 3). 

Note that Zanobetti et al. (2009) report results for ICD codes 390-429. In the benefit 
analysis, avoided nonfatal heart attacks are estimated separately. In order to avoid 
double counting heart attack hospitalizations, we have excluded ICD code 410 from the 
baseline incidence rate used in this function. 

Hospital Admissions, All Respiratory (ICD-9 codes 460-519) 

In a single-pollutant model, the coefficient and standard error are estimated from the 
percent change in risk (2.07%) and 95% confidence interval (1.2% - 2.95%) for a 10 
µg/m 3 increase in 2-day averaged PM2.5 (Zanobetti et al., 2009, Table 3). 

E.4 Emergency Room Visits 

Table E-8 summarizes the health impacts functions used to estimate the relationship 
between PM2.s and emergency room visits. Below, we present a brief summary of each 
of the studies and any items that are unique to the study. 

Table E-8. Core Health Impact Functions for Particulate Matter and Emergency 
Room Visits 

Co· 
Effect Author Year Location Age Poll Metric Beta Std Err Form Notes 

Asthma Glad et al. 2012 
Pittsburgh, 

D24HourMean 0.00392 0.00284 Logistic 
All 

PA 0-99 Races 

Asthma Mar et al. 2010 Greater 
0-99 

D24HourMean 
0.0056 0.0021 

Log-
Tacoma, WA linear 

Asthma Slaughter 2005 Spokane, WA 0-99 D24HourMean 0.0029 0.0027 Log-
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Co· 
Effect Author Year Location Age Poll Metric Beta Std Err Form Notes 

eta!. linear 

E.4.1 Glad et al. (2012) 

Glad et al. (2012) examined the relationship between air pollution and emergency 
department visits for asthma (ICD-9 code 493) in six Pittsburgh, PA hospitals 
between 2002 and 2005. The study includes a total of 6,979 individuals with a 
primary discharge diagnosis of asthma. Using a case-crossover methodology, 
particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter $;2.5µm (PM2.s) had an effect both 
on the total population on day 1 after exposure (1.036, p <0.05), and on African 
Americans for day-1 lag (OR =1.055; 95% CI, 1.001-1.112), day-2 lag (OR=l.067; 
95% CI, 1.015-1.122), day-3 lag (OR=l.053; 95% CI, 1.002-1.106), and the 6-day 
average (OR =1.088; 95% CI, 1.001-1.184). PM2.s had no significant effect on 
Caucasian Americans alone. The disparity in risk estimates by race may reflect 
differences in residential characteristics, exposure to ambient air pollution, or a 
differential effect of pollution by race. 

Emergency Room Visits, Asthma (ICD-9 Code 493) - by Age and Racial Group 

In a single pollutant model for patients of all ages and all races, the coefficient and 
standard error were estimated from the odds ratio (1.04) and 95% confidence 
interval (0.984 - 1.10) for a 10 µg/m3 increase in 24-hour mean PM2.s 
concentration averaged over lags 0-6 days (Glad et al., 2012, Table 3). 

E.4.2 Mar et al. (2010) 

Mar et al. (2010) assessed the effect of particulate matter air pollution, including 
emissions from diesel generators, on emergency room visits for asthma in the greater 
Tacoma, Washington area from January 3, 1998, to May 30, 2002, using Poisson 
regression models. Health data were collected for individuals of all ages from 6 Tacoma 
hospitals. The authors also assessed the impacts of diesel generator use on emergency 
room visits for asthma from January 24, 2001, to June 2, 2001. Overall, the researchers 
found an association between daily PM2.s levels and emergency room visits for asthma 
at lag days 2 and 3, with a relative risk for lag day 2 of 1.04 (95% CI: 1.01-1.07) and a 
relative risk for lag day 3of1.03 (95% CI: 1.0-1.06). No significant association between 
emergency room visits for asthma and increased use of the diesel generators was 
observed. 

Emergency Room Visits, Asthma (ICD-9 code not reported) 

In a single-pollutant model, the coefficient and standard error are estimated from the 
relative risk (1.04) and 95% confidence interval (95% CI: 1.01-1.07) for a 7 µg/m 3 

increase in daily 24-hour mean PM2.s at lag day 2 (Mar et al., 2010, Table 4). 
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E.4.3 Norris et al. (1999) 

Norris et al. (1999) examined the relation between air pollution in Seattle and 
childhood ( <18) hospital admissions for asthma from 1995 to 1996. The authors used 
air quality data for PM10, light scattering (used to estimate fine PM), CO, S02, N02, and 
03 in a Poisson regression model with adjustments for day of the week, time trends, 
temperature, and dew point. They found significant associations between asthma ER 
visits and light scattering (converted to PM2.s), PM10, and CO. No association was found 
between 03, N02, or S02 and asthma ER visits, although 03 had a significant amount of 
missing data. In multipollutant models with either PM metric (light scattering or PM10) 
and N02 and S02, the PM coefficients remained significant while the gaseous pollutants 
were not associated with increased asthma ER visits. The PM C-R functions are based 
on results of the single and multi pollutant models reported. 

Emergency Room Visits, Asthma 

In a model with N02 and S02, the PM2.s coefficient and standard error are calculated 
from a relative risk of 1.17 (95% CI 1.08-1.26) for a 9.5 µg/m 3 increase in PM2.s (Norris 
etal., 1999, p. 491). 

E.4.4 Slaughter et al. (2005) 

Slaughter et al. (2005) examined the short-term association of particulate matter (PM1, 
PM2.s, PM10, and PM10-2.5) and carbon monoxide with hospital admissions and 
emergency room visits for respiratory and cardiac outcomes and mortality in Spokane, 
Washington, from January 1995 to June 2001 using a log-linear generalized linear 
model. The authors found no association between respiratory emergency room visits 
and any size fraction of PM, but there was a suggestive relationship between fine PM 
and respiratory effects when compared to coarse PM. No association between cardiac 
hospital admissions or mortality and any size fraction of PM or CO was observed at the 
0- to 3-day lag. CO, on the other hand, was found to be associated with all respiratory 
emergency room visits and visits for asthma at the 3-day lag. 

Emergency Room Visits, Asthma (ICD-9 code 493) 

In a single-pollutant model, the coefficient and standard error are estimated from the 
relative risk (1.03) and 95% confidence interval (95% CI: 0.98-1.09) for a 10 µg/m 3 

increase in daily 24-hour mean PM2.s at 1-day lag (Slaughter et al., 2005, Table 4). 

E.5 Minor Effects 

Table E-9 summarizes the health impacts functions used to estimate the relationship 
between PM 2.s and minor effects. Below, we present a brief summary of each of the 
studies and any items that are unique to the study. 
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Table E-9. Core Health Impact Functions for Particulate Matter and Minor Effects 

Co-
Effect Author Year Location Age Poll Metric Beta Std Err Form 

Acute Dockery et 1996 24 communities 8-12 Annual 0.027212 0.017096 Logistic 
Bronchitis al. 

Work Loss Ostro 1987 Nationwide 18-64 D24HourMean 0.004600 0.000360 Log-
Days linear 

Minor Ostro and 1989 Nationwide 18-64 Ozone D24HourMean 0.007410 0.000700 Log-
Restricted Rothschild linear 
Activity 
Days 

Lower Schwartz 2000 6 U.S. cities 7-14 D24HourMean 0.019012 0.006005 Logistic 
Respiratory and Neas 
Symptoms 

E.5.1 Dockery et al. (1996) 

Dockery et al. (1996) examined the relationship between PM and other pollutants on 
the reported rates of asthma, persistent wheeze, chronic cough, and bronchitis, in a 
study of 13,369 children ages 8-12 living in 24 communities in U.S. and Canada. Health 
data were collected in 1988-1991, and single-pollutant models were used in the 
analysis to test a number of measures of particulate air pollution. Dockery et al. found 
that annual level of sulfates and particle acidity were significantly related to bronchitis, 
and PM2.1 and PM10 were marginally significantly related to bronchitis. The original 
study measured PM2.1, however when using the study's results we use PM2.s. This 
makes only a negligible difference, assuming that the adverse effects of PM2.1 and PM2.s 
are comparable. They also found nitrates were linked to asthma, and sulfates linked to 
chronic phlegm. It is important to note that the study examined annual pollution 
exposures, and the authors did not rule outthat acute (daily) exposures could be 
related to asthma attacks and other acute episodes. Earlier work, by Dockery et al. 
(1989), based on six U.S. cities, found acute bronchitis and chronic cough significantly 
related to PM15. Because it is based on a larger sample, the Dockery et al. (1996) study 
is the better study to develop a C-R function linking PM2.s with bronchitis. 

Bronchitis was counted in the study only if there were "reports of symptoms in the past 
12 months" (Dockery et al., 1996, p. 501). It is unclear, however, ifthe cases of 
bronchitis are acute and temporary, or if the bronchitis is a chronic condition. Dockery 
et al. found no relationship between PM and chronic cough and chronic phlegm, which 
are important indicators of chronic bronchitis. For this analysis, we assumed that the C
R function based on Dockery et al. is measuring acute bronchitis. The C-R function is 
based on results of the single pollutant model reported in Table 1. 

Acute Bronchitis 

The estimated logistic coefficient and standard error are based on the odds ratio (1.50) 
and 95% confidence interval (0.91-2.4 7) associated with being in the most polluted city 
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(PM2.1=20.7 µg/m 3) versus the least polluted city (PM2.1 = 5.8 µg/m 3) (Dockery et al., 
1996, Tables 1and4). The original study used PM2.1, however, we use the PM2.1 
coefficient and apply it to PM 2.s data. 

Incidence Rate: annual bronchitis incidence rate per person= 0.043 (American Lung 
Association, 2002a, Table 11) 

Population: population of ages 8-12. 

E.5.2 Ostro (1987) 

Ostro (1987) estimated the impact of PM2.s on the incidence of work-loss days (WLDs), 
restricted activity days (RADs), and respiratory-related RADs (RRADs) in a national 
sample of the adult working population, ages 18 to 65, living in metropolitan areas. The 
study population is based on the Health Interview Survey (HIS), conducted by the 
National Center for Health Statistics. The annual national survey results used in this 
analysis were conducted in 1976-1981. Ostro reported that two-week average PM2.s 
levels were significantly linked to work-loss days, RADs, and RRADs, however there was 
some year-to-year variability in the results. Separate coefficients were developed for 
each year in the analysis (1976-1981); these coefficients were pooled. The coefficient 
used in the concentration-response function presented here is a weighted average of 
the coefficients in Ostro (1987, Table III) using the inverse of the variance as the weight. 

Work Loss Days 

The coefficient used in the C-R function is a weighted average of the coefficients in 
Ostro (1987, Table III) using the inverse of the variance as the weight: 

1981 /J 
2: '2 

fJ = 
i 1976 CJ /3; 

1981 1 
2:-2 

= 0.0046 

i=l976 CJ /3; 

The standard error of the coefficient is calculated as follows, assuming that the 
estimated year-specific coefficients are independent: 

1981 /3. 
2: '2 

2 
CJ /3 =var 

i-1976 CJ /3, 

1981 1 
2:-2 

i=l976 CJ /3; 

This eventually reduces down to: 
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Incidence Rate: daily work-loss-day incidence rate per person ages 18 to 64 = 0.00595 
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1997, No. 22; Adams et al., 1999, Table 41) 

Population: adult population ages 18 to 64 

E.5.3 Ostro and Rothschild (1989) 

Ostro and Rothschild (1989) estimated the impact of PM2.s and ozone on the incidence 
of minor restricted activity days (MRADs) and respiratory-related restricted activity 
days (RRADs) in a national sample of the adult working population, ages 18 to 65, living 
in metropolitan areas. The study population is based on the Health Interview Survey 
(HIS), conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics. In publications from this 
ongoing survey, non-elderly adult populations are generally reported as ages 18-64. 
From the study, it is not clear if the age range stops at 65 or includes 65 year olds. We 
apply the C-R function to individuals ages 18-64 for consistency with other studies 
estimating impacts to non-elderly adult populations. The annual national survey results 
used in this analysis were conducted in the period 1976-1981. Controlling for PM2.s, 
two-week average ozone has highly variable association with RRADs and MRADs. 
Controlling for ozone, two-week average PM2.s was significantly linked to both health 
endpoints in most years. 

Minor Restricted Activity Days 

Using the results of the two-pollutant model, we developed separate coefficients for 
each year in the analysis, which were then combined for use in this analysis. The 
coefficient is a weighted average of the coefficients in Ostro and Rothschild (1989, Table 
4) using the inverse of the variance as the weight: 

/3 = 

1981 n 

L4-
i=l976 (J' /3, 

1981 1 

L2 
i 1976 (J' {J, 

= 0.00741. 

The standard error of the coefficient is calculated as follows, assuming that the 
estimated year-specific coefficients are independent: 

1981 /3. 
Li 
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This reduces down to: 

2 1 t (J /3 = - => (J /3 = - = 0.00036. 
r r 

Incidence Rate: daily incidence rate for minor restricted activity days (MRAD) = 
0.02137 (Ostro and Rothschild, 1989, p. 243) 

Population: adult population ages 18 to 64 

E.5.4 Schwartz and Neas (2000) 

Schwartz et al. (2000) replicated a previous analysis (Schwartz et al., 1994) linking PM 
levels to lower respiratory symptoms in children in six cities in the U.S. The original 
study enrolled 1,844 children into a year-long study that was conducted in different 
years (1984 to 1988) in six cities. The students were in grades two through five at the 
time of enrollment in 1984. By the completion of the final study, the cohort would then 
be in the eighth grade (ages 13-14); this suggests an age range of 7 to 14. The previous 
study focused on PM 10, acid aerosols, and gaseous pollutants, although single-pollutant 
PM2.s results were reported. Schwartz et al. (2000) focused more on the associations 
between PM2.s and PM10-2.5 and lower respiratory symptoms. In single and co
pollutant models, PM2.s was significantly associated with lower respiratory symptoms, 
while PM10-2.5 was not. PM10-2.5 exhibited a stronger association with cough than did 
PM2.s. The PM2.s C-R functions for lower respiratory symptoms are based on the results 
of the reported single pollutant and co-pollutant model (PM2.s and PM10-2.5). 

Lower Respiratory Symptoms 

The coefficient and standard error are calculated from the reported odds ratio (1.33) 
and 95% confidence interval (1.11-1.58) associated with a 15 µg/m 3 change in PM2.s 
(Schwartz and Neas, 2000, Table 2). 

Incidence Rate: daily lower respiratory symptom incidence rate per person= 0.0012 
(Schwartz et al., 1994, Table 2) 

Population: population of ages 7 to 14 

E.6 Asthma-Related Effects 

Table E-10 summarizes the health impacts functions used to estimate the relationship 
between PM2.s and asthma exacerbation. Below, we present a brief summary of each of 
the studies and any items that are unique to the study. 
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Table E-10. Core Health Impact Functions for Particulate Matter and Asthrna
Related Effects 

Co· Notes 
Effect Author Year Location Age Poll Metric Beta Std Err Form 

Cough Mar et al. 2004 Spokane, WA 6-18 D241-lourMean 0.0191 0.0098 Logistic Uses 
incidence 
rate from 
Ostro et al. 
(2001 ). 
Age range 
adjusted. 

Shortness of Mar eta al. 2004 Spokane, WA 6-18 D24HourMean 0.0122 0.0138 Logistic Uses 
Breath incidence 

rate from 
Ostro et al. 
(2001 ). 
Age range 
adjusted. 

Cough Ostro et al. 2001 Los Angeles, CA 6-18 D24HourMean 0.000985 0.000747 Logistic 

Shortness of Ostro et al. 2001 Los Angeles, CA 6-18 D241-lourMean 0.002565 0.001335 Logistic 
Breath 

Wheeze Ostro et al. 2001 Los Angeles, CA 6-18 D24HourMean 0.001942 0.000803 Logistic 

Upper Pope et al. 1991 Utah Valley 9-11 D24HourMean 0.003600 0.001500 Logistic 
Respiratory 
Symptoms 

E.6.1 Mar et al. (2004) 

Mar et al. (2004) studied the effects of various size fractions of particulate matter on 
respiratory symptoms of adults and children with asthma, monitored over many 
months. The study was conducted in Spokane, Washington, a semiarid city with diverse 
sources of particulate matter. Data on respiratory symptoms and medication use were 
recorded daily by the study's subjects, while air pollution data was collected by the local 
air agency and Washington State University. Subjects in the study consisted of 16 
adults-the majority of whom participated for over a year-and nine children, all of 
whom were studied for over eight months. Among the children, the authors found a 
strong association between cough symptoms and several metrics of particulate matter, 
including PM2.s. However, the authors found no association between respiratory 
symptoms and PM of any metric in adults. Mar et al. therefore concluded that the 
discrepancy in results between children and adults was due either to the way in which 
air quality was monitored, or a greater sensitivity of children than adults to increased 
levels of PM air pollution. 

Asthma Exacerbation, Cough 

In a single-pollutant model, the coefficient and standard error are estimated from the 
odds ratio (1.21) and 95% confidence interval (1.00-1.47) for a 10.0 µg/m 3 increase in 
1-day lagged concentration of PM2.s (Mar et al., 2004, Table 7). 
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Incidence Rate: Daily cough rate per person= 14.5%. Mar et al. (2004) did not report 
the incidence rate for each type of asthma exacerbation. The daily cough rate from 
Ostro et al. (2001, p.202) is applied here. 

Population: The study reported results for population ages 7-12. For comparability to 
other studies, we apply the results to the population of ages 6 to 18. We treat this as 
two groups based on the available information from American Lung Association 
(2010b, Table 7). Asthmatic population ages 6 to 17 = 10.70% of population ages 6 to 
17 and asthmatic population age 18 = 7 .19% of population age 18. The American Lung 
Association (2010b, Table 7) estimates asthma prevalence for children 5- 17 and adults 
18-44 at 10.70% and 7.19% respectively (based on data from the 2008 National Health 
Interview Survey). 

Asthma Exacerbation, Shortness of Breath 

In a single-pollutant model, the coefficient and standard error are estimated from the 
odds ratio (1.13) and 95% confidence interval (0.86-1.48) for a 10.0 µg/m3 increase in 
current-day concentration of PM2.s (Mar et al., 2004, Table 7). 

Incidence Rate: Daily shortness of breath rate per person = 7 .4%. Mar et al. (2004) did 
not report the incidence rate for each type of asthma exacerbation. The daily rate of 
shortness of breath from Ostro et al. (2001, p.202) is applied here. 

Population: See the population description for "Asthma Exacerbation, Cough" from 
Mar et al. (2004). 

E.6.2 Ostro et al. (2001) 

Ostro et al. (2001) studied the relation between air pollution in Los Angeles and asthma 
exacerbation in African-American children (8 to 13 years old) from August to 
November 1993. They used air quality data for PM10, PM2.s, N02, and 03 in a logistic 
regression model with control for age, income, time trends, and temperature-related 
weather effects. The authors note that there were 26 days in which PM2.s 
concentrations were reported higher than PM10 concentrations. The majority of results 
the authors reported were based on the full dataset. These results were used for the 
basis for the C-R functions. Asthma symptom endpoints were defined in two ways: 
"probability of a day with symptoms" and "onset of symptom episodes". New onset of a 
symptom episode was defined as a day with symptoms followed by a symptom- free 
day. 

The authors found cough prevalence associated with PM10 and PM2.s and cough 
incidence associated with PM2.s, PM10, and N02. Ozone was not significantly associated 
with cough among asthmatics. The authors found that both the prevalent and incident 
episodes of shortness of breath were associated with PM2.s and PM10. Neither ozone 
nor N02 were significantly associated with shortness of breath among asthmatics. The 
authors found both the prevalence and incidence of wheeze associated with PM 2.s, 
PM10, and N02. Ozone was not significantly associated with wheeze among asthmatics. 
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The derived health impact functions are based on the results of single pollutant models 
looking at the probability of symptoms. 

Asthma Exacerbation, Cough 

The coefficient and standard error are based on an odds ratio of 1.03 (95% CI 0.98-
1.07) for a 30 µg/m 3 increase in 12-hour average PM2.s concentration (Ostro et al., 
2001, Table 4, p.204). 

Incidence Rate: daily cough rate per person (Ostro et al., 2001, p.202) = 0.145 

Population: The study reported results for African-American population ages 8-13. For 
comparability to other studies, we apply the results to the African-American population 
of ages 6 to 18. We treat this as two groups based on the available information from 
American Lung Association (2010b, Table 9). Asthmatic African-American population 
ages 6 to 17 = 17.76% of African-American population ages 6 to 17 and asthmatic 
African-American population age 18 = 7.52% of African-American population age 18. 
The American Lung Association (2010b, Table 9) estimates asthma prevalence for 
children 5- 17 and adults 18-44at17.76% and 7.52% respectively (based on data from 
the 2008 National Health Interview Survey). 

Asthma Exacerbation, Shortness of Breath 

The coefficient and standard error are based on an odds ratio of 1.08 (95% CI 1.00-
1.17) for a 30 µg/m 3 increase in 12-hour average PM 2.5 concentration (Ostro et al., 
2001, Table 4, p.204). 

Incidence Rate: daily shortness of breath rate per person (Ostro et al., 2001, p.202) = 
0.074 

Population: The study reported results for African-American population ages 8-13. For 
comparability to other studies, we apply the results to the African-American population 
of ages 6 to 18. We treat this as two groups based on the available information from 
American Lung Association (2010b, Table 9). Asthmatic African-American population 
ages 6 to 17 = 17.76% of African-American population ages 6 to 17 and asthmatic 
African-American population age 18 = 7.52% of African-American population age 18. 
The American Lung Association (2010b, Table 9) estimates asthma prevalence for 
children 5- 17 and adults 18-44at17.76% and 7.52% respectively (based on data from 
the 2008 National Health Interview Survey). 

Asthma Exacerbation, Wheeze 

The coefficient and standard error are based on an odds ratio of 1.06 (95% CI 1.01-
1.11) for a 30 µg/m 3 increase in 12-hour average PM2.s concentration (Ostro etal., 
2001, Table 4, p.204). 

Incidence Rate: daily wheeze rate per person (Ostro et al., 2001, p.202) = 0.173 
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Population: asthmatic African-American population ages 8 to 13 = 17.76% of African
American population ages 8 to 13. (Described above.) 

E.6.3 Pope et al. (1991) 

Using logistic regression, Pope et al. ( 1991) estimated the impact of PM io on the 
incidence of a variety of minor symptoms in 55 subjects (34 "school-based" and 21 
"patient-based") living in the Utah Valley from December 1989 through March 1990. 
The children in the Pope et al. study were asked to record respiratory symptoms in a 
daily diary. With this information, the daily occurrences of upper respiratory symptoms 
(URS) and lower respiratory symptoms (LRS) were related to daily PM10 
concentrations. Pope et al. describe URS as consisting of one or more of the following 
symptoms: runny or stuffy nose; wet cough; and burning, aching, or red eyes. Levels of 
ozone, N02, and S02 were reported low during this period, and were not included in the 
analysis. The sample in this study is relatively small and is most representative of the 
asthmatic population, rather than the general population. The school-based subjects 
(ranging in age from 9 to 11) were chosen based on "a positive response to one or more 
of three questions: ever wheezed without a cold, wheezed for 3 days or more out of the 
week for a month or longer, and/or had a doctor say the 'child has asthma' (Pope et al., 
1991, p. 669)." The patient-based subjects (ranging in age from 8 to 72) were receiving 
treatment for asthma and were referred by local physicians. Regression results for the 
school-based sample (Pope et al., 1991, Table 5) show PM10 significantly associated 
with both upper and lower respiratory symptoms. The patient-based sample did not 
find a significant PM10 effect. The results from the school-based sample are used here. 

Upper Respiratory Symptoms 

The coefficient and standard error for a one µg/m 3 change in PM 10 is reported in 
Table 5. 

Incidence Rate: daily upper respiratory symptom incidence rate per person= 0.3419 
(Pope etal., 1991, Table 2) 

Population: asthmatic population ages 9 to 11=10.70% of population ages 9 to 11. 
(The American Lung Association (2010b, Table 7) estimates asthma prevalence for 
children ages 5 to 17at10.70%, based on data from the 2008 National Health Interview 
Survey.) 
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Appendix F. Core Ozone Health Impact Functions 
in U.S. Setup 

In this Appendix, we present the core health impact functions used to estimate ozone
related adverse health effects, i.e., the functions that, as of the current release, U.S. EPA 
routinely uses in its regulatory analyses. Each sub-section has a table with a brief 
description of each health impact function and the underlying parameters. Following 
each table, we present a brief summary of each of the studies and any items that are 
unique to the study. 

Note that Appendix C mathematically derives the standard types of health impact 
functions encountered in the epidemiological literature, such as, log-linear, logistic and 
linear, so we simply note here the type of functional form. And Appendix D presents a 
description of the sources for the incidence and prevalence data used in the health 
impact functions. 

F.1 Short-term Mortality 

Table F-1 summarizes the core health impacts functions used to estimate the 
relationship between ozone and short-term mortality. Below, we present a brief 
summary of each of the studies and any items that are unique to the study. 

Table F-1. Core Health Impact Functions for Ozone and Short-Term Mortality 

Co· 
Effect Author Year Location Age Poll Metric Beta Std Err Fonn Notes 

Non- Smith et aL 2009 98 U.S. 0-99 PM10 D8HourMax 0.000258 0.000167 Log- Ozone 
Accidental cities linear season 

All-Cause Zanobetti 2008 48 Cities 0-99 D8I-lourMax 0.00050 0.00012 Log- 0-3 day lag, 
and b linear June-August, 
Schwartz 1989-2000 

F.1.1 Smith et al. (2009) 

Smith et al. (2009) analyzed the relationship between daily mortality and ambient 
ozone concentrations through re-examination of evidence using the National Morbidity, 
Mortality, and Air Pollution Study (NMMAPS), which collected daily data on mortality, 
meteorology, and air pollutant concentrations for 100 U.S. cities from 1987-2000. The 
authors examined the sensitivity of city-specific ozone-mortality estimates to treatment 
of meteorology and co-pollutants, dependence on different ozone metrics, use of air 
conditioning, regional and spatial variability, and non-linear exposure-response 
relationships. 

Non-Accidental Mortality 

Assuming a 10 ppb change in daily 8-hour maximum ozone concentration, Smith et al. 
(2009) reported a 0.40 (0.22)% population-weighted change in non-accidental 
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mortality in a model without PM10, and 0.27 (0.22)% population-weighted change in 
non-accidental mortality in a model with PM10. 

F.1.2 Zanobetti and Schwartz (2008b) 

Zanobetti and Schwartz (2008b) examined the issue of "mortality displacement" (i.e., 
deaths are occurring in frail individuals and exposure is only moving the day of death to 
a day slightly earlier) in 48 U.S. cities during the warm season (i.e., June-August) for the 
years 1989-2000. The authors estimated a series of lagged specifications and found an 
effect size of 0.53% (95%C.I.: 0.28-0. 77) for lag 0-3 days for all-cause mortality. 

F.2 Hospital Admissions 

All 

Table F-2 summarizes the core health impact functions used to estimate the 
relationship between ozone and hospital admissions. Below, we present a brief 
summary of each of the studies and any items that are unique to the study. 

Table F-2. Core Health Impact Functions for Ozone and Hospital Admissions 

Effect Author Year Location Age Co-Poll Metric Beta Std Err Form Notes 

Katsouyanni 2009 14 U.S. cities 65- D8HourMax 0.000637 0.000400 Log- Summer, 
Respiratory eta!. 99 linear penalized 

splines, 
Bdf 

All Katsouyanni 2009 14 U.S. cities 65- D8HourMax 0.000614 0.000406 Log- Summer, 
Respiratory eta!. 99 linear natural 

splines, 
Bdf 

F.2.1 Katsouyanni et al. (2009) 

Katsouyanni et al. (2009) assessed the relationship between air pollution and hospital 
admissions from 1985 to 1994. Specifically, the authors examined hospitalizations due 
to respiratory diseases, conditions, or infections (ICD-9 codes 460-519) among U.S. 
citizens age 65 or older. The U.S. dataset included 14 cities with each city having data 
for 4 to 10 years from 1985-1994 and 7 cities having only summer ozone data. The 
investigators used a three-stage hierarchical model to account for within-city, within 
region, and between region variability. In the U.S. in adults 65 and older, authors found 
a .26% (.01, .51) increase in respiratory hospital admissions with 10 µg/m 3 increase in 
ozone concentration using penalized splines with 8 df /year using lag 1. Authors found a 
.33% (.08, .58) increase in respiratory hospital admissions with 10 µg/m 3 increase in 
ozone concentration using natural splines with 8 df /year using distributed lags. 

F.3 Emergency Room Visits 

Table F-3 summarizes the core health impacts functions used to estimate the 
relationship between ozone and emergency room (ER) visits. Below, we present a brief 
summary of each of the studies and any items that are unique to the study. 
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Table F-3. Core Health Impact Functions for Ozone and Emergency Room Visits 

Co-
Effect Author Year Location Age Poll Metric Beta Std Err Form 

Asthma Glad eta!. 2012 Pittsburgh, 0-99 D8HourMax 0.003057 0.0011709 Logistic 
PA 

Asthma Ito et al. 2007 New York, 0-99 D8HourMax 0.005213 0.000909 Log-linear 
NY 

Asthma Ito et al. 2007 New York, 0-99 PM2.5 D8HourMax 0.003976 0.000979 Log-linear 
NY 

Asthma Marand 2009 Seattle, WA 18- D8HourMax 0.007696 0.0028374 Log-linear 
Koenig 99 

Asthma Marand 2009 Seattle, WA 0-17 D8HourMax 0.010436 0.0043576 Log-linear 
Koenig 

Asthma Peel et al. 2005 Atlanta, GA 0-99 D8HourMax 0.000870 0.000529 Log-linear 

Asthma Sarnatetal. 2013 Atlanta, GA 0-99 D8HourMax 0.001113 0.0002828 Log-linear 

Asthma Wilson eta!. 2005 Portland, ME 0.99 D8HourMax 0.003000 0.001000 Log-linear 

F.3.1 Glad et al. (2012) 

Glad et al. (2012) is summarized in section E.4.1. 

Emergency Room Visits, Asthma 

Using a case-crossover methodology, which controls for the effects of subject
specific covariates such as gender and race, a 2.5% increase was observed in asthma 
ED visits for each 10 ppb increase in the 1-hour maximum ozone level on day 2 
(odds ratio [OR] = 1.025, p <0.05). 

F.3.2 Ito et al. (2007) 

The authors assessed the effect of multi-collinearity among gaseous co-pollutants of 
PM2.s and weather variables. The authors compiled daily meteorological and pollutant 
data in New York City for the years 1999 to 2002 and analyzed the effect of ozone on 
asthma emergency department visits for all year, warm months and cold months (all 
excluding September and October due to fall peaks in asthma emergency department 
visits). Data on ED visits were obtained from the 11 New York City Health and Hospitals 
Corporation medical centers with emergency receiving facilities. 

F.3.3 Mar and Koenig (2009) 

Mar and Koenig (2009) evaluated the relationship between outdoor ozone in the 
summer and asthma aggravation. The authors used hospital data on daily asthma cases 
from 1998 to 2002 in Seattle with local monitored PM2.s and ozone concentrations to 
assess the association between asthma visits to the emergency department and air 
pollutants. They analyzed 1-hour and 8-hour max ozone concentrations at 2 monitors in 
Greater Seattle. Asthma ED visits were analyzed at 0 through 5-day lags. The authors 
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found that ozone exposure exacerbates asthma in people in the Seattle area, especially 
in children. Authors found that in adults during the warmer months between May and 
September, a 10 ppb increase in 8-hour maximum ozone concentration is associated 
with relative risk of asthma-related ED visits of 1.08 (1.02, 1.14) with a 4-day lag. In 
children, during the warmer months, a 10 ppb increase in 8-hour maximum ozone 
concentration is associated with relative risk of asthma-related ED visits of 1.11 (1.02, 
1.21) with a 3-day lag. The difference in lag and relative risk between children and 
adults suggests that children are more immediately responsive to the adverse effects of 
ozone exposure. 

F.3.4 Peel et al. (2005) 

A number of emergency department studies have corroborated findings from mortality 
and hospital admission studies regarding an association of ambient air pollution and 
respiratory outcomes. More refined assessment has been limited by study size and 
available air quality data. Measurements of 5 pollutants: PM10, ozone, N02, CO, and S02 
were available for the entire study period (1January1993 to 31August2000); detailed 
measurements of particulate matter were available for 25 months. The authors 
obtained data on 4 million emergency department visits from 31 hospitals in Atlanta. 
Visits for asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, upper respiratory infection, 
and pneumonia were assessed in relation to air pollutants using Poisson generalized 
estimating equations. In single-pollutant models examining 3-day moving averages of 
pollutants (lags 0, 1, and 2): standard deviation increases of ozone, N02, CO, and PM10 
were associated with 1-3% increases in URI visits; a 2 microg/m increase of PM2.s 
organic carbon was associated with a 3% increase in pneumonia visits; and standard 
deviation increases of N02 and CO were associated with 2-3% increases in chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease visits. Positive associations persisted beyond 3 days for 
several of the outcomes, and over a week for asthma. The results of this study 
contribute to the evidence of an association of several correlated gaseous and 
particulate pollutants, including ozone, N02, CO, PM, and organic carbon, with specific 
respiratory conditions. 

Emergency Room Visits, Asthma 

The ozone coefficient and standard error are reported per 25 ppb increment of the 
maximum daily 8-hour average ozone level (Peel et al., 2003, Table 4). We used the 
results from the three cities combined. The relative risk is 1.022, with a 95 percent 
confidence interval of 0.996 to 1.049. 

F.3.5 Sarnat et al. (2013) 

The authors examined the influence of indoor air exchange rates as an effect modifier of 
associations between air pollutants and emergency department visits for asthma. The 
study analyzed associations between urban air pollutants (CO, NOx, 03, and PM2.s) and 
asthma ED visits (ICD-9 codes 493 and 786.07) over a four-year period between 1999 
and 2002 for residents of186 zip codes in metropolitan Atlanta. A spatial surface of 
daily ambient air concentrations of pollutants was generated using AERMOD air quality 
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modeling of 2002 NEI emissions combined with spatially interpolated background 
concentrations. AER was estimated at the zip code level based on an empirical model of 
direct and indirect predictors of AER collected from field surveys of building and 
meteorological characteristics. Effects of air pollution on asthma ED visits were 
estimated using a spatially resolved time series approach with Poisson generalized 
linear models, including stratified analyses for low or high AER areas. The authors 
found significant or near-significant positive effect modification of AER on the asthma 
ED visit effects of CO, NOx, and PM2.s. Ozone was a strong predictor of asthma ED visits 
but appeared unaffected by the AER. Overall, the study provides the first indication of 
short-term effect modification of air pollution risks with changes in AER. The HIF in 
BenMAP-CE is based on the association between ozone exposures and asthma ED visits 
for all AERs and all poverty levels (RR= 1.050, 95%CI 1.024-1.075) for a 26 ppb change 
in daily average ozone (3-day moving average of 0,1, and 2 day lags). The beta value 
was adjusted to use the daily 8-hour max metric as described below. 

F.3.6 Wilson et al. (2005) 

Daily emergency room (ER) visits for all respiratory (ICD-9 460-519) and asthma (ICD-
9 493) were compared with daily S02, ozone, and weather variables over the period 
1998-2000 in Portland, Maine (population 248,000), and 1996-2000 in Manchester, 
New Hampshire (population 17 6,000). Seasonal variability was removed from all 
variables using nonparametric smoothed function (LOESS) of day of study. Generalized 
additive models were used to estimate the effect of elevated levels of pollutants on ER 
visits. Relative risks of pollutants were reported over their interquartile range (IQR, the 
75th -25th percentile pollutant values). In Portland, an IQR increase in S02 was 
associated with a 5% (95% CI 2-7%) increase in all respiratory ER visits and a 6% 
(95% CI 1-12%) increase in asthma visits. An IQR increase in 03 was associated with a 
5% (95% CI 1-10%) increase in Portland asthmatic ER visits. No significant associations 
were found in Manchester, New Hampshire, possibly due to statistical limitations of 
analyzing a smaller population. The absence of statistical evidence for a relationship 
should not be used as evidence of no relationship. This analysis reveals that, on a daily 
basis, elevated S02 and 03 have a significant impact on public health in Portland, Maine. 

Emergency Room Visits, Asthma 

The coefficient and standard error are taken from Wilson et al. (2005, Table 5). 

F.4 Minor Effects 

Table F-4 summarizes the core health impacts functions used to estimate the 
relationship between ozone and minor effects. Below, we present a brief summary of 
each of the studies and any items that are unique to the study. 
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Table F-4. Core Health Impact Functions for Ozone and Minor Effects 

Effect Author Year Location Age Co-Poll Metric Beta Std Err Form Notes 

School Loss Chen eta!. 2000 Washoe Co, 5-17 PM10, CO D8HourMax 0.015763 0.004985 Linear All year, 
Days, All NV 8-hour 
Cause max from 

1-hour 
max. 

School Loss Gilliland et 2001 Southern 5-17 D8HourMax 0.007824 0.004445 Log- All year, 
Days, All al. California linear 8-hour 
Cause max from 

8-hour 
mean. 

Minor Ostro and 1989 Nationwide 18- PM2s D8HourMax 0.002596 0.000776 Log- 8-hour 
Restricted Rothschild 64 linear max from 
Activity Days 1-hour 

max. 

F.4.1 Chen et al. (2000) 

Chen et al. (2000) studied the association between air pollution and elementary school 
absenteeism (grades 1-6) in Washoe County, Nevada. Assuming that most children start 
kindergarten at age 5, the corresponding ages for grades 1 through 6 would be 6 
through 11. Daily absence data were available for all elementary schools in the Washoe 
County School District. The authors regressed daily total absence rate on the three air 
pollutants, meteorological variables, and indicators for day of the week, month, and 
holidays. They reported statistically significant associations between both ozone and 
CO and daily total absence rate for grades one through six. PM 10 was negatively 
associated with absence rate, after adjustment for ozone, CO, and meteorological and 
temporal variables. The C-R function for ozone is based on the results from a multiple 
linear regression model with CO, ozone, and PM10. 

School Loss Days, All Cause 

The coefficient and standard error are presented in Table 3 (Chen et al., 2000, p. 1008) 
for a unit ppm increase in the two-week average of daily one-hour maximum ozone 
concentration. This is converted to unit ppb increase by dividing by 1,000. The reported 
coefficient represents an absolute increase in absenteeism rate for a unit increase in 
ozone. If we apply this study to other locations, we assume that the same absolute 
increase will occur for a unit increase in ozone, regardless of the baseline rate. If the 
study location has a particularly high baseline rate, we may be overestimating 
decreases in absenteeism nationally, and vice-versa. As an example, consider if the 
baseline absenteeism rate were 10% in the study and 5% nationally. An absolute 
increase in absence rate of 2% associated with a given increase in ozone reflects a 
relative increase in absence rate of 20% for the study population. However, in the 
national estimate, we would assume the same absolute increase of 2%, but this would 
reflect a relative increase in the absenteeism rate of 40%. 
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An alternative approach is to estimate apply the relative increase in absenteeism rate in 
the C-R function by adjusting the results by the ratio of the national absenteeism rate to 
the study-specific rate. As a result, the percent increase in absenteeism rate associated 
with an increase in ozone is extrapolated nationally rather than the absolute increase in 
absenteeism rate. The incidence derivation section above describes the data used to 
estimate national and study-specific absence rates. 

In addition to this scaling factor, there are two other scaling factors which are applied 
to the function. A scaling factor of 0.01 is used to convert the beta from a percentage (x 
100) per unit increase of ozone to a proportion per unit increase of ozone. As a result it 
can be applied directly to the national population of school children ages 6 through 11 
to estimate the number of absences avoided. 

The final scaling factor adjusts for the number of school days in the ozone season. In the 
modeling program, the function is applied to every day in the ozone season (May 1 -
September 30), however, in reality, school absences will be avoided only on school 
days. We assume that children are in school during weekdays for all of May, two weeks 
in June, one week in August, and all of September. This corresponds to approximately 
2.75 months out of the 5 month season, resulting in an estimate of 39.3% of days 
(2.75/5*5/7). The C-R function parameters are shown below. 

Population: population of children ages 6-11 

Scaling Factor 1: Ratio of national school absence rate to study-specific school absence 
rate= 1.081. (National school absence rate of 5.5% obtained from the U.S. Department 
of Education (1996, Table 42-1). Study-specific school absence rate of 5.09% obtained 
from Chen et al. (2000, Table 1).) 

Scaling Factor 2: Convert beta in percentage terms to a proportion= 0.01 

Scaling Factor 3: Proportion of days that are school days in the ozone season= 0.393. 
(Ozone is modeled for the 5 months from May 1 through September 30. We assume that 
children are in school during weekdays for all of May, 2 weeks in June, 1 week in 
August, and all of September. This corresponds to approximately 2.75 months out of the 
5 month season, resulting in an estimate of 39.3% of days (2.75/5*5/7).) 

F.4.2 Gilliland et al. (2001) 

Gilliland et al. (2001) examined the association between air pollution and school 
absenteeism among 4th grade school children (ages 9-10) in 12 southern Californian 
communities. The study was conducted from January through June 1996. The authors used 
school records to collect daily absence data and parental telephone interviews to identify 
causes. They defined illness- related absences as respiratory or non-respiratory. A 
respiratory illness was defined as an illness that included at least one of the following: 
runny nose/sneezing, sore throat, cough, earache, wheezing, or asthma attack. The 
authors used 15 and 30 day distributed lag models to quantify the association between ozone, 
PM10, and N02 and incident school absences. Ozone levels were positively associated with 
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all school absence measures and significantly associated with all illness-related school 
absences (non-respiratory illness, respiratory illness, URI and LRI). Neither PM10 nor N02 was 
significantly associated with illness-related school absences, but PM 10 was associated with 
non-illness related absences. The health impact function for ozone is based on the results of the 
single pollutant model. 

School Loss Days 

Gilliland et al. (2001) defines an incident absence as an absence that followed 
attendance on the previous day and the incidence rate as the number of incident 
absences on a given day over the population at risk for an absence on a given day (i.e. 
those children who were not absent on the previous day). Since school absences due to 
air pollution may last longer than one day, an estimate of the average duration of school 
absences could be used to calculate the total avoided school loss days from an estimate of 
avoided new absences. A simple ratio of the total absence rate divided by the new absence 
rate would provide an estimate of the average duration of school absences, which could 
be applied to the estimate of avoided new absences as follows: 

TotalAbsences 
Duration = N Ab ew sences 

!1TotalAbsences =-[incidence x (e-f3xo 3 - 1)] x duration x pop 

Since the function is log-linear, the baseline incidence rate (in this case, the rate of new 
absences) is multiplied by duration, which reduces to the total school absence rate. 
Therefore, the same result would be obtained by using a single estimate of the total 
school absence rate in the C-R function. Using this approach, we assume that the same 
relationship observed between pollutant and new school absences in the study would be 
observed for total absences on a given day. As a result, the total school absence rate is used 
in the function below. The derivation of this rate is described in the section on baseline 
incidence rate estimation. 

For all absences, the coefficient and standard error are based on a percent increase of 
16.3 percent (95% CI -2.6 percent, 38.9 percent) associated with a 20 ppb increase in 8-hour 
average ozone concentration (2001, Table 6, p. 52). 

A scaling factor is used to adjust for the number of school days in the ozone season. In 
the modeling program, the function is applied to every day in the ozone season (May 1 -
September 30), however, in reality, school absences will be avoided only on school days. 
We assume that children are in school during weekdays for all of May, two weeks in June, one 
weekinAugust,and all of September. This corresponds to approximately 2.75 months 
out of the 5 month season, resulting in an estimate of 39.3% of days (2.75/5*5/7). 

In addition, not all children are at-risk for a new school absence, as defined by the 
study. On average, 5.5% of school children are absent from school on a given day (U.S. 
Department of Education, 1996, Table 42-1). Only those who are in school on the previous 
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day are at risk for a new absence (1-0.055 = 94.5%). As a result, a factor of 94.5% is used in 
the function to estimate the population of school children at-risk for a new absence. 

Incidence Rate: daily school absence rate= 0.055 (U.S. Department of Education, 1996, 
Table 42-1) 

Population: population of children ages 9-10 not absent from school on a given day= 
94.5% of children ages 9-10 (The proportion of children not absent from school on a 
given day (5.5%) is based on 1996 data from the U.S. Department of Education (1996, 
Table 42-1).) 

Scaling Factor: Proportion of days that are school days in the ozone season = 0.393. 

(Ozone is modeled for the 5 months from May 1 through September 30. We assume that 
children are in school during weekdays for all of May, 2 weeks in June, 1 week in August, 
and all of September. This corresponds to approximately 2.75 months out of the 5 
month season, resulting in an estimate of 39.3% of days (2.75/5*5/7).) 

F.4.3 Ostro and Rothschild (1989) 

Ostro and Rothschild (1989) estimated the impact of PM2.s and ozone on the incidence 
of minor restricted activity days (MRADs) and respiratory-related restricted activity 
days (RRADs) in a national sample of the adult working population, ages 18 to 65, living in 
metropolitan areas. The study population is based on the Health Interview Survey (HIS), 
conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics. In publications from this ongoing 
survey, non-elderly adult populations are generally reported as ages 18-64. From the study, it 
is not clear if the age range stops at 65 or includes 65 year olds. We apply the C-R function to 
individuals ages 18-64 for consistency with other studies estimating impacts to non-elderly 
adult populations. The annual national survey results used in this analysis were conducted 
in 1976-1981. Controlling for PM2.s, two-week average ozone had a highly variable 
association with RRADs and MRADs. Controlling for ozone, two-week average PM2.s was 
significantly linked to both health endpoints in most years. The C-R function for ozone is based 
on the co-pollutant model with PM2.s. 

The study is based on a" convenience" sample of non-elderly individuals. Applying the C-R 
function to this age group is likely a slight underestimate, as it seems likely that elderly 
are at least as susceptible to ozone as individuals under 65. A number of studies have found 
that hospital admissions for the elderly are related to ozone exposures (e.g., Schwartz, 1994b; 
Schwartz, 1995). 

Minor Restricted Activity Days 

The coefficient and standard error used in the C-R function are based on a weighted average of 
the coefficients in Ostro and Rothschild (1989, Table 4). The derivation of these estimates is 
described below. 
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Incidence Rate: daily incidence rate for minor restricted activity days (MRAD) = 0.02137 
(Ostro and Rothschild, 1989, p. 243) 

Population: adult population ages 18 to 64 

The coefficient used in the C-R function is a weighted average of the coefficients in 
Ostro and Rothschild (1989, Table 4) using the inverse of the variance as the weight. 
The calculation of the MRAD coefficient and its standard error is exactly analogous to 
the calculation done for the work-loss days coefficient based on Ostro (1987). 

fJ = 

1981 fJ 
L--+ 

i 1976 () /3, 

1981 1 
L:z 

i=l 976 () /3, 

The standard error of the coefficient is calculated as follows, assuming that the 
estimated year-specific coefficients are independent: 

~~ 
0-/32 =var i=l976(Jf3; 

1981 l 

:L~ 
iccl976 (}/3; 

This reduces down to: 

F.5 Asthma-Related Effects 

= 
~~ 

i=l 976 () /3; 

r 
1981 [ /3, J = L var 2 ; 

i 1976 o-/3; x r 

Table F-5 summarizes the core health impacts functions used to estimate the 
relationship between ozone and asthma exacerbation. Below, we present a brief 
summary of each of the studies and any items that are unique to the study. Based on 
advice from the SAB-HES (U.S. EPA-SAB 2004), regardless of the age ranges included in 
the source epidemiology studies, we extend the applied population to ages 6 to 18, 
reflecting the common biological basis for the effect in children in the broader age 
group. 

Table F-5. Core Health Impact Functions for Ozone and Asthma-Related Effects 

Co- Notes 
Effect Author Year Location Age Poll Metric Beta Std Err Fonn 

Asthma Mortimer et 2002 Eight U.S. 6-18 D8HourMax 0.009288 0.00387 Logistic Uses 
Exacerbation, al. urban areas incidence 
One or More rate of 
Symptoms 0.116 
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Co- Notes 
Effect Author Year Location Age Poll Metric Beta Std Err Form 

Asthma O'Connor et 2008 Seven U.S. 6-18 PM2.5, D8HourMax 0.0009661 0.002991 Log- Uses 
Exacerbation, al. urban N02 linear incidence 
One or More communities rate of 
Symptoms 0.207 

Asthma Schildcrout 2006 Eight U.S. 6-18 D8HourMax 0.00222 0.002822 Logistic Uses 
Exacerbation, eta!. urban areas incidence 
One or More rate of 
Symptoms 0.52 

F.5.1 Mortimer et al. (2002) 

Mortimer et al. (2002) examined the effects of daily levels of PM10, S02, N02 and ozone 
on peak expiratory flow rate and asthma symptoms among 846 asthmatic children aged 
four to nine living in eight urban areas in the Northeast and Midwest. Exposures were 
estimated using EPA's AIRS database and averaging pollutant concentrations at all 
monitors in each subject's county. Effects were analyzed using mixed linear models and 
generalized estimating equation models. The authors found an association in single
pollutant models between each pollutant and self-reported morning asthma symptoms. 
The health impact function in BenMAP is based on the odds ratio for a 15 ppb increase 
in 4-day average 8-hour mean ozone between June and August (OR=l.16, 95%CI 1.02-
1.30), adjusted to 8-hour max exposure metric as described below. 

F.5.2 O'Connor et al. (2008) 

O'Connor et al. (2008) studied the association between asthma symptoms and daily 
outdoor air pollutant concentrations (N02, S02, CO, ozone, and PM2.s) among 937 
asthmatic children aged five to 12 in seven inner-city areas in the U.S. Exposure data 
were estimated from monitor data from EPA's AIRS database for the years 1998 to 
2001. Outcome data were collected via telephone interview every two weeks. The 
effect of pollutant levels on frequency of asthma symptoms was assessed using 
generalized estimating equation models. The health impact function in BenMAP is 
based on the relative risk for a 26. 7 ppb increase in 19-day average 8-hour mean ozone 
between June and August (OR=l.04, 95%CI 0.82-1.32), adjusted to the 8-hour max 
exposure metric as described below. 

Incidence Rate: Daily incidence rate for days with wheeze, tightness in chest, cough 
21%(Table1). 

F.5.3 Schildcrout et al. (2006) 

Schildcrout et al. (2006) investigated the relation between ambient concentrations of 
the five criteria pollutants (PM 10, 03, N02, S02, and CO) and asthma exacerbations 
(daily symptoms and use of rescue inhalers) among 990 children in eight North 
American cities during the 22-month prerandomization phase (November 1993-
September 1995) of the Childhood Asthma Management Program. Short-term effects of 
CO, N02, PM10, S02, and warm-season 03 were examined in both one-pollutant and 
two-pollutant models, using lags of up to 2 days in logistic and Poisson regressions. 
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When modeling ozone, the authors limited the study period to warm months (May 
through September). 

Asthma Excerbation, One or More Symptoms 

In a single-pollutant model, Schildcrout et al.(2006, Figure 1) reported an odds ratio of 
1.06 (95% CI: 0.92, 1.23) for daily asthma symptoms associated with 30 ppb change in 
24-hr mean of ozone at lag 0. 

Incidence Rate: Daily incidence rate for one or more symptoms (symptom score>O) = 
52% (Schildcrout, et al., 2006, Table 1). 

F.6 Converting Functions to 8-Hour Daily Maximum Metric 

A number of health impact functions were converted from 1-hour maximum, 24-hour 
average, and 8-hour average to the 8-hour maximum metric. To convert, say, a 1-hour 
maximum function, we multiplied the 1-hour maximum coefficient with the ratio of the typical 1-
hour maximum value to the typical 8-hour maximum value. We calculated ozone metric 
ratios for each quarter and year in the period 2000-2007. We calculated ratios by monitor, 
and by county, core business statistical area (CESA), state, and nation. 

For each monitor, a day was considered valid if it had at least 18 hourly values out of 
24. A quarter was considered valid if it had at least 85 percent valid days. Ratios are 
calculated for the year, only if that year had four quarterly values. The CESA codes, which 
were defined by OME on 6-6-03, were obtained from: 
http://www.census.gov/population/estimates/metro-city /03msa. lxt We chose the time 
period for the ratio calculation (e.g., spring and summer quarters) and the locations based on 
the data used in each epidemiological study. 
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Appendix G. Additional Health Impact Functions in 
U.S. Setup 

In this Appendix, we present additional health impact functions for estimating PM2.s and 
Ozone-related adverse health effects. Unlike Appendices E and F, these functions are 
included in the U.S. Setup but are not currently used by the U.S. EPA in regulatory impact 
analyses. For the health impact functions currently used by EPA, see the following 
page:https://www.epa.gov/benmap/benmap-community-edition. For Ozone Health 
Impact Functions, click the "U.S. EPA approach for quantifying and valuing ozone effects" 
link. For PM2.s Health Impact Functions, click the "U.S. EPA approach for quantifying and 
valuing PM effects" link. 

G.1 Additional PM2.s Health Impact Functions 

Tables G-1 and G-2 summarize the additional health impact functions for PM2.5 included in 
BenMAP-CE. 

Table G-1. Additional Health Impact Functions for PMz.s and Mortality 

Effect Author Year Location Age Co· Poll Metric Beta Std Err Fonn Notes 

Mortality, Lung Krewski et al. 2009 116 U.S. 30-99 Annual 0.013103 0.003795 Log-linear Mortality, 
Cancer cities Lung 

Cancer 

Mortality, !HD Krewski et al. 2009 116 U.S. 30-99 Annual 0.021511 0.002058 Log-linear Mortality, 
cities !HD 

Mortality, All Laden eta!. 2006 6 cities 25-99 Annual 0.014842 0.004170 Log-linear 
Cause 

Mortality, All 
Pope eta!. 2002 51 cities 30-99 Annual 0.005827 0.002157 Log-linear 

Cause 

Mortality, All Woodruff et al. 1997 86 cities Infant Annual 0.003922 0.001221 Logistic 
Cause 

Table G-2. Additional Health Impact Functions for PMz.s and Other Effects 

Effect Author Year Location Age Co· Poll Metric Beta Std Err Form Notes 

Chronic Abbey eta!. 1995 SF, SD, 27-99 Annual 0.013185 0.006796 Logistic 
Bronchitis South Coast 

Air Basin 

All Bell et al. 2012 187 U.S. 65-99 D24HourMean 0.0008 0.0001071 Log-linear 
Cardiovascular Counties 
(less Myocardial 
Infarctions) 

Congestive Ito 2003 Detroit, Ml 65-99 D24HourMean 0.003074 0.001292 Log-linear 
Heart Failure 

Dysrhythmia Ito 2003 Detroit, MI 65-99 D241-lourMean 0.001249 0.002033 Log-linear 

Ischemic Heart Ito 2003 Detroit, MI 65-99 D241-lourMean 0.001435 0.001156 Log-linear 
(less Myocardial 
Infarctions) 
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Effect Author Year Location Age Co-Poll Metric Beta Std Err Form Notes 

Chronic Lung Ito 2003 Detroit, Ml 65-99 D24HourMean 0.001169 0.002064 Log-linear 

Pneumonia Ito 2003 Detroit, Ml 65-99 D24HourMean 0.003979 0.001659 Log-linear 

Hospital Moolgavkar 2003 Los Angeles, 65-99 D24HourMean 0.001580 0.000344 Log-linear 
Admissions, All CA 
Cardiovascular 
(less Myocardial 
Infarctions) 

Hospital Moolgavkar 2003 Los Angeles, 65-99 D24HourMean 0.001850 0.000524 Log-linear 
Admissions, CA 
Chronic Lung 

Hospital Moolgavkar 2000 Los Angeles, 18-64 D24HourMean 0.002200 0.000733 Log-linear 
Admissions, CA 
Chronic Lung 
(less Asthma) 

Emergency Norris et al. 1999 Seattle, WA 0-17 N02, D24HourMean 0.016527 0.004139 Log-linear 
Room Visits, S02 
Asthma 

G.1.1 Abbey et al. (1995b) 

Abbey et al. (1995b) examined the relationship between estimated PM2.s (annual mean 
from 1966 to 1977), PM10 (annual mean from 1973 to 1977) and TSP (annual mean 
from 1973 to 1977) and the same chronic respiratory symptoms in a sample population 
of 1,868 Californian Seventh Day Adventists. The initial survey was conducted in 1977 
and the final survey in 1987. To ensure a better estimate of exposure, the study 
participants had to have been living in the same area for an extended period of time. In 
single-pollutant models, there was a statistically significant PM2.s relationship with 
development of chronic bronchitis, but not for AOD or asthma; PM10 was significantly 
associated with chronic bronchitis and AOD; and TSP was significantly associated with 
all cases of all three chronic symptoms. Other pollutants were not examined. 

Chronic Bronchitis 

The estimated coefficient (0.0137) is presented for a one µg/m 3 change in PM 2.s (Abbey 
et al., 1995b, Table 2). The standard error is calculated from the reported relative risk 
(1.81) and 95% confidence interval (0.98-3.25) for a 45 µg/m 3 change in PM2.s. 

Incidence Rate: annual bronchitis incidence rate per person (Abbey et al., 1993, Table 
3) = 0.00378 

Population: population of ages 2 7 and older without chronic bronchitis = 9 5.5 7% of 
population 27+. Using the same data set, Abbey et al. (1995a, p. 140) reported that the 
respondents in 1977 ranged in age from 27 to 95. The American Lung Association 
(2010a, Table 4) reports a chronic bronchitis prevalence rate for ages 18 and over of 
4.37%. 

G.1.2 Bell et al. (2012) 

See explanation under Bell et al. (2008) in Appendix E, Section E.3.2. 
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G.1.3 Integrated Exposure Response Function (Cohen et al., 2017) 

Burnett et al. (2014) developed relative risk (RR) functions that can be used to estimate 
the global burden of disease attributable to ambient fine particle (PM2.s) exposure over 
the entire global exposure range (0-1,000 µg/m 3). Functions were developed for causes 
of death including ischemic heart disease (IHD), cerebrovascular disease (CEV), chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and lung cancer (LC), as well as mortality and 
lost-years of healthy life due to acute lower respiratory infection (ALRI) in children less 
than five years of age. These functions were developed because the bulk of the 
epidemiological studies linking PM2.s and mortality to date have been conducted in 
areas where annual average ambient fine particulate concentrations are lower than 
those observed in many developing countries. The original Integrated Exposure 
Response risk function (the 2013 IER) was estimated for each health endpoint by fitting 
a curve to RR data combined from studies on ambient air pollution, secondhand tobacco 
smoke, household solid cooking fuel, and active smoking, where the latter categories 
provide risk estimates associated with higher concentration PM2.s exposures. More 
recently, Cohen et al. (2017) updated the IER analysis done in Burnett et al. (2014) (the 
2015 IER). The updated analysis included RR estimates from more recent 
epidemiological studies and refined statistical estimation techniques. In addition, the 
IER function for ALRI was expanded to estimate mortality impacts. The 2015 IER adult 
mortality RR curves have been adapted into a set of linear health impact functions that 
can be used in BenMAP-CE to estimate the health effects associated with changes in 
PM2.s concentrations occurring between 0-300 µg/m 3. Each linear segment associated 
with a particular endpoint estimates the effects over a particular range of PM2.s 
concentrations defined by the A and B parameters of the corresponding HIF. Therefore, 
when using these functions in a health impacts analysis, all linear segments for a given 
cause-of-death should be run to ensure all effects are being captured. These component 
functions can then be pooled together to produce a single point estimate for an 
endpoint using the Sum Dependent method during Step 3 of a BenMAP-CE analysis 
(Aggregate, Pool & Value). 

G.1.4 Ito (2003) 

Lippmann et al. (2000) studied the association between particulate matter and daily 
mortality and hospitalizations among the elderly in Detroit, ML Data were analyzed for 
two separate study periods, 1985-1990 and 1992-1994. The 1992-1994 study period 
had a greater variety of data on PM size and was the main focus of the report. The 
authors collected hospitalization data for a variety of cardiovascular and respiratory 
endpoints. They used daily air quality data for PM10, PM2.s, and PM10-2.5 in a Poisson 
regression model with generalized additive models (GAM) to adjust for nonlinear 
relationships and temporal trends. In single pollutant models, all PM metrics were 
statistically significant for pneumonia (ICD codes 480-486), PM10-2.5 and PM10 were 
significant for ischemic heart disease (ICD code 410-414), and PM2.s and PM10 were 
significant for heart failure (ICD code 428). There were positive, but not statistically 
significant associations, between the PM metrics and COPD (ICD codes 490-496) and 
dysrhythmia (ICD code 427). In separate co-pollutant models with PM and either ozone, 
S02, N02, or CO, the results were generally comparable. 
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In response to concerns with the Splus issue, Ito (2003) reanalyzed the study by 
Lippmann et al. (2000). The reanalysis by Ito reported that more generalized additive 
models with stringent convergence criteria and generalized linear models resulted in 
smaller relative risk estimates. 

Chronic Lung Disease (ICD-9 codes 490-496) 

The coefficient and standard error are based on the relative risk (1.043) and 95% 
confidence interval (0.902-1.207) for a 36 µg/m 3 increase in PM2.s in the 3-day lag GAM 
stringent model (Ito, 2003, Table 8). 

Pneumonia (ICD-9 codes 480-487) 

The estimated PM 2.s coefficient and standard error are based on a relative risk of 1.154 
(95% CI -1.027, 1.298) due to a PM 2.s change of 36 µg/m 3 in the 1-day lag GAM 
stringent model (Ito, 2003, Table 7). 

Dysrhythmia (ICD-9 code 427) 

The co-pollutant coefficient and standard error are calculated from a relative risk of 
1.046 (95% CI 0.906-1.207) for a 36 µg/m 3 increase in PM2.s in the 1-day lag GAM 
stringent model (Ito, 2003, Table 10). 

Congestive Heart Failure (ICD-9 code 428) 

The co-pollutant coefficient and standard error are calculated from a relative risk of 
1.117 (95% CI 1.020-1.224) for a 36 µg/m 3 increase in PM 2.s in the 1-day lag GAM 
stringent model (Ito, 2003, Table 11). 

lschemic Heart Disease (ICD-9 codes 411-414) 

The co-pollutant coefficient and standard error are calculated from a relative risk of 
1.053 (95% CI 0.971-1.143) for a 36 µg/m 3 increase in PM2.s in the 1-day lag GAM 
stringent model (Ito, 2003, Table 9) Note that Lippmann et al. (2000) report results for 
ICD codes 410-414. In the benefit analysis, avoided nonfatal heart attacks are estimated 
using the results reported by Peters et al. (2001). The baseline rate in the Peters et al. 
function is a modified heart attack hospitalization rate (ICD code 410), since most, if not 
all, nonfatal heart attacks will require hospitalization. In order to avoid double counting 
heart attack hospitalizations, we have excluded ICD code 410 from the baseline 
incidence rate used in this function. 

G.1.5 Krewski et al. (2009) 

See full study explanation in Appendix E, Section E.1.2. 

Mortality, Lung Cancer (ICD-10 code C30-C39) 
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In a random effects Cox model, the coefficient and standard error are estimated from 
the relative risks (1.14) and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI: 1.06-1.23) for a 10 
µg/m 3 increase in the average of PM 2.s exposure level for 1999-2000 (Krewski, etal., 
2009, Commentary Table 4). The results were adjusted for the 44 individual-level 
covariates and the 7 ecologic covariates at the MSA & DIFF levels. 

Mortality, lschemic Heart Disease (ICD-10 code 120-125) 

In a random effects Cox model, the coefficient and standard error are estimated from 
the relative risks (1.24) and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI: 1.19-1.29) for a 10 
µg/m 3 increase in the average of PM2.s exposure level for 1999-2000 (Krewski, et al., 
2009, Commentary Table 4). The results were adjusted for the 44 individual-level 
covariates and the 7 ecologic covariates at the MSA & DIFF levels. 

G.1.5 Laden et al. (2006) 

A large body of epidemiologic literature has found an association of increased fine 
particulate air pollution (PM2.s) with acute and chronic mortality. The effect of 
improvements in particle exposure is less clear. Earlier analysis of the Harvard Six 
Cities adult cohort study showed an association between long-term ambient PM2.s and 
mortality between enrollment in the mid-1970's and follow-up until 1990. The authors 
extended mortality follow-up for eight years in a period of reduced air pollution 
concentrations. Annual city-specific PM2.s concentrations were measured between 
1979-1988, and estimated for later years from publicly available data.Exposure was 
defined as (1) city-specific mean PM2.s during the two follow-up periods, (2) mean 
PM2.s in the first period and change between these periods, (3) overall mean PM2.s 
across the entire follow-up, and ( 4) year-specific mean PM2.s. Mortality rate ratios were 
estimated with Cox proportional hazards regression controlling for individual risk 
factors. The authors found an increase in overall mortality associated with each 10 
µg/m 3 increase in PM2.s modeled either as the overall mean (RR=l.16, 95%CI=1.07-
1.26) or as exposure in the year of death (RR=l.14, 95%CI=1.06-1.22). PM2.s exposure 
was associated with lung cancer (RR=l.27, 95%CI=0.96-1.69) and cardiovascular 
deaths (RR=l.28, 95%CI=1.13-1.44). Improved overall mortality was associated with 
decreased mean PM2.s (10 microg/m(3)) between periods (RR=0.73, 95% CI=0.57-
0.95). Total, cardiovascular, and lung cancer mortality were each positively associated 
with ambient PM2.s concentrations. Reduced PM2.s concentrations were associated with 
reduced mortality risk. 

All-Cause Mortality 

The coefficient and standard error for PM2.s are estimated from the relative risk (1.16) 
and 95% confidence interval of (1.07-1.26) associated with a change in annual mean 
exposure of 10.0 µg/m3 (Laden et al., 2006, p. 667). 
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G.1.6 Moolgavkar (2000a) 

Moolgavkar (2000a) examined the association between air pollution and COPD hospital 
admissions (ICD 490-496) in the Chicago, Los Angeles, and Phoenix metropolitan areas. 
He collected daily air pollution data for ozone, S02, N02, CO, and PM10 in all three areas. 
PM2.s data was available only in Los Angeles. The data were analyzed using a Poisson 
regression model with generalized additive models to adjust for temporal trends. 
Separate models were run for 0 to 5 day lags in each location. Among the 65+ age group 
in Chicago and Phoenix, weak associations were observed between the gaseous 
pollutants and admissions. No consistent associations were observed for PM10. In Los 
Angeles, marginally significant associations were observed for PM 2.s, which were 
generally lower than for the gases. In co-pollutant models with CO, the PM2.s effect was 
reduced. Similar results were observed in the 0-19 and 20-64 year old age groups. 

The PM2.s C-R functions are based on the single and co-pollutant models (PM2.s and CO) 
reported for the 20-64 and 65+ age groups. Since the true PM effect is most likely best 
represented by a distributed lag model, then any single lag model should underestimate 
the total PM effect. As a result, we selected the lag models with the greatest effect 
estimates for use in the C-R functions. 

Hospital Admissions, Chronic Lung Disease Less Asthma (ICD-9 codes 490-492, 494-
496) 

In a model with CO, the coefficient and standard error are calculated from an estimated 
percent change of 2.0 and t-statistic of 2.2 for a 10 µg/m 3 increase in PM2.s in the two
day lag model (Moolgavkar, 2000a, Table 4, p. 81). In a log-linear model, the percent 
change is equal to (RR - 1) * 100. 

In this study, Moolgavkar defines and reports the "estimated" percent change as (log RR 
* 100). Because the relative risk is close to 1, RR-1 and log RR are essentially the same. 
For example, a true percent change of 2.0 would result in a relative risk of 1.020 and 
coefficient of 0.001980. The "estimated" percent change, as reported by Moolgavkar, of 
2.0 results in a relative risk of 1.020201 and coefficient of 0.002. 

Note that although Moolgavkar (2000a) reports results for the 20-64 year old age 
range, for comparability to other studies, we apply the results to the population of ages 
18 to 64. Note also that in order to avoid double counting non-elderly asthma 
hospitalizations (ICD code 493), which are typically estimated separately in EPA benefit 
analyses, we have excluded ICD code 493 from the baseline incidence rate used in this 
function. 

G.1.7 Moolgavkar (2003) 

Moolgavkar (2000a) examined the association between air pollution and COPD hospital 
admissions (ICD 490-496) in the Chicago, Los Angeles, and Phoenix metropolitan areas. 
In response to concerns with Splus issue, Moolgavkar (2003) reanalyzed his earlier 
studies. In the reanalysis, he reported that more generalized additive models with 
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stringent convergence criteria and generalized linear models resulted in smaller 
relative risk estimates. 

Hospital Admissions, Chronic Lung (ICD-9 codes 490-496) 

The coefficient and standard error are calculated from an estimated percentage change 
of 1.85 and at-statistic of 3.53 for a 10 µg/m 3 increase in PM2.s in the 2-day lag GAM-
30df stringent (10-8) model (Moolgavkar, 2003, Table 17). In a log-linear model, the 
percent change is equal to (RR - 1) * 100. 

The PM2.s C-R functions for the 65+ age group are based on the reanalysis in 
Moolgavkar (2003) of the single and co-pollutant models (PM2.s and CO). The true PM 
effect is most likely best represented by a distributed lag model, then any single lag 
model should underestimate the total PM effect. As a result, we selected the lag models 
with the greatest effect estimates for use in the C-R functions. 

Hospital Admissions, All Cardiovascular (ICD-9 codes 390-429) 

The single pollutant coefficient and standard error are calculated from an estimated 
percent change of 1.58 and t-statistic of 4.59 for a 10 µg/m 3 increase in PM2.s in the O
day lag GAM-30df stringent (10-8) model (Moolgavkar, 2003, Table 12). In a log-linear 
model, the percent change is equal to (RR - 1) * 100. 

G.1.8 Norris et al. (1999) 

Norris et al. (1999) examined the relation between air pollution in Seattle and 
childhood ( <18) hospital admissions for asthma from 1995 to 1996. The authors used 
air quality data for PM10, light scattering (used to estimate fine PM), CO, S02, N02, and 
03 in a Poisson regression model with adjustments for day of the week, time trends, 
temperature, and dew point. They found significant associations between asthma ER 
visits and light scattering (converted to PM2.s), PM10, and CO. No association was found 
between 03, N02, or S02 and asthma ER visits, although 03 had a significant amount of 
missing data. In multi pollutant models with either PM metric (light scattering or PM10) 
and N02 and S02, the PM coefficients remained significant while the gaseous pollutants 
were not associated with increased asthma ER visits. The PM C-R functions are based 
on results of the single and multi pollutant models reported. 

Emergency Room Visits, Asthma 

In a model with N02 and S02, the PM2.s coefficient and standard error are calculated 
from a relative risk of 1.17 (95% CI 1.08-1.26) for a 9.5 µg/m 3 increase in PM 2.s (Norris 
etal., 1999, p. 491). 

G.1.9 Pope et al. (2002) 

The Pope et al. (2002) analysis is a longitudinal cohort tracking study that uses the 
same American Cancer Society cohort as the original Pope et al. (1995) study, and the 
Krewski et al. (2000) reanalysis. Pope et al. (2002) analyzed survival data for the cohort 
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from 1982 through 1998, 9 years longer than the original Pope study. Pope et al. (2002) 
also obtained PM 2.s data in 116 metropolitan areas collected in 1999, and the first three 
quarters of 2000. This is more metropolitan areas with PM2.s data than was available in 
the Krewski reanalysis (61 areas), or the original Pope study (SO areas), providing a 
larger size cohort. 

They used a Cox proportional hazard model to estimate the impact oflong-term PM 
exposure using three alternative measures of PM 2.s exposure; metropolitan area-wide 
annual mean PM levels from the beginning of tracking period (1979-1983 PM data, 
conducted for 61 metropolitan areas with 359,000 individuals), annual mean PM from 
the end of the tracking period (1999-2000, for 116 areas with 500,000 individuals), and 
the average annual mean PM levels of the two periods (for 51 metropolitan areas, with 
319,000 individuals). PM levels were lower in 1999-2000 than in 1979-1983 in most 
cities, with the largest improvements occurring in cities with the highest original levels. 

Pope et al. (2002) followed Krewski et al. (2000) and Pope et al. (1995, Table 2) and 
reported results for all-cause deaths, lung cancer (ICD-9 code: 162), cardiopulmonary 
deaths (ICD-9 codes: 401-440 and 460-519), and "all other" deaths. All-cause mortality 
includes accidents, suicides, homicides and legal interventions. The category "all other" 
deaths is all-cause mortality less lung cancer and cardiopulmonary deaths. Like the 
earlier studies, Pope et al. (2002) found that mean PM2.s is significantly related to all
cause and cardiopulmonary mortality. In addition, Pope et al. (2002) found a significant 
relationship with lung cancer mortality, which was not found in the earlier studies. 
None of the three studies found a significant relationship with "all other" deaths. 

Pope et al. (2002) obtained ambient data on gaseous pollutants routinely monitored by 
EPA during the 1982-1998 observation period, including S02, N02, CO, and ozone. They 
did not find significant relationships between N02, CO, and ozone and premature 
mortality, but there were significant relationships between S04 (as well as S02), and all
cause, cardiopulmonary, lung cancer and "all other" mortality. 

All-Cause Mortality, 1979-1983 Exposure 

The coefficient and standard error for PM2.s using the 1979-1983 PM data are 
estimated from the relative risk (1.04) and 95% confidence interval (1.01-1.08) 
associated with a change in annual mean exposure of 10.0 µg/m 3 (Pope et al., 2002, 
Table 2). 

All-Cause Mortality, Average of 1979-1983 and 1999-2000 Exposure 

The coefficient and standard error for PM2.s using the average of 1979-1983 and 1999-
2000 PM data are estimated from the relative risk (1.06) and 95% confidence interval 
(1.02-1.11) associated with a change in annual mean exposure of 10.0 µg/m 3 (Pope et 
al., 2002, Table 2). 
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G.1.10 Woodruff et al. (1997) 

In a study of four million infants in 86 U.S. metropolitan areas conducted from 1989 to 
1991, Woodruff et al. (1997) found a significant link between PM10 exposure in the first 
two months of an infant's life with the probability of dying between the ages of 28 days 
and 364 days. PM10 exposure was significant for all-cause mortality. PM10 was also 
significant for respiratory mortality in average birth-weight infants, but not low birth
weight infants. 

Post-Neonatal Mortality 

The coefficient and standard error are based on the odds ratio (1.04) and the 95% 
confidence interval (1.02-1.07) associated with a 10 µg/m 3 change in PM10 (Woodruff 
et al., 1997, Table 3). 

G.2 Additional Ozone Health Impact Functions 

Tables G-3 through G-5 summarize the additional health impact functions for Ozone 
included in BenMAP-CE. 

Table G-3. Additional Health Impact Functions for Ozone and Mortality* 

Co-
Effect Author Year Location Age Poll Metric Beta Std Err Form Notes 

Non- Bell et al. 2004 95 US cities 0-99 D8HourMax 0.000261 0.000089 Log- Warm 
Accidental linear season. 

8-hour 
max 
from24-
hour 
mean 

Non- Bell et al. 2004 95 US cities 0-99 D24HourMean 0.000520 0.000128 Log- All year 
Accidental linear 

All Cause Bell et al. 2005 US & non-US 0-99 D8HourMax 0.000795 0.000212 Log- Warm 
linear season. 

8-hour 
max 
from 24-
hour 
mean 

All Cause Bell et al. 2005 US & non-US 0-99 D24HourMean 0.001500 0.000401 Log- Warm 
linear season 

Cardio- Huang eta!. 2005 19 US cities 0-99 D8HourMax 0.000813 0.000259 Log- Warm 
pulmonary linear season. 

8-hour 
max 
from 24-
hour 
mean. 

Cardio- Huang eta!. 2005 19 US cities 0-99 D24HourMean 0.001250 0.000398 Log- Warm 
pulmonary linear season 

Non- Ito and 1996 Chicago, IL 18- PM 10 DlHourMax 0.000634 0.000251 Log-
Accidental Thurston 99 linear 
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Co-
Effect Author Year Location Age Poll Metric Beta Std Err Form Notes 

Non- Ito et al. 2005 0-99 D8HourMax 0.001173 0.000239 Log- Warm 
Accidental linear season. 

8-hour 
max 
from 24-
hour 
mean. 

Non- Ito et al. 2005 0-99 DlHourMax 0.000400 0.000066 Log- 1-hour 
Accidental linear max 

Non- Ito et al. 2005 0-99 M24HourMean 0.001750 0.000357 Log- Warm 
Accidental linear season. 

24-hour 
mean 

Non- Ito et al. 2005 0-99 D8HourMax 0.000532 0.000088 Log- 8-hour 
Accidental linear max 

from 1-
hour max 

Long Term j errett et al. 2009 8 6 urban areas 30- PM2.s Annual 0.003922 0.001325 Log-
Mortality, 99 linear 
Respiratory 

Long Term j errett et al. 2009 Northeast 30- Annual -0.001005 0.003853 Log-
Mortality, 99 linear 
Respiratory 

Long Term j errett et al. 2009 Industrial 30- Annual 0.000000 0.004604 Log-
Mortality, Midwest 99 linear 
Respiratory 

Long Term j errett et al. 2009 Southeast 30- Annual 0.011333 0.003193 Log-
Mortality, 99 linear 
Respiratory 

Long Term j errett et al. 2009 Upper 30- Annual 0.013103 0.026212 Log-
Mortality, Midwest 99 linear 
Respiratory 

Long Term j errett et al. 2009 Northwest 30- Annual 0.005827 0.003118 Log-
Mortality, 99 linear 
Respiratory 

Long Term j errett et al. 2009 Southwest 30- Annual 0.019062 0.007583 Log-
Mortality, 99 linear 
Respiratory 

Long Term j errett et a I. 2009 Southern 30- Annual 0.000995 0.002767 Log-
Mortality, California 99 linear 
Respiratory 

Long Term j errett et a I. 2009 86 urban areas 30- PM2.s Annual 0.004471 0.001510 Log-
Mortality, 99 linear 
Respiratory 

All Cause Levy et al. 2005 US and non-US 0-99 D8HourMax 0.001119 0.000179 Log- Warm 

linear season. 
8-hour 

max 
from 1-

hour 

max. 

All Cause Levy et al. 2005 US and non-US 0-99 DlHourMax 0.000841 0.000134 Log- Warm 

linear season. 
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Co-
Effect Author Year Location Age Poll Metric Beta Std Err Form Notes 

Non- Moolgavkar 1995 Philadelphia, 0-99 D24HourMean 0.001398 0.000266 Log- Warm 

Accidental eta!. PA linear season. 

Non- Moolgavkar 1995 Philadelphia, 0-99 TSP, D24HourMean 0.001389 0.000373 Log- Warm 

Accidental eta!. PA S02 linear season. 

Non- Moolgavkar 1995 Philadelphia, 18- TSP, D241-lourMean 0.000611 0.000216 Log-
Accidental eta!. PA 99 502 linear 

Non- Samet et al. 1997 Philadelphia, 18- CO, D24HourMean 0.000936 0.000312 Log-
Accidental PA 99 N02, linear 

S02, 
TSP 

Non- Schwartz 2005 14 U.S. cities 0-99 D81-lourMax 0.000426 0.000150 Logistic Warm 

Accidental season. 
8-hour 

max 
from 1-

hour 

max. 

Non- Schwartz 2005 14 U.S. cities 0-99 DlHourMax 0.000370 0.000130 Logistic Warm 

Accidental season 

Non- Smith et al. 2009 98 U.S. cities 0-99 D81-lourMax 0.000322 0.000084 Log- Ozone 

Accidental linear season 

*Unless otherwise stated, mortality is short-term. 
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Table G-4. Additional Health Impact Functions for Ozone and Hospital Admissions 

Effect Author Year Location Age Co-Poll Metric Beta Std Err Fonn Notes 

All Respiratory Burnett et al. 2001 Toronto, CAN 0-1 PM2.s D1HourMax 0.007301 0.002122 Log- Warm 
linear season 

All Respiratory Burnett et al. 2001 Toronto, CAN 0-1 PM2.s D81-IourMax 0.008177 0.002377 Log- Warm 
linear season. 8-

hour max 
from 1-hour 
max. 

Chronic Lung Moolgavkar et 1997 Minneapolis, 65-99 PM10,CO D241-IourMean 0.002800 0.001769 Log-
al. MN linear 

Chronic Lung Moolgavkar et 1997 Minneapolis, 65-99 PM10,CO D8HourMax 0.001960 0.001238 Log- All year. 8-
al. MN linear hour max 

from 24-
hour mean 

Pneumonia Moolgavkar et 1997 Minneapolis, 65-99 PM10, D24HourMean 0.003800 0.001088 Log-
al MN S02, N02 linear 

Pneumonia Moolgavkar et 1997 Minneapolis, 65-99 PM10, D8HourMax 0.002660 0.000762 Log- All year. 8-
al. MN S02, N02 linear hour max 

from 24-
hour mean 

Chronic Lung Schwartz 1994 Detroit, Ml 65-99 PM10 D24HourMean 0.005523 0.002085 Log- All year 
(less Asthma) linear 

Chronic Lung Schwartz 1994 Detroit, Ml 65-99 PM10 D8HourMax 0.003424 0.001293 Log- All year. 8-
(less Asthma) linear hour max 

from 24-
hour mean. 

Pneumonia Schwartz 1994 Detroit, Ml 65-99 PM10 D24HourMean 0.005210 0.001300 Log- All year. 
linear 

Pneumonia Schwartz 1994 Minneapolis, 65-99 PM10 D24HourMean 0.003977 0.001865 Log- All year. 
MN linear 

Pneumonia Schwartz 1994 Detroit, Ml 65-99 PM10 D8HourMax 0.003230 0.000806 Log- All year. 8-
linear hour max 

from 24-
hour mean 

Pneumonia Schwartz 1994 Minneapolis, 65-99 PM10 D8HourMax 0.002784 0.001305 Log- All year. 8-
MN linear hour max 

from 24-
hour mean. 

All Respiratory Schwartz 1995 New Haven, CT 65-99 PM10 D24HourMean 0.002652 0.001398 Log- Warm 
linear season 

All Respiratory Schwartz 1995 Tacoma, WA 65-99 PM10 D24HourMean 0.007147 0.002565 Log- Warm 
linear season 

All Respiratory Schwartz 1995 New Haven, CT 65-99 PM10 D8HourMax 0.001777 0.000936 Log- Warm 
linear season. 8-

hour max 
from 24-
hour mean 

All Respiratory Schwartz 1995 Tacoma, WA 65-99 PM10 D8HourMax 0.004931 0.001770 Log- Warm 
linear season. 8-

hour max 
from 24-
hour mean 
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Table G-5. Additional Health Impact Functions for Ozone and Other Effects 

Effect Author Year Location Age Co-Poll Metric Beta Std Err Fonn Notes 

School Loss Chen et al. 2000 Washoe Co, NV 5-17 PMlO,CO D1HourMax 0.013247 0.004985 Linear 
Days, All Cause 

School Loss Gilliland et al. 2001 Southern 5-17 D81-lourMean 0.008150 0.004630 Log-
Days, All Cause California linear 

Acute Ostro and 1989 Nationwide 18-64 PM2.s D1HourMax 0.002200 0.000658 Log-
Respiratory Rothschild linear 
Symptoms, 
Minor 
Restricted 
Activity Days 

Emergency Wilson et al. 2005 Manchester, NH 0-99 D81-lourMax -0.001000 0.002000 Log-
Room Visits, linear 
Asthma 

G.2.1 Bell et al. (2004) 

Ozone has been associated with various adverse health effects, including increased 
rates of hospital admissions and exacerbation of respiratory illnesses. Although 
numerous time-series studies have estimated associations between day-to-day 
variation in ozone levels and mortality counts, results have been inconclusive. The 
authors investigated whether short-term (daily and weekly) exposure to ambient ozone 
is associated with mortality in the United States. Using analytical methods and 
databases developed for the National Morbidity, Mortality, and Air Pollution Study, they 
estimated a national average relative rate of mortality associated with short- term 
exposure to ambient ozone for 95 large US urban communities from 1987-2000. The 
authors used distributed-lag models for estimating community-specific relative rates of 
mortality adjusted for time-varying confounders (particulate matter, weather, 
seasonality, and long-term trends) and hierarchical models for combining relative rates 
across communities to estimate a national average relative rate, taking into account 
spatial heterogeneity. A 10-ppb increase in the previous week's ozone was associated 
with a 0.52% increase in daily mortality (95% posterior interval [PI], 0.27%-0.77%) 
and a 0.64% increase in cardiovascular and respiratory mortality (95% PI, 0.31 %-
0.98%). Effect estimates for aggregate ozone during the previous week were larger than 
for models considering only a single day's exposure. Results were robust to adjustment 
for particulate matter, weather, seasonality, and long-term trends. These results 
indicate a statistically significant association between short-term changes in ozone and 
mortality on average for 95 large US urban communities, which include about 40% of 
the total US population. 

Non-Accidental Mortality 

The coefficient and standard error are based on the relative risk (1.003908) and 95% 
confidence interval (1.0013-1.0065) associated with a 10 ppb increase in daily average 
ozone (Bell et al., 2004, p. 2376). 
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G.2.2 Bell et al. (2005) 

Although many time-series studies of ozone and mortality have identified positive 
associations, others have yielded null or inconclusive results, making the results of 
these studies difficult to interpret. The authors performed a meta-analysis of 144 effect 
estimates from 39 time-series studies, and estimated pooled effects by lags, age groups, 
cause-specific mortality, and concentration metrics. They compared results with pooled 
estimates from the National Morbidity, Mortality, and Air Pollution Study (NMMAPS), a 
time-series study of 95 large U.S. urban centers from 1987 to 2000. Both meta-analysis 
and NMMAPS results provided strong evidence of a short-term association between 
ozone and mortality, with larger effects for cardiovascular and respiratory mortality, 
the elderly, and current-day ozone exposure. In both analyses, results were insensitive 
to adjustment for particulate matter and model specifications. In the meta-analysis, a 
10-ppb increase in daily ozone at single-day or 2-day average of lags 0, 1, or 2 days was 
associated with an 0.87% increase in total mortality (95% posterior interval= 0.55% to 
1.18%), whereas the lag 0 NMMAPS estimate is 0.25% (0.12% to 0.39%). Several 
findings indicate possible publication bias: meta-analysis results were consistently 
larger than those from NMMAPS; meta-analysis pooled estimates at lags 0 or 1 were 
larger when only a single lag was reported than when estimates for multiple lags were 
reported; and heterogeneity of city-specific estimates in the meta-analysis were larger 
than with NMMAPS. 

All-Cause Mortality 

The coefficient and standard error are based on the relative risk (1.008738) and 95% 
confidence interval (1.0055-1.0119) associated with a 10 ppb increase in daily average 
ozone (Bell et al., 2005, Table 6). 

G.2.3 Burnett et al. (2001) 

Burnett et al. (2001) studied the association between air pollution and acute 
respiratory hospital admissions (ICD codes 493, 466, 464.4, 480-486) in Toronto from 
1980-1994, among children less than 2 years of age. They collected hourly 
concentrations of the gaseous pollutants, CO, N02, S02, and ozone. Daily measures of 
particulate matter were estimated for the May to August period of 1992-1994 using 
TSP, sulfates, and coefficient of haze data. The authors report a positive association 
between ozone in the May through August months and respiratory hospital admissions, 
for several single days after elevated ozone levels. 

The strongest association was found using a five-day moving average of ozone. No 
association was found in the September through April months. In co-pollutant models 
with a particulate matter or another gaseous pollutant, the ozone effect was only 
slightly diminished. The effects for PM and gaseous pollutants were generally 
significant in single pollutant models but diminished in co-pollutant models with ozone, 
with the exception of CO. The C-R functions for ozone are based on a single pollutant 
and two co-pollutant models, using the five-day moving average of one-hour max ozone. 
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Hospital Admissions, All Respiratory (ICD-9 codes 464, 466, 480-487, 493) 

In a model with PM2.s, the coefficient and standard error are based on the percent 
increase (33.0) and t-statistic (3.44) associated with a 45.2 ppb increase in the five-day 
moving average of one-hour max ozone (Burnett et al., 2001, Table 3). 

G.2.4 Chen et al. (2000) 

See Appendix F, Section F.4.1, for an explanation of this study. 

G.2.5 Gilliland et al. (2001) 

See Appendix F, Section F.4.2, for an explanation of this study. 

G.2.6 Huang et al. (2005) 

The authors developed Bayesian hierarchical distributed lag models for estimating 
associations between daily variations in summer ozone levels and daily variations in 
cardiovascular and respiratory (CVDRESP) mortality counts for 19 large U.S. cities 
included in the National Morbidity, Mortality and Air Pollution Study (NMMAPS) for the 
summers of 1987-1994. In the first stage, they defined a semi-parametric distributed 
lag Poisson regression model to estimate city-specific relative rates of CVDRESP 
mortality associated with short-term exposure to summer ozone. In the second stage, 
they specified a class of distributions for the true city-specific relative rates to estimate 
an overall effect by taking into account the variability within and across cities. They 
performed the calculations with respect to several random effects distributions 
(normal, t-student, and mixture of normal), thus relaxing the common assumption of a 
two-stage normal-normal hierarchical model. They assessed the sensitivity of the 
results to: (i) lag structure for ozone exposure; (ii) degree of adjustment for long-term 
trends; (iii) inclusion of other pollutants in the model; (iv) heat waves; (v) random 
effects distributions; and (vi) prior hyperparameters. On average across cities, the 
authors found that a 10 ppb increase in summer ozone level over the previous week is 
associated with a 1.25 per cent increase in CVDRESP mortality (95 per cent posterior 
regions: 0.47, 2.03). The relative rate estimates are also positive and statistically 
significant at lags 0, 1 and 2. They found that associations between summer ozone and 
CVDRESP mortality are sensitive to the confounding adjustment for PM10, but are 
robust to: (i) the adjustment for long-term trends, other gaseous pollutants (N02, S02 
and CO); (ii) the distributional assumptions at the second stage of the hierarchical 
model; and (iii) the prior distributions on all unknown parameters. 

Cardiopulmonary Mortality 

Assuming a 10 ppb change in ozone, Huang et al. (2005, Table 1) reported a 1.25% 
change in CVDRESP mortality with a 95% confidence interval of 0.47% to 2.03%. 

Note that Huang et al. (2005, p. 549) define CVDRESP as including ICD-9 codes: 390-
448, 480-487, 490-496, and 507. This differs somewhat from the the definition of 
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"cardiopulmonary" mortality in BenMAP -- defined as ICD-9 codes 401-440 and 460-
519. 

G.2.7 Ito and Thurston (1996) 

In this study, race, gender, and cause-specific counts of daily mortality in Cook County, 
Illinois (which encompasses the city of Chicago) during 1985-1990 were analyzed to 
determine if there was any heterogeneity in air pollution/weather /mortality 
associations across these various population subcategories. Seasonal cross-correlations 
between mortality and environmental variables first were examined to identify 
appropriate lag structures. Of the pollution variables considered -- PM10, ozone, CO, 
S02, and visual range-derived extinction coefficient -- both PM10 and ozone showed 
significant associations with same-day and next-day mortality. The Poisson regression 
models employed included seasonal cycles (sine/cosine series), square and linear terms 
oflagged temperature, trend line, day-of-week dummy variables, and the average of the 
same day's and previous day's PM10 or ozone. 

The authors reported a significant relationship for ozone and PM10 with both pollutants 
in the model; no significant effects were found for S02 and CO. In single pollutant 
models the effects were slightly larger. The health impact function for ozone is based on 
results from the co-pollutant models. 

Non-Accidental Mortality 

For a co-pollutant model with PM10, the ozone coefficient (0.000634) and standard 
error (0.000251) were obtained directly from the author because the published paper 
reported incorrect information. 

G.2.8 Ito et al. (2005) 

The authors conducted a review and meta-analysis of short-term ozone mortality 
studies, identified unresolved issues, and conducted an additional time-series analysis 
for 7 U.S. cities (Chicago, Detroit, Houston, Minneapolis-St. Paul, New York City, 
Philadelphia, and St. Louis). They found a combined estimate of 0.39% (95% confidence 
interval= 0.26-0.51 %) per 10-ppb increase in 1-hour daily maximum ozone for the all
age nonaccidental cause/single pollutant model ( 43 studies). Adjusting for the funnel 
plot asymmetry resulted in a slightly reduced estimate (0.35%; 0.23-0.47%). In a subset 
for which particulate matter (PM) data were available (15 studies), the corresponding 
estimates were 0.40% (0.27-0.53%) for ozone alone and 0.37% (0.20-0.54%) with PM 
in model. The estimates for warm seasons were generally larger than those for cold 
seasons. The additional time-series analysis found that including PM in the model did 
not substantially reduce the ozone risk estimates. However, the difference in the 
weather adjustment model could result in a 2-fold difference in risk estimates ( eg, 
0.24% to 0.49% in multicity combined estimates across alternative weather models for 
the ozone-only all-year case). The authors concluded thatthe results suggest short-term 
associations between ozone and daily mortality in the majority of the cities, although 
the estimates appear to be heterogeneous across cities. 
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Non-Accidental Mortality 

Ito et al. (2005) reported results for functions with 1-hour daily maximum, 24-hour 
daily average metrics, and 8-hour maximum from the 24-hour mean. We include the 
warm season 8-hour maximum from the 24-hour mean. Assuming a 20 ppb change in 
the daily 24-hour average, Ito et al. (2005, p. 448) reported a 3.5% change in non
accidental mortality with a 95% confidence interval of 2.1%to4.9%. 

One-hour Max Function 

Assuming a 10 ppb change in the daily 1-hour maximum, Ito et al. (2005, p. 446) 
reported a 0.40% change in non-accidental mortality with a 95% confidence interval of 
0.27% to 0.53%. 

Daily Average Function 

Assuming a 20 ppb change in the daily 24-hour average, Ito et al. (2005, p. 448) 
reported a 3.5% change in non-accidental mortality with a 95% confidence interval of 
2.1% to 4.9%. 

G.2.9 Jerret et al. (2009) 

Jerrett et al. (2009) examined the potential contribution of long-term ozone exposure to 
the risk of death from cardiopulmonary causes and specifically to death from 
respiratory causes. Data from the study cohort of the American Cancer Society Cancer 
Prevention Study II were correlated with air-pollution data from 96 metropolitan 
statistical areas in the United States. Associations between ozone concentrations and 
the risk of death were evaluated with the use of standard and multilevel Cox regression 
models. In single-pollutant models, increased concentrations of either PM2.s or ozone 
were significantly associated with an increased risk of death from cardiopulmonary 
causes. In two-pollutant models, PM2.s was associated with the risk of death from 
cardiovascular causes, whereas ozone was associated with the risk of death from 
respiratory causes. The estimated relative risk of death from respiratory causes that 
was associated with an increment in ozone concentration of 10 ppb was 1.040 (95% 
confidence interval, 1.010 to 1.067). The association of ozone with the risk of death 
from respiratory causes was insensitive to adjustment for confounders and to the type 
of statistical model used. The authors concluded that they were not able to detect an 
effect of ozone on the risk of death from cardiovascular causes when the concentration 
of PM2.s was taken into account. But they did demonstrate a significant increase in the 
risk of death from respiratory causes in association with an increase in ozone 
concentration. 

Mortality, Respiratory (ICD-9 code 460-519) - 86 U.S. urban areas 

In a two-pollutant model the coefficient and standard error are estimated from the 
relative risk (1.040) and 95% confidence interval (95% CI: 1.013-1.067) for a 10 ppb 
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increase in ambient ozone concentration measured from April to September during the 
years from 1977 to 2000 in 86 MSAs (Jerrett, etal., 2009, Table 3). 

Mortality, Respiratory (ICD-9 code 460-519) - by region 

In single-pollutant models the coefficient and standard error for different regions are 
estimated from the relative risks and 95% confidence intervals for a 10 ppb increase in 
ambient ozone concentration measured from April to September during the years from 
1977 to 2000 (Jerrett, et al., 2009, Table 4). 

Mortality, Respiratory (ICD-9 code 460-519) - adjusted daily metric 

Based on the coefficients estimated from the two-pollutant model in the 86 urban areas 
using daily 1-hour max metric, the coefficients were adjusted for daily 8-hour max 
metric using a ratio of 1.14 (Anderson & Bell table 2). 

G.2.10 Levy et al. (2005) 

The authors conducted an empiric Bayes metaregression to estimate the ozone effect on 
mortality, and to assess whether this effect varies as a function of hypothesized 
confounders or effect modifiers. They gathered 71 time-series studies relating ozone to 
all-cause mortality, and tjey selected 48 estimates from 28 studies for the 
metaregression. Metaregression covariates included the relationship between ozone 
concentrations and concentrations of other air pollutants, proxies for personal 
exposure-ambient concentration relationships, and the statistical methods used in the 
studies. For the metaregression, they applied a hierarchical linear model with known 
level-1 variances. The authors estimated a grand mean of a 0.21 % increase (95% 
confidence interval= 0.16-0.26%) in mortality per 10-microg/m increase of 1-hour 
maximum ozone (0.41 % increase per 10 ppb) without controlling for other air 
pollutants. In the metaregression, air- conditioning prevalence and lag time were the 
strongest predictors of between-study variability. Air pollution covariates yielded 
inconsistent findings in regression models, although correlation analyses indicated a 
potential influence of summertime PM 2.s. 

All-Cause Mortality 

Levy et al. (2005, Table 1) reported a 0.43% change in all-cause mortality with a 95% 
confidence interval of 0.29% to 0.56% associated with a 10 µg/m 3 change in ozone. We 
converted µg/m 3 to ppb with an assumed relationship of 1.96 µg/m 3 per 1.0 ppb. 

G.2.11 Moolgavkar et al. (1995) 

Moolgavkar et al. (1995) examined the relationship between daily non-accidental 
mortality and air pollution levels in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania from 1973 to 1988. 
They examined ozone, TSP, and S02 in a three-pollutant model, and found a significant 
relationship for ozone and S02; TSP was not significant. In season-specific models, 
ozone was significantly associated with mortality only in the summer months. 
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Mortality, Non-Accidental 

The health impact function for ozone is based on the full-year three-pollutant model 
reported in Table 5 (Moolgavkar et al., 1995, p. 482). The coefficient and standard error 
are based on the relative risk (1.063) and 95% confidence interval (1.018-1.108) 
associated with a 100 ppb increase in daily average ozone. 

G.2.12 Moolgavkar et al. (1997) 

Moolgavkar et al. (1997) examined the relationship between air pollution and hospital 
admissions (ICD-9 codes 490-496) for individuals 65 and older in Minneapolis-St. Paul, 
Minnesota, from January 1986 to December 1991. In a Poisson regression, they found 
no significant effect for any of the pollutants (PM10, ozone, or CO). The effect for ozone 
was marginally significant. The model with a 100 df smoother was reported to be 
optimal (p. 368). The health impact function for chronic lung disease is based on the 
results from a three-pollutant model (ozone, CO, PM10) using the 100 df smoother; the 
function for Pneumonia uses the 130 df smoother. 

Hospital Admissions, Chronic Lung Disease (ICD-9 codes 490-496) 

In a model with CO and PM10, the estimated coefficient and standard error are based on 
the percent increase ( 4.2) and 95% confidence interval of the percent increase (-1.0-
9.4) associated with a change in daily average ozone levels of 15 ppb (Moolgavkar et al., 
1997, Table 4). 

Hospital Admissions, Pneumonia (ICD-9 codes 480-487) 

In a model with N02, PM10,and S02, the estimated coefficient and standard error are 
based on the percent increase (5.7) and 95% confidence interval of the percent increase 
(2.5-8.9) associated with an increase in daily average ozone levels of 15 ppb 
(Moolgavkar et al., 1997, Table 4). 

G.2.13 Ostro and Rothschild (1989) 

See Section F.4.3 for an explanation of the study. 

G.2.14Samet et al. (1997) 

Samet et al. (1997) examined the relationship between daily non-accidental mortality 
and air pollution levels in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania from 197 4 to 1988. They 
examined ozone, TSP, S02, N02, and CO in a Poisson regression model. In single 
pollutant models, ozone, S02, TSP, and CO were significantly associated with mortality. 
In a five-pollutant model, they found a positive statistically significant relationship for 
each pollutant except N02. 

Mortality, Non-Accidental 

The health impact function for ozone is based on the five-pollutant model (ozone, CO, 
N02, S02 and TSP) reported in Table 9 (Samet et al., 1997, p. 20). The ozone coefficient 
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and standard error are based on the percent increase (1.91) and t-statistic (3) 
associated with a 20.219 ppb increase in two-day average ozone. 

G.2.15 Schwartz (1994a) 

Schwartz (1994a) examined the relationship between air pollution and hospital 
admissions for individuals 65 and older in Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota, from 
January 1986 to December 1989. In single-pollutant Poisson regression models, both 
ozone and PM 10 were significantly associated with pneumonia admissions. In a two
pollutant model, Schwartz found PM10 significantly related to pneumonia; ozone was 
weakly linked to pneumonia. The results were not sensitive to the methods used to 
control for seasonal patterns and weather. The ozone C-R functions are based on the 
results of the single pollutant model and the two-pollutant model (PM10 and ozone) 
with spline smoothing for temporal patterns and weather. 

Hospital Admissions, Pneumonia (ICD-9 codes 480-487) 

In a model with PM10 and spline functions to adjust for time and weather, the 
coefficient and standard error are based on the relative risk (1.22) and 95% confidence 
interval (1.02, 1.4 7) for a 50 ppb increase in daily average ozone levels (Schwartz, 
1994a, Table 4). 

G.2.16Schwartz (1994b) 

Schwartz (1994b) examined the relationship between air pollution and hospital 
admissions (ICD codes 491-492, 494-496) for individuals 65 and older in Detroit, 
Michigan, from January 1986 to December 1989. In a two-pollutant Poisson regression 
model, Schwartz found both PM10 and ozone significantly linked to pneumonia and 
COPD. The authors state that effect estimates were relatively unchanged compared to 
the unreported single pollutant models. No significant associations were found between 
either pollutant and asthma admissions. The C-R function for chronic lung disease 
incidence is based on the results of the "basic" co-pollutant model (ozone and PM10) 
presented in Table 4 (p. 651). The study also reports results using generalized additive 
models to fit time and temperature variables, however no standard error or confidence 
intervals were reported. 

Hospital Admissions, Chronic Lung Disease less Asthma (ICD-9 codes 490-492, 494-
496) 

The coefficient and standard error for the "basic" model are reported in Table 4 
(Schwartz, 1994b, p.651) for a one ppb change in daily average ozone. 

Hospital Admissions, Pneumonia (ICD-9 codes 480-487) 

The ozone C-R function for pneumonia incidence is based on the coefficient and 
standard error for the "basic" co-pollutant model presented in Table 4 (Schwartz, 
1994b, p. 651). 
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G.2.17 Schwartz (1995) 

Studies have reported associations between short term changes in air pollution and 
respiratory hospital admissions. This relationship was examined in two cities with 
substantially different levels of sulphur dioxide (S02) but similar levels of airborne 
particles in an attempt to separate the effects of the two pollutants. Significant 
differences in weather between the two cities allowed the evaluation of that potential 
confounder also. Daily counts of admissions to all hospitals for respiratory disease (ICD 
9 460-S 19) were constructed for persons aged 6S years and older in two cities - New 
Haven, Connecticut and Tacoma, Washington. 

Each city was analysed separately. Average daily concentrations of S02, inhalable 
particles (PM10), and ozone were computed from all monitors in each city, and daily 
average temperature and humidity were obtained from the US weather service. Daily 
respiratory admission counts were regressed on temperature, humidity, day of the 
week indicators, and air pollution. A 19 day weighted moving regression filter was used 
to remove all seasonal and subseasonal patterns from the data. Possible U- shaped 
dependence of admissions on temperature was dealt with using indicator variables for 
eight categories each of temperature and humidity. Each pollutant was first examined 
individually and then multiple pollutant models were fitted. All three pollutants were 
associated with respiratory hospital admissions of the elderly. The PM10 associations 
were little changed by control for either ozone or S02. The ozone association was 
likewise independent of the other pollutants. The SO 2 association was substantially 
attenuated by control for ozone in both cities, and by control for PM10 in Tacoma. The 
magnitude of the effect was small (relative risk 1.06 in New Haven and 1.10 in Tacoma 
for a SO micrograms/m3 increase in PM 10, for example) but, given the ubiquitous 
exposure, this has some public health significance. The authors concluded that air 
pollution concentrations within current guidelines were associated with increased 
respiratory hospital admissions of the elderly. The strongest evidence for an 
independent association was for PM 10, followed by ozone. 

Hospital Admissions, All Respiratory (ICD-9 codes 460-519) -- Tacoma 

In a model with PM10, the coefficient and standard error are estimated from the relative 
risk (1.20) and 9S% confidence interval (1.06-1.37) for a SO µg/m 3 increase in average 
daily ozone levels (Schwartz, 199S, Table 6, p. S3S).To calculate the coefficient, a 
conversion of 1.96 µg/m 3 per ppb was used, based on a density of ozone of 1.96 grams 
per liter (at 2S degrees Celsius). 

Hospital Admissions, All Respiratory (ICD-9 codes 460-519) -- New Haven 

In a model with PM10, the coefficient and standard error are estimated from the relative 
risk (1.07) and 9S% confidence interval (1.00-1.lS) for a SO µg/m 3 increase in average 
daily ozone levels (Schwartz, 199S, Table 3, p. S34).To calculate the coefficient, a 
conversion of 1.96 µg/m 3 per ppb was used, based on a density of ozone of 1.96 grams 
per liter (at 2S degrees Celsius). 
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G.2.18 Schwartz (2005) 

The author used the case-crossover approach, where the control for each person is the 
same person on a day near in time, when he or she did not die. This method controls for 
season and individual risk factors by matching. One can also choose the control day to 
have the same temperature as the event day. The author applied this approach to a 
study of more than 1 million deaths in 14 U.S. cities. He found that, with matching on 
temperature, a 10-ppb increase in maximum hourly ozone concentrations was 
associated with a 0.23% (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.01 %, 0.44%) increase in the 
risk of dying. This finding was indistinguishable from the risk when only matching on 
season and controlling for temperature with regression splines (0.19%; 95% CI 03%, 
0.35%). Control for suspended particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter of 10 
mum or less (PM(10)) did not change this risk. However, the association was restricted 
to the warm months (0.37% increase; 95% CI 0.11 %, 0.62%), with no effect in the cold 
months. The author concluded that the association between ozone and mortality risk is 
unlikely to be caused by confounding by temperature. 

Non-Accidental Mortality 

Assuming a 10 ppb change in the daily 1-hour maximum, Schwartz (2005, Table 2) 
reported a 0.37% change in non-accidental mortality with a 95% confidence interval of 
0.11 % to 0.62%. 

G.2.19 Smith et al. (2009) 

See Appendix F, Section F.1.1, for an explanation of the study 

G.2.20 Wilson et al. (2005) 

See Appendix F, Section F.3.6, for an explanation of the study. 
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Appendix H. Core Health Valuation Functions in 
U.S. Setup 

This appendix presents the core unit values that are available in BenMAP for each of the 
health endpoints included in the current suite of health impact functions. Specifically, 
this appendix includes the values currently used by U.S. EPA in regulatory impact 
analyses. For the .apvx files summarizing current EPA practices, see: 

https://www.epa.gov/benmap/benmap-community-edition 

Wherever possible, we present a distribution of the unit value, characterizing the 
uncertainty surrounding any point estimate. The mean of the distribution is taken as 
the point estimate of the unit value, and the distribution itself is used to characterize 
the uncertainty surrounding the unit value, which feeds into the uncertainty 
surrounding the monetary benefits associated with reducing the incidence of the health 
endpoint. Below we give detailed descriptions of the derivations of unit values and their 
distributions, as well as tables listing the unit values and their distributions, available 
for each health endpoint. The definitions of the distributions and their parameters are 
given in Tab le H-1. 

Table H-1. Unit Value Uncertainty Distributions and Their Parameters 

Distribution* Parameter 1 (P1) Parameter 2 (P2] 

Normal Standard deviation -

Triangular Minimum value Maximum value 

Lognormal ** Mean of corresponding normal Standard deviation of 
distribution corresponding normal 

distribution 

Uniform Minimum value Maximum value 

Weibull*** a p 
*Jn all cases, BenMAP calculates the mean of the distribution, which is used as the "point estimate" of the unit value. 

** lfY is a normal random variable, and Y = logeX, then Xis lognormally distributed. Equivalently, Xis lognormally 
distributed ifX = eY, where Y is normally distributed. 
***The Weibull distribution has the following probability density function: 

This appendix also presents EPA methods for developing income growth adjustment 
factors that allow BenMAP-CE users to adjust the WTP estimates to account for the 
growth in income over time. 

H.1 Mortality 

The economics literature concerning the appropriate method for valuing reductions in 
premature mortality risk is still developing. The adoption of a value for the projected 
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reduction in the risk of premature mortality is the subject of continuing discussion 
within the economics and public policy analysis communities. Issues such as the 
appropriate discount rate and whether there are factors, such as age or the quality of 
life, that should be taken into consideration when estimating the value of avoided 
premature mortality are still under discussion. BenMAP currently offers a variety of 
options reflecting the uncertainty surrounding the unit value for premature mortality. 

H.1.1 Value of a Statistical Life Based on 26 Studies 

One unit value available in BenMAP is $8.7 million. This estimate is the mean of a 
distribution fitted to 26 "value of statistical life" (VSL) estimates that appear in the 
economics literature and that have been identified in the Section 812 Reports to 
Congress as "applicable to policy analysis." This represents an intermediate value from 
a variety of estimates, and it is a value EPA has frequently used in Regulatory Impact 
Analyses (RIAs) as well as in the Section 812 Retrospective and Prospective Analyses of 
the Clean Air Act. 

The VSL approach mirrors that of Viscusi (1992), and uses the same criteria as Viscusi 
in his review of value-of-life studies. The $8.7 million estimate is consistent with 
Viscusi's conclusion (updated to 2015$) that "most of the reasonable estimates of the 
value of life are clustered in the $5.2 to $12.3 million range." Five of the 26 studies are 
contingent valuation (CV) studies, which directly solicit WTP information from subjects; 
the rest are wage-risk studies, which base WTP estimates on estimates of the additional 
compensation demanded in the labor market for riskier jobs. Because this VSL-based 
unit value does not distinguish among people based on the age at their death or the 
quality of their lives, it can be applied to all premature deaths. Table H-2 presents the 
unit values for the 26 value-of-life studies. 

Table H-2. Core Unit Values for VSL based on 26-value-of-life studies 

AgeRangeat Unit Value Distribution of Death (VSL) Unit Value 
Parameters of Distribution 

Basis for Estimate * Min Max (2015$) P1 P2 
VSL, based on 26 value-of- 0 99 8,705,114 Weibull 9,648,168 1.509588 
life studies 
*The original value of a statistical life was calculated in 1990$. We have used a factor of 1.8134, based on 
the All-Items CPI-U. 

H.2 Hospital Admissions & Emergency Room Visits 

This section presents the core values for avoided hospital admissions, as well as 
avoided emergency room visits. We assume that hospital admissions due to acute 
exposure to air pollution pass through the emergency room. However, the value of 
hospital admissions that we have calculated here does not account for the cost incurred 
in the emergency room visit. 
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H.2.1 Hospital Admissions 

As suggested above, the total value to society of an individual's avoidance of a hospital 
admission can be thought of as having two components: (1) the cost of illness (COI) to 
society, including the total medical costs plus the value of the lost productivity, as well 
as (2) the WTP of the individual, as well as that of others, to avoid the pain and suffering 
resulting from the illness. 

In the absence of estimates of social WTP to avoid hospital admissions for specific 
illnesses (components 1plus2 above), estimates of total COI (component 1) are 
available for use in BenMAP as conservative (lower bound) estimates. Because these 
estimates do not include the value of avoiding the pain and suffering resulting from the 
illness (component 2), they are biased downward. Some analyses adjust COI estimates 
upward by multiplying by an estimate of the ratio of WTP to COI, to better approximate 
total WTP. Other analyses have avoided making this adjustment because of the 
possibility of over-adjusting -- that is, possibly replacing a known downward bias with 
an upward bias. Based on Science Advisory Board (SAE) advice, the COI values 
currently available for use in BenMAP are not adjusted. 

Unit values are based on I CD-code-specific estimated hospital charges and opportunity 
cost of time spent in the hospital (based on the average length of a hospital stay for the 
illness). The opportunity cost of a day spent in the hospital is estimated as the value of 
the lost daily wage, regardless of whether or not the individual is in the workforce. 

For all hospital admissions endpoints available in BenMAP, estimates of hospital 
charges and lengths of hospital stays were based on discharge statistics provided by the 
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality's Healthcare Utilization Project National 
Inpatient Sample (NIS) database (2007). The NIS is the largest inpatient care database 
in the United States, and it is the only national hospital database containing charge 
information on all patients. It contains data from a very large nationally representative 
sample of about eight million hospital discharges, and therefore provides the best 
estimates of mean hospital charges and mean lengths of stay available, with negligible 
standard errors. The sampling frame for the 2007 NIS is a sample of hospitals that 
comprises approximately 90 percent of all hospital discharges in the United States. 
Since the NIS is based on discharge samples, the discharge-level weight was used to 
weight discharges in order to produce national estimates. The principle diagnoses were 
used to define the health endpoints. 

Since most pollution-related hospital admissions are likely unscheduled, the unit values 
of avoided hospital admissions used in BenMAP are based solely on unscheduled 
hospitalizations. The total COI for an I CD-code-specific hospital stay lasting n days is 
estimated as the mean hospital charge plus n times the daily lost wage. 

County-specific median annual income divided by (52*5) was used to estimate county
specific median daily wage. The data source for median annual income is the 2015 
American Community Survey (ACS). ACS provided data for median annual income for 
all individuals over 16 years old in 819 counties. For all other counties, ACS provided a 
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five-year estimate of median annual income for the years 2010-2014. We calculated the 
ratio of state-specific median annual income in 2015 to state-specific median annual 
income during this five-year interval (2010-2014). This ratio was then applied to the 
2010-2014 county-specific median annual income to obtain an estimate of 2015 
county-specific income for the 2,323 counties without 2015 one-year estimates from 
ACS. Because wage data used in BenMAP are county-specific, the unit value for a 
hospital admission varies from one county to another. 

Although the data for hospital charges are from year 2007, the default hospital 
admission unit values in BenMAP are in year 2015 dollars to be consistent with the unit 
values of other health endpoints in BenMAP. This was done by inflating the medical 
costs (2007 dollars) to 2015 dollars using BenMAP's inflation index. 

The hospital admission outcomes that the EPA uses in its regulatory analyses are given 
in Table H-3. Although unit values available for use in BenMAP are county-specific, the 
national median daily wage was used to calculate opportunity costs and total costs. 

Table H-3. Core Unit Values Available for Hospital Admissions 

AgeRange Mean Total Cost of 
Mean Hospital Length Illness (Unit 

Min Max Charge of Stay Value in 
Endpoint ICDCodes (2015 $) (days) 2015$)* 

HA, All Cardiovascular 390-429 18 64 $45,659 4.12 $46,371 

HA, All Cardiovascular 390-429 65 99 $42,642 4.88 $43,485 

HA, All Respiratory 460-519 65 99 $35,402 6.07 $36,451 

HA, Asthma 493 0 64 $16,655 3.00 $17,174 

HA, Chronic Lung Disease 490-496 18 64 $21,989 3.90 $22,663 

*The opportunity cost of a day spent in the hospital was estimated, for the above exhibit, at the median 
daily wage of all workers, regardless of age. The median daily wage was calculated by dividing the 
median weekly wage ($864 in 2015$) by 5. The median weekly wages for 2015 were obtained from the 
U.S. Census Bureau's 2015 American Community Survey, "Selected Economic Characteristics: 2015 
American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates." 

H.2.2 Emergency Room Visits for Asthma 

Two unit values are currently available for use in BenMAP for asthma emergency room 
(ER) visits. One is $533.69, from Smith et al., 1997, who reported thatthere were 
approximately 1.2 million asthma-related ER visits made in 1987, at a total cost of 
$186.5 million, in 1987$. The average cost per visit was therefore $155 in 1987$, or 
$533.69 in 2015$ (using the CPI for medical care to adjust to 2015$). The uncertainty 
surrounding this estimate, based on the uncertainty surrounding the number of ER 
visits and the total cost of all visits reported by Smith et al. is characterized by a 
triangular distribution centered at $533.69, on the interval [$395.14, $738.19]. 

A second unit value is $446.52 from Stanford et al. (1999). This study considered 
asthmatics in 1996-1997, in comparison to the Smith et al. (1997) study, which used 
1987 National Medical Expenditure Survey (NMES) data). In comparing their study, the 
authors note that the 1987 NMES, used by Smith et al., "may not reflect changes in 
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treatment patterns during the 1990s." In addition, its costs are the costs to the hospital 
(or ER) for treating asthma rather than charges or payments by the patient and/or third 
party payer. Costs to the ER are probably a better measure of the value of the medical 
resources used up on an asthma ER visit (see above for a discussion of costs versus 
charges). 

The unit values and the corresponding distributions available in BenMAP for asthma
related ER visits are summarized in Table H-4. 

Table H-4. Core Unit Values Available for Asthma-Related ER Visits 

Distribution Parameters of 
AgeRange Unit Value of Unit Distribution 

Basis for Estimate Min Max (2015$) Value P1 P2 
CO!: Smith etal. (1997) 0 99 $534 Triangular $395 $738 

CO!: Standford et al. (1999) 0 99 $447 Normal 8.95 --

H.3 Acute Symptoms and Illness Not Requiring Hospitalization 

Several acute symptoms and illnesses have been associated with air pollution, including 
acute bronchitis in children, upper and lower respiratory symptoms, and exacerbation 
of asthma (as indicated by one of several symptoms whose occurrence in an asthmatic 
generally suggests the onset of an asthma episode). In addition, several more general 
health endpoints which are associated with one or more of these acute symptoms and 
illnesses, such as minor restricted activity days, school loss days, and work loss days, 
have also been associated with air pollution. We briefly discuss the derivation of the 
unit values for acute respiratory symptoms (minor restricted activity days), asthma 
exacerbation, and school loss days. Tables H-5 and H-6 summarize the values used by 
EPA in their regulatory impact analyses. 

Table H-5. Additional Unit Values Available for Myocardial Infarction 

AgeRange Opportunity 
Basis of Estimate Min Max Medical Cost* Cost** Total Cost 

CO!: 5 yrs med, 5 yrs wages, 0 24 $187,530 $0 $187,530 
3% DR, Wittels (1990) 25 44 $187,530 $13,301 $200,831 

45 54 $187,530 $19,604 $207,134 

55 65 $187,530 $113,316 $300,846 

66 99 $187,530 $0 $187,530 

CO!: 5 yrs med, 5 yrs wages, 0 24 $38,253 $0 $38,253 
3% DR, Russell (1998) 25 44 $38,253 $13,301 $51,554 

45 54 $38,253 $19,604 $57,857 

55 65 $38,253 $113,316 $151,569 

66 99 $38,253 $0 $38,253 

CO!: 5 yrs med, 5 yrs wages, 0 24 $187,530 $0 $187,530 
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Age Range Opportunity 
Basis of Estimate Min Max Medical Cost* Cost** Total Cost 

7% DR, Wittels (1990) 25 44 $187,530 $11,908 $199,438 

45 54 $187,530 $17,552 $205,082 

55 65 $187,530 $101,451 $288,981 

66 99 $187,530 $0 $187,530 

CO!: 5 yrs med, 5 yrs wages, 0 24 $36,167 $0 $36,167 
7% DR, Russell (1998) 25 44 $36,167 $11,908 $48,075 

45 54 $36,167 $17,552 $53,719 

55 65 $36,167 $101,451 $137,618 

66 99 $36,167 $0 $36,167 
*An average of the 5-year costs estimated by Wittels et al. (1990) and Russell et al. (1998). Note that Wittels et al. 
appears not to have used discounting in deriving a 5-year cost of $187,530; Russell et al. estimated first- year direct 
medical costs and annual costs thereafter. The resulting 5-year cost is $38,253, using a 3% discount rate, and 
$36,167, using a 7% discount rate. Medical costs were inflated to 2015$ using CPI for medical care. 
**From Cropper and Krupnick (1999). Present discounted value of 5 yrs of lost earnings, at 3% and 7% discount 
rate, adjusted from 1977$ to 2015$ using CPl-U "all items". 

Table H-6. Core Unit Values Available for Acute Symptoms and Illnesses 

Health Age Range Unit 
Distribution 

Parameters of 

Endpoint 
Basis for Estimate Value 

of Unit Value 
Distribution 

Min Max (2015$) Pl 

Acute WTP: 6 day illness, CV studies 0 17 $490 Uniform 144.60 
Bronchitis 

Minor WTP: 1 day, CV studies 18 99 $70 Triangular 28.51 
Restricted 
Activity 
Days 

Upper WTP: 1 day, CV studies 0 17 $34 Uniform 12.29 
Respiratory 
Symptoms 

Lower WTP: 1 day, CV studies 0 17 $21 Uniform 9.56 
Respiratory 
Symptoms 

Work Loss Median daily wage, county- 18 65 $173 None N/A 
Days* specific 

School Loss Described in text 0 17 $106 None N/A 
Days 
*Unit values for work loss days are county-specific, based on county-specific median wages. The unit 
value shown here is the national median daily wage, given for illustrative purposes only. 
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Table H-7. Core Unit Values Available for Asthma-related Acute Symptoms and 
Illnesses 

AgeRange Unit Unit Value Parameters of 
Health Endpoint Basis for Estimate Value 

Distribution 
Distribution 

Min Max (2015$) Pl 
Asthma Attacks; Bad asthma day, 0 17 $59 Uniform 21.42 
Cough; Moderate or Rowe and Chestnut 
Worse; One or more (1986) 
symptoms; Shortness 
of Breath; Wheeze 

H.3.1 Non-Fatal Myocardial Infarctions (Heart Attacks) 

In the absence of a suitable WTP value for reductions in the risk of non-fatal heart 
attacks, there are a variety of cost-of-illness unit values available for use in BenMAP. 
These cost-of-illness unit values incorporate two components: the direct medical costs 
and the opportunity cost (lost earnings) associated with the illness event. Because the 
costs associated with a heart attack extend beyond the initial event itself, the unit 
values include costs incurred over five years. Using age-specific annual lost earnings 
estimated by Cropper and Krupnick (1999), and a three percent discount rate, we 
estimated the following present discounted values in lost earnings over S years due to a 
heart attack (201S$): $13,301 for someone between the ages of 2S and 44, $19,604 for 
someone between the ages of 4S and S4, and $113,316 for someone between the ages 
of SS and 6S. The corresponding age-specific estimates of lost earnings using a seven 
percent discount rate are $11,908, $17,SS2, and $101,4S1, respectively. Cropper and 
Krupnick do not provide lost earnings estimates for populations under 2S or over 6S. 
As such we do not include lost earnings in the cost estimates for these age groups. 

We have found three possible sources of estimates of the direct medical costs of a 
myocardial infarction (MI) in the literature: 

Wittels et al. (1990) estimated expected total medical costs of MI over S years to be 
$S1,211(in1986$) for people who were admitted to the hospital and survived 
hospitalization. (There does not appear to be any discounting used.) Wittels et al. was 
used to value coronary heart disease in the 812 Retrospective Analysis of the Clean Air 
Act. Using the CPI-U for medical care, the Wittels estimate is $187,S30 in year 201S$. 
This estimated cost is based on a medical cost model, which incorporated therapeutic 
options, projected outcomes and prices (using "knowledgeable cardiologists" as 
consultants). The model used medical data and medical decision algorithms to estimate 
the probabilities of certain events and/or medical procedures being used. The authors 
note that the average length of hospitalization for acute MI has decreased over time 
(from an average of 12.9 days in 1980 to an average of 11 days in 1983). Wittels et al. 
used 10 days as the average in their study. It is unclear how much further the length of 
stay (LOS) for MI may have decreased from 1983 to the present. The average LOS for 
ICD code 410 (MI) in the year-2000 AHQR HCUP database is S.S days. However, this 
may include patients who died in the hospital (not included among our non-fatal MI 
cases), whose LOS was therefore substantially shorter than it would be if they hadn't 
died. 
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Eisenstein etal. (2001) estimated 10-year costs of$44,663, in 1997$ (using a three 
percent discount rate), or $85,052 in 2015$ for MI patients, using statistical prediction 
(regression) models to estimate inpatient costs. Only inpatient costs (physician fees and 
hospital costs) were included. Estimates from Eisenstein et al. are included in Appendix 
I.4 as they are not used in EPA impact analyses. 

Russell et al. (1998) estimated first-year direct medical costs of treating nonfatal MI of 
$15,540(in1995$), and $1,051 annually thereafter. Converting to year 2015$, that 
would be $38,253 for a 5-year period, using a three percent discount rate, or $36,167, 
using a seven percent discount rate. 

The age group-specific estimates of opportunity cost over a five-year period are 
combined with the medical cost estimates from each of the three studies listed above. 
Because opportunity costs are derived for each of five age groups, there are 3 x 5 = 15 
unit values for each of 2 discount rates, or 30 unit values available for use in BenMAP. 
These are given in Table H-5 above. 

Note that we were unable to achieve complete consistency, unfortunately, because of 
limitations in the input studies. For example, although we calculated opportunity costs 
over a five-year period using a 3 percent and a 7 percent discount rate, we were not 
able to do the same for medical costs, except for the medical costs estimated by Russell 
et al. (in which they estimate an annual cost). Wittels et al. appear to have used no 
discounting in their estimate; Eisenstein et al. used a 3 percent discount rate. Similarly, 
although almost all cost estimates (opportunity costs and medical costs) are for a 5-
year period, the medical cost estimate reported by Eisenstein et al. is for a 10-year 
period. There was no reasonable method for inferring from that study what costs over a 
5-year period would be. 

H.3.2 Acute Bronchitis in Children 

Estimating WTP to avoid a case of acute bronchitis is difficult for several reasons. First, 
WTP to avoid acute bronchitis itself has not been estimated. Estimation of WTP to avoid 
this health endpoint therefore must be based on estimates of WTP to avoid symptoms 
that occur with this illness. Second, a case of acute bronchitis may last more than one 
day, whereas it is a day of avoided symptoms that is typically valued. Finally, the C-R 
function used in the benefit analysis for acute bronchitis was estimated for children, 
whereas WTP estimates for those symptoms associated with acute bronchitis were 
obtained from adults. 

Three unit values are available in BenMAP for acute bronchitis in children. The unit 
value that the EPA uses in their benefit analyses reflects that acute bronchitis typically 
lasts 6 or 7 days. To generate this unit value, the original unit value of $81.63 could be 
multiplied by 6 or 7. A unit value of $490 ( =$81.63 x 6) was therefore derived. For more 
information about the original, one-day unit value, see Appendix I, Section I.4.2. The 
unit value that the EPA uses can be found in table H-6. 
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H.3.3 Minor Restricted Activity Days (MRADs) 

Two unit values are currently available in BenMAP for MRADs associated with acute 
respiratory symptoms. No studies are reported to have estimated WTP to avoid a minor 
restricted activity day (MRAD). Although Ostro and Rothschild (1989) estimated the 
relationship between PM2.s and MRADs, rather than MRRADs (a component of MRADs), 
it is likely that most of the MRADs associated with exposure to PM2.s are in fact 
MRRADs. The original unit value, then, assumes that MRADs associated with PM 
exposure may be more specifically defined as MRRADs, and uses the estimate of mean 
WTP to avoid a MRRAD. 

IEc (1993) derived an estimate of WTP to avoid a MRRAD, using WTP estimates from 
Tolley et al. (1986) for avoiding a three-symptom combination of coughing, throat 
congestion, and sinusitis. This estimate of WTP to avoid a MRRAD, so defined, is $38.37 
(1990$). 

Any estimate of mean WTP to avoid a MRRAD (or any other type of restricted activity 
day other than WLD) will be somewhat arbitrary because the endpoint itself is not 
precisely defined. Many different combinations of symptoms could presumably result in 
some minor or less minor restriction in activity. Krupnick and Kopp (1988) argued that 
mild symptoms will not be sufficient to result in a MRRAD, so that WTP to avoid a 
MRRAD should exceed WTP to avoid any single mild symptom. A single severe 
symptom or a combination of symptoms could, however, be sufficient to restrict 
activity. Therefore WTP to avoid a MRRAD should, these authors argue, not necessarily 
exceed WTP to avoid a single severe symptom or a combination of symptoms. The 
"severity" of a symptom, however, is similarly not precisely defined; moreover, one 
level of severity of a symptom could induce restriction of activity for one individual 
while not doing so for another. The same is true for any particular combination of 
symptoms. 

Given that there is inherently a substantial degree of arbitrariness in any point estimate 
ofWTP to avoid a MRRAD (or other kinds of restricted activity days), the reasonable 
bounds on such an estimate must be considered. By definition, a MRRAD does not result 
in loss of work. WTP to avoid a MRRAD should therefore be less than WTP to avoid a 
WLD. At the other extreme, WTP to avoid a MRRAD should exceed WTP to avoid a 
single mild symptom. The highest IEc midrange estimate of WTP to avoid a single 
symptom is $20.03 (1999 $),for eye irritation. The point estimate ofWTP to avoid a 
WLD in the benefit analysis is $83 (1990 $).If all the single symptoms evaluated by the 
studies are not severe, then the estimate of WTP to avoid a MRRAD should be 
somewhere between $16 and $83. Because the IEc estimate of $38 falls within this 
range (and acknowledging the degree of arbitrariness associated with any estimate 
within this range), the IEc estimate is used as the mean of a triangular distribution 
centered at $38, ranging from $16 to $61. Adjusting to 2015$, this is a triangular 
distribution centered at $69.58, ranging from $29 to $111. 

The estimate for the MRADs that is used in EPA benefits analyses can be found in Table 
H-6. 
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H.3.4 Asthma Exacerbation 

Several respiratory symptoms in asthmatics or characterizations of an asthma episode 
have been associated with exposure to air pollutants. All of these can generally be taken 
as indications of an asthma exacerbation ("asthma attack") when they occur in an 
asthmatic. BenMAP therefore uses the same set of unit values for all of the variations of 
"asthma exacerbation" that appear in the epidemiological literature. 

Currently, the EPA only uses the unit value for asthma exacerbation in children from 
Rowe and Chestnut (1986) for avoiding a "bad asthma day". There are two other unit 
values for children and two unit values for adults included in BenMAP but not currently 
used by the EPA These are discussed further in Appendix I, Section I.4.3. In Rowe and 
Chestnut (1986), the mean of the four average WTPs is $32 (1990 $),or $59 in 2015$. 
The uncertainty surrounding this estimate was characterized by a continuous uniform 
distribution on the range defined by the lowest and highest of the four average WTP 
estimates from Rowe and Chestnut, [$12, $54] in 1990$, or [$21, $98] in 2015$. Table 
H-7 summarizes the unit value utilized by EPA 

H.3.5 Upper Respiratory Symptoms (URS) in Children 

In past benefit analyses, EPA based willingness to pay to avoid a day of URS on 
symptom-specific WTPs to avoid those symptoms identified as part of the URS complex 
of symptoms. Pope et al. (1991) defined a day of URS as consisting of one or more of the 
following symptoms: runny or stuffy nose; wet cough; and burning, aching, or red eyes. 
The three contingent valuation (CV) studies shown in Table H-8 have estimated WTP to 
avoid various morbidity symptoms that are either within the URS symptom complex 
defined by Pope et al., or are similar to those symptoms. 

Table H-8. Median WTP Estimates and Derived Midrange Estimates (in 2015$) 

Symptom* Dickie et al. 
Tolley et al. Loehman et al. Mid-Range 

(1986) (1979) Estimate 

Throat congestion 6.84 29.65 - 18.14 

Head/sinus congestion 7.98 31.94 14.87 18.14 

Coughing 2.29 25.11 9.03 12.70 

Eye irritation - 28.50 - 28.50 

Headache 2.29 45.63 - 18.14 

Shortness of breath 0.00 - 19.16 9.06 

Pain upon deep inhalation (POI) 8.01 - - 8.01 

Wheeze 4.57 - - 4.57 

Coughing up phlegm 4.99 - - 4.99 

Chest tightness 11.42 - - 11.42 
*All estimates are WTP to avoid one day of symptom. Midrange estimates were derived by !Ee (1993). 
** 10% trimmed mean. 

The three individual symptoms that were identified as most closely matching those 
listed by Pope et al. for URS are cough, head/sinus congestion, and eye irritation, 
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corresponding to "wet cough," "runny or stuffy nose," and "burning, aching or red eyes," 
respectively. A day of URS could consist of any one of the seven possible "symptom 
complexes" consisting of at least one of these three symptoms. The original unit value 
for URS was based on the assumption that each of these seven URS complexes is equally 
likely. This unit value for URS, $33.91, is just an average of the seven estimates of mean 
WTP for the different URS complexes. This unit value can be found in Table H-6. 

H.3.6 Lower Respiratory Symptoms (LRS) in Children 

The three unit values for LRS in children currently available in BenMAP follow the same 
pattern as those for URS in children. In past benefit analyses, EPA based willingness to 
pay to avoid a day of LRS on symptom-specific WTPs to avoid those symptoms 
identified as part of the LRS complex of symptoms. Schwartz et al. (1994) defined a day 
of LRS as consisting of at least two of the following symptoms: cough, chest tightness, 
coughing up phlegm, and wheeze. Of the symptoms for which WTP estimates are 
available (listed in Table H-8), those that most closely match the symptoms listed by 
Schwartz et al. are coughing, chest tightness, coughing up phlegm, and wheeze. A day of 
LRS, as defined by Schwartz et al., could consist of any one of 11 possible combinations 
of at least two of these four symptoms. In the absence of any further information, each 
of the 11 possible "symptom clusters" was considered equally likely. The unit value for 
LRS that EPA uses for its benefits analyses, $21.43, is just an average of the eleven 
estimates of mean WTP for the different LRS symptom clusters. 

H.3.7 Work Loss Days (WLDs) 

Work loss days are valued at a day's wage. BenMAP calculates county-specific median 
daily wages from county-specific annual wages by dividing by (52*5), on the theory that 
a worker's vacation days are valued at the same daily rate as work days. The unit value 
for WLDs can be found in Table H-6. 

H.3.8 School Loss Days 

There is currently one unit value available in Ben MAP for school loss days, based on (1) 
the probability that, if a school child stays home from school, a parent will have to stay 
home from work to care for the child, and (2) the value of the parent's lost productivity. 
We first estimated the proportion of families with school-age children in which both 
parents work, and then valued a school loss day as the probability of a work loss day 
resulting from a school loss day (i.e., the proportion of households with school-age 
children in which both parents work) times a measure of lost wages. 

From the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2015) we obtained the rate of participation in 
the workforce of women with children under 18 years of age. We multiplied this rate 
(69.9%) by the estimated daily lost wage (if a mother must stay at home with a sick 
child), based on the median full-time weekly wage among women 25 and older in 2015. 
This median weekly wage is $759 (2015$). Dividing by 5 gives an estimated median 
daily wage of $152. The expected loss in wages due to a day of school absence in which 
the mother would have to stay home with her child is estimated as the probability that 
the mother is in the workforce times the daily wage she would lose if she missed a day = 
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69.9% of $152, or $106. We currently have insufficient information to characterize the 
uncertainty surrounding this estimate. 

A unit value based on the approach described above is likely to understate the value of a 
school loss day in three ways. First, it omits WTP to avoid the symptoms/illness which 
resulted in the school absence. Second, it effectively gives zero value to school absences 
which do not result in a work loss day. Third, the approach may use a wage rate that is 
too low by assuming that men do not stay at home with sick children. The unit value of 
$106 is therefore considered an "interim" value until such time as alternative means of 
estimating this unit value become available. The unit value available can be found in 
table H-6 above. 

H.4 Developing Income Growth Adjustment Factors 

Chapter 4 of the BenMAP-CE User Manual provides instructions for formatting and 
adding income growth data. These values are used to adjust WTP estimates for growth 
in real income. As discussed in that chapter, evidence and theory suggest that WTP 
should increase as real income increases. When reviewing the economic literature to 
develop income growth adjustment factors, it is important to have an economist assist. 
For an overview of valuation, see Chapter 7: Aggregating, Pooling, and Valuing. 

Adjusting WTP to reflect growth in real income requires three steps: 

1. Identifj; relevant income elasticity estimates from the peer-reviewed literature. 

2. Calculate changes in future income. 

3. Calculate adjustments to WTP based on changes in future income and income 
elasticity estimates. 

1. Identifying income elasticity estimates 

Income elasticity estimates relate changes in demand for goods to changes in income. 
Positive income elasticity suggests that as income rises, demand for the good also rises. 
Negative income elasticity suggests that as income rises, demand for the good falls. 
BenMAP-CE does not adjust Cost-of-Illness (COI) estimates according to changes in 
income elasticity due to the fact that COI estimates the direct cost of a health outcome; 
instead we adjust this metric using inflation factors described above. BenMAP-CE 
includes income elasticity estimates specific to the type of health endpoint associated 
with the WTP estimate. BenMAP-CE contains elasticity estimates for three types of 
health effects: minor, severe and premature mortality. Minor health effects are those of 
short duration. Severe, or chronic, health effects are of longer duration. Consistent with 
economic theory, the peer reviewed literature indicates that income elasticity varies 
according to the severity of the health effect. Below we summarize the health endpoints 
considered minor and severe within the default United States setup in BenMAP-CE. 

Minor 
• Asthma exacerbation 
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11 Acute bronchitis 
11 Acute respiratory symptoms (minor restricted activity days) 
11 Lower respiratory symptoms 
11 Upper respiratory symptoms 

Severe 
11 Chronic bronchitis 
11 Chronic asthma 

A review of the literature revealed a range of income elasticity estimates that varied 
across the studies and according to the severity of health endpoint. Table H-8 
summarizes the income elasticity estimates found in Ben MAP-CE to adjust minor health 
effects, severe health effects and premature mortality. Here we have provided a lower-, 
upper- and central-estimate for each type of health endpoint. 

Table H-7. Income Elasticity Estimates 

Health Endpoint Lower Bound Central Estimate Upper Bound 

Minor Health Effect 0.04 0.15 0.30 

Severe and Chronic 
0.25 0.45 0.60 

Health Effects 

Premature Mortality 0.08 0.40 1.00 

2. Calculating changes in future income 

The next input to the WTP adjustment is annual changes in future income. The 
Congressional Budget Office's (2016) ten year projections of US Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) are used to estimate changes in future income. Historical GDP data came from the 
U.S. Bureau of Commerce's Bureau of Economic Analysis. GDP values were adjusted for 
inflation as needed using the Implicit Price Deflator annual index, published by the 
Economic Research Division of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. We divided the 
projected change in GDP by the Woods & Poole (2015) projected change in total US 
population to produce an estimate of the future GDP per capita. 

3. Calculating changes in WTP 

The income elasticity estimates from Table H-7 and the estimated changes in future 
income may then be used to estimate changes in future WTP for each health endpoint. 
The adjustment formula follows four steps: 

1) 
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2) £12WTP2 + c12WTP1 - c./1 WTP2 - £11WTP1 

12WTP2 +11 WTP2 12WTP1 - / 1 WTP1 

3) 

4) 

Table H-8 summarizes the income-based WTP adjustments used within BenMAP-CE for 
minor health endpoints, severe health endpoints, and premature mortality. 

Table H-8. Income-Based WTP Adjustments by Health Effect and Year 

Year 
199-0 
1991 
1992 
199:~ 

1994 
1995 
19% 
1997 
199{1 
1999 

21JOO 
21JOI 
21J02 
21J03 
21J04 
21J05 
21JOG 
21J07 
21JOB 
21J09 
21Jl0 
21Jll 
21Jl2 
21ll3 
21Jl4 
2015 
2016 
2017 
2018 
2019 
2020 
2021 
2022 
2023 
2024 
2025 
2026 

M!!nor Health Endpoint 
Low Mid Upper 

0:999436.14 0.997BBT~94 0 995778859 
1.ml027895 'I 0010463 1 OQ21J93554 
1.rn:io83M 8 1 003135324 1 001uao541 

1 001928926 1007252812 1 0-14553434 
1.00252676 1 009501\491 1 0"19107819 

1.003553152 1.0"13389945 1 026%0373 
1 004830718 1.018235518 1 031)8'0>8729 
1.0051052-04 1 023085813 1 04671704>.8 
1 007475826 1 0282!29492 1 057473063 
1. 0086337:33 1 032765627 1 066622734 
1. 008625103 1.032735301 1060.56217~3 

1. 008%22:74 1.034().2505-3 106~•233894 

1.009722471 Hl%953092: VJ75297475 
1.0Hl831594 Ul4123258G VJ8420,1217 
1.011770725 Ul441%5562: VJ91792464 
1.0124306€8 Ul47425628 VJ97154975 

,1 _01275146 1 Jl486T124G 1.099770427 
1.012262:'144 1-04677248 VJ95784903 

'1010799'17 Ul411074lG 1.083'340'148 
1.011459589 1Jl4366,1:35>G VJ8927,1665 
1.011785222 Ul44925405 VJ919l7515 
1.012354Z6 Ul471289lG VJ9G532583 
1.0127!2717 HW.l520923 1.08945476'1 
1.0133441G9 1.05097615,7 U046Hl788 
1 0140228-27 1 .D5:l6 l%23 U 1(1193372 
1.0-14274~it6 1.05460298'1 1 ·n:/:27'107 
1.014827728 1.D5G75-Q65 1.11683H4e,5, 
1 015322924 1.D586g7701 1-12094·5096 
1 015639186 1.05993580-'! un574972 
1.01!5908599 1.D5G9g-1406 1.12t:<8-l%83 
1.0162il:1:>9~1 1.D5245-12e,7 1-128~14976! 

1.01668"16-71 1.D5402492c5 1-13228464! 
1.017086029 1.D6fi6l422'.:I U3f'6-79722 
1. 017 486:3".<4 1.057189:336 1-139050007 
1 .. 0178790{)9 i.D58736196 1-142%5217 
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Appendix I. Additional Health Valuation 
Functions in U.S. Setup 

In this Appendix, we present additional health valuation functions. Unlike those in 
Appendix H, these functions are included in the U.S. Setup but are not currently used by the 
U.S. EPA in regulatory impact analyses. For the health valuation functions currently used by 
EPA, see the following page:https://www.epa.gov/benmap/benmap-community-edition. 
For Ozone Health Valuation Functions, click the "U.S. EPA approach for quantifying and 
valuing ozone effects" link. For PM2.s Health Valuation Functions, click the "U.S. EPA 
approach for quantifying and valuing PM effects" link. 

1.1 Mortality 

I.1.1 Value of a Statistical Life Based on Selected Studies 

In addition to the value of a statistical life based on the results of 26 studies in Appendix 
H, section H.1.1, we have included three alternatives based loosely on the results of 
work by Mrozek and Taylor (2002) and Viscusi and Aldy (2003). Each of these three 
alternatives has a mean value of $7.6 million (2015$), but with a different distribution: 
normal, uniform, triangular, and beta. Table H-10 presents the distribution parameters 
for these additional valuations in BenMAP. 

Table 1-1. Additional Unit Values for VSL for additional value-of-life studies 

AgeRangeat Unit Value Distribution of Death (VSL) Unit Value 
Parameters of Distribution 

Basis for Estimate * Min Max (2015$) Pl P2 

VSL, based on 2015$ range 0 99 7,570,229 Normal 3,160,172 -

from $1.38 million to 
$13.76 million - 95% Cl of 
assumed normal 
distribution 

VSL based on 2015$ range 0 99 7,570,229 Uniform 1,376,405 13,764,053 
from $1.38 million to 
$13.76 million - assumed 
uniform distribution 

VSL based on 2015$ range 0 99 7,570,229 Triangular 1,376,405 13,764,053 
from $1.38 million to 
$13.76 million - assumed 
triangular distribution 
*The original value of a statistical life was calculated in 1990 $. We have used a factor of 1.8134, based 
on the All-Items CPl-U. 

1.2 Hospital Admissions 

This sub-section presents the unit values for hospital admissions that are not used by 
the EPA in regulatory impact analyses but are included in BenMAP. See Appendix H, 
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Section H.2 for more information about these unit values. Table I-2 includes the unit 
values for hospital admissions for endpoints included in BenMAP but not used by the 
EPA in their regulatory impact analyses. 

Table 1-2. Additional Unit Values Available for Hospital Admissions 

AgeRange Mean Total Cost of 
Mean Hospital Length Illness (Unit 

Min Max Charge of Stay Value in 
Endpoint ICDCodes (2015 $) (days) 2015$)* 

HA, All Cardiovascular 390-429 0 99 $33,063 4.59 $33,856 

HA, Congestive Heart Failure 428 65 99 $33,734 5.32 $34,654 

HA, Dysrhythmia 427 0 99 $33,063 3.72 $33,706 

HA, lschemic Heart Disease 410-414 65 99 $55,591 4.61 $56,388 

HA, All Respiratory 460-519 0 1 $16,929 3.19 $17,480 

HA, All Respiratory 460-519 0 99 $32,563 5.35 $33,488 

HA, Asthma 493 65 99 $26,153 4.79 $26,981 

HA, Asthma 493 0 99 $18,590 3.37 $19,172 

HA, Chronic Lung Disease 490-496 65 99 $25,413 4.79 $26,241 

HA, Chronic Lung Disease 490-496 0 99 $22,312 4.10 $23,021 

HA, Chronic Lung Disease (less 490-492, 494-
18 64 $23,980 4.23 $24,711 

Asthma) 496 

HA, Chronic Lung Disease (less 490-492, 494-
65 99 $25,254 4.79 $26,082 

Asthma) 496 

HA, Chronic Lung Disease (Less 490-492, 494-
0 99 $24,834 4.59 $25,627 

Asthma) 496 

HA, Pneumonia 480-487 65 99 $30,229 5.77 $31,226 

HA, Pneumonia 480-487 0 99 $29,046 5.25 $29,953 

*The opportunity cost of a day spent in the hospital was estimated, for the above exhibit, at the median 
daily wage of all workers, regardless of age. The median daily wage was calculated by dividing the 
median weekly wage ($864 in 2015$) by 5. The median weekly wages for 2015 were obtained from the 
U.S. Census Bureau's 2015 American Community Survey, "Selected Economic Characteristics: 2015 
American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates." 

1.3 Chronic Illness 

This sub-section presents the unit values developed for chronic bronchitis, chronic 
asthma, and non-fatal myocardial infarctions. 

I.3.1 Chronic Bronchitis 

PM-related chronic bronchitis is expected to last from the initial onset of the illness 
throughout the rest of the individual's life. WTP to avoid chronic bronchitis would 
therefore be expected to incorporate the present discounted value of a potentially long 
stream of costs (e.g., medical expenditures and lost earnings) as well as WTP to avoid 
the pain and suffering associated with the illness. Both WTP and COI estimates are 
currently available in BenMAP. 
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1.3.1.1 Unit Value Based on Two Studies of WTP 

Two contingent valuation studies, Viscusi et al. (1991) and Krupnick and Cropper 
(1992), provide estimates of WTP to avoid a case of chronic bronchitis. Viscusi et al. 
(1991) and Krupnick and Cropper (1992) were experimental studies intended to 
examine new methodologies for eliciting values for morbidity endpoints. Although 
these studies were not specifically designed for policy analysis, they can be used to 
provide reasonable estimates of WTP to avoid a case of chronic bronchitis. As with 
other contingent valuation studies, the reliability of the WTP estimates depends on the 
methods used to obtain the WTP values. The Viscusi et al. and the Krupnick and 
Cropper studies are broadly consistent with current contingent valuation practices, 
although specific attributes of the studies may not be. 

The study by Viscusi et al. (1991) uses a sample that is larger and more representative 
of the general population than the study by Krupnick and Cropper (1992), which selects 
people who have a relative with the disease. However, the chronic bronchitis described 
to study subjects in the Viscusi study is severe, whereas a pollution-related case may be 
less severe. 

The relationship between the severity of a case of chronic bronchitis and WTP to avoid 
it was estimated by Krupnick and Cropper (1992). We used that estimated relationship 
to derive a relationship between WTP to avoid a severe case of chronic bronchitis, as 
described in the Viscusi study, and WTP to avoid a less severe case. The estimated 
relationship (see Table 4 in Krupnick and Cropper) can be written as: 

ln(T11TP) =a+ f3 x sev 

where a denotes all the other variables in the regression model and their coefficients, g 
is the coefficient of sev, estimated to be 0.18, and sev denotes the severity level (a 
number from 1 to 13). Let x ( < 13) denote the severity level of a pollution-related case 
of chronic bronchitis, and 13 denote the highest severity level (as described in Viscusi 
etal., 1991). Then 

ln(WTPi 3 ) =a+ f3x13 

and 

ln(WT'Px) =a+ f3 xx 

Subtracting one equation from the other, 

In(WTPi3 )- In(WTPJ = /3 x (13 - x) 

or 
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ln( WTJ~3 J = f3 x (13 - x) 
WTPX 

Exponentiating and rearranging terms, 

WTP = WTR x e-/3•C13-xl 
x 13 

There is uncertainty surrounding the exact values ofWTP13; x, and 1?., and this 
uncertainty can be incorporated in the equation, if you request that the analysis be 
carried out in "uncertainty mode." The distribution of WTP to avoid a severe case of 
chronic bronchitis, WTP13, is based on the distribution of WTP responses in the Viscusi 
et al. ( 1991) study. The distribution of x, the severity level of an average case of 
pollution-related chronic bronchitis, is modeled as a triangular distribution centered at 
6.5, with endpoints at 1.0 and 12.0. And the distribution of g is normal with mean= 0.18 
and std. dev.= 0.0669 (the estimate of b and standard error reported in Krupnick and 
Cropper, 1992). 

In uncertainty mode, BenMAP uses a Monte Carlo approach. On each Monte Carlo 
iteration, random draws for these three variables are made, and the resulting WTPx is 
calculated from the equation above. Because this function is non-linear, the expected 
value of WTP for a pollution- related case of CB cannot be obtained by using the 
expected values of the three uncertain inputs in the function (doing that will 
substantially understate mean WTP). A Monte Carlo analysis suggests, however, that 
the mean WTP to avoid a case of pollution-related chronic bronchitis is about $4 70,000 
(2015$), but not adjusted forthe growth of income). Therefore, if you requestthatthe 
analysis be carried out in "point estimate" mode, that is the unit value that is used. 

1.3.1.2 Alternative Cost of Illness Estimates 

Cost of illness estimates for chronic bronchitis were derived from estimates of annual 
medical costs and annual lost earnings by Cropper and Krupnick (1999). This study 
estimated annual lost earnings resulting from chronic bronchitis as a function of age at 
onset of the illness, for the following age categories: 25-43, 35-44, 45-54, and 55-65 
(see Cropper and Krupnick, Table 8). Annual medical expenses were estimated for 10-
years age groups (0-9, 10-19, 20-29, ... , 80-89). We derived estimates of the present 
discounted value of the stream of medical and opportunity costs for people whose age 
of onset is 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, and 80. Medical costs (which are in 1977$ in the Cropper 
and Krupnick study) were inflated to 2015$ using the CPI-U for medical care; lost 
earnings (opportunity costs) were inflated to 2015$ using the Employment Cost Index 
for Wages and Salaries. Life expectancies were assumed to be unaffected by the illness. 
For example, an individual at age 70 has a life expectancy of 14.3 more years, and we 
assumed that someone whose age of onset of chronic bronchitis is 70 will also live for 
14.3 more years. (Source of life expectancies: National Center for Health Statistics, 
1999, Table 5.) We also assumed that opportunity costs at ages 66 and over were zero. 
Present discounted values were calculated using three and seven percent discount 
rates. 
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For each of the two discount rates, there are three cost of illness unit values for chronic 
bronchitis available in BenMAP, for the following age categories: 27-44, 45-64, and 65+. 
These are the age categories that were used in the epidemiological study that estimated 
a concentration-response function for chronic bronchitis (Abbey et al., 1995b ). The 
estimate for the 27-44 age group is an average of the present discounted values 
calculated for ages 30 and 40; the estimate for the 45-64 age category is an average of 
the present discounted values calculated for ages 50 and 60; and the estimate for the 
65+ age category is an average of the present discounted values calculated for ages 70 
and 80. The suite of unit values available for use in BenMAP is shown in Table I-3. 

Table I-3. Additional Unit Values Available for Chronic Bronchitis 

Present Present 
Discounted Discounted 

Value of Value of 
Age of Onset Medical Opportunity 

Basis for Estimate Min Max Costs Costs Unit Value Distribution 
WTP: average severity 30 99 N/A N/A $468,641 Custom 

27 44 $32,478 $199,479 $231,947 None 
CO!: med costs+ wage 

45 64 $40,699 $111,959 $152,658 None 
loss, 3% DR 

65 99 $18,993 $0 $18,993 None 

27 44 $13,509 $118,460 $131,969 None 
CO!: med costs+ wage 

45 64 $24,651 $87,732 $112,383 None 
loss, 7% DR 

65 99 $15,468 $0 $15,468 None 

1.3.2 Chronic Bronchitis Reversals 

The unit value for chronic bronchitis reversals assumes that this is chronic bronchitis 
with a severity level of 1. The method for generating a distribution of unit values in 
BenMAP is therefore the same as the WTP-based unit value method for chronic 
bronchitis (see above), with x = 1. The mean of this distribution is $206, 7 65. 

1.3.3 Chronic Asthma 

Two studies have estimated WTP to avoid chronic asthma in adults. Blumenschein and 
Johannesson (1998) used two different contingent valuation (CV) methods, the 
dichotomous choice method and a bidding game, to estimate mean willingness to pay 
for a cure for asthma. The mean WTP elicited from the bidding game was $189 per 
month, or $2,268 per year (in 1996$). The mean WTP elicited from the dichotomous 
choice approach was $343 per month, or $4,116 per year (in 1996$). Using $2,268 per 
year, a three percent discount rate, and 1997 life expectancies for males in the United 
States (National Center for Health Statistics, 1999, Table 5), the present discounted 
value of the stream of annual WTPs is $65,568 (in 2015$). 

O'Conor and Blomquist (1997) estimated WTP to avoid chronic asthma from estimates 
of risk-risk trade offs. Combining the risk-risk trade offs with a statistical value of life, the 
annual value of avoiding asthma can be derived. Assuming a value of a statistical life of 
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$6 million, they derived an annual WTP to avoid asthma of $1500 (O'Connor and 
Blomquist, 1997, p. 677). For a value of a statistical life of $5,894,400 (in 1997 $),the 
corresponding implied annual value of avoiding chronic asthma, based on O'Conor and 
Blomquist would be $1,4 7 4. Assuming a three percent discount rate and 1997 life 
expectancies for males in the United States, the present discounted value of the stream 
of annual WTPs would be $41,646 (in 2015$). A unit value, based on a three percent 
discount rate, is the average of the two estimates, or $53,607. Following the method 
used for the §812 Prospective analysis, the uncertainty surrounding the WTP to avoid a 
case of chronic asthma among adult males was characterized by a triangular 
distribution on the range determined by the two study-specific WTP estimates. A 
second unit value, using a seven percent discount rate, is also available for use in 
BenMAP. The method used to derive this unit value is the same as that described above 
for the three percent discount rate unit value. The unit values available for use in 
BenMAP are summarized in Table I-4 below. 

Table 1-4. Additional Unit Values Available for Chronic Asthma 

Distribution Parameters of 
AgeRange of Unit Distribution 

Basis for Estimate Min Max Unit Value Value P1 P2 
WTP: 3% DR (Discount Rate) 27 99 $53,607 Triangular $41,646 $65,568 

WTP: 7%DR 27 99 $34,901 Triangular $27,114 $42,689 

1.4 Acute Symptoms and Illness Not Requiring Hospitalization 

See Appendix H, Section H.3 for a general explanation of acute symptoms and illness not 
requiring hospitalization. Table I-5 summarizes unit values for acute bronchitis in 
children, acute respiratory symptoms (minor restricted activity days), any of 19 
respiratory symptoms, upper respiratory symptoms, lower respiratory symptoms, and 
work loss days (WLDs) 

Table I-5. Additional Unit Values Available for Acute Symptoms and Illnesses (in 
2015 $) 

Health Age Range Unit Distribution 
Parameters of 

Basis for Estimate * Distribution 
Endpoint 

Min Max 
Value of Unit Value 

Pl P2 
Acute WTP: 1 day illness, CV studies 0 17 $82 Uniform 24.10 139.16 
Bronchitis WTP: 28 symptom-days, 0 17 $529 Lognormal 6.27 0.0907 

Dickie and Ulery 
Minor WTP: 3 symptoms 1 day, 18 99 $138 Lognormal 4.93 0.0649 
Restricted Dickie and Ulery (2002) 
Activity 
Days 

Lower WTP: 2 symptoms 1 day, 0 17 $264 Lognormal 5.58 0.07048 
Respiratory Dickie and Ulery (2002) 
Symptoms WTP: 2x1 day, CV studies 0 17 $42 Uniform 19.12 67.36 

Upper WTP: 2 symptoms 1 day, 0 17 $264 Lognormal 5.58 0.07048 
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Health 
Basis for Estimate * AgeRange 

Unit Distribution Parameters of 
Endpoint Value of Unit Value Distribution 

Respiratory Dickie and Ulery (2002) 
Symptoms WTP: 2x1 day, CV studies 0 17 $68 Uniform 24.58 
Anyof19 WTP: 1 day illness, CV studies 1 65 $33 Uniform 0 
Respiratory 
Symptoms 
*All unit values pulled from a lognormal distribution from Model 1, Table Ill in Dickie and Ulery are 
multiplied by 0.973811 to adjust for a difference in mean household income between the study 
participants and the general population. The unit values shown here have already been adjusted. 

1.4.1 Non-Fatal Myocardial Infarctions (Heart Attacks) 

See Appendix H, Section H.3.1 for an explanation of this valuation function. Table I-6 
shows the unit values not used by the EPA 

Table 1-6. Additional Unit Values Available for Myocardial Infarction 

Age Range Opportunity 
Basis of Estimate Min Max Medical Cost* Cost** Total Cost 

CO!: 10 yrs med, 5 yrs wages, 0 24 $85,052 $0 $85,052 
3% DR, Eisenstein (2001) 25 44 $85,052 $13,301 $98,353 

45 54 $85,052 $19,604 $104,656 

55 65 $85,052 $113,316 $198,368 

66 99 $85,052 $0 $85,052 

CO!: 10 yrs med, 5 yrs wages, 0 24 $85,052 $0 $85,052 
7% DR, Eisenstein (2001) 25 44 $85,052 $11,908 $96,960 

45 54 $85,052 $17,552 $102,604 

55 65 $85,052 $101,451 $186,503 

66 99 $85,052 $0 $85,052 
*An average of the 5-year costs estimated by Wittels et al. (1990) and Russell et al. (1998). Note that Wittels et al. 
appears not to have used discounting in deriving a 5-year cost of $187,530; Russell et al. estimated first-year direct 
medical costs and annual costs thereafter. The resulting 5-year cost is $38,253, using a 3% discount rate, and 
$36,167, using a 7% discount rate. Medical costs were inflated to 2015$ using CPI for medical care. 
**From Cropper and Krupnick (1999). Present discounted value of 5 yrs oflost earnings, at 3% and 7% discount 
rate, adjusted from 1977$ to 2015$ using CPl-U "all items". 

1.4.2 Acute Bronchitis in Children 

In previous benefit analyses, EPA used a unit value of $81.63 (adjusted to 2015$). This 
is the midpoint between a low estimate and a high estimate. The low estimate is the 
sum of the midrange values recommended by IEc (1994) for two symptoms believed to 
be associated with acute bronchitis: coughing and chest tightness. The high estimate 
was taken to be twice the value of a minor respiratory restricted activity day. For a 
more complete description of the derivation of this estimate, see Abt Associates (2000, 
p. 4-30). The above unit value assumes that an episode of acute bronchitis lasts only 
one day. However, this is generally not the case. See Appendix H, Section H.3.2 for the 
unit value the EPA uses for their benefit analyses. 
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As discussed in Appendix H, Section H.3.2, the epidemiological study relating air 
pollution to the incidence of acute bronchitis referred to children specifically. The value 
of an avoided case should therefore be WTP to avoid a case in a child, which may be 
different from WTP to avoid a case in an adult. Recent work by Dickie and Ulery (2002) 
suggests, in fact, that parents are generally willing to pay about twice as much to avoid 
sickness in their children as in themselves. In one of several models they estimated, the 
natural logarithm of parents' WTP was related both to the number of symptom-days 
avoided and to whether it was their child or themselves at issue. Dickie and Ulery noted 
that "experiencing all of the symptoms [considered in their study - cough and phlegm, 
shortness of breath/wheezing, chest pain, and fever] for 7 days, or 28 symptom-days 
altogether, is roughly equivalent to a case of acute bronchitis ... " Using this model, and 
assuming that a case of acute bronchitis can be reasonably modeled as consisting of 28 
symptom-days, we estimated parents' WTP to avoid a case of acute bronchitis in a child 
to be $529. This is the third unit value available in Ben MAP. 

The mean household income among participants in the Dickie and Ulery CV survey was 
slightly higher than the national average. We therefore adjusted all WTP estimates that 
resulted from their models downward slightly, using an income elasticity of WTP of 
0.14 7, the average of the income elasticities estimated in the four models in the study. 
The adjustment factor thus derived was 0.9738. Estimates for Acute Bronchitis are 
available in Table I-5. 

1.4.3 Minor Restricted Activity Days (MRADs) 

See Appendix H, Section H.3.3 for more information. 

In addition to the estimate of WTP to avoid a MRRAD used in EPA benefits analyses, a 
second unit value is based on Model 1, Table III in Dickie and Ulery (2002). This model 
estimates the natural logarithm of parents' WTP to avoid symptoms as a linear function 
of the natural logarithm of the number of symptom-days avoided and whether or not 
the person avoiding the symptoms is the parent or the child. The unit value derived 
from this model, assuming that an MRAD consists of one day of 3 symptoms in an adult, 
is $138. 

The estimate for the MRADs that is not used in EPA benefits analyses can be found in 
Table I-5. 

1.4.4 Asthma Exacerbation 

See Appendix H, Section H.3.4, for more information about Asthma Exacerbation. Table 
I-7 below describes the unit values for Asthma-related Acute Symptoms and Illnesses 
included in BenMAP but not used by the EPA for their regulatory impact analyses. All 
unit values for this section are summarized in Table I-7. 

The first unit value for adult is based on willingness to pay to avoid an asthma 
exacerbation from four WTP estimates from Rowe and Chestnut (1986) for avoiding a 
"bad asthma day." See Section H.3.4 for further description of Rowe and Chestnut 
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(1986). The second unit value for adults was derived by using Model 1, Table III in 
Dickie and Ulery (2002) -- the same model used for acute bronchitis, LRS, and URS -
assuming that an asthma exacerbation consists of 1 symptom-day. As noted above, this 
model relates parental WTP to the number of symptom-days avoided and to whether it 
is the parent or the child at issue. The unit value derived from this model for adults is 
$74. 

Two additional unit values are available for children. One of these is twice the original 
unit value, or $104, based on the evidence from Dickie and Ulery (2002) that parents 
are willing to pay about twice as much to avoid symptoms and illness in their children 
as in themselves. The third unit value is based on Model 1, Table III in Dickie and Ulery 
(the same model used for asthma exacerbation in adults, only now with the "adult or 
child" variable set to 1 rather than 0). The unit value derived from this model is $221. 

Table 1-7. Additional Unit Values Available for Asthma-related Acute Symptoms and 
Illnesses 

Health Age Range Unit Unit Value Parameters of 

Endpoint Basis for Estimate * Value Distribution Distribution 
Min Max Pl 

Asthma Bad asthma day, Rowe and 18 99 $59 Uniform 21.42 
Attacks; Chestnut (1986) 
Cough; 1 symptom-day, Dickie and 18 99 $104 Lognormal 4.64 
Moderate Ulery (2002) 
or Worse; 2 x bad asthma day, Rowe and 0 17 $118 Uniform 42.84 
One or Chestnut (1986) 
more 1 symptom-day, Dickie and 0 17 $221 Lognormal 5.39 
symptoms; Ulery (2002) 
Shortness 
of Breath; 
Wheeze 
Cough; Bad asthma day, Rowe and 0 17 $59 Uniform 21.42 
Moderate Chestnut (1986) 
or Worse; 
One or 
more 
symptoms; 
Shortness 
of Breath; 
Wheeze 
*All unit values pulled from a lognormal distribution from Model 1, Table Ill in Dickie and Ulery, 2002, 
are multiplied by 0.973811 to adjust for a difference in mean household income between the study 
participants and the general population. The unit values shown here have already been adjusted. 

1.4.5 Upper Respiratory Symptoms (URS) in Children 

See Appendix H, Section H.3.5 for an explanation of URS valuation in children. 

In addition to the one unit value that EPA uses for their benefit analyses, two other unit 
values can be found in BenMAP. Recent research by Dickie and Ulery (2002) suggests 
that parental WTP to avoid symptoms and illnesses in their children is about twice 
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what it is to avoid those symptoms and illnesses in themselves. This second unit value 
of $67.82 ( =2 x $33.91) is derived from the unit value found in Appendix H, Section 
H.3.4. 

Another unit value was derived by using Model 1, Table III in Dickie and Ulery (2002) 
(the same model used for acute bronchitis), assuming that a day of URS consists of 2 
symptoms. As noted above, this model relates parental WTP to the number of 
symptom-days avoided and to whether it is the parent or the child at issue. The unit 
value derived from this model is $264. 

A WTP estimate elicited from parents concerning their WTP to avoid symptoms in their 
children may well include some calculation of lost earnings resulting from having to 
lose a day of work. Estimates from the Dickie and Ulery model therefore (appropriately) 
probably include not only their WTP to have their children avoid the pain and suffering 
associated with their illness, but also the opportunity cost of a parent having to stay 
home with a sick child. Unit values can be found in Table I-5. 

1.4.6 Lower Respiratory Symptoms (LRS) in Children 

See Appendix H, Section H.3.6 for more discussion of LRS. 

In addition to the original value used by the EPA in their benefits analyses, BenMAP 
contains a second unit value is twice the original unit value, or $42.86. This value is 
based on the evidence from Dickie and Ulery (2002) that parents are willing to pay 
about twice as much to avoid symptoms and illness in their children as in themselves. 
The third unit value is based on Model 1, Table III in Dickie and Ulery, assuming that, as 
for URS, a day of LRS consists of 2 symptoms. As noted above, this model relates parental 
WTP to the number of symptom-days avoided and to whether it is the parent or the child at 
issue. The unit value derived from this model is $264. These two additional unit values can be 
found in Table I-5. 

1.4. 7 Any of 19 Respiratory Symptoms 

The presence of "any of 19 acute respiratory symptoms" is a somewhat subjective 
health effect used by Krupnick et al. (1990). Moreover, not all 19 symptoms are listed in 
the Krupnick et al. study. It is therefore not clear exactly what symptoms were included 
in the study. Even if all 19 symptoms were known, it is unlikely that WTP estimates 
could be obtained for all of the symptoms. Finally, even if all 19 symptoms were known 
and WTP estimates could be obtained for all 19 symptoms, the assumption of additivity 
of WTPs becomes tenuous with such a large number of symptoms. The likelihood that 
all 19 symptoms would occur simultaneously, moreover, is very small. 

Acute respiratory symptoms must be either upper respiratory symptoms or lower 
respiratory symptoms. In the absence of further knowledge about which of the two 
types of symptoms is more likely to occur among the "any of 19 acute respiratory 
symptoms," we assumed that they occur with equal probability. Because this health 
endpoint may also consist of combinations of symptoms, it was also assumed that there 
is some (smaller) probability that upper and lower respiratory symptoms occur 
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together. To value avoidance of a day of "the presence of any of 19 acute respiratory 
symptoms" we therefore assumed that this health endpoint consists either of URS, or 
LRS, or both. We also assumed that it is as likely to be URS as LRS and that it is half as 
likely to be both together. That is, it was assumed that "the presence of any of 19 acute 
respiratory symptoms" is a day of URS with 40 percent probability, a day of LRS with 40 
percent probability, and a day of both URS and LRS with 20 percent probability. Using 
the point estimates ofWTP to avoid a day of URS and LRS derived above, the point 
estimate of WTP to avoid a day of "the presence of any of 19 acute respiratory 
symptoms" is: 

(0.40)($33.91) + (0.40)($21.43) + (0.20)($33.91 + $21.43) = $33.20. 

Because this health endpoint is only vaguely defined, and because of the lack of 
information on the relative frequencies of the different combinations of acute 
respiratory symptoms that might qualify as "any of 19 acute respiratory symptoms," the 
unit dollar value derived for this health endpoint must be considered only a rough 
approximation. The value for any of 19 respiratory symptoms can be found in Table I-5. 
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Appendix J. Population & Other Data in U.S. Setup 

This section describes the population, monitor, and demographic data in the United 
States setup. It consists of the following three subsections: 

Population Data. This describes how BenMAP forecasts population; the block-level and 
county-level data underlying the forecasts; and the PopGrid software application, which 
aggregates block-level population data to whatever grid definition might be needed. 

Monitor Data. The default United States setup has ozone, PM2.s, PM10, lead, N02, and 
S02 monitor data for the years 2000-2007. Data for CO are available at the BenMAP 
website:http://www.epa.gov/air /benmap/. 

Demographic Datasets. This subsection describes the various datasets in the U.S. setup 
related to demography: household size, poverty rates, and educational attainment. 

J.1 Population Data in U.S. Setup 

The U.S. setup in BenMAP calculates health impacts for any desired grid definition, so 
long as you have a shapefile for that grid definition and population data for that grid 
definition. In this description, we use the term "population grid cell" to refer to a cell 
(e.g., county) within a grid definition. The foundation for calculating the population 
level in the population grid-cells is 2010 Census block data. A separate application 
called "PopGrid," described below, combines the Census block data with any user
specified set of population grid- cells, so long as they are defined by a GIS shape file. 
Unfortunately, PopGrid relies on extremely large census files that are too large to 
include with BenMAP -- hence the need for the separate application. The PopGrid 
program is available on the BenMAP-CE website here: www.epa.gov/benmap 

Within any given population grid-cell, BenMAP has 304 unique race-ethnicity-gender
age groups: 19 age groups by 2 ethnic groups by gender by 4 racial groups 
(19*2*2*4=304). Table J-1 presents the 304 population variables available in BenMAP. 
As discussed below, these variables are available for use in developing age estimates in 
whatever grouping you require. 

Table J-1. Demographic Groups and Variables Available in BenMAP 

Racial Group Ethnicity Age Gender 

White, African Hispanic, Non- <1, 1-4, 5-9, 10-14, 15-19, 20-24, 25-29, Male, Female 
American, Asian, Hispanic 30-34, 35-39, 40-44, 45-49, 50-54, 55-59, 
American Indian 60-64, 65-69, 70-74, 75-79, 80-84, 85+ 

In this section on population data in the U.S. setup, we describe: 

Forecasting Population. This describes how BenMAP forecasts population. 
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Data Needed. This section describes the block-level and county-level data underlying 
the forecasts. 

PopGrid. This section reviews the PopGrid software application, which aggregates 
block-level population data to whatever grid definition might be need. 

J.1.1 How BenMAP Forecasts Population 

In calculating the population in age groups that may include a portion of one of the pre
specified demographic groups in Table J-1, BenMAP assumes the population is uniformly 
distributed in the age group. For example, to calculate the number of children ages 3 
through 12, BenMAP calculates: 

1 3 
ageJ-12 = 2 x agel-4 + ages-9 + 5 x age10-14 

To estimate population levels for the years after the last Census in 2010, BenMAP scales 
the 2010 Census-based estimate with the ratio of the county-level forecast for the 
future year of interest over the 2010 county-level population level. Woods & Poole 
(2015) provides the county-level population forecasts used to calculate the scaling 
ratios; these data are discussed in detail below. 

In the simplest case, where one is forecasting a single population variable, say, children 
ages 4 to 9 in the year 2020, BenMAP calculates: 

age 4-9,counLy,2020 
age 4-9,g,2020 = age 4-9,g,2010 x 

age 4-9,county,20!0 

Where the gth population grid-cell is wholly located within a given county. 

In the case, where the gth grid-cell includes "n" counties in its boundary, the situation is 
somewhat more complicated. Ben MAP first estimates the fraction of individuals in a given age 
group (e.g., ages 4 to 9) that reside in the part of each county within the gth grid-cell. 
Ben MAP calculates this fraction by simply dividing the population all ages of a given county 
within the gth grid-cell by the total population in the gth grid-cell: 

fr if 
age all,gincounty, 

action () age4-9,gincounty, = ----
ageall,g 

Multiplying this fraction with the number of individuals ages 4 to 9 in the year 2010 
gives an estimate of the number of individuals ages 4 to 9 that reside in the fraction of 
the county within the gth grid-cell in the year 2010: 

age 4-9,gin county,,2010 = age 4-9,g,2010 x fraction age 4-9,gincounty, 
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To then forecast the population in 2020, we scale the 2010 estimate with the ratio of 
the county projection for 2020 to the county projection for 2010: 

age4-9, counly,,2010 
age4-9,g in counly,, 2020 = age4-9,g in counly,,1010 x 

age 4---9, counly, ,2010 

Combining all these steps for "n" counties within the gth grid-cell, we forecast the 
population of persons ages 4 to 9 in the year 2020 as follows: 

Ln total popgincountv, age4-9,counly,,2020 
age4 9 2070 = age4 9 2010 x · x -------- ,g, - -,g, t fl 

c~I OiG popg age4-9,counly,,20!0 

In the case where there are multiple age groups and multiple counties, BenMAP first 
calculates the forecasted population level for individual age groups, and then combines 
the fore casted age groups. In calculating the number of children ages 4 to 12, BenMAP 
calculates: 

n total pop mcoun - age4 9 ~070 
aoe = """'aoe x g /y,_ x - 'COUn/y,,L ~ 

b 4-9,g,2020 L.., b 4-9,g,2010 t t l 
c~I Oa popg age4-9,coun1y,,2010 

~ total pop g zn count)', agel0-1410-14_ coun!J'--,2020 

age10-14,g,2020 = L.., age10-14,g,2010 x t t l x - · · 
c~l 0 a pop g agel0-14, counly, ,2010 

3 
age4-12,g.2020 = age4-9, g,2020 + 5 x age10-14, g,2020 

J.1.2 Data Needed for Forecasting 

Underlying the population forecasts in BenMAP there are block-level databases used to 
provide year 2010 population estimates and a county-level database of forecast ratios. Both 
files have the same set of 304 race-ethnicity-gender-age population groups. 

The block-level data is typically not used directly in BenMAP, and instead is used with 
the PopGrid software (described below) to provide year 2010 estimates for a grid 
definition of interest (e.g., 12 kilometer CMAQ grid). The output from PopGrid with the 
year 2010 population estimates can then be loaded into BenMAP. 

The county-level data comes pre-installed in the U.S. setup, and is not something that 
the user needs to load herself. These data are simply county-level ratios of a year (2009, 
2011-2050) and year 2010 population data for each county and each of the 304 race
ethnicity-gender-age population groups. 

We describe the development of each databases below. 
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J.1.2.1 Block-Level Census 2010 

There are about five million "blocks" in the United States, and for each block we have 
304 race-ethnicity-gender-age groups. The block-level population database is created 
separately for each state, in order to make the data more manageable. (A single national 
file of block data would be about six gigabytes.) 

The initial block file from the U.S. Census Bureau is not in the form needed. The block 
data has 7 racial categories and 23 age groups, as opposed to the 4 and 19 used in 
BenMAP. Table J-2 summarizes the initial set of variables and the final desired set of 
variables. 

Table J-2. Race, Ethnicity and Age Variables in 2010 Census Block Data 

Type Race Ethnicity Gender Age 

Initial White Alone, Black Alone, -- Male, 0-4, 5-9, 10-14, 15-17, 18-
Variables Native American Alone, Asian Female 19, 20, 21, 22-24, 25-29, 
(SFl file) Alone, Pacific 30-34, 35-39, 40-44, 45-

Islander/Hawaiian Alone, Other 49, 50-54, 55-59, 60-61, 
Alone, Two or More Alone 62-64, 65-66, 67-69, 70-

74, 75-79, 80-84, 85+ 

Final White, African-American, Asian- Hispanic, Female, <l,1-4, 5-9, 10-14, 15-19, 
Desired American, Native-American Non- Male 20-24, 25-29, 30-34, 35-
Variables Hispanic 39, 40-44, 45-49, 50-54, 

55-59, 60-64, 65-69, 70-
74, 75-79, 80-84, 85+ 

The initial set of input files are as follows. 

Census 2010 block-level and tract-level files (Summary File 1) 
Data:http://www2.census.gov/census_2010/04-Summary_File_1/ 
Docs: http://www.census.gov/prod/cen2010/doc/sf1.pdf 

Census 2000 MARS national-level summary 
Docs: http://www.census.gov/popest/archives/files/MRSF-01-USl.pdf 

The SF1 tract-level and MARS data, as described below, are needed to reorganize the 
variables that come initially in the block-levelSFl file. (For the sake of completeness, we 
note that there exists a county-level Census 2000 MARS file; however, due to major 
population count discrepancies between the county-level MARS file and block-level SF1 
file, we used only the nation-level summary table. Tables in MARS documentation file 
did not have the discrepancies that the county-level file had. We were unable to get an 
adequate explanation of this from the U.S. Census.) 

The steps in preparing the data are as follows: 

1. Adjust Age-classifications: 
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We combined some age groups in the block-level SF1 data to match the age groups 
wanted for BenMAP. For example, we combined age groups 15-17 and 18-19 to create 
the 15-19 age group used in BenMAP. Then, in the case of the 0-4 age group, we split it 
into <1and1-4 using the tract-level SF1 data, which gave us the fraction of 0-4 year
olds who are <1. 

2. Fill in Missing Racial-Ethnic Interactions: 

We used the tract-level SF1 data to calculate the fraction of Hispanics in each ethnically
aggregated subpopulation from the block-level data, by age and sex. We used these 
fractions to distribute each age-sex-race-block-level datum into Hispanics and non
Hispanics. 

3. Assign "Other" and "Multi-Racial" to the Remaining Four Racial Categories: 

We assign the "Other" race category in two steps. First, based on the national MARS 
data, we estimated how many people in the "multi-racial" category checked off "some 
other race" as one of their races, for Hispanics and non-Hispanics separately. In each 
age-sex-race-block-level datum, we added those people to "other race" category to 
create the re-distribution pool, analogously to the method implemented by Census 
while creating MARS data (see U.S. Census Bureau, 2002a, Table 1, below). Second, 
based on the national re-allocation fractions for Hispanics and non-Hispanics (derived 
from the MARS data), we assigned the "Other" race into the four races of interest and 
"multi-race". 

After the assignment of the "Other" race category, we then assigned "multi-racial" 
category to the four racial categories, using state fractions of these races in each age
sex-race-block- level datum. 
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J.1.2.2 County-Level Forecasts 

Woods & Poole (2015) developed county-level forecasts for each year from 2000 
through 2050, by age and gender for non-Hispanic White, African-American, Asian
American, and Native-American and for all Hispanics. The detailed documentation can 
be found athttp://www.woodsandpoole.com/pdfs/CED15.pdf. As discussed below, the 
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adjustments necessary to prepare the data for use in BenMAP are relatively 
straightforward. 

For each non-Hispanic subset of the population and each year from 2000-2050, we 
divided the Woods and Poole population for that year by the Woods and Poole 
population for that subset in 2010. These serve as the growth coefficients for the non
Hispanic subsets of each race. We used a similar calculation to determine the growth 
rates for the Hispanic population. We assume that each Hispanic race grows at the same 
rate, and use these growth rates for the Hispanic subsets of each race. 2 

Matching Age Groups Used in BenMAP 

There are 86 age groups, so it is a simple matter of aggregating age groups to match the 
19 used in BenMAP. 

Matching Counties Used in U.S. Census 

The county geographic boundaries used by Woods & Poole are somewhat more 
aggregated than the county definitions used in the 2010 Census and those in BenMAP, 
and the FIPS codes used by Woods and Poole are not always the standard codes used in 
the Census. To make the Woods and Poole data consistent with the county definitions in 
BenMAP, we disaggregated the Woods and Poole data and changed some of the FIPS 
codes to match the U.S. Census. 

Calculating Growth Ratios with Zero Population in 2010 

There are a small number of cases were the 2010 county population for a specific 
demographic group is zero, so the ratio of any future year to the year 2010 data is 
undefined. In these relatively rare cases, we prepared statewide and national totals and 
used ratios at the higher levels of geographic aggregation when the more local ratios 
caused divide-by-zero errors. 

J.1.3 PopGrid 

If the geographic center of a Census block falls within a population grid-cell, PopGrid 
assigns the block population to this particular population grid-cell. Note that the grid
cells in an air quality model, such as CMAQ, may cross multiple county boundaries. 
PopGrid keeps track of the total number of people in each race-ethnic group by county 
within a particular population grid-cell. Of course, when the population grid-cell is for 
U.S. counties, then there is only a single county associated with the population grid-cell. 
However, with air quality models, there can clearly be multiple counties in a population 
grid-cell. 

2 Previous versions of the Ben MAP-CE program used a different methodology whereby population estimates 
for 2000 - 2009 were adjusted using the ratio of 2000 Woods & Poole estimated population and 2000 Census 
population. 
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Keeping track of the total number of people in a county is necessary when forecasting 
population, as the population forecast for a given grid cell is equal to the year 2010 
population estimate from the Census Bureau multiplied by the ratio of future-year to 
year 2010 county population estimates from Woods & Poole. BenMAP assumes that all 
age-gender groups within a given race-ethnic group have the same geographic 
distribution. 

J.1.3.1 How to Use PopGrid 

After installing PopGrid, double-click on the PopGrid executable "PopGrid4.exe." The 
following screen will appear: 

Step 1: Data [I S~p 2: Sh<>pe File l Step 3-: Run l 

Census Data Flies Direcmry: ic:\F'opGrid\Data3 

Result F'opv!alion File: Browse 

The Census Data Files Directory box points PopGrid to where the block data are 
located that PopGrid uses. Make sure that the files in this directory are unzipped. This 
data folder should look something like the following: 
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Folders 

f~ L) Drivers 

£ '.Q ESRI 

C;;MDT 

L) NALCache 

:f :(> NDPS 

:f: <;.;; ~10·1e11 
"' :~~~~ PopGrid 

~ball 
L:i GISData 

b Logs 

b Results 

<~~~)Temp 
.c.: :·(;~;,Program Files 

:£ L) Abt Associates 

;:+:: :o Abt Associates Inc 

'*' {j Adobe 

Name 

[~ Censusl.dat 
[~ Census2.dat 
@census3.dat 
•irif Census4.dat 
•g Censu";S.dat 
@census6.dat 
~ Census7.dat 
[~ Census8.dat 
@census9.dat 
•irif CensuslO.dat 
•gcensu";11.dat 
@censusl2.dat 
~Census13.dat 
[~ Census14.dat 
@censusl5.dat 
•irif Censusl6.dat 
•g Censu";l7 .dat 
@censusl8.dat 
~ Censusl9.dat 
•@census20.dat 

x »'~'· M'J 

Size• 
310,061 KEI 
310,198 KEI 

98,174 KB 
129 .. 114 KB 
101,976 KB 
190,656 KEI 
99,264 KEI 

306,547 KB 
100,278 KB 
30 .. 222 KB 
19,628 KB 
47,708 KEI 

122,196 KEI 
88,672 KB 
97,338 KB 

139 .. 195 KB 
73,325 KB 

192,125 KEI 
5,270 KEI 

51 303 KB 
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: .00000000,: 

i tLEU"'" 

Type 

DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 
DAT File 

Date Modified 

2/25/2008 4: 38 AM 
2/24/2008 7:36 .6.M 
2/24/2008 7:37 AM 
2/24/2008 6:51 AM 
2(24/2008 7:21 AM 
2/24/2008 6: 49 AM 
2/24/2008 8:00 AM 
2/24/2008 7: 11 .6.M 
2/24/2008 7: 19 AM 
2/24/2008 7:01 AM 
2(24/2008 7: 18 AM 
2/24/2008 7: 13 AM 
2/24/2008 7:02 AM 
2/24/2008 8:04 .6.M 
2/24/2008 7:47 AM 
2/24/2008 7:22 AM 
2(24/2008 6:52 AM 
2/24/2008 7: 05 AM 
2/24/2008 7: 16 AM 
2/24/2008 6:57 .6.M 

The Result Population File box provides the path and the name of the file that you want to 
create. In the example above, PopGrid is being used to estimate population for the intersection 
of air basins and counties in California (CA_AirBasin_by_County). 

Click on the Step 2: Shape File tab. Choose the shapefile that you want to use. The example 
for air basins and counties in California looks as follows: 
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!:!<=Ip 

Step 1.: Data Step 2: Shape F;!e [~ Sb:p .3: Re1n ~ 

The shijpH fi!e rnust b.e prnj.etJed •Nith the Genqn_;ph;c Crmn-1inatfi Syste;T1: Nnrth AtTierir.iff' Di1trnT1 1983, 
The attrihutfi (drf) fil.e must have the ccluni11s COL end ROW an<:1 the value pairs 1nust [)\'i uniq1w .. 

After choosing your shapefile, which must contain a column/row index, go to the Step 
3: Run tab, which should look as follows: 
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. Stl:p 1: Data ·1 Step .2: Shape File Step 3: Run ! 

I County I Tract 

Click Run. PopGrid will now begin processing. It can take a very long time to run. When 
PopGrid has finished running, check the log file. The log file notes the start time, the 
files that PopGrid used, and the end time. Also, at the very end of the log file, PopGrid notes 
the number of people that PopGrid assigned to your grid definition ("Population covered 
by grid") and the number of people that PopGrid determined are outside of your grid 
definition ("Population outside grid"). 
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File Edit Format View Help 
Records processed 5110000 
Records processed 5120000 
Records processed 5130000 
Records processed 5140000 
Records processed 5150000 
Records processed 5160000 
Records processed 5170000 
Records processed 5180000 
Records processed 5190000 
Records processed 5200000 
Records processed 5210000 
Records processed : 5220000 
Reading census file CENSLJS48.dat 
Records processed : 5230000 
Recor·ds processed : 5240000 
Records processed : 5 2 5 0000 
Records processed : 5260000 
Reading census file CENSLJS49.dat 
Records processed : 5270000 
Recor·ds processed : 5280000 
MEMORYTABLE size : 13771108 
saving main table. 
Finished @ 6/18/2008 10:39:42 PM 
2000 CENSUS : 
Population covered by grid : 13749883 
Population outside grid: 265833554 

H.1.3.2 PopGrid Output 

Appendix J: Population & Other Data in U.S. Setup 

PopGrid generates two files. One file has the number of people in each grid cell for each 
of the 304 race-ethnicity-gender-age demographic groups available in PopGrid. Table J
S presents an example of what the population file looks like from PopGrid. The Row and 
Column uniquely identify each grid cell. Note that the Race, Ethnicity, Gender and 
AgeRange variables are precisely defined (see section on loading population data 
LoadData_Setups_P opulation). 

Table J-5. Population File Fragment from PopGrid 

Row Column Year Population Race Ethnicity Gender AgeRange 

58 81 2000 1.54 WHITE HISPANIC MALE OTOO 

58 81 2000 0.03 BLACK HISPANIC MALE OTOO 

58 81 2000 0.01 NATAMER HISPANIC MALE OTOO 

58 81 2000 0.01 ASIAN HISPANIC MALE OTOO 

58 81 2000 4.86 WHITE HISPANIC MALE 1T04 

58 81 2000 0.12 BLACK HISPANIC MALE 1T04 

58 81 2000 0.03 NATAMER HISPANIC MALE 1T04 

58 81 2000 0.03 ASIAN HISPANIC MALE 1T04 

58 81 2000 6.79 WHITE HISPANIC MALE 5T09 

58 81 2000 0.21 BLACK HISPANIC MALE 5T09 

58 81 2000 0.05 NATAMER HISPANIC MALE 5T09 

58 81 2000 0.05 ASIAN HISPANIC MALE 5T09 

58 81 2000 0.90 WHITE HISPANIC MALE 10T014 

58 81 2000 0.04 BLACK HISPANIC MALE 10T014 
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Row Column Year Population Race Ethnicity Gender Age Range 

58 81 2000 0.01 NATAMER HISPANIC MALE 10T014 

58 81 2000 0.01 ASIAN HISPANIC MALE 10T014 

58 81 2000 3.44 WHITE HISPANIC MALE 15T019 

58 81 2000 0.15 BLACK HISPANIC MALE 15T019 

58 81 2000 0.04 NATAMER HISPANIC MALE 15T019 

58 81 2000 0.04 ASIAN HISPANIC MALE 15T019 

58 81 2000 1.49 WHITE HISPANIC MALE 20T024 

58 81 2000 0.06 BLACK HISPANIC MALE 20T024 

58 81 2000 0.02 NATAMER HISPANIC MALE 20T024 

58 81 2000 0.03 ASIAN HISPANIC MALE 20T024 

58 81 2000 1.93 WHITE HISPANIC MALE 25T029 

58 81 2000 0.04 BLACK HISPANIC MALE 25T029 

58 81 2000 0.01 NATAMER HISPANIC MALE 25T029 

58 81 2000 0.01 ASIAN HISPANIC MALE 25T029 

58 81 2000 1.87 WHITE HISPANIC MALE 30T034 

58 81 2000 0.08 BLACK HISPANIC MALE 30T0 3 4 

PopGrid generates a second file that keeps track of the fraction of the total population in 
each of the eight race-ethnic groups that comes from each county in the United States. 
Table J-5 presents a sample. The SourceCol and SourceRow uniquely identify each 
county, and the TargetCol and TargetRow uniquely identify each grid cell. The Value 
variable gives the fraction of the total population in the grid cell for a given race-ethnic 
group that comes from the "source" county. 

When a grid cell lies completely within a county, then the fraction will be 1. When a grid 
cell is in more than county, then the sum of the fractions across the counties for a given 
race-ethnic group must sum to one. In Table J-6, you can see that for grid cell 
(TargetCol=123, TargetRow=18) that the fraction of Asian Non-Hispanic coming from 
county (SourceCol=16, SourceRow=71) is 0.49 and for county (SourceCol=49, 
SourceRow=3) the fraction is 0.51. In this case, about half the population of Asian Non
Hispanics comes from each of the two counties. In the case of Black Hispanics, the 
fraction from county (SourceCol=16, SourceRow=71) is only 0.12, with most Black 
Hispanics in this grid cell coming from county (SourceCol=49, SourceRow=3). 

Table J-6. Population-Weight File Fragment from PopGrid 

SourceCol Source Row TargetCol TargetRow Race Ethnicity Value Year 

16 71 123 18 ASIAN NON- 0.49 2000 
HISPANIC 

16 71 123 18 ASIAN HISPANIC 0.21 2000 

16 71 123 18 BLACK NON- 0.49 2000 
HISPANIC 

16 71 123 18 BLACK HISPANIC 0.12 2000 
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SourceCol Source Row TargetCol TargetRow Race Ethnicity Value Year 
16 71 123 18 NATAMER NON- 0.98 2000 

HISPANIC 

16 71 123 18 NATAMER HISPANIC 0.43 2000 

16 71 123 18 WHITE NON- 0.23 2000 
HISPANIC 

16 71 123 18 WHITE HISPANIC 0.06 2000 

49 3 123 18 ASIAN NON- 0.51 2000 
HISPANIC 

49 3 123 18 ASIAN HISPANIC 0.79 2000 

49 3 123 18 BLACK NON- 0.51 2000 
HISPANIC 

49 3 123 18 BLACK HISPANIC 0.88 2000 

49 3 123 18 NATAMER NON- 0.02 2000 
HISPANIC 

49 3 123 18 NATAMER HISPANIC 0.57 2000 

49 3 123 18 WHITE NON- 0.77 2000 
HISPANIC 

49 3 123 18 WHITE HISPANIC 0.94 2000 

6 23 45 1 ASIAN NON- 0.00 2000 
HISPANIC 

6 23 45 1 ASIAN HISPANIC 0.00 2000 

6 23 45 1 BLACK NON- 0.00 2000 
HISPANIC 

6 23 45 1 BLACK HISPANIC 0.00 2000 

6 23 45 1 NATAMER NON- 1.00 2000 
HISPANIC 

6 23 45 1 NATAMER HISPANIC 1.00 2000 

6 23 45 1 WHITE NON- 1.00 2000 
HISPANIC 

6 23 45 1 WHITE HISPANIC 1.00 2000 

6 23 45 2 ASIAN NON- 1.00 2000 
HISPANIC 

6 23 45 2 ASIAN HISPANIC 1.00 2000 

6 23 45 2 BLACK NON- 1.00 2000 
HISPANIC 

6 23 45 2 BLACK HISPANIC 1.00 2000 

6 23 45 2 NATAMER NON- 1.00 2000 
HISPANIC 

6 23 45 2 NATAMER HISPANIC 1.00 2000 

6 23 45 2 WHITE NON- 1.00 2000 
HISPANIC 

6 23 45 2 WHITE HISPANIC 1.00 2000 
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J.2 Monitor Data in U.S. Setup 

BenMAP-ready data files were created from 2000 through 2013, as reported to the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) Air Quality System (AQS) for PM2.s and 
ozone. Table J-7 summarizes the data sources and vintage of the processed data. 

Table J-7. Underlying Data Sources for BenMAP Air Quality Data File 

AQS 
Parameter 

Pollutant Code Year Data Source 
2000-2013 PM 2.s 88101 

l--O-zo_n_e--+--4-4-2 0-1--+-2-0-00---2-0-13---1 httmUf_w]{yW,_~p_;,=i,govjQ_!Jtd_QQJ::a_iI_:_g_!Jali-tY_:_d_!lJf! 

The AQS data were uploaded to the STI Air Quality Archive (AQA) Oracle database. The 
AQA database performs additional quality control (QC) checks against the AQS data, 
such as uniqueness by AQS site, method, parameter occurrence code (POC), and 
duration codes; checks of minimum and maximum values; and maximum rate of change 
between consecutive data values (where appropriate). The specific QC checks imposed 
on the BenMAP data are outlined in Table J-8. No maximum value filters were applied to 
the concentration data. High aerosol concentration values caused by dust storms or 
other exceptional events are included in the BenMAP-ready data files. 

Table J-8. Pollutant-Specific QC Checks Performed in AQA 

AQS Acceptable 
Parameter Concentration Maximum Rate 

Pollutant Code Range of Change 

PM2.s 88101 > = 0 ~tg/m3 -

Ozone 44201 > = 0 ppb 60ppb 

J.2.1 Data Processing 

STI developed data processing procedures consistent with those used in the past by Abt 
Associates to create air quality data for files for use in the BenMAP model. Critical data 
processing rules implemented in the deliverable data are listed below: 

Data delivered by STI are reported with consistent units: µg/m 3 for aerosols, and ppb 
for ozone. 

The "monitor name" field is populated by concatenating the AQS site, parameter, and 
POC codes. 

The "monitor description" field is populated with the following metadata: method code, 
land use, location setting, POC, and AQS parameter code. The AQS probe location and 
monitoring objective code fields are left blank in STI-processed data. 
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The data were formatted with one record per site, pollutant, POC, and year for use in 
the Ben MAP program. Data for 365 days, or 8, 7 60 hourly values, are expected per 
record. This format is satisfied regardless of leap years; an average of February 28 and 
29 data are reported. 

The monitoring method is allowed to change over the course of a year. To provide a 
more complete record, data with multiple method codes for a given site, parameter, 
POC, and year were combined and the first reported method code was reported in the 
BenMAP-ready data files. 

Aerosol data collected with 24-hr sample durations were used before data collected 
with underlying 1-hr sample durations. One-hour sampling duration data are used for 
ozone, N02, S02, and CO. 

J.2.2 Output Files 

Table H-8 lists the number of monitors by pollutant and year, represented in the 
resulting Ben MAP-ready data files. The AQS Parameter Code for PM 2.s is 88101 and for Ozone is 
44201. 

Table J-9. Number of Monitors by Pollutant and Year Included in BenMAP 

Year 
Number of Monitors by Year 

PMz.s Ozone 

2000 1,295 1,138 

2001 1,336 1,184 

2002 1,331 1,191 

2003 1,311 1,210 

2004 1,222 1,207 

2005 1,264 1,195 

2006 1,202 1,201 

2007 1,156 1,228 

2008 1,188 1,236 

2009 1,265 1,244 

2010 1,289 1,272 

2011 1,283 1,325 

2012 1,278 1,314 

2013 1,306 1,310 
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J.3 Demographic Datasets in U.S. Setup 

The U.S. setup includes county-level data on household size, poverty status, educational 
attainment, unemployment, health insurance coverage, and occupational status. These 
datasets are included in the EPA Standard Variables dataset under Variable Datasets. We 
describe the data sources and processing methodology for each dataset below. 

J.3.1 Household Size 

To generate average household size for each county, we utilize ACS 5-year estimates for 
2012 to 2016. Average household size was provided by ACS at the county level for all 
counties except for two, for which data were not available. 3 For these counties, we 
applied the state level average household size. 

J.3.2 Educational Attainment 

We use data from the ACS to provide county-level summaries of educational attainment 
stratified by race and ethnicity. These data represent 5-year average ACS estimates 
from 2012 to 2016. Specifically, the data included in BenMAP span two broad education 
categories: no high school diploma, and high school diploma (or equivalency) and 
above. The latter category includes individuals with a high school diploma (or 
equivalency), some college, college degree, or post-graduate degree. 4 

For both education groups (with/without HS diploma), we estimate the fraction of the 
race- and origin-specific county population (ages 2 5 years and above) in each education 
group. Thus, the two estimates sum to one for each county (within a given race 
category). To generate these values, we summed population estimates across genders 
and education groups for four race categories (White; Black or African American; 
American Indian and Alaska Native; and Asian and Pacific Islanders) and two ethnicity 
categories (Hispanic and Non-Hispanic). To generate the Asian and Pacific Islander 
group, we had to sum population estimates from (1) the Asian dataset and (2) the 
Pacific Islander dataset. For Non-Hispanic estimates, we subtracted Hispanic population 
from the total population to generate point estimates. Both the Hispanic and Non
Hispanic categories span the other race categories. 

All estimates were generated at the county level for 3,109 counties in the contiguous 
United States.5 For each estimate, we generate a coefficient of variation (CV) equal to 
the ratio of the standard error to the point estimate. For counties with a CV greater than 
0.3, we impute the county-level estimate with a state-level estimate following Census 

3 The two counties without data were Shannon County, South Dakota (FIPS Code 46113) and Bedford, 
Virginia (FIPS Code 51515). 
4 Before BenMAP-CE version 1.4, the program included five education categories: no high school diploma, 
high school diploma (or equivalency), some college, college degree, and post graduate degree. 
sin 2010, Bedford city, Virginia was deleted from the list of counties in the U.S. Due to BenMAP's grid 
definition, we continue to include Bedford city (FIPS code 51515) in this update. We impute the value for this 
county with the state level estimate. For further information, please see the Census website: 
https://www.census.gov/geo /reference/county-changes.html 
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guidance, which defines any estimate with a CV greater than 0.3 as low reliability and to 
be used with extreme caution (King et al. 2015). 

In addition to the race- and origin-specific files, aggregated county-level files are 
included in Ben MAP that represent the fraction of the total county population in each 
education category. 

J.3.3 Poverty Status 

To determine the poverty status among different age, race and ethnicity groups at the 
county level, we utilize ACS 5-year estimates from 2012 to 2016. Each resulting dataset 
represents the fraction of the demographic group (defined by age, race, and ethnicity) 
in the county that falls below the federal poverty line. Following the imputation 
methodology described above, we generate poverty estimates for combinations of four 
race and two ethnicity categories (White; Black or African American; American Indian 
and Alaska Native; Asian and Pacific Islanders; Hispanic; and Non-Hispanic) and three 
age categories (0 to 17 years old, 18 to 64 years old, and 65 years old and up). We also 
include aggregated statistics for the county overall, for each age group, for each race, 
and for each ethnicity. The EPA Standard Variables dataset also includes one aggregated 
dataset (poor200) representing the fraction of the county-level population below 200% 
of the poverty line. 

J.3.4 Unemployment Rates 

We use monthly county-level unemployment rates from the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
for the period from February 2017 to February 2018. The value calculated in BenMAP
CE represents the average employment rate across all months within this time period. 
The unemployment rate was calculated by dividing the number of unemployed workers 
in each county by the county's total labor force. We note that the labor force does not 
include discouraged workers, people who have permanently left the labor force (e.g., 
retirees), and individuals who have not yet entered the labor force. Thus, the rates do 
not reflect the fraction of the population in Ben MAP-CE that is not employed. We 
impute values for two counties using state unemployment rates, calculated by taking 
the total number of unemployed individuals within the state for each month, dividing 
by the total labor force within the state for the month, and averaging over all months. 

J.3.5 Health Insurance 

We use 2016 data from the Small Area Health Insurance Estimates (SAHIE) collected by 
the U.S. Census Bureau to calculate the percentage of individuals without health 
insurance in each county. Total numbers of individuals with and without health 
insurance by county were downloaded for the year 2016. The SAHIE data provides the 
number of individuals with and without health insurance by county, disaggregated into 
three age groups: 18 to 65, 40 to 65, and under 65. Using these data, we calculated the 
percent of people uninsured by county for the age groups 1 to 17, 18-39, 40-64, and 
under 65. As an example of this calculation, we subtracted the 18 to 65 uninsured 
population from the under 65 uninsured population to generate the 1 to 17 uninsured 
population. This value is then divided by the total 1 to 17 population (derived in the 
same manner) to estimate the uninsured rate. 
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There were two identical rows of data for the Washington, D.C. area (FIPS Code 11000 
and 11001); we use FIPS code 11001. Shannon County, SD changed FIPS code in 2015 
from 46113 to 46102; we changed the code to 46113 to match the BenMAP-CE county 
grid definition. Lastly, Bedford City, VA merged with Bedford County, VA in 2013, so 
data for Bedford County, VA (FIPS 51019) were used for Bedford City, VA (FIPS 51515). 

J.3.6 Blue Collar Workers 

We use five-year estimates (2012-2016) from the ACS to estimate the fraction of each 
county's labor force employed in white collar and blue collar occupations. The dataset 
includes the number of employed individuals over 16 that work within five occupation 
categories. We assign each of these five occupations to either the blue collar or white 
collar designation, as shown in Table J-10. 

Table J-10. Mapping Occupations to Blue Collar and White Collar Designations 

Management, business, science and arts White collar 

Service White collar 

Sales and office White collar 

Natural resources, construction and maintenance Blue collar 

Production, transportation and material moving Blue collar 

We calculate the fraction of each county in blue collar professions by dividing the total 
number of individuals employed in blue collar jobs by the total number of employed 
individuals within each county. The same calculation is done for white collar 
professions. We adjust FIPS codes to match the BenMAP-CE county grid definition, as 
described in section J.3.5. 
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Appendix K. Uncertainty & Pooling 
This Appendix discusses the treatment of uncertainty in BenMAP, both for incidence 
changes and associated dollar benefits. Some background is then given on pooling 
methodology. Finally, the mechanics of the various Pooling Methods available in 
BenMAP are discussed in detail, including Subjective Weight based pooling, Fixed 
Effects pooling, Random/ Fixed Effects pooling, and independent and dependent Sum 
and Subtraction. 

K.1 Uncertainty 

Although there are several sources of uncertainty affecting estimates of incidence 
changes and associated benefits, the sources of uncertainty that are most readily 
quantifiable in benefit analyses are uncertainty surrounding the health impact 
functions and uncertainty surrounding unit dollar values. The total dollar benefit 
associated with a given endpoint group depends on how much the endpoint group will 
change in the control scenario (e.g., how many premature deaths will be avoided) and 
how much each unit of change is worth (e.g., how much a statistical death avoided is 
worth). 

Both the uncertainty about the incidence changes and uncertainty about unit dollar 
values can be characterized by distributions. Each "uncertainty distribution" 
characterizes our beliefs about what the true value of an unknown (e.g., the true change 
in incidence of a given health effect) is likely to be, based on the available information 
from relevant studies. Although such an "uncertainty distribution" is not formally a 
Bayesian posterior distribution, it is very similar in concept and function (see, for 
example, the discussion of the Bayesian approach in Kennedy 1990, pp. 168-172). 
Unlike a sampling distribution (which describes the possible values that an estimator of 
an unknown value might take on), this uncertainty distribution describes our beliefs 
about what values the unknown value itself might be. 

Such uncertainty distributions can be constructed for each underlying unknown (such 
as a particular pollutant coefficient for a particular location) or for a function of several 
underlying unknowns (such as the total dollar benefit of a regulation). In either case, an 
uncertainty distribution is a characterization of our beliefs about what the unknown (or 
the function of unknowns) is likely to be, based on all the available relevant 
information. Uncertainty statements based on such distributions are typically 
expressed as 90 percent credible intervals. This is the interval from the fifth percentile 
point of the uncertainty distribution to the ninety-fifth percentile point. The 90 percent 
credible interval is a "credible range" within which, according to the available 
information (embodied in the uncertainty distribution of possible values), we believe 
the true value to lie with 90 percent probability. The uncertainty surrounding both 
incidence estimates and dollar benefits estimates can be characterized quantitatively in 
BenMAP. Each is described separately below. 
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K.1.1 Characterization of Uncertainty Surrounding Incidence Changes 

To calculate point estimates of the changes in incidence of a given adverse health effect 
associated with a given set of air quality changes, BenMAP performs a series of 
calculations at each grid-cell. First, it accesses the health impact functions needed for 
the analysis, and then it accesses any data needed by the health impact functions. 
Typically, these include the grid-cell population, the change in population exposure at 
the grid-cell, and the appropriate baseline incidence rate. BenMAP then calculates the 
change in incidence of adverse health effects for each selected health impact function. 
The resulting incidence change is stored, and BenMAP proceeds to the next grid-cell, 
where the above process is repeated. 

In Latin Hypercube mode, BenMAP reflects the uncertainty surrounding estimated 
incidence changes (resulting from the sampling uncertainty surrounding the pollutant 
coefficients in the health impact functions used) by producing a distribution of possible 
incidence changes rather than a single point estimate. To do this, it uses the distribution 
(Dist Beta) associated with the pollutant coefficient (Beta, or~), and potentially the 
point estimate (Beta) and two parameters (PlBeta, P2Beta). Typically, pollutant 
coefficients are normally distributed, with mean Beta and standard deviation Pl Beta. 

BenMAP uses an N-point Latin Hypercube to represent the underlying distribution of~ 
and to create a corresponding distribution of incidence changes in each population grid 
cell, where N is specified by you. The Latin Hypercube method represents an underlying 
distribution by N percentile points of the distribution, where the nth percentile point is 
equal to: 

(n-l)x 100 + 100 
N 2N 

The Latin Hypercube method is used to enhance computer processing efficiency. It is a 
sampling method that divides a probability distribution into intervals of equal probability, with 
an assumption value for each interval assigned according to the interval's probability distribution. 
Compared with conventional Monte Carlo sampling, the Latin Hypercube approach is 
more precise over a fewer number of trials because the distribution is sampled in a 
more even, consistent manner (Decisioneering. 1996, pp. 104-105). 

Suppose, for example, that you elect to use a 20-point Latin Hypercube. BenMAP would then 
represent the distribution of~ by 20 percentile points, specifically the 2.Sth, 7.Sth, ... , 97.Sth. To do 
this, the inverse cumulative distribution function specified by the distribution of~ is called with 
the input probability equal to each the 20 percentile points. BenMAP then generates an 
estimate of the incidence change in a grid-cell for each of these values of~, resulting in a 
distribution of N incidence changes. This distribution is stored, and Ben MAP proceeds to the 
next population grid-cell, where the process is repeated. 
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K.1.2 Characterization of Uncertainty Surrounding Dollar Benefits 

The uncertainty distribution of the dollar benefits associated with a given health or 
welfare effect is derived from the two underlying uncertainty distributions - the 
distribution of the change in incidence of the effect (number of cases avoided) and the 
distribution of the value of a case avoided (the "unit value"). The derivation of the 
uncertainty distribution for incidence change is described above. The distributions used 
to characterize the uncertainty surrounding unit values are described in detail in the 
appendix on the Economic Value of Health Effects. As noted in that Appendix, a variety 
of distributions have been used to characterize the uncertainty of unit values, including 
uniform, triangular, normal, and Weibull. 

To represent the underlying distribution of uncertainty surrounding unit values, a 100-
point Latin Hypercube is generated in the same way described in the previous section for the 
distribution of~. That is, the unit value distribution is represented using the O.Sth, 1.Sth, .. ., and 
99.Sth percentile values of its distribution. 

A distribution of the uncertainty surrounding the dollar benefits associated with a given 
endpoint is then derived from Latin Hypercube values generated to represent the change in 
incidence and the Latin Hypercube values generated to represent the unit value distribution. To 
derive this new distribution, each of the 100 unit values is multiplied by each of the N incidence 
change values, yielding a set of 100 * N dollar benefits. These values are sorted low to high and 
binned down to a final distribution of N dollar benefit values. 

K.2 Pooling 

There is often more than one study that has estimated a health impact function for a 
given pollutant-health endpoint combination. Each study provides an estimate of the 
pollutant coefficient, ~'along with a measure of the uncertainty of the estimate. Because 
uncertainty decreases as sample size increases, combining data sets is expected to yield more 
reliable estimates of~' and therefore more reliable estimates of the incidence change predicted 
using~· Combining data from several comparable studies in order to analyze them together is 
often referred to as meta-analysis. 

For a number of reasons, including data confidentiality, it is often impractical or 
impossible to combine the original data sets. Combining the results of studies in order to 
produce better estimates of~ provides a second-best but still valuable way to synthesize 
information. This is referred to as pooling. Pooling B's requires that all of the studies contributing 
estimates of~ use the same functional form for the health impact function. That is, the Ws must be 
measuring the same thing. 

It is also possible to pool the study-specific estimates of incidence change derived from 
the health impact functions, instead of pooling the underlying Ws themselves. For a variety 
ofreasons, this is often possible when it is not feasible to pool the underlying Ws. For example, if 
one study is log-linear and another is linear, we could not pool the B's because they are not 
different estimates of a coefficient in the same health impact function, but are instead estimates of 
coefficients in different health impact functions. We can, however, calculate the incidence 
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change predicted by each health impact function (for a given change in pollutant concentration 
and, for the log-linear function, a given baseline incidence rate), and pool these incidence 
changes. BenMAP allows the pooling of incidence changes predicted by several studies for 
the same pollutant-health endpoint group combination. It also allows the pooling of the 
corresponding study-specific estimates of monetary benefits. 

As with estimates based on only a single study, BenMAP allows you to characterize the 
uncertainty surrounding pooled estimates of incidence change and/ or monetary benefit To do 
this, BenMAP pools the study-specific distributions of incidence changes (or monetary 
benefit) to derive a pooled distribution. This pooled distribution incorporates information 
from all the studies used in the pooling procedure. 

K.2.1 Weights Used for Pooling 

The relative contribution of any one study in the pooling process depends on the weight 
assigned to that study. A key component of the pooling process, then, is the 
determination of the weight given to each study. There are various methods that can be 
used to assign weights to studies. Below we discuss the possible weighting schemes 
that are available in BenMAP. 

K.2.1.1 Subjective Weights 

BenMAP allows you the option of specifying the weights to be used. Suppose, for 
example, you want to simply average all study-specific results. You would then assign a 
weight of 1/N to each of the N study-specific distributions that are to be pooled. Note 
that subjective weights are limited to two decimal places, and are normalized to sum to 
one, if they do not already sum to one. 

K.2.1.2 Automatically Generated Weights 

A simple average has the advantage of simplicity but the disadvantage of not taking into 
account the uncertainty of each of the estimates. Estimates with great uncertainty 
surrounding them are given the same weight as estimates with very little uncertainty. A 
common method for weighting estimates involves using their variances. Variance takes into 
account both the consistency of data and the sample size used to obtain the estimate, two 
key factors that influence the reliability of results. BenMAP has two methods of 
automatically generating pooling weights using the variances of the input distributions -
Fixed Effects Pooling and Random/ Fixed Effects Pooling. 

The discussion of these two weighting schemes is first presented in terms of pooling the 
pollutant coefficients (the Ws ), because that most closely matches the discussion of the 
method for pooling study results as it was originally presented by DerSimonian and 
Laird. We then give an overview of the analogous weighting process used within 
BenMAP to generate weights for incidence changes rather than Ws. 

K.2.1.3 Fixed-Effect Weights 

The fixed effects model assumes that there is a single true concentration-response relationship 
and therefore a single true value for the parameter~ that applies everywhere. Differences 
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among Ws reported by different studies are therefore simply the result of sampling 
error. That is, each reported~ is an estimate of the same underlying parameter. The 
certainty of an estimate is reflected in its variance (the larger the variance, the less certain 
the estimate). Fixed effects pooling therefore weights each estimate under consideration in 
proportion to the inverse of its variance. 

Suppose there are n studies, with the ith study providing an estimate ~i with variance vi (I= 
1, ... ,n). Let 

s =I_!_, 
v 

l 

denote the sum of the inverse variances. Then the weight, wi, given to the fth estimate, 

~i,is: 

This means that estimates with small variances (i.e., estimates with relatively little 
uncertainty surrounding them) receive large weights, and those with large variances 
receive small weights. The estimate produced by pooling based on a fixed effects model, then, 
is just a weighted average of the estimates from the studies being considered, with the weights 
as defined above. 

That is: 

f3re = L w i x /3, 

The variance associated with this pooled estimate is the inverse of the sum of the 
inverse variances: 

vfe = L I/vi 

Table K-1 shows the relevant calculations for this pooling for three sample studies. 

Table K-1. Example of Fixed Effects Model Calculations 

Study Bt Vt 1/V1 W1 W1*P1 

1 0.75 0.1225 8.16 0.016 0.012 

2 1.25 0.0025 400 0.787 0.984 

3 1.00 0.0100 100 0.197 0.197 

Sum ?=508.16 ?=1.000 ?=1.193 
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The sum of weighted contributions in the last column is the pooled estimate of~ based 
on the fixed effects model. This estimate (1.193) is considerably closer to the estimate 
from study 2 (1.25) than is the estimate (1.0) that simply averages the study estimates. 
This reflects the fact that the estimate from study 2 has a much smaller variance than 
the estimates from the other two studies and is therefore more heavily weighted in the 
pooling. 

The variance of the pooled estimate, vfe, is the inverse of the sum of the variances, or 
0.00197. (The sums of the ~i and vi are not shown, since they are of no importance. The 
sum of the 1/vi is S, used to calculate the weights. The sum of the weights, wi, i=l, ... , n, 
is 1.0, as expected.) 

K.2.1.4 Random-/ Fixed-Effect Weights 

An alternative to the fixed effects model is the random effects model, which allows the 
possibility that the estimates ~i from the different studies may in fact be estimates of 
different parameters, rather than just different estimates of a single underlying 
parameter. In studies of the effects of PM10 on mortality, for example, ifthe composition 
of PM10 varies among study locations the underlying relationship between mortality 
and PM10 may be different from one study location to another. For example, fine 
particles make up a greater fraction of PM io in Philadelphia than in El Paso. If fine 
particles are disproportionately responsible for mortality relative to coarse particles, 
then one would expect the true value of~ in Philadelphia to be greater than the true 
value of~ in El Paso. This would violate the assumption of the fixed effects model. 

The following procedure can test whether it is appropriate to base the pooling on the 
random effects model (vs. the fixed effects model): 

A test statistic, Qw, the weighted sum of squared differences of the separate study 
estimates from the pooled estimate based on the fixed effects model, is calculated as: 

Under the null hypothesis that there is a single underlying parameter,~, of which all the 
~i's are estimates, Qw has a chi-squared distribution with n-1 degrees of freedom. 
(Recall that n is the number of studies in the meta-analysis.) If Qw is greater than the 
critical value corresponding to the desired confidence level, the null hypothesis is 
rejected. That is, in this case the evidence does not support the fixed effects model, and 
the random effects model is assumed, allowing the possibility that each study is 
estimating a different~· (BenMAP uses a five percent one-tailed test). 

The weights used in a pooling based on the random effects model must take into 
account not only the within-study variances (used in a meta-analysis based on the fixed 
effects model) but the between-study variance as well. These weights are calculated as 
follows: 
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Using Qw, the between-study variance, 112,is: 

It can be shown that the denominator is always positive. Therefore, if the numerator is 
negative (i.e., if Qw < n-1), then ri2 is a negative number, and it is not possible to 
calculate a random effects estimate. In this case, however, the small value of Qw would 
presumably have led to accepting the null hypothesis described above, and the meta
analysis would be based on the fixed effects model. The remaining discussion therefore 
assumes that 112 is positive. 

Given a value for ri2, the random effects estimate is calculated in almost the same way 
as the fixed effects estimate. However, the weights now incorporate both the within
study variance (vi) and the between-study variance ( ri2). Whereas the weights implied 
by the fixed effects model used only vi, the within-study variance, the weights implied 
by the random effects model use vi + ri2. 

Let v.* = v. + 112• Then: 
I I 'I 

S* = '\:""_1 
L *' v, 

w 
I 

The estimate produced by pooling based on the random effects model, then, is just a 
weighted average of the estimates from the studies being considered, with the weights 
as defined above. That is: 

I * - w x /Jrand - 1 /Jz 

The variance associated with this random effects pooled estimate is, as it was for the 
fixed effects pooled estimate, the inverse of the sum of the inverse variances: 

vrand = II!v,* 

The weighting scheme used in a pooling based on the random effects model is basically 
the same as that used if a fixed effects model is assumed, but the variances used in the 
calculations are different. This is because a fixed effects model assumes that the 
variability among the estimates from different studies is due only to sampling error (i.e., 
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each study is thought of as representing just another sample from the same underlying 
population), while the random effects model assumes that there is not only sampling 
error associated with each study, but that there is also between-study variability -- each 
study is estimating a different underlying~· Therefore, the sum of the within- study 
variance and the between-study variance yields an overall variance estimate. 

Fixed Effects and Random/ Fixed Effects Weighting to Pool Incidence Change 
Distributions and Dollar Benefit Distributions 

Weights can be derived for pooling incidence changes predicted by different studies, 
using either the fixed effects or the fixed / random effects model, in a way that is 
analogous to the derivation of weights for pooling the ~ 's in the C-R functions. As 
described above, BenMAP generates a Latin Hypercube representation of the 
distribution of incidence change corresponding to each health impact function selected. 
The means of those study-specific Latin Hypercube distributions of incidence change 
are used in exactly the same way as the reported ~ 's are used in the calculation of fixed 
effects and random effects weights described above. The variances of incidence change 
are used in the same way as the variances of the Ws. The formulas above for calculating 
fixed effects weights, for testing the fixed effects hypothesis, and for calculating random 
effects weights can all be used by substituting the mean incidence change for the ith 
health impact function for ~i and the variance of incidence change for the ith health 
impact function for vi. 

Similarly, weights can be derived for dollar benefit distributions. As described above, 
BenMAP generates a Latin Hypercube representation of the distribution of dollar 
benefits. The means of those Latin Hypercube distributions are used in exactly the same 
way as the reported Ws are used in the calculation of fixed effects and random effects 
weights described above. The variances of dollar benefits are used in the same way as 
the variances of the Ws. The formulas above for calculating fixed effects weights, for 
testing the fixed effects hypothesis, and for calculating random effects weights can all be 
used by substituting the mean dollar benefit change for the ith valuation for ~i and the 
variance of dollar benefits for the ith valuation for vi. 

BenMAP always derives Fixed Effects and Random / Fixed Effects weights using 
nationally aggregated results, and uses those weights for pooling at each grid cell (or 
county, etc. if you choose to aggregate results prior to pooling). This is done because 
BenMAP does not include any regionally based uncertainty - that is, all uncertainty is at 
the national level in BenMAP, and all regional differences (population, for example) are 
treated as certain. 

K.2 .2 Mechanics of Pooling in BenMAP 

Once weights are generated for each input distribution, BenMAP has three options for 
using these weights to combine the input distributions into a single new distribution. 
These options are referred to as Advanced Pooling Methods. 

Round Weights to Two Digits 
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This is BenMAP's default Advanced Pooling Method, and is always the method used when 
Subjective Weights are used. The first step is converting the weights to two digit 
integers by multiplying them by 100 and rounding to the nearest integer. If all the integral 
weights thus generated are divisible by the smallest weight, they are each divided by that 
smallest weight. For example, if the original weights were 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4, the resulting 
integral weights would be 10 /10, 20 /10, 30 /10, and 40 /10 (or 1, 2, 3, and 4). 

BenMAP then creates a new distribution by sampling each entire input distribution 
according to its weight. That is, in the above example the first distribution would be 
sampled once, the second distribution twice, and so forth. The advantage of sampling 
whole distributions is that it preserves the characteristics (i.e., the moments - the mean, 
the variance, etc.) of the underlying distributions. Assuming n latin hypercube points, 
the resulting distribution will contain a maximum of 100 * n values, which are then 
sorted low to high and binned down to n values, which will represent the new, pooled 
distribution. 

Round Weights to Three Digits 

This Advanced Pooling Method is essentially the same as rounding weights to two 
digits, except that the weights are converted to three digit integers, and so forth. That is, 
the weights are multiplied by 1000 and rounded to the nearest integer. Again, if all the 
integral weights thus generated are divisible by the smallest weight, they are each 
divided by that smallest weight. Assuming n Latin Hypercube points, the resulting 
distribution with this Advanced Pooling Method can contain a maximum of 1000 * n 
values, which are sorted low to high and binned down ton values, which represent the 
new, pooled distribution. 

Exact Weights for Monte Carlo 

This Advanced Pooling Method uses a Monte Carlo method to combine the input 
distributions. Using this method, on each of many iterations, (1) an input distribution is 
selected (with the probability of selection equal to the weight assigned to the 
distribution), and (2) a value is randomly drawn from that distribution. Values chosen 
in this way are placed into a temporary pooled distribution, which will have one point 
per iteration of the Monte Carlo method. The number of iterations is specified by the 
user, and defaults to 5,000. After the temporary distribution is fully generated, it is 
sorted low to high and binned down ton values (where n is the number of Latin 
Hypercube Points chosen for the analysis). 

K.2.3 Summing Distributions 

Sometimes rather than pooling distributions we want to add them. For example, some 
studies have estimated a health impact function for hospital admissions for COPD and 
another health impact function for hospital admissions for pneumonia. From each of 
these health impact functions, BenMAP can derive the corresponding distributions for 
incidence change. Hospital admissions for COPD and pneumonia are two of the most 
important components of respiratory hospital admissions, and we may want to 
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estimate the number of cases of "respiratory hospital admissions," as characterized by 
being either COPD or pneumonia. To do this we would add the two distributions. 

Summing across distributions can be done in one of two ways: We can assume the two 
distributions are independent of each other or dependent. Which is the more 
reasonable assumption depends on the particulars of the distributions being summed. 

Assuming Independence 

This is the Sum (Independent) Pooling Method. To sum two distributions that are 
independent, on each of many iterations of a Monte Carlo procedure, BenMAP (1) 
randomly selects a value from the first input distribution, (2) randomly selects a value 
from the second input distribution, and (3) adds the two values together. To sum N 
distributions that are independent, BenMAP follows an analogous procedure in which, 
on each iteration it makes a random selection from each of the input distributions and 
then adds the results together. When the Monte Carlo procedure is completed, all such 
generated results are sorted low to high and binned down to the appropriate number of 
la tin hypercube points. The number of iterations is determined by the Monte Carlo 
Iterations setting. 

Assuming Dependence 

This is the Sum (Dependent) Pooling Method. Recall that the uncertainty distributions 
in BenMAP are latin hypercube representations, consisting of N percentile points. To 
sum two distributions assumed to be dependent, BenMAP simply generates a new N 
point la tin hypercube where each point is the sum of the corresponding points from the 
input la tin hypercubes. That is, the first point in the new latin hypercube is the sum of 
the first points in the two input latin hypercubes, and so forth. To sum n distributions 
that are assumed to be dependent, BenMAP follows an analogous procedure in which 
each point in the new la tin hypercube is the sum of the corresponding points from each 
of the input latin hypercubes. 

K.2.4 Subtracting Distributions 

In some cases, you may want to subtract one or more distribution(s) from another. For 
example, one study may have estimated a health impact function for minor restricted 
activity days (MRADs ), and another study may have estimated a health impact function 
for asthma "episodes." You may want to subtract the change in incidence of asthma 
episodes from the change in incidence from MRADs before estimating the monetary 
value of the MRADs, so that the monetary value of asthma episodes avoided will not be 
included. 

Subtracting across distributions can be done in one of two ways: we can assume the 
two distributions are independent of each other or dependent. Which is the more 
reasonable assumption depends on the particulars of the distributions being 
subtracted. 
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Assuming Independence 

This is the Subtraction (Independent) Pooling Method. To subtract one distribution 
from another, assuming independence, on each of many iterations of a Monte Carlo 
procedure, BenMAP (1) randomly selects a value from the first input distribution, (2) 
randomly selects a value from the second input distribution, and (3) subtracts the 
second value from the first. To subtract N distributions from another distribution, 
assuming independence, BenMAP follows an analogous procedure in which, on each 
iteration it makes a random selection from each of the input distributions and then 
subtracts the second through the Nth from the first. When the Monte Carlo procedure is 
completed, all such generated results are sorted low to high and binned down to the 
appropriate number of Latin Hypercube points. The number of iterations is determined 
by the Monte Carlo Iterations setting. 

Assuming Dependence 

This is the Subtraction (Dependent) Pooling Method (see Chapter 6 for details). Recall 
that the uncertainty distributions in BenMAP are Latin Hypercube representations, 
consisting of N percentile points. To subtract one distribution from another, assuming 
them to be dependent, BenMAP simply generates a new N point Latin Hypercube where 
each point is the result of subtracting the corresponding point of the second input Latin 
Hypercube from the corresponding point of the first input Latin Hypercube. That is, the 
first point in the new Latin Hypercube is the result of subtracting the first point in the 
second Latin Hypercube from the first point of the first Latin Hypercube, and so forth. 
To subtract n distributions from another distribution, assuming dependence, BenMAP 
follows an analogous procedure in which each point in the new Latin Hypercube is the 
result of subtracting the corresponding points of the second through the Nth input Latin 
Hypercubes from the corresponding point of the first. 
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Appendix L. Command Line BenMAP 

The command line version of BenMAP is capable of performing all of the functions of 
the GUI-based version. It is most useful for large, complex analyses that require 
generation of a substantial number of files. This appendix describes the syntax and use 
of the command line version. 

L.1 Overview 

The overall format of the file is a variable definitions section followed by a commands 
section. Comment statements are supported at any point in the file. Lines beginning 
with a pound character ( #) are considered comment lines and will be ignored during 
file parsing. 

Additionally, LOAD <filename> statements are supported at any point in the file. These 
work as string replacements - the contents of the file specified by <filename> are simply 
inserted into the main file. Multi-level LOAD statements are supported, but no attempt 
is made to detect cycles (two files referencing each other with LOAD statements, for 
example). 

The control file is, in general, not case sensitive. In the case of user-defined strings, 
(variable values, etc.), it is preserved. 

L.2 Variables 

The variable definitions section is optional, and if present will consist of a single line 
with the word "Variables" on it, followed by one or more lines that define variables. A 
variable definition consists of a variable name and a variable value. When parsing lines 
in the commands section of the control file, all occurrences of the variable name will be 
replaced by the variable value. 

All variable names must begin and end with the percent character(%). 

Variable Name/Value replacement will be done in multiple passes (until no variable 
names remain), so variable values may contain other variable names. No attempt will 
be made to detect cycles, however, so be careful not to introduce them. For example, 
avoid variable definitions like the following: 

%BENMAPDIR% %AQGDIR%\ 

%AQGDIR% %BENMAPDIR% \Air Quality Grids 

Variable values must be contained in a single line, and will consist of the first non
whitespace character after the variable name through the newline character. Watch out 
for undesired trailing whitespaces! 
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L.3 Commands 

The commands section is required, and will consist of one or more command sections. 
There are five types of command sections: 

SETACTIVESETUP 

CREATEAQG 

RUN CFG 

RUNAPV 

GENERATE REPORT 

This section will discuss each one in turn. 

In general, in command sections, there must be at least one white space between each 
token (where a token is either a command, a parameter name, or a parameter value). 

L.3.1 Set Active Setup 

For the US version of the BenMAP command line executable the only valid value is 
United States. The SETACTIVESETUP section is required. 

Example 

-ActiveSetup United States 

L.3.2 Create AQG 

This section initiates the creation of one or more air quality grids (normally one, 
potentially two in the case of monitor rollback grid creation - see below). It always 
starts with the words CREA TE AQG. It must then include the following options, in any 
order: 

-Filename <filename> 

-Gridtype <gridtype> 

-Pollutant <pollutant> 

The Filename value is the name of the air quality grid that will be created. 

The GridType value must be one found in the BenMAP database. The actual values for 
this parameter are found on the Modify Setup screen in the Grid Definitions list box. 

BenMAP supports pollutant values present in the active setup. By default, these include 
Ozone and PM2.5 (no subscripts needed) for the United States setup. BenMAP 
Command Line will support additional pollutants as well, so long as they are present in 
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the active setup selected at the start of the Command Line Script. These values can be 
found in the Modify Setup screen in the Pollutants list box. 

After these required options, the type of grid creation must be identified, and then the 
parameters for that grid creation type must be specified. There are four air quality grid 
creation types: 

-ModelDirect 

-Monitor Direct 

-MonitorModelRelative 

-Monitor Rollback 

L.3.2.1 Model Direct 

This section initiates the creation of a model direct air quality grid. 

This creation type has two required parameters: 

-ModelFilename <filename> 

-DSNName <ODBC DSN name> 

and one optional parameter: 

-TableName <tablename> 

Supported DSNName values are: 

Excel Files Excel Spreadsheet (.xls) 

Text Files Comma-delimited (.csv) files 

MS Access Database Access Database (.mdb) 

If the DSNName is "Excel Files" and there is more than one worksheet in the workbook 
or "MS Access Database" and there is more than one table in the database then the 
TableName parameter must indicate the worksheet or table name. 

L.3.2.2 Monitor Direct 

This section initiates the creation of a monitor direct air quality grid. 

The required parameters are: 

-MonitorDataType <DataSource descriptor> 

-InterpolationMethod <Interpolation Method> 
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Valid values for MonitorDataType are: 

-Library 

-DatabaseRows 

-DatabaseColumns 

-TextFile 

Valid values for Interpolation method are: 

-ClosestMonitor 

-VN A 

If MonitorDataType is Library then the following parameters are required: 

-MonitorDataSet <Monitor Dataset Name> 

MonitorDataSet is the Dataset name of Monitor data stored in the Ben MAP 
database. These values can be found on the Modify Setup screen in Monitor 
Datasets list box. 

-MonitorYear <Year> 

MonitorYear specifies the year of interest in the monitor library. 

If MonitorDataType is DatabaseRows then the following parameters are 
required: 

-Monitor File <filename> 

-DSNName <ODBC DSN name> 

and one optional parameter: 

-TableName <tablename> 

Supported DSNName values are: 

-Excel Files Excel Spreadsheet (.xls) 

-Text Files Comma-delimited (.csv) files 

-MS Access Database Access Database (.mdb) 
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If the DSNName is "Excel Files" and there is more than one worksheet in the workbook 
or "MS Access Database" and there is more than one table in the database then the 
TableName parameter must indicate the worksheet or table name. 

If MonitorDataType is DatabaseColumns then the same parameters for 
Monitor Data Type DatabaseRows are required along with the following: 

-MonitorDefFilename 

-DefDSNN ame 

-DefTableN ame 

These parameters behave the same as the corresponding DatabaseRows parameters. 

If MonitorDataType is TextFile the following parameter is required: 

-MonitorFile <filename> 

MonitorFile specifies a comma separated values (*.csv, generally) file 
containing monitor data. 

Optional Parameters: 

-MaxDistance <real> 

Specifies the maximum distance (in kilometers) to be used in 
ClosestMonitor interpolation or VNA interpolation. Monitors outside this 
distance will not be considered in the interpolation procedure. 

-MaxRelativeDistance <real> 

Specifies the maximum relative distance to be used in VNA interpolation, 
where relative distance is the multiple of the distance to the closest monitor 
used in the interpolation procedure. 

-WeightingMethod <method> 

Specifies the weighting procedure used for monitors in VNA interpolation. 
Supported values are InverseDistance and InverseDistanceSquared. If this 
parameter is not specified, InverseDistance weighting is used. 

L.3.2.3 Monitor Rollback 

[NOTE: Monitor Rollback is currently disabled in BenMAP Command Line. We are 
aware of this issue and working to include the functionality in upcoming BenMAP 
releases.] 

/ / MonitorRollback 
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BaselineFilename = -BaselineFilename; 

/ / RollbackOptions 

Percentage = -Percentage; 

Increment =-Increment; 

/ / RollbackToStandardOptions 

Standard =-Standard; 

Metric =-Metric; 

Ordinality = -Ordinality; 

InterdayRollbackMethod = -InterdayRollbackMethod; 

IntradayRollbackMethod = -IntradayRollbackMethod; 

L.3.3 Run CFG 

The command line version of BenMAP does not support creation of new .cfgx files, both 
because this would be quite cumbersome to do in plain text, and because it probably is 
not needed. Slight modifications of existing .cfgx files are supported, and it is thought 
that at this point this should be enough. 

As such, the only required parameter to run a configuration is the configuration 
filename. Optional parameters allow the slight modifications mentioned above. 

Required Parameters 

-CFGFilename <filename> 

Specifies the .cfgx file to run. 

-ResultsFilename <filename> 

Specifies the .cfgrx file to save the results in. 

Optional Parameters 

-BaselineAQG <filename> 
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Specifies the baseline air quality grid file to use when running the 
configuration - overrides whatever value is present in the .cfgx file. 

-ControlAQG <filename> 

Specifies the control air quality grid file to use when running the 
configuration - overrides whatever value is present in the .cfgx file. 

-Year <Integer> 

Year in which to run the configuration (this will affect the population 
numbers used) - overrides whatever value is present in the .cfgx file. 
Supported values are 1990 and up. 

-LatinHypercubePoints <integer> 

Number of latin hypercube points to generate when running the 
configuration (zero means run in point mode), overrides whatever value is 
present in the .cfgx file. 

-Threshold <real> 

Threshold to use when running the configuration - overrides whatever value is 
present in the .cfgx file. 

L.3.4 Run APV 

The command line version of BenMAP does not support creation of new .apvx files, both 
because this would be quite cumbersome to do in plain text, and because it probably is 
not needed. Slight modifications of existing .apvx files are supported, and it is thought 
that at this point this should be enough. 

As such, the only required parameter to run an APV configuration is the APV 
configuration filename. Optional parameters allow the slight modifications mentioned 
above. 

Required Parameters 

-APVFilename <filename> 

Specifies the .apvx file to run. 

-ResultsFilename <filename> 

Specifies the .apvrx file to save the results in. 

Optional Parameters 

-CFGRFilename <filename> 
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Specifies the .cfgrx file to use when running the APV configuration - note that 
this file must contain the same set of results which the .cfgrx file originally used 
to generate the .apvx file contained. Overrides whatever value is present in the 
.apvx file. 

-IncidenceAggregation <aggregation level> 

Level to aggregate incidence results to before pooling them. Supported values 
are None, County, State, and Nation. Overrides whatever value is present in the 
.apvx file. 

-ValuationAggregation <aggregation level> 

Level to aggregate valuation results to before pooling them. Supported values 
are None, County, State, and Nation (though the value must be greater than or 
equal to IncidenceAggregation). Overrides whatever value is present in the .apvx 
file. 

-RandomSeed <integer> 

Random seed to use for all procedures requiring pseudo-random numbers (e.g. 
monte carlo procedures). Overrides the default behavior, which is to generate a 
new random seed each time the APV configuration is run. 

-DollarYear <integer> 

L.3.5 Generate Report 

Reports come in three main varieties - Audit Trail Reports, which can be generated 
from any BenMAP file; Configuration Results Reports, which can be generated from 
.cfgrx files; and APV Configuration Results Reports, which can be generated from .apvrx 
files. All these report types need an input filename and an output filename. CFGR 
reports and APVR reports additionally take many optional parameters. 

The format for each report type is: 

GENERATE REPORT <ReportType> 

-InputFile <filename> 

-ReportFile <filename> 

<optional parameters> 

Supported ReportType values are: AuditTrail, CFGR, and APVR. 
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L.3.5.1 Audit Trail 

Audit trail reports require only the parameters described in the "Generate Report" 
section. 

L.3.5.2 CFGRReport 

A CFGR report may be generating using only the parameters described in the "Generate 
Report" section. However, there are also a number of additional options, described 
below. 

Optional Parameters 

-GridFields <comma separated field names> 

Specifies the set of grid fields to include in the report. Grid fields include Column 
and Row. If this parameter is not present, all fields will be included in the report. 

-CustomFields <comma separated field names> 

Specifies the set of custom fields (C-R Function identifiers, in this case) to 
include in the report. Custom fields include Dataset, Endpoint Group, Endpoint, 
Pollutant, Metric, Seasonal Metric, Metric Statistic, Author, Year, Location, Other 
Pollutants, Qualifier, Reference, Race, Ethnicity, Gender, Start Age, End Age, 
Function, Incidence Dataset, Prevalence Dataset, Beta, Disbeta, P1Beta, P2Beta, 
A, NameA, B, NameB, C and NameC. If this parameter is not present, all fields will 
be included in the report. 

-ResultFields <comma separated field names> 

Specifies the set of result fields to include in the report. Result fields include 
Point Estimate, Population, Delta, Mean, Baseline, Percent of Baseline, Standard 
Deviation, Variance, and Percentiles. If this parameter is not present, all fields 
will be included in the report. 

L.3.5.3 APVR Report 

Required Parameters 

APVR Reports require one additional parameter beyond those required for Audit Trail 
or CFGR Reports. 

-ResultType <result type> 

Specifies the result type for which a report should be created. Supported result 
types are: IncidenceResults, Aggregatedincidence, Pooledlncidence,Valuation, 
AggregatedValuation, PooledValuation. 

Optional Parameters 
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All of the CFGR report parameters are supported for APVR reports as well, except that 
Population and Delta are not supported ResultField elements. 

-Totals <total type> 

Specifies the type of totals which should be included in the report. Supported 
types are Dependent and Independent. Totals can only be generated for 
valuation results (Valuation, AggregatedValuation, and PooledValuation result 
types). 

L.4 Example 1 

VARIABLES 

%CFG% 
%APV% 
%RESUL TSDIR% 
%REPORTDIR% 
%AQG% 

C: \BenMAP\ CommandLine \ Configurations\PM2 5 Wizard.cfgx 
C: \BenMAP\ CommandLine\ Configuations\PM2 5 Wizard.apvx 
C:\BenMAP\ Temp 
C:\BenMAP\ Temp 
C:\BenMAP\CommandLine\Air Quality Grids 

COMMANDS 

SETACTIVESETUP 

-Active Setup United States 

CREATEAQG 

-Filename 
-Grid Type 
-Pollutant 

Monitor Direct 

-InterpolationMethod 
-MonitorDataType 
-MonitorDataSet 
-MonitorYear 
-MaxDistance 

CREATEAQG 

-Filename 
-Grid Type 
-Pollutant 

Monitor Rollback 
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%AQG%\PM25_2002Baseline_50km.aqgx 
CMAQ 12km 
PM2.5 

VNA 
Library 
EPA Standard Monitors 
2002 
so 

%AQG% \PM2 5_2002Control_50km.aqgx 
CMAQ 12km 
PM2.5 
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-InterpolationMethod 
-MonitorDataType 
-MonitorDataSet 
-MonitorYear 
-RollbackGridType 
-MaxDistance 

VNA 
Library 
EPA Standard Monitors 
2002 
State 
so 

Appendix L: Command Line BenMAP 

RollbackToStandardOptions 

-Stanard 65 
-Metric D24HourMean 
-InterdayRollbackMethodincremental 

RUN CFG 

-CFGFilename 
-ResultsFilename 
-BaselineAQG 
-ControlAQG 

RUNAPV 

%CFG% 
%RESULTS DIR% \PM25_2002_50km.aqgx 
%AQG%\PM25_2002Baseline_S0km.aqgx 
%AQG% \PM2 5_2002Control_S0km.aqgx 

-APVFilename %APV% 
-ResultsFilename %RESULTS DIR% \PM25_2002_50km.apvrx 
-CFGRFilename %RESULTS DIR% \PM25_2002_50km.cfgrx 
-IncidenceAggregation Na ti on 
-ValuationAggregation Nation 

GENERATE REPORT APVR 

-InputFile 
-ReportFile 
-ResultType 
-CustomFields 

-ResultFields 
-DecimalDigits 

GENERATE REPORT APVR 

-InputFile 
-ReportFile 
-ResultType 
-CustomFields 
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%RESULTS DIR% \PM25_2002_50km.apvrx 
%REPO RTD IR% \PM2 5_2002_50km_IncidenceN ation.csv 
Pooledlncidence 
Endpoint Group,Author,Start Age,Endpoint,Qualifier, 
Pooling Window 
Mean,Standard Deviation,Latin Hypercube Points 
0 

%RESULTS DIR% \PM25_2002_50km.apvrx 
%REPORTDIR%\PM25_2002_50km_ValuationNation.csv 
PooledValuation 
Endpoint Group, Author, Start Age, Endpoint, Qualifier, 
Pooling Window 
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-ResultFields 
-DecimalDigits 

L.5 Example 2 

VARIABLES 

%CFG% 

%APV% 

%RESUL TSDIR% 
%REPORTDIR% 
%AQG% 

COMMANDS 

SETACTIVESETUP 

-ActiveSetup 

CREATEAQG 

-Filename 
-Grid Type 
-Pollutant 

Monitor Direct 

-InterpolationMethod 
-MonitorData Type 
-MonitorDataSet 
-MonitorYear 

CREATEAQG 

-Filename 
-Grid Type 
-Pollutant 

Monitor Rollback 

Appendix L: Command Line BenMAP 

Mean,Standard Deviation,Latin Hypercube Points 
0 

C: \BenMAP\ CommandLine\ Configurations\PM2 5 
Wizard.cfgx 
C: \BenMAP\ CommandLine \ Configurations\PM2 5 
Wizard.apvx 
C:\BenMAP\Temp 
C:\BenMAP\Temp 
C:\BenMAP\CommandLine\Air Quality Grids 

United States 

%AQG%\PM25_2004Baseline.aqgx 
County 
PM2.5 

VNA 
Library 
EPA Standard Monitors 
2004 

%AQG%\PM25_2004_Control.aqgx 
County 
PM2.5 

-InterpolationMethod VNA 
-MonitorDataType Library 
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-MonitorDataSet 
-MonitorYear 
-RollbackGridType 
-MaxDistance 

EPA Standard Monitors 
2004 
State 
so 

RollbackToStandardOptions 

-Standard 35 
-Metric D24HourMean 
-InterdayRollbackMethod Incremental 

RUN CFG 
-CFGFilename 
-Results Filename 
-BaselineAQG 
-ControlAQG 

RUNAPV 

%CFG% 
%RESULTSDIR%\PM25_2004.cfgrx 
%AQG%\PM25_2004Baseline.aqgx 
%AQG%\PM25_2004Control.aqgx 

-APVFilename %APV% 
-ResultsFilename %RESULTSDIR%\PM25_2004.apvrx 
-CFGRFilename %RESULTSDIR%\PM25_2004.cfgrx 
-IncidenceAggregaton Na ti on 
-IncidenceAggregation Nation 

GENERATE REPORT APVR 

-InputFile 
-ReportFile 
-ResultType 

%RESULTSDIR%\PM25_2004.apvrx 
%REPO RTD IR% \pm2 5_2004_IncidenceN ation.csv 
Pooledlncidence 

-CustomFields Endpoint Group, Author,Start Age, Endpoint,Qualifier, 
Pooling Window 

-ResultFields 
-DecimalDigits 

GENERATE REPORT APVR 

-InputFile 
-ReportFile 
-ResultType 
-CustomFields 

-ResultFields 
-DecimalDigits 
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Mean,Standard Deviation, Latin Hypercube Points 
0 

%RESULTSDIR%\PM25_2004.apvrx 
%REPORTDIR%\PM25_2004_ValuationNation.csv 
PooledValuation 
Endpoint Group, Author, Start Age, Endpoint, Qualifier, 
Pooling Window 
Mean,Standard Deviation, Latin Hypercube Points 
0 
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Appendix M. Function Editor 
The function editor is used to develop both health impact functions and valuation 
functions. This appendix describes the syntax of this editor. 

M.1 User Defined Variables 
In addition to pre-defined variables that you can select from the Available Variables list, 
you can create your own variables in the C-R Function Editor. 

A variable is an identifier whose value can change at runtime. Put differently, a variable 
is a name for a location in memory; you can use the name to read or write to the 
memory location. Variables are like containers for data, and, because they are typed, 
they tell the compiler how to interpret the data they hold. 

The basic syntax for a variable declaration is 

var identifierList: type; 

where identifier List is a comma-delimited list of valid identifiers and type is any valid 
type. For example, 

var I: Integer; 

declares a variable I of type Integer, while 

var X, Y: Real; 

declares two variables--X and Y--of type Real. 

Consecutive variable declarations do not have to repeat the reserved word var: 

var 

X, Y, Z: Double; 

I, J, K: Integer; 

Digit: 0 .. 9; 

IndicatorName: String; 

Okay: Boolean; 

Variables can be initialized at the same time they are declared, using the syntax 

var identifier: type = constantExpression; 
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where constantExpression is any constant expression representing a value of type type. 
Thus the declaration 

var I: Integer= 7; 

is equivalent to the declaration and statement 

var I: Integer; 

I:= 7; 

Multiple variable declarations (such as var X, Y, Z: Real;) cannot include initializations, 
nor can declarations of variant and file-type variables. 

M.2 The Seri pt Language 

In the C-R Function Editor, you can evaluate complex block of statements. 

You can use constructions like: 

If ... then ... else; 

for I:= ... to .. do; 

while ... do; 

repeat .... until...; 

break; 

assignment( ... := .... ;) 

try ... finally ... end; try ... except...end; 

Each function you create can be a single statement or a block of statements. 

When you specify it as a block of statements, your script must conform to the rules of 
the script language, as follows: 

1. Each single statement must end with a semicolon(;) 

2. You can use the following statements: 

variable:= expression; 

If logical expression then statement{s) [else statement{s)]; 
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for variable:= from_expression to/downto to_expression do statement(s); 

while logical_expression do statement(s); 

repeat statement(s) until logical_ expression; 

try statement(s) finally statement(s) end; try 

statement(s) except statement(s) end; 

inline comments: 11 comment. .. until the end of the line 

nested comments: {nested comment} 

Statement( s) in the above declarations states that you can specify either a single 
statement or a block of statements. The block of statements must be enclosed in begin 
... end keywords. It is not necessary to enclose the body of the function in begin .. end. 
Cycle statements can use break keyword to break the cycle (break must also end with 
semicolon.) 

M.3 Operands 

Expressions may contain the following constant and variable types: 

Integer numbers; 

Floating point numbers; 

Scientific numbers; 

Decimal separator for all floating point and scientific-format numbers in expressions, is 
independent of the Regional Settings of Windows and always is a decimal point('.'). 

Boolean values - TRUE or FALSE; 

Date type values - values of that type must be put in quotes ( ' '), and also date separator 
character is independent of the Regional Settings of Windows and always is a slash - /,i.e. -
'01/01/2005' 

String values -values of that type must be put in double quotes (" "); If a string contains double 
quotes, you should double them (i.e., "this is a ""string'"'"); 

M.4 Operations 

Arithmetical 

+, -, x, /; 

div - integer division; 
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mod - modulo; 

" - power of; 

- - negate; 

Logical 

<, <=, >=, >, <>, =; 

and, or, xor, not; 

Bitwise 

and, or, xor; 

~ - negate; 

M.5 Arithmetic Functions 

ABS(X) 

SQR(X) 

SQRT(X) 

SIGN(X) 

ZERO(X) 

TRUNC(X)=INT(X) 

FRAC(X) 

ROUND(X) 

CEIL(X) 

FLOOR(X) 

DEC(X) 

INC(X) 

ARG(X,Y) 

RADIUS(X,Y) 

POWER(X,Y) 

IPOWER(X,Y) 

X"Y 

EXP(X) 

LN(X) 

LG(X) 

LOG(X) 

SIN(X) 
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Absolute value 

Square = Xx2=XxX 

Square root 

Sign of X;=l for X>O, =0 for X=O, =-1 for X<O 

=0 for X=O, =1 for X<>O 

Integer part 

fractional part 

rounds X to the nearest integer value 

always returns "ceil" integer value 

always returns "floor" integer value 

decrements a value X by 1 and returns a new value 

increments a value X by 1 and returns a new value 

argument(phase) of X and Y 

= sqrt(sqr(X)+sqr(Y)) 

raises X to a power of Y (Y is a floating point value) 

raises X to a power of Y (Y is a integer value) 

raises X to a power ofY (same as above two functions) 

exponent 

natural logarithm 

decimal logarithm 

base 2 logarithm 

sine 
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COS(X) cosine 

TAN(X) Tangent 

COTAN(X) cotangent 

ASIN(X) Arcsine 

ACOS(X) arccosine 

ATAN(X) arctangent 

SINH(X) hyperbolic sine 

COSH(X) hyperbolic cosine 

TANH(X) hyperbolic tangent 

M.6 Aggregate Functions 

AVG(X1,X2, ... ) returns average value of (unlimited number of) arguments. 

MAX(X1,X2, ... ) maximum of (unlimited number of) arguments. 

MIN(X1,X2, ... ) minimum of (unlimited number of) arguments. 

SUM(X1,X2, ... ) sum of (unlimited number of) arguments. 

PROD(X1,X2, .. ) product of (unlimited number of) arguments. 
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